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Abstract

Thj.s work attempts first to explaln why by 1895
liquor licensing was regarded as a major political issue in
Britain. The nature and extent of contemporary concern with
the drink problem is analyzed, followed by a brief discussion
of how the two major parties had polarized on the licensing
i.ssue by 1895

1
l,vith tbe ConserV'ativE's being regarded as the

party of the icensed trade interest and the Liberals the
party of the temperance movement.

Then tbis work exandnes the Liberal Party's attitude!
to the licensing que s U.on. between 1895 and 1905. The decis i ve
defeat of the party in 1895 was follmved by areas sessment of
the party's policies and purposes. The Liberal co~nitment to
a semi-prohibitionist platform was held by many to have been a
major cause of the defeat. Late in 1897 there began a cmnpaign,
led b:{ Herbert Gladstone~ to free the party from th1s COETIllit
meot. A Royal Commissio~ on the liquor licen~ing laws reported
in 1899. U~der the gUise of' adoptl.ng the Cormni.ssion's 111nority
Report, Herbert Gladstone and the Liberal leadership laborious
ly constructed for their party a far more flexible licensing
policy. Despite protests from impol'tant sections of the temp
erance mo~retnGnt, they managed to hold to the new policy until
1906 and the great Liberal election victory of that year.

Among the material consulted were manuscript collections,
contemporary works on the drink problem a.nd the licensing quest
ion, and the evidence presented before the 1896-99 Royal Commiss
ion on the Llquor Licensing Laws.
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A Note on Form

The spelling of words generally. follows British English
usage, with two main exceptions. The endings -ize and -ization
are generally preferred to -ise and -isat ion, and for purposes
of convenience I have spelled licenses throughout with an's'
instead of the British 'ct.

In each chapter the first reference to a work gives the
author, full title, the place of publication if other than
London, and the date of publication. Further references to the
work -in the same chapter are greatly abbreviated.

In the bibliography the place of publication is London
unless otherwise specified, and the publisher's name is given
only for works published since 1910.

Since the greater part of this thesis was in its present
form by early 1971, I have felt it advisable to refer in the
footnotes and the bibliography only to works published up to
and including 1970.
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IN '.J:RG DtJCTl CN

wa~ regarded as one of the major so~ial pzoblems in late nlne-

tcenth and early t~NelJtiGtrl cent<.:~-:'y 3:d.tain. Conc<n'r: 8."t:cut tile

effect of drink 111'011. SOCiE·+:Y was IJerhars gI'eace:c9..Y!c: mc)re w:tde-

spre2d in the ten years after 1895 than it had ever been. It

1s not EJC3.sy to explain "\vhy. In !liany wa.ys th~; tmpact of dr'inh.

up::m the nat1cn appears t~ have climiniDhed ill. th~ last tl-.ree

decades 0f the nineteenth ~enturY$ Th~ ereater concern sesms

rathor than by any intensification of the prchleill itseJ.f.

l'!ost.. socinl pro'b18IJ1s are also oolitical qU2stl-:Jr!s. In.

late ninf:b~el1tL century Rl'i t8.5 n. such phrases a;:; lithe c1r-lnk

problem ll and !Ithe licen::dGg question ll 1.;ere often used ~tirt-

U9.11y synonymo'.l~,ly. Si.r:ce 2&:rli9St times the stat9 had aSSUIl1='

ed 8. special respo:1sibj.l1ty to l'egul:J'te tbe sa.lA cf alcohol':c

d:ri..nk. The re.:mlt of centuries of Elt.s.te acti7tty in tbis

sph9rfJ \13.8 ";;},i8 liquor licenE,ing syst~J't1s the licensing 18.',</s.

Slnce the nouree cf law vl&S Parli.ament, those who H:lshed to

change t.he Ij,cens~.ng system. had necessa.rily to look to P<:.rlia.~

ffient and to o~e or both of the major political parties. Th8

U· -... i "li'r T'rc1'1r>"'\ YT~'" ('C -'1'cd-y 1 ,. ""'·"oblemJ.. ..L..l. -,"\." ._~ • ....., C. ... do n.:J'"Q ..~ J\,,; .._ - '" ""}JJ. Or ~ ... ,

1.ng question Has 3. political issue.

I

bLt by I895 tho licens-
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It was fu?thernore a political issue of 1~portance.

ISSl.:es long dec1.d nre e<.':tsily forgottel~, 1lhose of the 1e.ts

niuete\:lnth centm'y' which ca.tch the eye are those vih:;.eh :3111"-..

vived 1,;el1 lnto ths twentletb century~ irJperi&lisnl j social

welfare, tB.rlff reform. Those whicb faded rela.ti781y quickly

can too roadily be overlooked. At the begj.nn:lllg of the pI'es-

ent cent.ury British politicians acted on tht.: belief that td'Jie

attitude they took to the l:i.censing questiol1. could "Lin or

lo~~iO~ l"l"".'.l·J'ol'ta.nt· ·'vote.·s al.lu' ......er11apC' even deter'n-lrle ·W]..)-':CJ'~ n·' .... ;~-.;:"_ -- . v _ , J:l." C Ll . .1. - .11 .....,.. .L.I. J' l' o.~' ".j

gained or held power.

By 1895 the LibAral Party was regarded as the party of

the temperance movement r ~l1ld in particular of that movement 1 s

radical wing. ltJ11i1e the w'ho18 temperance movement addressed

itself to the dril~ problem and therefore usually to the 11c-

ensing system as iVell, the advocates of radical temperance

reform -- the prohibitionists -- looked exclusively to polit-

ical action for a solution. Indeed the Secretary of the lead-

ing prohibiticGist society, the United Klngdom Alliance, cl2;.1m

ed. in 1898 that his society 1I1as not a temperance organization

t 11 h t -, . t . 1 I.y t t +h t " tha: a ,1.;\"'.' a pO_l lca one. e" a' ~ e same lIDe as .e

Liberals were seen as the temperance party they still drew

important support from sections of the licensed trade. Should

the pol:lticians of the time have been in danger of forgetting

that the licensing question \va.s a polItical issue, there "rere

ever-present pressure groups to remind them of the fact.

IE "1.:JV1(.enee
J,CE} , VIr I, 4·99.

of James lrJbyte, III June; 1898, qu" 67,4·6'7,



self as f.ir~Lly ·,d.thin ttl€: 1:l.b{~rC'.J.··progess5ve tradition. Eal'l-

:i.C:::l: i.n th(-;l niue'teel1-ch century the Liber·[1.13 had been both '1;118

progressive' 1Jart.y b.liJ. the i')a.rt:! of the b'.lsiness in'te.l."est. The

leg-cd. groups and es't,;G~bli~11ed i.ns ti. tutt·;)l'1S; tbe land.ed Eentry,

tlH3 Angltcan elm.reb, the :IGnC(~ of Lords. F'reqt::.er~tly these
f

'\I!el~'8 also th0 t8.rget.3 ;:)f'ti:.e bLlstuess community. But at. ~O;(ime

This occurred cn the licensing issue perh&ps earlier t~an an

any othel'. Tbe l1censed trade -- one of:.'le natiOl! 1 s rna;) or

ind.us tri.es _.-. 1,.7[;,3 'predominantly COIJ:e;iAl;'va tj ve t::r 1895, and

c:mical1y that in the 1895 General 818(; c::.<JU lIt'r.!res great j.nt-·

erests, the Ghul'C'b ~ tne Union and the HO'\.lse Gf Lords) U w{:;re

aid.ed by lithe great 2J quo!' !"-.lower'l. 2

L ···· r~ •. -. I.' "(:> n' -,.~. ,1" b''''' 0"':1 ~t' sO.\N:;) un, .l...l.r\.v Ie;:-. v pIO, J. J....1. ...~•. .::> , welcomed a struggle

to t11e death w·j.t.b tha licensed trade. For other LjJ)Brals,

hC~i8ve:r, tIle issue was less straigr~tfon·TaX'd. By 1595 the Lib-·

eral Party W3.S in a state of crisis and. ill~equipped for ihoral

cl'usades \Ihlch en oused po\<,erful enemies. The party had split

over HeInO Rule in I8E'b, had been out of power until 1892, dnd

Iw1d off lce only preC:B.rio:l..sly from 189~~ uc.til 1895. Gladstone;

the great leader for almos t thi I-ty years, reti :;:oed in IB9Y-, and.

in the follmv:1.ug year the party W2S decisivsly beaten at thp.

-----_._----------------~..

2Letter to 'J~ll~ .Tiill§.:'i, II Februal'Y~ r2096.
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polls. 'Ihe qU€f.tion confroi1ting thE LibE.rals aftBr "'chat

defeat wa;:; ·~Jh9.t kind of a pfJ.rty tbey ,·:anted to be. They

could remain Hhat they had apparently [oecoIT1e: a loose ccal.it

to!;. 01' reformers, "That :he ir opponentJ co.lled a collection of

faddists, \-d.th each group's particular fad embodied in the

partyis NevlCR.stle Progra..tlJme, Alternatively t.h8Y eould. 'cPy to

transform themselves into "/hat the Conservativ(.;s he.d apparent··

ly already succeeded j.n becoming: a consensus party with a

comparatively vague platform but with a tight told on the

reins of P0v.J8T.



CHAPTER ONE.

THE DRINK PROBLEM

Early in 1896 Lord Salisbury's Third Ministry appoint-

ed a Royal Commission to investigate the nation's liquor

licensing system. Its terms of reference required it to !!en-

quire into the Operation and Administration of the Laws re

lating to the Sale of Intoxicating Liquors, and to examine and

re~ort upon the proposals that may be made for amending the

aforesaid laws in the public interest, due regard being had to

the rights of individuals. l~l This Commission~-generallyknown

as the Peel Commission after its Chairman, Lord Peel--was set

a formidable task, and it was to be more than three years be

fore its work was completed. Its appointment reflected the

current level of concern with what was frequently referred to

as "the drink problem." This concern was increased rather than

allayed by the results of the Commission's enquiries and by its

eventual findings: even the more sanguine of the two final re

ports concluded that "a gigantic evil remains to be remedied.,,2

The last years of the nineteenth century and the first years of

the twentieth saw a vast outpouring of literature devoted to

the allied themes of the licensing laws, the liquor trade and

lLCR, Final Report, 4.

2Ibid ., 12.
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the temperance movement. The debate was carried on in news

papers,books, articles and pamphlets, at meetings, in con

ferences, on public platforms and in Parliament. Probably at

no other period of English history was the public mind and

the national conscience so concerned with "the drink problem."

It is often very difficult to explain why a particu

lar social problem heightens its grip on the public imagination

at a particular time. The obvious first step is to investi

gate whether the increased concern reflects an intensification

of the problem itself. But it may be that no substantial

evidence can be found to show that the problem in absolute

terms is becoming more serious. In any case, other possible

answers should be considered. Heightened public concern may

be a result of heightened public awareness. It may reflect

a change in standards, in the terms by which men judge the

nature and the value of their own society. It may be that the

context in which the problem is seen, previously taken large

ly for granted, is coming more and more to be questioned. Per

haps changing circumstances bring different aspects of the

problem to the fore. Heightened public awareness may itself

be explicable in terms of the success of the efforts of a

particular reforming movement or pressure group. Alternative

ly it may come as a reaction to reforming pressure. Different

proposals for solving the problem may have been advocated by

different political groupings, with the result that the social

problem itself becomes part of a wider framework of political

controversy.
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Any investigation of the drink problem in late nine

teenth century England must start by considering the avail

able statistical evidence. But this evidence must be ap-

proached with great care. In 1940, G. B. Wilson published

his valuable Alcohol and the Nation, an annotated collation

of statistical data relating to the impact of liquor on

British society since the beginning of the nineteenth century.

His work opened with a warning:

The Drink Problem is one of great complexity in which the
investigator who relies solely on statistical evidence
and ignores the human factor may find himself committed
to conclusions which are contrary to common experience.
Any such investigation must, in certain important res
pects, be based on inadequate statistical data, and all
conclusions must be stqted with caution.3

Writing specifically of the period between 1815 and 1872,

Brian Harrison has echoed and elaborated the warning given in

this last sentence:

There is a mass of statistics on the temperance question;
most of these are valueless as an indication of changes
in drinking habits because they deal only with drink pass
ing through legal channels, at a time of changing fiscal
policy and varying police enforcement. • . . Consumption
statistics are valuable in this period not so much for
thoir own sake as for the reactions they provok.ed. L,_

The picture for the four decades after 1872 is not much

brighter. The amount of drink which failed to pass through

legal channels may reasonably be presumed to have been smaller

3George B. Wilson, Alcohol and the Nation (1940),
p. xi.

4Brian Harrison, "Drink and Sobriety in England, 1815
72: A Critical Bibliography," International Review of Social
History, XII (1967), 207.



than before. But fiscal policy continued to change, and it

can hardly be doubted that police enforcement continued to

vary from district to district, and probably from year to year.

The frequent unreliability of the statistical evidence

is one problem. Its incompleteness is another. When Noel

Buxton and Walter Hoare set out to examine various facets of

the drink question in year of the twentieth century,

they found that their most immediate problem was an over

abundance of controversial literature combined with a dearth

of reliable information. "Probably no single institution was

ever so much spoken against, or so little spoken about" was

their verdict on the publiq house. 5 They concluded that, des

pite the mass of material of various kinds available on the

drink problem, with very few exceptions "it is to Blue Books

alone that we must turn for any attempt at a real study of

the subject; and even there it is disappointing to find whole

subjects of enquiry omitted, and especially the nature of

drinking habits, and of the public-house ·itself.,,6

In the late nineteenth century the governmental and

administrative processes which were recorded in the Blue Books

furnished regular statistical information about drink in three

main areas. The retailing of drink was subject to licensing;

Buxton and Walter Hoare, "Temperance Reform,"
in Discussions of Modern Cit Life
in

p. 166.
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drink itself was subject to customs and excise duties; and

drunkenness in certain circumstances was subject to prosecu

tion and conviction.

Everyone who retailed drink directly to the public at

large had to have a license to do so. Licenses were taken

out by individual persons in respect of particular premises.

In most cases a certificate from the local licensing justices

was necessary before a license could be obtained, but the

licenses themselves were issued by the excise authorities.

The licensing system as a whole was complex almost beyond be

lief,7 but one fundamental distinction was clear-cut. The

numerous different categor~es of retail liquor license re

solved themselves into two basic types: "on" and "off." Any

one wishing to sell drink which was to be consumed on the

premises had to have at least one of the different categories

of on-license. The retailing of drink for consumption off the

premises required one or more of the numerous varieties of off

license. The relative amounts of drink sold under on- or off

licenses cannot be known, if for no other reason than because

very frequently the same establishment conducted both on and

off trades. But contemporaries were almost certainly correct

in believing that as a whole far more drink was consumed on

than off the premises and that this was overwhelmingly so in

the case of beer. It was the houses with on-licenses which

7See below, Chapter Two.
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were traditionally viewed as the chief sources of temptation

and enemies of temperance, and they were far more numerous

than premises retailing only for consumption off the premises.

Of the 131,434 premises licensed in England and Wales in the

year ended 31 March, 1896, only 28,266 held off-licenses ex

cluSiVely.8

The great majority of on-licenses in England and

Wales were held for licensed houses. On-licenses could also

be held for hotels, restaurants, theatres and even passenger

boats, but compared to the number of licensed houses those

premises so licensed in the late nineteenth century were

relatively few. Licensed houses were of two main types, cor

responding to the two most important types of on-license:

public houses and beerhouses. Public houses after 1881 all

had full on-licenses (publicans' licenses), which entitled

them to sell beer, wines and spirits for consumption on and

off the premises. Beerhouses could not be licensed to sell

spirits, but beerhouse licensees could hold additional

licenses to sell Wine, perry and sweets along with their beer

and cider. 9 A beerhouse license did not automatically permit

off-sales, for which separate off-licenses were necessary.

Almost everyone who was concerned about the late nine

teenth century drink problem placed considerable emphasis on

8LCR, III, 595.

911Sweetsll included British wines and such drinks as
mead.
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the number of public houses and beerhouses present in the

country. Whether or not they were decreasing, and if so at

what rate, were regarded in the context of the drink problem

as questions of prime importance. Yet until well into the

twentieth century no regular official records were compiled

of the total number of licensed houses, a fact which bears

out the words of Buxton and Hoare about the Blue Books' dis-

appointing omissions. When the Peel Commission wanted to

know exactly how many licensed premises there were when it be

gan its enquiry a return had to be specially prepared by the
10Accountant-General. According to this return the number of

67,110

30 ,248Beer retailers (beerhouses)

premises in England and Wa~es with on-licenses in the year

ended 31 March, 1896, was 103,168, made up as follows: ll

Publicans' licenses (including theatres,
hotels, restaurants and 227 passenger
boats)

Beer and Wine retailers

Wine and Sweet retailers

4,876

934

In 1895-96 there was thus on average one on-licensed premise
12to every 294 persons in England and Wales.

10llReturn showing the Number of Premises' Licensed . . •
in the Year ended 31st March 1896,11 LCR, III, 592-95, Appen
dix XI.

IlSource: Ibid.

12Based on the estimated mid-year population of England
and Wales in 1895 of 30,451,00o; B. R. Mitchell and Phyllis
Deane, Abstract of British Historical Statistics (Cambridge,
1962), p. 9.
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Because the return prepared for the Peel Commission

was exceptional it is difficult to make comparisons of the

numbers of public houses and beerhouses and of the total num-

bers of on-licensed premises at different times during the

last decades of the nineteenth century. These numbers have

to be inferred from records kept for other purposes. The In-

land Revenue recorded how many retail liquor licenses

sued from year to year in the various categories in an annual

TlDetail of Licenses of Dealers in and Retai],.ers of Exciseable

Liquors used as Beverage. Tl A comparison may be made between

the numbers issued in each of the two main types of on-license

in the years ended 31 Marc~, 1872, and 31 March, 1902: 13

Year

1871-72

1901-02

Publicans' Licenses

69,028

67,071

Beerhouse Licenses

41,511

29,020

Certain reservations must be attached to the interpretation of

these figures. During the period under consideration there

were administrative modifications made to the publicans'

.license which may make the earlier figure given for it rather

too low. Of more importance is the fact that the number of

licenses issued is for various reasons unlikely to have cor-

responded exactly with the number of premises licensed in

13Source: Fifteenth Report of the Commissioners of In
land Revenue for Inland Revenue for the Year Ending 31 March
1872 Lc. 646J, Parle Papers, 1872, XVIII, 333; Forty-Fifth
Report of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue for the Year
Ended 31 March 1902 [Cd. 1216J, Parle Papers, 1902, XXII,
412-15.
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either category. Nevertheless the figures in the comparison

probably do not mislead when they suggest that by the begin-

ning of the twentieth century there were somewhat fewer public

houses and substantially fewer beerhouses in England and Wales

than thirty years before.

The Annual Returns for Brewers' Licenses include the

nQmber of licensed and of persons licensed to sell

beer to be drunk on the premises. In G. B. Wilson's opinion

the combined totals probably approximate to the number of on~

licensed premises in England and Wales in successive years. 14

The combined totals for the 'following years ended 31 September

were: 15

1871-72 111,661

1881-82 106,524

1891-92 104,572

1901-02 102,697

The total arrived at in the return compiled for the Peel Com

mission may be inserted between the last two of these to show

the total number of premises with on-licenses in England and

Wales over the following periods:

1 Oct. 1891 - 30 Sept. 1892

1 Apr. 1895 - 31 Mar. 1896

1 Oct. 1901 - 30 Sept. 1902

104,572

103,168

102,697

14Wilson, Alcohol, p. 236.

15Source: ITAccounts of the Number of Persons ...
Licensed as Brewers, Victuallers.' •. ,IT ParI. Papers, 1873,
LXI, 7-9; 1882, LXIV, 7-13; 1893-94, LXXXI, 65-67; 1903, LXIV,
87-94.
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It should be remembered that the first and third of these

totals represent only estimates. But it seems that some

general conclusions may be safely drawn. By 1895-96 the

total number of on-licensed premises in England and Wales was

less than it had been a quarter of a century previously, pro

bably by somewhere in the region of seven or eight per cent.

By 1895-96 the rate of decrease may have been less than in

some previous periods, but the total number of premises with

on-licenses was still falling.

At the same time as the number of licensed houses was

falling the population was rising, so. that in the last decades

of the nineteenth century ~he overall ratio of houses to people
,

declined significantly. On the assumption that the combined

totals of victuallers and beer on-sellers approximately equall

ed the numbers of on-licensed premises, the following comparison

may be made to show the average number of persons to each on

licensed premise in England and Wales at ten year intervals be

tween 1871-72 and 1901-02: 16

1871-72 203

1881-82 244

1891-92 278

1901-02 317

Figures very similar to these were put forward at the time. In

1904 the Home Secretary, Aretas Akers-Douglas, stated in the

16Source: Ibid., and the census returns of the popula
tion in England and Wales in 1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901 given
in Mitchell and ·Deane, Abstract, p. 12.
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Commons that the ratio of persons to licensed houses had been

242:1 in 1881, 279:1 in 1891, and 322:1 in 1901. 17 The changes

in the ratio are more pronounced still if the number of houses

is related not to the population as a whole but to that sec

tion of it which was over the age of fourteen. 18

The question which naturally arises is what effect

this very clear trend had on the nation's drinking habits.

The licensing justices, who had varying powers of discretion

over the different categories of licenses, were frequently

urged to consolidate and extend still further the reduction in

the number of licensed houses. 19 . Many of the most responsible

sections of temperance opi~ion regarded a continuing reduction

as one of the most valuable contributions that could be made

to an amelioration of the drink problem. There were several

reasons for this belief. It was argued, for example, that the

fewer licensed premises there were the easier it would be for

police and magistrates alike to keep a closer check on those

that remained. But advocates of reduction usually also based

their case on the assumption that a close connection existed

between the number of licensed houses and the amount of drink

. .

1720 April, 1904, ParI. Debates, 4th series, CXXXIII,
c. 697.

18The percentage of the total population of England' and
Wales which was aged fifteen years and over rose from 63.54 in
1881 to 64.93 in 1891 and to 67.58 in 1901; based on the cen
sus returns for those years given in Mitchell and Deane,
Abstract, p. 12.

19For the varying powers of discretion of the licensing
just~ces see below, Chapter Two.
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consumed. Reduce the number of licensed houses, ran the

argument, and levels of consumption would also fall.

This assumption was to be broadly accepted by all but

two of the twenty-four members of the Peel Commission, but its

validity is open to question. Various attempts were made to

establish the proposition that the number of outlets at least

partly determined cons~~ption by demonstrating a correlation

in particular areas between the ratio of licensed houses to

population and the incidence of drunkenness. But these at

tempts could be attacked on at least two grounds: that drunk

enness statistics were not a reliable guide to the actual in

cidence of drunkenness, and that in any case the proofs depend

ed on which areas were selected in the first place, since the

use of other parts of the country as a basis for the calcula

tions could be shown to lead to diametrically opposite con

clusions. The proposition must be regarded as not proven.

Certainly for any given population there is likely to be a

minimum number of licensed houses below which sheer difficul

ties of access should result in a drop in the total number of

occasions on which a visit to one of the houses is made. But

in 1895-96 there were still less than three hundred persons

on average to every licensed house, and in a nation so densely

populated as England it is unlikely that such a minimum number

was anywhere in sight. If a house was closed its customers

would generally be able to move on to one nearby with very

little additional effort. Only in the remoter rural areas
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might there be the deterrence of real inconvenience, and the

drink problem was generally considered to be overwhelmingly

an urban one.

Mere numbers of houses give no indication as to their

size or capacity. By the late 1890s Ilfully three-quarters ll

of the premises with on-licenses were controlled in one way

Vfrlen faced with the prospect of

having to close one or more of its houses, a brewery would

naturally try to ensure that the least profitable went first.

Beerhouses were in general far less substantial than public

houses, and the apparent disparity in their reduction rates

suggests that it was the s~allest premises that suffered most

as numbers fell. Loss of capacity could be compensated for,

as well as minimized. When a house was closed a brewery fre

quently would then increase the capacity of its remaining

houses in the same area. Joseph Rowntree and Arthur Sherwell,

who at the end of the nineteenth century conducted one of the

fullest and most objective private enquiries into the drink

problem, were convinced that the reduction that had taken

place in the numbers of public houses and beerhouses had been

Ilmore than out-balanced by the reconstruction and enlargement

of those that remain. 1l21

20LCR , Final Report, 19.

21Joseph Rowntree and Arthur Sherwell, The Temperance
Problem and Social Reform (7th ed., 1901), p. 80. First pub
lished in April, 1899, this work went through six editions in
the first eight months and three more within the next two
years. Altogether some ninety thousand copies were sold;
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Any attempt to assess drinking habits in terms of the

nwnber of public houses and beerhouses is further complicated

by the fact that premises with on-licenses were not the only

places where drink could be bought, even though numerically

they were by far the most important. Liquor could also be

purchased, though not drunk, at premises licensed solely for

both and consillued in private

clubs. Over several of the various types of off-license the

nineteenth century licensing justices had far fewer powers of

discretion than they had over public houses, while over clubs

they had no licensing discretion at all. In the last decades

of the nineteenth century ~ numerical increase in both these

alternative sources of supply accompanied the reduction in the

number of premises with on-licenses.

It is impossible to make exact comparisons over time

of the number of premises in England and Wales licensed ex

clusively for off-sales. The authority on licensing statis

tics, G. B. Wilson, goes no further than saying that "the

number has varied from time to time and now [1940J stands at

about 22,000.,,22 Such caution is fully justified. The num-

ber of licenses issued from year to year in the various cate-

gories of all-license is known, but the combined total ex-

Anne Vernon1 A Quaker Business Man:
Rowntree, 1~3 -1925 195 , p. 134.
Temperance Problem and Social Reform
enlarged seventh edition.

22Wilson, Alcohol, p. 236.

The Life of Jose-h
All references to The
are to the revised and
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ceeded the total number of premises licensed exclusively for

off-sales, and by an unknown margin. Several categories of

off-license could be held jointly with on-licenses, and even

those premises which sold only for off-consumption frequently

held two or more of the various categories of off-license.

The total number of possible combinations rose perhaps into

three figures. According to the special return prepared for

the Peel Commission, premises in England and Wales in 1895-96

which held off-licenses only were licensed in no less than 78

different ways.23 Nevertheless, in the last decades of the

nineteenth century the number of off-licenses issued in sever

al of the leading categori~s increased by such a margin that

it is safe to conclude that a considerable expansion in the

number of premises was also taking place. Between 1871-72

and 1901-02, for example, the number of licenses issued in

England and Wales for the off-sale of wine rose from 2,359 to

6,932, while the dealers' additional retail spirit license

rose over the same period from 3,841 to 10,402. 24 It is

likely that the great majority of these newly issued licenses

went to premises which had not previously been licensed

either for on- or off-sales.

The Peel Commission found that 5,955 new off-licenses

had been issued between 1886 and 1896, of which it was signi-

ficant that the categories over which the licensing justices

23LCR, III, 594-95.

24parl . Papers, 1872, XVIII, 333; 1902, XXII, 412-15.
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did not have full discretion accounted for 4,187. Ip the same

period only 1,930 new on-licenses had been granted. 25 The

discrepancy between on- and off-licenses is clear, but should

be seen in perspective. Most of the new off-licenses were in

categories either first established or greatly modified by

Gladstone in the early 1860s, such as the licenses which shop-

keepers could take out for the off-sale of wine. Thus to

some extent the greater rate at which new off-licenses were

issued in the late nineteenth century as compared with on

licenses merely reflected their more recent origin. Even by

1895-96 there were no more than 28,266 premises in England and

Wales licensed exclusively. for off-sales, whereas there were

103 16("). . 'th 1" 26
, 0 premlses Wl on- lcenses.

Between 1871-72 and 1895-96 the number of on-licensed

premises probably dropped by some eight and a half thousand.

It is likely that the increase in the number of off-licensed

premises exceeded this figure and that the total number of

licensed premises in the country therefore increased. But it

is clear that any increase taking place in the combined number

of on- and off-licensed premises was at a slower rate than the

overall increase in population. 27 Naturally the changing

25LCR, V, 239.

26LCR, III, 595.

27See below, footnote 39, where it is shown that rela
tive to the total population there were more on-licensed
premises alone in England and Wales in 1871-72 than in 1895
96 there were on-licensed premises, off-licensed premises and
clubs serving alcohol combined.
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ratio was not constant right across the country, but local

ities where the ratio of inhabitants to total licensed prem-

ises actually decreased were exceptional. The Peel Commis

sion compared the 1896 ratio of population to all the licensed

premises in the 917 licensing districts into which England

and Wales were divided with that prevailing ten years earlier.

It was found that between 1886 and 1896 the average nwuber of

persons to each licensed premise had remained the same (within

twenty either way) in 521 districts. The ratio had decreased

'in 60 districts, but in no less than 336 it had increased. 28

In London and the boroughs the preponderance of increase over

decrease was especially ma~ked, as the following break-down

of the total figures shows: 29

Type of Licensing District Increase No Change Decrease

London 10 5 2

Boroughs 107 111 4

Petty Sessional Divisions 219 405 54

The continued drift of population away from the rural parts of

the country into the towns probably accounts for the discrep

ancy between London and the borough districts on the one hand

and the petty sessional divisions on the other. The three

types of licensing district might differ in their apparent

rate of progress, but on balance all were headed in the same

28LCR , V, 241.

29Source: Ibid.
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direction, and the general trend across the country as a

whole was plain.

Those who placed emphasis on the ratio of population

to licensed premises could therefore hardly complain that the

overall situation was deteriorating. They could, however,

maintain that it was not being improved anywhere near swiftly

enough. There were other grounds for unease. It could

reasonably be argued that an overall improvement masked con

tinued wide disparities from locality to locality. A compari

son of the 1896 situation in four of England and Wales T 917

licensing districts shows the extent of the variations which

could still exist: 30

Petty Sessional Divisions Boroughs

Monmouthshire Hurstingstone Nelson St. Ives
(Hunts. ) (Lanes. ) (Hunts. )

Acreage 12,947 36,586 3,185 2,141

Population 6,226 8,146 30,000 3,005

On-Licensed
Premises 1 116 15 42

Off-Licensed
Premises 0 4 11 3

Acres Per
Licensed Premo 12,947 304 122 48

Persons Per
Licensed Premo 6,226 67 1,153 66

30Source: Ibid., 248-314, Table I. The Monmouthshire
petty sessional division comprised the whole of the county
which was not included within the two boroughs of Newport and
Monmouth.
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Another point made was that calculations based on the

number of licensed premises did not take clubs into account.

Clubs were of different types and served various purposes.

Among those to be found within the Metropolitan Police's llC II

Division in 1896 were: llBoodles,ll of 28 St. James St., esta

blished 134 years, with 400 members and an annual subscription

fee of eleven guineas; liThe Pioneer,ll of 22 Bruton St., esta-

blished four years, with 570 members, a 1I1adies' temperance

club ll
; and llThe New Roma,ll of 2 Little Dean St., established

two weeks, with 70 members each paying twelve shillings a year,

and described by the police as !fused by prostitutes and

foreigners. ll31 One attribt:-te, however, was shared by all

clubs in the nineteenth century. If and when they served

drinks to their members they were, as far as the law was con-

cerned, engaging in a distribution rather than a sale, and the

transaction was thus one over which the licensing authority

had no discretion. Clubs like llThe Pioneer ll were in a minority.

With the help of the police, the Peel Commission discovered

over four thousand clubs in England and Wales in 1896, only

about six hundred of which did not serve liquor. 32

Until the Peel Commission began gathering information

31 6LCR, IV, -11.

32Ibid., 188. Some of the police returns on which these
figures are based entirely omitted clubs not serving liquor.
Six hundred is thus a minimum figure for the number of clubs
of this type. But their actual total was probably still well
below that of the number of clubs where liquor was served.
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on the subject no serious attempt had been made to find out

how many clubs there were in the country serving liquor,

though it was widely thought that their numbers were increas

ing rapidly. The investigations of the Commission confirmed

this belief. It Was found that between 1887 and 1896 the

number of clubs in England and Wales serving drinks had almost

doubled, rising As the Secretary to

the Commission, Sidney Peel, pointed out, ITthe apparent in

crease is somewhat greater than the real,lT because the figures

did not take into account those clubs which had ceased to func

tion during the period under consideration. 34 The general

situation was nevertheless;clear. At a time when the number

of premises with on-licenses was being steadily if slowly re

duced, the number of private clubs Where drinks could be ob

tained and consumed on the premises had grown considerably.

Temperance workers who deplored this growth found

themselves with unusual allies, for the serving of liquor in

clubs also came under attack from the licensed trade. Publi-

·cans and beerhouse keepers, in particular, saw clubs not only

as competitors for their trade but as competitors who had the

unfair advantage of not being fettered by the licensing laws.

But the fears expressed by both temperance workers and licen-

sees were probably exaggerated. In numbers alone, the fewer

than four thousand clubs serving alcohol were not a very

33Ibid., 188-89.

34Ibid ., 3.
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significant addition to the more than one hundred thousand

public houses and beerhouses in England and Wales in 1896.

Club membership in that year was calculated at 246,523 in

London, 595,450 in the rest of England, and 39,165 in Wales. 35

But that of course did not mean that 981,138 people in

England and Wales--about one adult in seventeen--habitually

dranlc in clubs. The totalOs counted tv/ice, or several times,

those who belonged to two or more clubs. Many kinds of clubs

usually have a large proportion of purely nominal members,

'and even those who regularly visited the club premises could

naturally have done so without once taking a drink. Doubtless

there were some clubs which were almost exclusively geared to

drinking or whose financial survival depended almost entirely

on takings at the bar. The Report and Statement of Accounts

of the Wolverton Central Working MenYs Club for the first half

of 1909 reveals that over the six month period the club had a

total income from all sources of £1,530, of which £1,304 was

from bar receipts, with the net profit made from the bar

amounting to more than £400. 36 But the fact that these ac-

counts found their way into the hands of Bonar Law suggests

that the Wolverton club may not have been wholly typical. 37

35Ibid., 189.

36Beaverbrook Library, Bonar Law Papers, 20/13.

37The balance sheet, llsecured with some difficulty,ll had
apparently been forwarded as part of one of the campaigns
sponsored by the licensed trade to have closer controls im
posed upon clubs; see Andrew Danqueray' to CR.K.?] Causton, 9
September, 1909, Bonar Law Papers, 18/5/101.
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The total amount spent on liquor in clubs in the late nine-

teenth century is now known, but it was almost certainly very

small when compared with that spent in licensed premises. In

1935 no more than 7 per cent of the total expenditure on drink

in England and Wales was in clubs, and by that date there

were four times as many clubs serving liquor as there had

been in 1896. 38 A reasonable guess might be that in the mid-

1890s some 2 per cent of the national expenditure on drink

Wus puid over in clubs.

Despite some serious gaps in the available evidence,

a reasonably clear outline does emerge of the late nineteenth

century situation as regards total numbers of liquor outlets.

Though by the mid-1890s there were almost certainly substan

tially more off-licensed premises and clubs serving drinks

than there had been a quarter of a century before, there were

fewer premises with on-licenses. Probably the decline in on

licenses had been outweighed by the increase in off-licenses

and clubs as far as numbers were concerned, though this can

not be known with certainty. On the other hand there seems

no doubt at all that on a per capita basis there were signi

ficantly fewer total liquor outlets in the mid-1890s than

there had been a generation previously. There were more on-

licensed premises alone in England and Wales per head of the

population in 1871-72 than there were liquor outlets of all

38Wilson; Alcohol-, - p ~ 143; Home Office. Licensing Sta
tistics for 1935 [emd. 5304J, Parle Papers, 1936-37, XXVI,
1094.
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kinds--on- and off-licensed premises and clubs serving drinks

--in 1895-96. 39 England and Wales were nevertheless still

amply provided with liquor outlets in 1895-96, with .on aver

age one on-licensed premise to every 294 persons, and with

many areas where licensed premises were considerably more

concentrated in relation to population than the national

40average. Premises with on~licenses remained nillnerically

by far the most important type of outlet, but were being

supplemented by increasing numbers of off-licensed premises

and clubs serving alcohol. Few people in England and Wales

at the end of the nineteenth century can have been inhibited

from drinking by the lack Sf convenient facilities. Yet be

cause qualitatively different services were provided by on

and off-licensed premises and clubs, because allowance cannot

be made for the probable increases in the capacity of indivi

dual premises, and because the alleged correlation between

numbers of outlets and levels of consumption remains debat-

able, it is clearly impossible to come to any firm conclu

sions about the nation's drinking habits solely on the basis

of the number of outlets in existence at a particular time.

391871-72: one on-licensed premise to approximately
every 203 persons in England and Wales; 1895-96: 103',168 on
licensed premises, 28,266 off-licensed premises and 3,655
clubs serving alcohol in England and Wales, a total of
135,089 liquor outlets, one to every 225 persons.

40Within forty years the number of on-licensed premises
in England and Wales was slightly less than three-quarters of
the 1895-96 total, and by 1935 there was only'one to every
541 persons, ParI. Papers, 1936-37, XXVI, 1094.
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Statistics providing direct information about levels

of consumption might seem to provide a more profitable line

of enquiry. But considerable difficulties attend their use.

In the first place the available statistics relate not to the

consumption but to the legal production and importation of

drink. At times the authorities may have seemed surprisingly

unconcerned about discovering the total nmaber of licensed

premises in the country, but an individual public house could

hardly escape their notice. Bottles and even casks and bar

rels of beer, wine and spirits could, and presumably did. It

seems likely that the amount of liquor that by-passed the

legal channels--either as ~ result of clandestine domestic

production or by being smuggled in from abroad--had become

relatively small and perhaps insignificant by the end of the

nineteenth century, but exactly how large that amount still

remained can obviously never be known.

The amount of alcoholic liquor which escaped detec

tion by the revenue authorities is not the chief problem. Some

of the difficulties involved in building up consumption sta

tistics from production figures may be illustrated by consider

ing beer as a particular case. There is no doubt that in late

nineteenth century Britain beer was far and away the most im

portant single source of alcohol. Wilson provides the fol

lowing comparison of the percentage of absolute alcohol con

sumed in spirits, beer and wine in the United Kingdom over
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quinquennial periods from 1870 to 1899: 41

Years

1870-74

1875-79

1880-84

1885-89

1895-99

Spirits

27.1

27.1

26.8

25.4

25.4

Beer

68.6

69.4

70.1

70.8

71.2

Wine

11'.0

3.8

3.5

3.4

3.4

These percentages exclude some of the less common drinks,

such as cider, as well as the more bizarre forms in which

alcohol could be taken, such as methylated spirits. Inaddi-

tion the figures are themselves subject to the reservations

about consumption statistics being outlined here, and Wilson

himself points out that they represent only ITa rough esti

mate. n42 It is possible that the proportional rise in con

sumption of alcohol in beer as compared with that in wine and

spirits was of a greater or less extent than the figures sug-

gest, and conceivable--though unlikely--that there was no pro

portional rise at all. But it is most improbable that the

estimate is so wildly erroneous as to invalidate the conclu-

sion that in the late nineteenth century some two-thirds of

the United KingdomYs total consumption of alcohol was in the

form of beer.

~lSource: Wilson, Alcohol, p. 288.

42Ibid., p. 287.
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Many wines and some spirits are not drunk until sever-

al years after they have been produced or imported. The nature

of late nineteenth century British beer was such that it is

safe to assume that the overwhelming bulk of it was consumed

within a few weeks of being brewed. The amount of alcohol

taken in the form of beer clearly depended on two variables:

the amount and the alcoholic strength of the beer conslliiled.

Until 1880 the figures for beer production are llvery unsatis

factory,ll partly because of the unknown number of private

brewers, but also because it was not until that year that

Gladstone transferred the tax from malt to the beer itself. 43

Even after 1880, when prod~ction figures became more reliable,

the strength of beer remained a variable which it is possible

only to estimate. The alcoholic content of beer is determined

within close limits by the difference in the specific gravity

of the wort before and after fermentation. The duty on beer

after 1880 was assessed on a uniform pre-f~rmentationgravity,

which was lowered from time to time. Exactly how closely the

average strength of beers brewed corresponded to that postu-

lated for taxation purposes is not known, since there are no

official records of average original gravities prior to 1900. 44

Considerations like these do not mean that no significance at

all can be attached to figures for late nineteenth century

beer consumption. Careful and well-informed statistics, such

43Ibid."-- ,
44Ibid. ,

pp. 50-57.

p. 58.
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as those provided by G. B. Wilson, are extremely valuable.

But reasonable allowances have to be made for margins of

error, and it is unwise to place too great an emphasis on

relatively small variations from one year to the next.

A difficulty of a different kind arises from the fact

that only with spirits is it possible to know with some ac-

curacy the relative proportions consumed in England and Wales,

Scotland and Ireland. The figures for the production of beer

in the three areas are known, but bear no necessary relation

to consumption. Scotland and Ireland were without doubt net

exporters of beer to England, though by unknown margins. Un

like statistics for retai~. liquor licenses and licensed prem

ises, therefore, statistics relating to overall consumption

of alcohol cannot be given for England and Wales alone, and

have necessarily to be given for the United Kingdom as a whole.

There were differences in drinking habits between Scotland and

Ireland on the one hand and England and Wales on the other.

Per capita consumption of spirits was higher in the first two,

for example, while that of wine was probably lower. However,

it is unlikely that the picture as far as England and Wales

are concerned is seriously distorted by the inclusion of

. Scottish and Irish consumption in the overall figures.

England and Wales had more than 72 per cent of the United

Kingdom's population in 1871, and very nearly 80 per cent in

1901. 45

45Based on the census return figures for those years
given in Mitchell and Deane, Abstract, pp. 9-12.
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The Peel Commission appears to have been understand-

ably wary about putting forward its own collations of data

relating to alcoholic consumption. The Commission was, how

ever, presented with a compilation drawn up by one of the

leading temperance organizations, and this was printed as an

appendix. Based on the Inland Revenue returns, it compared

the average amount of alcohol, stated in its equivalent in

proof spirits, consumed yearly per head of the United Kingdom

population over ten year periods between 1838 and 1897: 46

Years Gallons

1838-47 3.561

1848-57 ; 3.626

1858-67 3.728

1869-77 4.617

1878-87 4.001

1888-97 4.026

The first three and the last three of the ten year periods

were then averaged out separately. On this basis it seemed

to be demonstrated that whereas the average annual consumption

per head between 1838 and 1867 had been 3.638 gallons, it had

jumped to 4.214 gallons in the more recent period between

1868 and 1897. 47

The longer term comparison is of little value. The

further back in time the figures go the less reliable they

46Source: LCR, VIII, 744, Appendix IV (i).
47Ibid .
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become, and those for the earlier decades may well be serious

underestimates. On the other hand the later figures probably

give a reasonably accurate impression of changes in levels of

consumption, at least insofar as they point to a significant

decline in the 1880s from the levels of the 1870s, followed

in the 1890s by a slight rise. This trend appears to have

shown itself right across the range of alcoholic drinks. The

following comparison is of the United Kingdom's average annual

per capita consumption of spirits, wine and beer over five

year periods between 1870 and 1899: 48

Years

1870-74

1875-79

1880-84

1885-89

1890~94

1895-99

Spirits in Wine in Beer in
Proof Gallons Gallons Standard

Gallons

1.14 0.52 31.1

1.21 0.50 33.2

1.05 0.42 29.2

0.94 0.37 28.4

1.00 0.38 28.8

1.03 0.40 31.2

According to these figures, the most reliable available, per

capita consumption of beer, wine and spirits was starting to

increase again in the 1890s, but the levels for each type of

drink were still appreciably less than those registered in

the 1875-79 period.

48Source: Wilson, Alcohol, p. 235, Appendix F, Table 2.
The figures given here may profitably be compared with their
equivalents for the period 1930-35, which were: Spirits 0.27,
Wine 0.30, Beer 13.3.
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Informed contemporaries were aware that per capita

consumption of alcohol in the last years of the nineteenth

century appeared to be significantly less than it had been

twenty or twenty-five years previously. But they were not

always as heartened by this as might be expected. Rowntree

and Sherwell believed that it was no coincidence that the de-

cline from the peak levels of the 1870s accompanied f1the sub-

sidence of the commercial ?boom?lf and feared that the nation

al intake of alcohol had begun another upward swing. 49 At

the end of the nineteenth century they put together the fol-

lowing information to show the United Kingdom?s recent per

capita consumption in gall~ns of spirits, beer and wine: 50
,

Years Spirits Wine Beer

1890-94
average) 0.38 29.8{annual 1.01

1895 0.95 0.37 29.7

1896 1.00 0.40 30.7

1897 1.02 0.39 31.4

1898 1.03 0.41 31.9

The recent trend was not encouraging. If it could be believed

that the apparent decline in per capita consumption in the

1880s reflected a deep-seated change in the nation?s drinking

habits, then the future might be approached with some confi-

dence. But if instead the decline had resulted primarily from

49Rowntree and Sherwell, Temperance Problem, p. 4.

50Source: Ibid., pp. 607-09.
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a general faltering in the nation's commercial progress, any

economic resurgence might well serve to raise consumption

levels to new heights.

The genuine nature of such fears cannot be doubted,

but the fears themselves must still be seen in perspective.

If the drink problem is assessed solely in terms of the level

of alcoholic consumption per head of the population, every

indication is that it was still less serious in the last few

years of the nineteenth century than it had been a generation

previously. However, the wider implications of even straight

forward trends in per capita consumption are by no means clear

cut. It is conceivable that the problems arising from the

sale and consumption of alcoholic drinks could have been in

tensifying even during periods when per capita consumption

was decreasing. Neither the number nor the severity of the

various individual and social problems associated with exces

sive drinking fluctuates necessarily and inevitably in direct

proportion to the average alcoholic intake of the population,

even though sections of temperance opinion frequently appeared

to assume that they did. Hilaire Belloc derided the idea that

there was a direct relationship between per capita consumption

and levels of drunkenness as one of Tfthe absurdities which

fanaticism has produced. Tl5l Habits and customs may well be

decisive factors. An extended drinking session on the evening

604.
51H. Belloc, ltOn Licensing,lt English Review, II (1909),
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of pay-day might produce greater private and public distress

than would an intake of liquor greater in total quantity but

more evenly spread. Again, if a man habitually drinks eleven

pints of beer in an evening and his two neighbours drink none,

it goes without saying that they will drink less per capita

than three other men who habitually consume four beers each.

But it would be unwise to conclude that the first group would

be the one to provide society with the fewer problems.

It is therefore clearly of prime importance to know

the proportion of non-drinkers in any given population. Non

drinkers, presumably, would be either children under a certain

age or adult abstainers. rhe proportion of the late nineteenth

century population falling in particular age groups is known,

though it is far from certain that the usual age at which

drinking began remained constant. 52 There are no reliable

figures of the number of abstainers in the country at a given

time, though numerous estimates were made. James Whyte,

giving evidence before the Peel Commission in 1898 in his

capacity as Secretary of a leading temperance society, the

United Kingdom Alliance, said that he had made very careful

efforts to reach llsomething like a fair estimate ll of the

number of total abstainers in the United Kingdom and that he

52In 1886 the sale of intoxicating liquor to a child
under thirteen for consumption by that child was prohibited
(49 & 50 Vict. c. 56)n The measure was evidently difficult
to enforce,'but may have lessened drinking by the very young.
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reckoned it to be "about eight million.,,53 But there is very

little indication of how he made this calculation, and what

little there is does not inspire confidence in the value of

his final result: he included, for example, Il children in

Bands of Hope, and children w40 belong to families that are

teetotallers, and so forth. 1l54 Rowntree and Sherwell sensi-

bly excluded children altogether when in the following year

they estimated the number of teetotallers and llpractical ab

stainers" fifteen years and over in the United Kingdom as "at

least three million,f1 but again the grounds for this conclu

sion were not made clear. 55 It is possible that by the end of

the nineteenth century the;efforts of the various temperance

organizations may have increased the proportion of the adult

male population which abstained as compared with the previous

generation. But whether this was so, whether if it was so it

was offset by an increasing tendency of women to drink, indeed

whether there was an increasing tendency of women to drink,

5314 June, 1898, quo 67,843, LCR, VIII, 508.

54Ibid .

55Temperance Problem, p. 5. Rowntree and Sherwell went
on to make the following calculations. They (a) excluded
their estimated minimum number of non-drinkers fifteen years
and over, (b) excluded children under the age of fifteen, (c)
assumed that men drinkers consumed on average twice as much"
as women drinkers. On this basis they concluded that in 1899
the average female drinker had taken in 2.61 gallons of abso
lute alcohol in twelve months and the average male drinker
5.22 gallons, lla quantity that is clearly greatly excessive fl

;

ibid., pp. 5-7.
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are questions which cannot be decided with any certainty.56

Even though by the end of the century less alcohol was ap

parently being consumed per head of the population than

twenty years before, some possibility therefore still remains

that proportionately fewer people were sharing the total con-

sl~ption and that those who were drinking were drinking more.

Drunkenness is one of the most immediately obvious

symptoms of excessive drinking. The following table, based

on the Criminal Statistics, compares the average annual totals

"and per capita rates of both proceedings and convictions for

drunkenness in England and Wales over five year periods be

tween 1870 and 1899: 57

Years

1870-74

1875-79

1880-84

1885-89

1890-94

1895-99

Proceedings Convietions

Average
Annual Rate Per Annual Rate Per
Totals 10,000 Totals 10,000

158 ,794 68.73 138 ,5 89 59.98
" "

196,544 79.56 176,686 71.52

185,643 70.51 165,266 62.77

170,366 61.21 152 ,585 54.82

179,736 61.08 159,601 54.23

193,361 62.05 169,206 54.30

After a peak in the latter half of the 1870s there was evi-

56Rowntree and Sherwell were themselves unable to come
to any firm conclusion on "the most controverted question as
to whether intemperance is increasing among women"; ibid.,
pp. 85-87.

57Source: Wilson, Alcohol, pp. 430-31, Appendix F,
Table 34.
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dently a clear decline in both proceedings and convictions

for drunkenness in England and Wales, a decline not only rela

tive to the increasing population but in absolute terms as

well. This decline continued until the first half of the

1890s, by which time the total number of proceedings and con

victions had risen as compared with the previous five year

period. By the second half of the 1890s this rise was suf

ficient to bring about a slight increase in the per capita

rates as well. Nevertheless, even by the period 1895-99 the

average annual totals for both proceedings and convictions

were still lower than they had been in the period 1875-79. As

a result a marked difference remained between the two periods

as far as their respective per capita rates were concerned.

Over the five year period 1895-99 the incidence of proceed

ings for drunkenness in England and Wales was only 78 per

cent of what it had been in 1875-79, that of convictions for

drunkenness only 76 per cent.

It will be noticed that the figures for proceedings

and convictions for drunkenness per head of the population in

the last three decades of the nineteenth century show a trend

similar to that indicated for per capita consumption of alco

hol. In both cases the peak levels of the 1870s are followed

by a significant decline. In both cases there is an indica

tion of a levelling off of that decline and of an upward move

ment before the end of the century. In neither case is the

upward movement sufficient to restore the rate to the peak
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registered in the 1870s. This general similarity may not

have been merely coincidence. However, considerable caution

should be exercised in inferring changes in drinking habits

from a rise or fall in the incidence of proceedings or con

victions for drunkenness. Drunkenness was, and is, a dif

ficult state to define precisely. Some people appear to be-

come drunk much more readily than others. Even in the same

individual drunkenness will not necessarily occur after a con

sistent amount of alcohol has been consmned, but will depend

on the speed with which it is drunk and on such variables as

the amount of food present in the stomach. A declining inci

dence of drunkenness--tht1s I.nay possibly come about, not because

drinking habits have changed, but because the population is

generally better fed. Even if it is assumed that nineteenth

century changes in the incidence of drunkenness reflected

changing drinking habits, it remains far from certain that the

numbers of proceedings and convictions are a reliable guide to

the frequency with which drunkenness occurred. The law con

cerned itself only with public drunkenness. A man might

regularly be drunk in his own home and never run foul of the

authorities.

Public drunkenness in itself can of course be an im

portant aspect of the problems caused by drink, irrespective

of its relationship to drinking habits. But it is unlikely

that even the levels of public drunkenness are faithfully

represented by the numbers of proceedings and convictions.
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The powers of the police were limited even over drunkenness

in a public place. Until the Licensing Act of 1902 took ef

fect there was no power of arrest for Ilsimple drunkenness. 1l58

Before then a person considered drunk and incapable but who

did not add to his offence--usually by being Ildisorderlyll--

was liable only to a summons. Far more important, the extent

to ~nlich the police enforced their existing powers evidently

varied greatly. Joseph Chamberlain in 1877 expressed his be

lief that no relationship whatsoever existed between the

statistics for drunkenness arrests in particular areas and

the actual incidence of drunkenness, and added: Ilif tomorrow

it were necessary for any l?urpose, I could undertake to have

the statistics for Birmingham made ten times as bad as they

were before; just one turn of the screw would bring in ten

times the number. 1l59 Acceptance of ChamberlainYs assessment

leads to the possibility that a fairly close causal connection

may have existed between consumption rates and those of pro-

ceedings and convictions for drunkenness, though not the ob

vious one. It may have been that the authorities, either

58The 1902 Act also added new offences, such as that of
being drunk in charge of a child under seven years of age.
These and subsequent changes in the law make comparison of
the nineteenth century drunkenness statistics with those for
later years of particularly limited value. Those for 1935 may
be noted: 50,032 proceedings in England and Wales; 42,159
convictions; a conviction rate per 10,000 of the population of
10.37; Parl. Papers, 1936-37, XXVI, 1095.

59Q~oted in Harrison, IlDrink and Sobriety,1l 208. See
ibid., 208-09 for a shrewd criticism of the value of drunken
ness statistics which cites further examples of contemporary
opinion on the subject.



themselves alarmed or as a result of public pressure, tended

to clamp down more harshly on public drunkenness at times

when statistics showed alcoholic consumption to be on the

increase.

A large proportion of the total convictions for drunk-

enness was of persistent offenders, an unknown number of whom

mUS0 have been chronic alcoholics. Generalisations about the

extent of alcoholism in late nineteenth century England are

very difficult, since even otherwise well informed contem

poraries were themselves often unaware of the nature of the

problem. Scientific appreciation of the distinctive features

of chronic alcoholism dld not become general until the second

half of the nineteenth century, and changes in public and

governmental attitudes followed slowly.60 In the 1870s

alcoholics were thought of by the authorities as Yfhabitual

drunkards,Yf and it was not until the late 1880s that this

description began to be superseded by the term TTinebriates,TT

reflecting the gradual replacement Yfof a criminal expression

·by a medical concept. Yf61 Information about late nineteenth

century alcoholism would have been less incomplete had the

Habitual Drunkards Act of 1879 (42 & 43 Vict. c. 19) taken

the form in which the measure was initially put forward. The

Act did establish Yfretreats,lT where advanced medical opinion

60Roy MacLeod, lTYThe Edge of Hope Y: Social Policy and
Chronic Alcoholism, 1870-1900,Yf Journal of the History of the
History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, XXII (1967), 217.

61Ibid ., 231.
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hoped cures might be effected, but compulsory comrnitment to

these retreats was excluded on the grounds that llopinion in

the country was not ripe. 1l62 Until almost the end of the

century, therefore, only the very few who entered of their

own volition passed through the retreats, a sample of the

nationYs alcoholics atypical by its very nature. Not until

1899 were magistrates given discretionary powers under an Act

of the previous year (61 & 62 Vict. c. 60) for the compulsory

commitment to retreats and government reformatories of persons

"repeatedly convicted of being drunk and disorderly and of

indictable offenders who had acted under the influence of

drink. 63

The general problems which surround any attempt to

assess the late nineteenth century drink problem in terms of

the available official statistics should now be clear. The

evidence is of varying degrees of reliability and points far

less directly to some conclusions than to others. In the

last years of the nineteenth century an informed observer of

the nationYs drinking habits could feel fairly certain about

several points. Compared with twenty or twenty-five years

previously, the people of England and Wales had fewer public

houses and beerhouses to go to. Taking into account the in-

crease in population, they had fewer total liquor outlets be-

1899,
62Inebriates Acts Reports, 1899 [Cd. 445J, Parl. Papers,
X, 738-39.
63 " " "

Ibid., 739-40.
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tween them. Although by the standards of forty and more years

later recorded consumption was still very high, they were al

most certainly drinking less per head, and they were less

frequently proceeded against and convicted for drunkenness.

Equally certain was that although public houses and beer

houses had decreased, their numbers were still high, and they

were still concentrated particularly heavily in some areas.

Off-licensed premises and clubs serving alcohol were increas

ing in number. In recent years per capita consumption had

apparently once again started to rise, as had the number of

cases of drunkenness coming before the courts. Both were

stiJJ Apparent-~ve13r-eactmd in the 18,/Os, but

it was far from clear that either necessarily provided an

unambiguous index of the amount of harm which drink caused

society as a whole.

The drink problem could not--and can not--be evaluated

exclusively in terms of the available official statistics. The

future pattern of drinking habits remained unpredictable, and

even about the past and the present there were large areas of

uncertainty. No one knew precisely what impact drink was

having on the nation. In his evidence before the Peel Commis

sion James Whyte admitted that the statistical evidence seemed

to show that lI open , riotous drinking is much less common than

it used to be,1I but added: III think that quiet soaking drink

ing, the sort of drinking that makes men not exactly incapable

of doing their business, but injures them as business men in



every way and shortens their,lives very much, is much more

common than it used to be.1I6~. The final report signed by the

majority of the members of the Peel Commission was wholly un

sympathetic to the prohibitionist cause which James Whyte

represented, but echoed his doubts that the situation had in

fact improved to the extent that the drunkenness statistics

have studied the question are of the opinion that actual

drunkenness has materially diminished in all classes of soci

ety in the last 25 or 30 years,l1 but still cautiously conclud

ed that TT ••• superfluous drinking falling short of actual

____--'d.A.-r"-l~]".L.4nkenness ha-s probably increased. n65

Because the official statistics were not conclusive,

many contemporaries preferred to rely on the evidence of their

own experience, and it was difficult to refute those whose

experience told them that the drink problem remained as serious

as ever. Temperance workers were often prepared to use sta

tistics when the figures were helpful to their cause while re-

maining sceptical of those which appeared to point in the op-

posite direction. Several of them painted the current picture

of the impact of drink far blacker than it could possibly have

been; for many of them, after all, the temperance movement was

a moral crusade or it was nothing. But it was possible to be

lieve quite sincerely that the past few decades had seen no

6414 June, 1898, quo 67,291, LCR, VIII, 493-94.

65LCR , Final Report, 12.
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overall and significant amelioration of the drink problem.

Even many of those who were not necessarily convinced that

there had been no improvement at all nevertheless felt that

to be able to claim only partial and marginal improvements

after work extended over decades amounted to much the same

thing. Sir Wilfred Lawson, President of the United Kingdom

Alliance, epitomised feelings of this kind when at the end

of the century he wrote:

Everybody (now) admits that drinking is the master-curse
of the day. We have been told until we are sick that
education will cure it; that religious teaching will cure
it; that good homes will cure it; that counter-attractions
will cure it; and the years have gone by with all these
influences at work, and the scandal, the same and the

_____~horror of the thing reIllain- I will not say unmitigated,
but certainly in full blast--a national crime and a
national disgrace of the first magnitude. 66

More than anything else, perhaps, it was this sense of out-

raged frustration, a feeling that enough time had already been

lost, which as the nineteenth century drew to its close caused

temperance reformers like Lawson ever more vehemently to de

nounce drink as a blight upon society.

Stalwart temperance men had been emphasizing the dis

astrous social consequences of drink for decades. They were

unlikely to attract significantly greater attention merely by

shouting more lOUdly. Lawson was deluding himself if he in

deed believed that drink had gained universal recognition as

the fundamental problem of the time. Yet there are elements.

66George W. E. Russell (ed.), Sir Wilfred Lawson: A
Memoir (1909), p. 73.



of truth in his exaggeration. By the end of the century there

was far greater concern than in previous decades with the

range of social problems long associated with drink. To ac-

count for this intensification of social awareness is far

from easy, but it appears beyond dispute that in the last

years of the nineteenth century the implications for society

as a whole of the nation 1 s ever-increasing industrialization

and urbanization were being brought home to informed opinion

in an unprecedented fashion. More and more it began to be

appreciated that an urban society had grown up in Britain

different in kind from any that had preceded it. TlVast herds

of hnman beings, II wrote Ol!E~ observer, Hare penned into small

areas from which nature is excluded, and there live, breed

and die. • The cities which we have today are different,

not merely in degree but in character, from the large towns

of former years. n67 Me'n such as Charles Booth and Seebohm

Rowntree went forth into this new society to report upon and

to publicize its problems. Gradually the nature and extent

of these problems--of poverty, crime and overcrowding, of in-

adequate diet, housing and education--were laid bare for all

who cared to look. As the symptoms became increasingly ap-

parent, the next steps were to identify the causes and to

prescribe the cure. By the end of the nineteenth century the

drink problem was being both subsumed in and elevated by the

condition of England question.

67Preface to The Heart of the Empire, p. v.



In some cases the setting of new standards in turn

presented the drink problem in a fresh aspect. Until atten-

dance at school to a certain age was made compulsory, enquir

ers were unlikely to concern themselves with the reasons for

non-attendance. The Committee of the National Temperance

League conferred in 1892 with several representatives of the

School Attendance Officers' National Association, who were

agreed that intemperance on the part of parents was the

leading single cause of irregular school attendance. 68 Con-

cern was chiefly directed, however, towards the range of un

desirable social consequences with which excessive drinking

______~a~~runk8nn8s8 had traditionally-been asso~-The as-

sumption of a close connection between drink and crime, for

example, had been long and widely held, yet the apparent ex-

tent of the impact of the one upon the other now elicited

fresh expressions of alarmed surprise. In 1892 the future

Lord Chief Justice Coleridge announced at Liverpool Assizes

that flat a moderate estimate, something like nineteen

twentieths of the crime that has to be tried in courts is due

to drink. TY69 Sir William Harcourt told the West Monmouth

electorate a~ Ebbw Vale in 1895 that his experience at the

Home Office, with its llunhappy view of all the misery and

crime in the country,TY had convinced him

68W"11" G 11 lam our ay,
Biograph of the National

69LCR, VIII, 748.

A Jubilee
,p.337.

------
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that of all the sources of crime there was none more fer
tile and none more certain than was found in excessive
drinking. It destroyed the home, it led to every species
of evil, and ultimately he had no hesitation in saying,
as one who had for several years had the ultimate res
ponsibility of determining whether men should be sent to
dreadful death on the gallows, that of ten men who found
their way to the gallows, eight owed it to excessive
drink. 70

Harcourt, a Liberal, was well known for his strong temperance

sympathies, but a Tory Home Secretary found the office similar-

ly enlightening a few years later. IlFor my own part,1! C. T.

Ritchie told the House of Commons in 1902, III am amazed to

see what a large number of the crimes of violence which have

come before me since I have been at the Home Office may be

attributed ~drunkenness. I do not think I am going beyond

the mark when I say that nine-tenths of them have in the main

been caused by drink. 1T71

Drink was believed to stimulate criminal activity in

several different ways. The very places in which men gathered

to consume drink were regarded as important influences: public

houses were seen as the natural haunts of thieves, prostitutes

and gamblers. 72 Those who were addicted to drink, it was

argued, would frequently turn to crime to find the money to

70A • G. Gardiner,The Life of Sir William Harcourt
(19 23), II, 372 .

. 7130 January, 1902, ParI. Debates, 4th series, CI,
c. 1434.

72For an attack on the role of the public house in
promoting gambling see D. G.. Pedder, ilThe Tipster and his
Trade ,IT Monthly Review, XII (September, 1903)) 66-77.
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ensure a continued supply. The temptation to do this would

be all the stronger because excessive drinking in turn re-

sulted in a progressive degradation of the moral sense, until

ultimately the stage could be reached at which an individual

could hardly be held responsible for his own actions. Ac

cording to the Inebriates Acts Reports for 1899:

The confirmed drunkard is the subject of an uncontrollable
impulse--a moral insanity--and is incapable, unaided, of
leading a sober, decent life. He becomes a useless member
of society, he brings disgrace and ruin upon all dependent
upon him, he adds to the burden of the ratepayer by in
creasing pauperism, lunacy and disease, and at the same
time constitutes a standing menace to society by reason of
his tendency to crime.73

Even flsuperfluous drinking ll which fell well short of this stage

was held to be a grave threat to society, being part of the

growing habit of IIneedless indulgence in luxuries of all

kinds. 1I74 Those who impoverished themselves by spending on

drink what they should have saved for necessities might be

tempted to resort to crime in order to make up the difference.

The nature of the connection between drink and poverty

was disputed. Though many acknowledged the relationship to be

a complex one, there also existed two diametrically opposed

interpretations of it. On the one hand many temperance work-

ers, especially those with prohibitionist sympathies, tended

to see drink as the fundamental cause of poverty and""there-

fore of most other social problems. If the drink temptation

could be removed, they argued, money would be spent to

. 73Parl. Papers, 1900, X, 738.

74LCR , Final Report, 12.
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worthier effect, and many social problems could then well

solve themselves. Sir Wilfred Lawson's remedy for the in-

adequate housing and overcrowding of the working-classes was

a simple one: llKeep out the Liquor Traffic, and we. needn't

trouble ourselves very much more over the matter. 1l75 In the

last decades of the nineteenth century the number of temper-

to such an extreme viewpoint appears to

have been small, but most temperance reformers probably still

believed that a large proportion of poverty could be attri

buted directly to drink. The National Temperance League was

among the least dogmatic of temperance organizations, yet a

conference it held-nr 1888 ~ith workhouse masters and reliev

ing officers from the metropolitan poor law unions concluded

that somewhere between one-half and three-quarters of all

poverty could be traced to drink. 76 Opposed to this viewpoint

was the argument that far from drink causing poverty, poverty

in effect caused drink. Men were driven to excessive drinking

as a form of escape from the wretchedness of their surround-

ings. Though this environmentalist interpretation had been

voiced at least since Robert Owen, it had remained very much

a minority view. With the spread of socialist ideas towards

the end of the century it started to gather more support.

It was not only socialist thinkers who contested the

belief that most poverty could be explained in terms of drink.

75Russell, Lawson, p. 108.

76Gourlay, IlNational Temperance,1l p. 337.
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Charles Booth's analysis of the causes of poverty in the

east end of London in the late 1880s led him to conclude

that the effect of drink as a principal cause of poverty

had been greatly exaggerated. He studied 114,000 cases of

the poor and very poor known to selected School Board visi

tors. n77 Of 1,600 cases of the very poor (Booth's classes

A and B) he found that poverty was directly related "to

nquestions of employment n in 43 per cent of the cases, but

to drinking habits in only 14 per cent. With the 2,400 cases

classified as poor (Booth's classes C and D) the disparity

between employment factors and those of drink was found to be

still more---mar±@d:68percentand-±)per ce~ respectlvery. 73----

Charles Booth has been described as flthe first person

to attempt to assess the realities of the Evil of Drink. n79

His early findings were generally confirmed by his subsequent

more detailed work. But it would be wrong to believe that by

the 1890s no informed and objective observer could continue

to believe that drink contributed greatly to causing poverty.
[-\$
LRowntree and Sherwell later pointed out, other surveys con-

ducted on similar lines to Booth's had traced a much higher

proportion of poverty to drinking habits, and there was some

room for doubt about the validity of the distinction Booth

77Charles Booth, Life and Labour (1889), I, 146.

78Ibid., 146-47.

79T. S. and M. B. Simey, Charles Booth, Social Scien
tist (1960), p. 181.
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had tried to draw between proximate and contributory causes

80of poverty.

Writing near the end of the century, Rowntree and

'Sherwell .put forward their own opinion that although II an in

timate connection between intemperance and pauperism ll undoubt-

edly existed, lithe extent and directnes$ of the connection ll

vIas n still matter New light was soon thrown

on the problem by Joseph Rowntree's son, Seebohm. Joseph

Rowntree and Arthur Sherwell had estimated the total expendi

ture in the United Kingdom on drink in 1899 at more than

£162 million, nearly one and a half times the national revenue,

-----€laM calculated ~a-t the av~rage wOl'kiilg class-f'amily probably
,

spent about six shillings a week on drink. 82 Seebohm Rowntree

used this figure in his Poverty, A Study of Town Life, first

published in 1901. On the basis of his investigations in

York he concluded that a weekly expenditure of six shillings

on drink would absorb more than one-sixth of the average in

come of working-class families in that town. 83 He found that

10 per cent of all the families in York had incomes insuffi

cient to provide the bare necessities of physical efficiency.

Even had they spent no money at all on drink, they would still

80Temperance Problem, p. 639.

81Ibid ., p. 636.

82Ibid ., pp. 7, 20.

83Poverty, A Study of Town Life (2nd ed., 1902),
p. 142.
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have fallen below Seebomn Rowntree's definition of the

poverty line. In fact they were generally found to spend

considerably less on drink than the 18 per cent of families

classified by Rowntree as being in secondary poverty: those

whose incomes should have been sufficient to provide the

minimum requirements for the maintenance of physical effici-

encv but who in practice failed to receive them. RowntreeTs
- " ~

conclusions about drinking habits as a factor in secondary

poverty were cautious. It was clear that lithe money for drink

can only be found in the great majority of cases, by foregoing

some other expenditure which is necessary for maintaining the

family in a state of physic:a1 ef'ficiency.ult~ this extent
,

it could be argued that drink at least contributed to dragging

families down below the poverty line. But where there was in

adequate housing and overcrowding, Rowntree found the great

bulk of it to be due to "sheer inability on the part of the

tenants to pay rent enough to secure adequate accommodation,"

though even here he was careful to stress that "undoubtedly in

a certain number of cases overcrowding is due to wasteful ex

penditure of household income upon drink and gambling.,,85

Seebohm Rowntree's immediate concern had been to in-

vestigate the nature and extent of poverty rather than to make

a direct study of the temperance question. The publication of

his Poverty in 1901 has nevertheless been seen as marking an

84Ibid., p. 58.

85Ibl"d., 5~ 17~pp. 0, 0.
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important stage in the development of attitudes to the drink

problem: tlReligious reformers who had been inclined to

attribute all social evils to lack of temperance were em

boldened to think again. tlB6 By no means all of those who

may have had second thoughts went on to change their minds.

Revelations about the extent of the nation's poverty served

only to rouse some of the more extreme opponents of drink to

further denunciations of excessive indulgence. tlSuch is our

insensate folly,tI proclaimed an official publication of the

United Kingdom Alliance, tlthat although one in thirteen of

our population dies in a workhouse, although one in every

____-'t"-"h".,r"-"-'e~e__Persons~~5;years of age becomes -aT, one tlme

or other a pauper, although one-third of us are seldom a

week's march ahead of destitution and, normally, have not

enough to eat, we spend 189 million pounds sterling yearly in

intoxicating drinks. tlB7 Yet by the beginning of the twentieth

century some change could be detected in attitudes to the

drink problem as compared with earlier decades. There were

two main aspects to this change. In the first place there

was a more ready acceptance of the fact that a man and his

family could suffer from poverty without necessarily owing

their position to excessive expenditure on drink. Secondly

B6Asa Briggs, Social Thought and Social Action: A
Study of the Work of Seebohm Rowntree, 1871-1954 (1961), p.JO.

87James Whyte, The United Kingdom Alliance Vindicated
(Manchester, 1902), p. JJ.
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there was less tendency to emphasize individual moral weak

ness as the cause of excessive drinking. Attitudinal changes

of this type are notoriously difficult to assess and probably

impossible to quantify. But there does appear to have been a

readier acknowledgement among informed opinion at least that

even where poverty could be attributed to expenditure on

drink, the drinking in turn might frequently be traced to

inadequate diet, housing and general surroundings. TIThe poor

often drink to get the effects of a good meal,1I Dr. Robert

Jones told the 1904 Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical

Deterioration. IIThey mistake the feeling of stimulation after

------<a"'"lh-\GooG±-~-"tbBfeeling 0-£ nutritIon. u
88 In puttlng forward

his own opinion that lithe publican stepped in where the com

munity failed,1I Arthur Sherwell quoted a jUdge who had an

nounced, TIl understand why people get drunk; it is the quick

est way out of Manchester. Tl89

A distinction should be made between the long-term

and the short-term effects of these gradual changes in the

climate of opinion. It seems likely that in the long run an

increased emphasis on community rather than individual respon-

sibility for the drink problem was one of the many causes con

.tributing to the later decline in strength of the temperance

88Qu . 10,814 in ReDort of the Inter-De artmental Com
mittee on Physical Deterioration, Vol. II Cd. 2210 , Parle
Papers, 1904, XXXII, 545.

89 .
Arthur Sherwell, Counter-Attractions to the Public

House, Temperance Legislation League Pamphlet B series No.3
(n.d. 1911?), pp. 3-4.
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movement in Britain. The short-term impact was different:

greater awareness of the nation's social problems resulted

in the drink problem's attracting the attention of a wider

public than before. Many who had been unattracted by or

openly antagonistic to the temperance movement's apparent

emphasis on individual moral responsibility now interested

themselves in the drink problem, at least insofar as it re-

lated to general questions of social reform. Many temper

ance workers, including some prohibitionists, welcomed the

new emphasis on the social context of the drink problem and

looked forward to social reformers and temperance workers

advancing---their caus-e-s--vlTitl~ a l1uiLed strength. Writing in
I

1899 Canon Hicks, one of Lawson's Vice-Presidents in the

United Kingdom Alliance, expressed his regret that in the

past misunderstandings on both sides had frequently resulted

in an estrangement of Tlsocialist leaders and academical pro-

fessors ll from the temperance movement:

Partly this was because the earlier temperance advocates
. • . pictured temperance as the one cure of all social
evils, rather than as the indispensable condition of all
social reform. Partly also these pioneers, because they
laid much stress on thrift, self-reliance and the virtues
of the ethically strong, gave the impression of being the
devotees of individualism, and thus awoke the antagonism
of the collectivist.90

Hicks argued that this antagonism had arisen unnecessarily.

Far from seeking to promote individualism, the prohibitionist

90E . L. Hicks, liThe Present Phase of the Temperance
Question,1I Contemporary Review, LXXVI (July, 1899), 51.



movement on the contrary had been lithe first and early bloom

of English collectivism. 1I Temperance reformers, for their

part, were now in Hicks's opinion coming to see clearly that

temperance reform was only one part, though an essential part,

of the great problem of social amelioration. 91

Hicks's expectation of a future lack of friction be-

tween temperance and social reformers ignored certain real-

ities. There remained important differences between the

attitudes of men like Lawson on the one hand and those Hicks

referred to as collectivists on the other, differences which

were inevitable between those who saw excessive drinking as

the leading cause of soclal dlstress and-----Vi1ose who regarded. .

it as one among many symptoms of fundamental faults in the

structure of society.92 Yet there were many aspects of the

late nineteenth century drink problem which both sets of

opinion could unite in deploring. One of the most important

of these was the extent of the power and influence exercised

by the liquor trade, representing as it did an important seg

ment of the nation's business element. Estimates of the

trade's total annual turnover vary, but it seems likely that

throughout the 1890s at least £150 million was spent each year

on drink in the United Kingdom. 93 The production, distribu-

91Ibid ., 52.

92The most obvious result of these differences was the
prohibition-public control clash; see below, Chapter Four.

93Wilson, Alcohol, p. 225.
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tion and sale of drink was an important source of employment.

The trade's own estimate of "about two million ll as lithe num-

ber of persons employed in and dependent upon the liquor

trade in its almost inumerable ramifications ll is based on a

definition so imprecise as to have little meaning, but there

can hardly have been less than a quarter of a million people

directly involved. 94 Taxes, duties and license fees raised

more than £41 million from the liquor trade in the year 1899

1900, a total which represented 69 per cent of all revenues

from the Customs and Excise and more than 38 per cent of the

total national revenue from taxation. 95

In the last fjfteen y&aF£ of the nineteenttrcentury
,

the liquor trade was consolidating rapidly. In the brewing

industry in particular, large companies were absorbing small

firms. 96 This process was confined neither to Britain nor to

the liquor trade: in the United States also the number of

breweries fell significantly during this time, from 2,741 in

1880 to 1,866 in 1896, reflecting, as a contemporary observer

noted, lIa tendency in modern trading for the small concerns

to disappear, while the large ones do a bigger and bigger

business.,,97 But the increased concentration of power in the

94Ibid ., pp. 202-05; Brewers' Almanack for 1895, p. 293.

95Wilson, Alcohol, p. 197.

96See below, Chapter Three.

97Christabel Osborn, IIEconomic Aspects of the' Liquor
Problem," Economic Journal, VIII (December, 1898), 572.
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licensed trade could be regarded as an especially ominous

development, since this was the trade which perhaps more than

any other laid itself open to the charge that its profits de

pended upon the exploitation of human frailty. The licensed

trade made no secret of its determination to defend what it

regarded as its legitimate interests, and temperance workers

in general looked on its strength with a mixture of awe and

repulsion. According to one of them, a dedicated prohibition-

ist:

A colossal drink-trust is constituted out of concentrated
and consolidated capital. The direction of the drink
trust falls into fewer and fewer hands. It is well
organized for political defence. It enters into politics
with well-equipped fo~~~--btloefteee80rcevntT""o+lccs.--c<:a,------~

large part of the press either by proprietorship or by
means of its liquor advertisements. It pays the liquor
trade handsomely to assess itself for campaign funds, re-
couping itself, if its side wins a General Election, by
the rise in the value of its brewery shares. Its tied
houses throughout the country serve it not only as branch
shops for the sale of drink, but as electioneering
committee-rooms. It acts steadily on its sinister watch-
word 1l0ur Trade, our Politics. lf98

This was an extreme statement of the case, but Rowntree and

Sherwell probably reflected accurately the concern of a great

many of their contemporaries when they devoted the whole of

the second chapter of The Temperance Problem and Social Reform

to stressing this aspect of the drink problem. A few years

later the leader of the Liberal Opposition in the Commons

alleged that the licensed trade had "almost become a new

98Charles Roberts, Time Limit and Local Option (1908),
p. 161.
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estate of the realm. 1l99

It was feared not only that the economic and political

power of the liquor trade had become dangerously great, but

that the trade further made use of illegitimate methods to

achieve its ends. "The subtle influence of money and alcohol

in combination is ever insidiously at work," claimed Charles

Drink had long been associated with corruption,

and it would be foolish to deny that some of the more fanati-

cal temperance men verged on hysteria in their attempts to

ascribe underhand conspiracies of all kinds to what Lawson

called "the richest monopoly in the world."lOl But it is

------ccEc~l:cEe7CaHr:'___t__+ta_t~&:i:_~nt_±nued/ Go -ui-tat; least some of the wheels

of political life long after the passing of the Ballot Act of

1872 and the Corrupt Practices Act of 1883. Tankerville

Chamberlayne, a Conservative candidate at Southampton in the

1895 General Election, elected but subsequently unseated, had

led his carriage in a procession through the town during the

campaign, followed by carts bearing "symbols of drink ll and

several obviously drunk people. 102 Walter King, landlord of

"The Duke of York" in Worcester, admitted to bribing seven or

eight men to vote Conservative in the 1906 General Election,

99Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, 20 April, 1904, Parle
Debates, 4th series, CXXXIII, c. 731.

100Roberts, Time Limit, p. 160.

101Russell, Lawson, p. 74.

102Cornelius OYleary , The Elimination of Corrupt Practices
in British Elections, 1868-1911 (Oxford, 1962), p. 196.
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and several other Worcester publicans were found to have

bribed or treated the electorate. 103 The Royal Commission on

the 1906 Worcester Election concluded that since at least

1883 the town had contained lla class of voters numbering

approximately five hundred, and consisting mainly of the

needy and loafing class, but including a considerable number

of men in regular who are prepared to sell their

votes for drink or money.lll04 Local as well as national

government provided its corruption scandals involving the

licensed trade. The Peel Commission itself found alarming

evidence of the apparent ease with which local brewers had

control J ed tbe W-6l.-t-G-1±--G-ommi-t:t--eB-----i3;fld---J:JO±i--c-e-i-n---th-e- tuwn of
/

Wigan. 105 By the end of the century such situations were

almost certainly rarer than they had once been, but this in

itself made their revelation all the more disturbing.

In Britain in the last years of the nineteenth century

and the first years of the twentieth there were two issues of

outstanding importance: the condition of England question and

the imperial question. The first related to the problem of

social amelioration in the most industrialized and urbanized

190 , XCV,

104Report of the Royal Commission appointed to enquire
into the existence of Corru t Practices at the last Election
for the City of Worcester Cd. 32 , Parl. Papers, 190 , XCV,
481. The total of votes cast in the 1906 Election was 7,633.

105See below, Chapter Six.
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society that the world had yet seen. The second may be seen

in terms of a growing anxiety about the future of Britain in

a world where larger nations such as the United States and

Germany were now challenging Britain?s previously undisputed

industrial supremacy. The two issues were frequently closely

associated,106 and in many ways the drink problem was seen to

be bound up almost closely with the second as with the

first. The nature of the impact of drink upon society took

on a new significance when the position in the world of that

society seemed itself to be under threat.

Drink was now seen in the context of Britain's abil-

--------cl~·ttry--t-0--e-etl'l'J?et-e---eemmerci-aHy,.. It-was argued that exceSSlve

drinking on the part of the British worker lessened productive

efficiency and made British goods less competitive in world

markets. Rowntree and Sherwell observed that within the past

thirty years Germany, Belgium and even Russia had transformed

themselves economically, as had Britain's Hmost formidable

competitors ••• our kinsmen across the Atlantic,lI and noted

that per capita consQmption in the United States was apparent

ly barely half that in the United Kingdom. 107 They warned

that Heither we must grapple with the forces that undermine

pur national strength and weaken industrial efficiency, or be

106Their inter-relationship in the thought of the period
has been studied by Bernard Semmel in his Imperialism and
Social Reform: English Social-Imperialist Thought, 1895-1914
(1960) .

107Temperance Problem, pp. 48, 70.
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content to fall behind in the struggle for commercial supre

macy.lll08 No doubt some of the many similar warnings being

issued were from motives of self-interest. The spectre of

the more efficient foreign worker has frequently been used by

those seeking to instil greater industrial discipline into

their own labour force. But it would be a harsh judgment

that ascribed to callse all the laments about the effect

of alcohol on British productive efficiency. It was no arch

capitalist but the young Liberal with a well developed social

conscience, Charles Masterman, who wrote in 1900: !lIt is not

for nothing that in America, which even now is seizing our

----plaG-€-----as-the-l--e--a8.-eP------in-t-he-world 's l'l'lafitlf--ae"trtt-re-s--,--------t-he----e-on-sttmp-------,.

tion of alcohol per head is less than half that found in

England. ,,109

108Ibid ., p. 51.

109C. F. G. Masterman, YlRealities at Home," in Heart of
the Empire, p. 25. Numerous attempts were made to compare the
United Kingdom's consQmption of alcohol with that of other
nations. Since there is no reason to believe that the reser
vations which apply to the figures given for consumption in
the United Kingdom do not also apply to those for other coun
tries, these comparisons are of limited value. The following
inspires more confidence than most, for the very reason that
no attempt was made to refine its conclusions beyond approxi
mate totals. It is based on the report issued by the Fifth
International Congress against the Abuse of Alcoholic Liquors,
which met at Basle in 1895, and compares annual per capita
consumption in litres of all forms of alcohol at 100 per cent:
2 Finland, Canada, Norway; 3-4 Russia; 4-5 Sweden, U.S.,
Australasia; 7-8 Italy; 8-9 Germany, U.K.; 10-11 Denmark,
Belgium; 15 France; A. Th. Kiaer, "The Norwegian System of
Regulating the Liquor Traffic,!! Economic Journal, IX (March,
1899), 114.



Politically the most important result of the growing

apprehension about BritainYs future role in the world was a

strengthening of enthusiasm for the concept of empire. This

in turn gave an added dimension to the drink problem. In

1902 Charles Tritton, a Conservative, told the House of

Commons:

I am an advocate for a sober nation. I know what a sober
nation means. It means less sin and sorrow, less crime
and cruelty, less pain and poverty, less ruin and wreck
age. It means happier hearths and homes, and it means a
people more fitted to cope successfully with those imper
ial responsibilities which, whether we like them or not,
are slowly but surely falling upon this Empire. 110

Very similar sentiments were put forward by Herbert Roberts,

a Liberal:

We hear a great deal in these days about !lEmpire. 1T There
is one thing we should all agree upon with regard to that
idea and ideal--an idea and ideal to which I, for one, am
most favourable--and that is that true empire can rest
permanently only upon superiority of race. If we are to
maintain our position, is it not perfectly clear that
something will have to be done to arrest the blight of the
evil of drunkenness in the country?lll

Both speakers were echoing the words of Lord Rosebery. Two

months earlier the leader of the Liberal-Imperialists had ar

gued that true imperialism !lrelates not to territory alone,

but to race as well!l and that !l a drink-sodden population

is not the true basis of a prosperous Empire.!l112

Along with the concept of efficiency, this idea of an

11°7 April, 1902, Parle Debates, 4th series, CV, C. 1167.

lllIbid., C. 1214.

112Quoted in Semmel, Imperialism, p. 63.
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imperial race linked imperialism with the condition of

England question and thus with the drink problem. At the

turn of the century the humiliations of the Boer War raised

demands for urgent measures to improve the physical quality

of the race. Arnold White noted that of the 11,000 men in

the Manchester district who volunteered for military service

bet1'-'leen October, July, 1900, 8,000 were rejected as

physically below standard. "There is no cause for wonder,"

he argued, "that the physical condition of the town population

of these islands is one that warrants the gravest alarm. If

we continue for another twenty years as we are going on at the

present time, there is litt~e doubt that the delicacies and
,

infirmity of the race will then prove unequal to the mainten

ance of a great and growing Empire. ,,113 White?s cries of

alarm were soon taken up by others, among them G. F. Shee, a

supporter of Imperial Federation. Recalling Rosebery?s dictmfi

that "It is no use having an Empire without an Imperial race,"

Shee maintained that the physical condition of the people "is

and has been for some time past deteriorating," mainly as a

result of the increasing proportion of the population living

in large towns and of the "unnatural and, in part, vicious

pleasures" afforded there to the tired worker. 114 Shee called

113Arnold White, Efficiency and Empire (1901), pp. 102-05.
White's aphoristic prescriptions for remedial action ranged
from "Sterilise the unfit" tollCease to raise drink-sellers to
the peerage"; ibid., pp. 314-15.

llLl-George F. Shee, liThe Deterioration in- the National
Physique," Nineteenth Century, 1111 (May, 1903), 797-98.
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for action that would flarrest the physical deterioration of

our population and enable us to maintain that vigour and

strength without which we can not hope to maintain our com-

mercial prosperity among the energetic and virile nations

which are now competing with us in the markets of the

world. fll15

The BalfoLrr administration eventually bowed to such

pressures, and in September, 1903, reluctantly appointed an

Inter-Departmental Committee specifically charged to enquire

into the allegations of physical deterioration. 116 The Com

mittee 1 s report, published in the following summer, pointed

out that flthere are no sufficient data at present obtainable
i

·for a comparative estimate of the health and physique of the

people,1I but went on to consider flthe causes and condition of

such physical deterioration as is no doubt present in con

siderable classes of the community.1l117 The report made clear

the Committee's opinion that physical unfitness among the

nation's working class was an extremely serious problem, the

result of poverty, overcrowding and the generally unhealthy

effects of life in the modern urban environment. The contri-

115Ibid ., 805.

116The background to this decision is discussed in
Bentley B. Gilbert, IlHealth and 'Politics: The British Physi
cal Deterioration Report of 1904,11 Bulletin of the History of
Medicine, XXXIX (1965), 144-48.

117Re ort of the Inter-De
cal Deterioration, Vol. I Cd.
XXXII, 19.
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bution of drink was singled out for special mention: !lAs a

result of the evidence laid before them, the Committee are

convinced that the abuse of alcoholic stimulants is a most

potent and deadly agent of physical deterioration. nl18

The report laid particular emphasis on the problem

of female intemperance. This was an issue which had been

causing growing concern for some years past. 119 Buxton and

Hoare, who claimed to have collected opinions from Ilthe

agents of religious and philanthropic societies working

among the poor, from clubs, inebriate homes, temperance

workers, and (where possible) from working men and publicans

themselves,1l found their i:qformants unanimous in the belief

that premises with grocers' licenses contributed greatly to

excessive drinking among women, and the number of premises

f th ' t . . 120 Wh th f 1 d . ko 1S ype was 1ncreas1ng. e er or not ema e r1n-

ing was on the increase is impossible to say, and at times a

justifiable scepticism was expressed on this point. 121 But

the Committee's report added its authority to the growing

fears, concluding that "the tendency of the evidence was to

118Ibid ., 38.

119See'for example the evidence of H. M. Riley, 4 August,
1897, qus. 42,394-600, LCR, III, 536-42; Viscount Peel, Fe
male Intemperance: Is It Increasing? (1901); T. Barlow, The
Prevailing Intemperance Among Women (1902).

120Buxton and Hoare, "Temperance Reform," in Heart of
the Empire, pp. 167, 193.

121See Sir Robert Hunter, liThe Present Position of the
Licensing Question,1I Nineteenth Century, LIII (April, 1903),
697.
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show that the drinking habits among the women of the working

classes are certainly growing, with consequences extremely

prejudicial to the care of off-spring, not to speak of the

possibility of children being born permanently disabled. lT122

The implications for the future of the imperial race were

alarming. Dr. Ridge, the Medical Officer of Health for

Enfield, told the Co~~ittee that in previous centuries there

had been many instances of drunken nations whose vitality had

apparently not been greatly impaired. He attributed this to

the fact that the women, the mothers of the race, had remained

sober. lTBut,lT he added, flif the mother as well as the father

are given to drink, the pr~geny will deteriorate in every way,

and the future of the race is imperilled. fl123

It is clear that the drink problem was seen as a lead

ing issue in late nineteenth and early twentieth century

Britain, and it is possible to suggest several reasons to ac-

count for this. To attempt to assess the problem merely in

terms of the most obvious statistical indices was insuffici-

ent, and remains so. Between the 1870s and the end of the

century both the number of retail liquor outlets and the total

consumption of alcohol apparently increased less rapidly than

did the population. In addition the incidence of public drunk-

enness may well have declined, though this is much less cer-

122Vol . I [Cd. 2175J, Parle Papers, 1904, XXXII, 37.

123Vol • III [Cd. 2186J, Appendix XVI (12), Par1~ Papers,
1904, XXX1I , 729.
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tain. But liquor consumption in the 1870s had reached levels

compared with which the subsequent fall was of relatively

doubtful significance, and it was in any case difficult to

point to positive reasons for believing that the fall would

necessarily continue. Indeed it could be argued that the

evidently increased power of the liquor trade would make

future improvements in the situation even more difficult of

attainment than before. Attitudinal changes are of great im

portance, and despite the difficulties involved in their

, evaluation must not be left out of account. The indications

are that by the end of the century the drink problem was more

widely coming to be seen in terms of its relationship with
;

the broader and indeed central issues of social amelioration

and of Britain's position in an increasingly competitive world.

Finally, one development which contributed to the extent of

the attention directed to the drink problem has yet to be con

sidered. By the 1890s the liquor licensing system itself had

become the subject of sustained political dispute.



CHAPTER TWO

THE LICENSING LAWS TO 1895

. . . I proposed to myself to make a statement of the
law which should be at once clearly intelligible,
brief, comprehensive, and accurate. I found, however,
that in the present state of the law, such a combina
tion was extremely difficult of attainment. 1

The main attempt to deal with the drink problem at

the national level was represented by the liquor licensing

laws. Liquor and the law had been intertwined for centuries.

Down the years only taxation had been the subject of more

legislative effort. As is;usually the case, continual addi-

tions, modifications and amendments had complicated rather

than simplified the law. Whatever might be alleged in some

temperance quarters, the rolling English drunkard had not

himself created the measures designed to regulate his drink

ing; the licensing laws nevertheless frequently appeared to

be taking the Beachy Head road to Birmingham. A recent his

torian has spoken appropriately of the "jungle-like obscurity

of the British laws on drink" as they existed at the beginning

of the twentieth century.2 Contemporaries, it is true, were

ISidney Peel, Secretary to the 1896-99 Royal Commis
sion on the Liquor Licensing Laws, in his "Memorandum" pre
ceding "A Comparative Statement of the Laws Relating to the
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in England and Wales, Scotland
and Ireland," LCR, V, 207.

2Robert Blake, The Conservative Party from Peel to
Churchill (1970), p. 174.

71
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not entirely without road maps or jungle guides. They could

consult the successive and increasingly bulky editions of

Paterson's Licensing Acts. Alternatively they could seek

help from the Licensing Laws Information Bureau, based in

Nottingham. But the fact remains that when the Royal Com-

mission began its enquiries into the operation and admini

stration of the liquor licensing laws in 1896 it was con

fronted by a body of law whose complexity was such as to be

admitted even by lawyers. It is therefore easy to sympathize

with Sidney Peel's predicament.

However intelligible and accurate it might be, no

summary of the development; of the liquor licensing laws to

the end of the nineteenth century is likely to be both brief

and comprehensive. 3 But an understanding of at least the

3The summary in this chapter is based primarily on
the following: Report of the Ro al Commission on Licensin
(England and Wales, 1929-31 LCmd. 39 ,esp. Appendix TWO,
llNotes on the History of Licensing Regulation, II Parle Papers,
1931-32, XI, 839-59; Report of the Ro~al Commission on the
Liquor Licensing Laws, 1896-99, esp. TA Comparative Statement
of the Laws Relating to the Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in
England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland,ii LCR, V, 208-31, and
E. Bonham Carter, IIAn Account of the Laws Regulating the Sale
by Retail of Intoxicating Liquors in England Down to the Year
1828,11 LCR, III, 598-602; Paterson's Licensing Acts (ed. W. W.
MacKenzie, 16th ed., 1905); S. and B. Webb, History of
Li uor Licensin in En land (1903); G. B. Wilson, Alcohol and
and the Nation 1940 , esp. ch. 10.

Valuable as a survey from a more specifically juris
tic standpoint is an unsigned and unpublished treatise in
the Lloyd George Papers, A/3/2/6. But since this untitled
work is avowedly controversial (having been written to argue
a specific point in connection with the 1897 licensing case
Att. Gen. v Mayor & c of Tynemouth), it must be used with
care.
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nlain stages in this development is essential to a study of

the political implications of the licensing question. In

the area of licensing and politics past decisions affected

later thought and action perhaps even more than usual. Many

of those most deeply concerned by the drink problem regarded

the existing licensing system as the main obstacle in the

way of any improvement. Yet as a result of the centuries of

licensing legislation--and of that since 1830 in particular-

there had grown up many powerful claims to long-standing

rights and vested interests. These claims were to prove a

formidable barrier to those who sought to reform the liquor

licensing system as they ~ound it in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries.

The origins of the system were remote. Regulation

of the sale of intoxicating liquor was older than Parliament

itself, having been imposed in the early middle ages by local

bodies, such as municipalities and manorial courts. The first

parliamentary regulations, such as the Assize of Bread and

Ale of 1266, which made stipulations concerning both the

purity and the price of ale, were apparently designed chiefly

to help preserve public order by removing various grounds of

complaint and pretexts for riot.

In Tudor times the maintenance of public order direct

ly asserted itself as the motive prompting liquor legislation

and moulding its form. In line with so much that was typical

of Tudor administration the new powers and responsibilities
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devolved upon the local magistrates. By an Act of 1494 (11

Hen. VII, c. 2) two Justices of the Peace were empowered to

lTreject or put awayll the common selling of ale where they

might think convenient and to take sureties of alehouse

keepers for their good behaviour. These provisions were

confirmed and extended eight years later.

In 1552 the statute was enacted (5 & 6 Edw. VI, c.

25) which was to provide the foundation of the licensing

system for almost three centuries and whose influence was

to be felt even longer. Under its provisions the local jus

tices were confirmed in their powers to "remove, discharge

and put awayll the common s,elling of ale and beer where they

considered it expedient. In addition they were Ifin open

sessions ll to license alehouse keepers. The latter were re

quired to enter into a bond or recognizance for such condi

tions as the maintenance of good order and the prohibiting

on their premises of unlawful games. No one was to keep an

alehouse unless so licensed in the sessions or by two justices.

Although extensions had to be made, especially in the

eighteenth century, to meet the problems raised by the popular

ity of spirits, and although from about the reign of George

II an increasing preoccupation with the raising of revenue

from the trade in drink began to parallel the concern with

public order, the licensing system remained unchanged in its

essentials until the late 1820s. There were modifications

during this time, however, among which that of 1729" (2 Geo.
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II, c. 28, sections 10 & 11) was perhaps the most signifi

cant. The Act of this year stipulated for the first time

that the license was to be reapplied for annually, and it

provided for a general meeting of the justices where licenses

were to be granted in open session. Apparently underlying

this provision was the intention that the justices should

be given the fullest possible opportunity of learning whether

an alehouse was wanted in a particular neighbourhood and of

enquiring into the character of the applicant.

It was, however, partly a general opposition to the

latitude of the local magistrates' discretion in these mat

ters which led to the important legislation of 1828. The

Alehouse Act of this year(9 Geo. IV, c 61) repealed every

licensing act since 1552. The 1828 Act made several inroads

into the justices' powers, though for the most part they

were more apparent than real. The justices were no longer

to be able to suppress alehouses at any time, a power little

used in recent years. They could not in future require

recognizances; instead the granted license was to be endorsed

with conditions and the licensee would become liable to its

loss if, for example, he practised adulteration or permitted

gaming or repeated drunkenness. The most significant quali

fication to the justices' control was that henceforth a right

of appeal to Quarter Sessions was to be allowed against a re

fusal to grant or re-grant a license.

In its other provisions the Alehouse Act maintained
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and even reinforced the licensing powers of the magistrates.

Their control over the retail sale of all intoxicating

liquors, whether for consumption on or off the licensed

premises, was emphasised by the definite stipulation in the

Act that licenses were granted for one year and one year

only. Special annual sessions (which came to be known as

brewster sessions) were to be held for the hearing of

applications for the granting and renewing of licenses.

Just two years later, however, WellingtonYs Ministry

in effect provided the means to by-pass this control exer

cised by the magistrates. The Beerhouse Act of 1830 (11

Geo. IV, 1 Will. IV, c. 64) followed from a report by a

Select COlnmittee of the Coramons on the sale of beer and was

prompted by a variety of motives. Chief among its aims was

to check the growing consumption of spirits by encouraging

the sale of beer. But it was also intended to counteract

the spread of the so-called "tied-house systemlT--by which

the brewers, by a nmnber of different methods, were gaining

increasing control over their retail outlets--and the Act

was in general opposed by the brewing interest. The ActYs

provisions were quaintly described in its preamble as being

llexpedient for the better supplying of the public with beer

in England. 1T In effect they restored the law affecting the

retail sale of beer only to pre-1494 conditions. Any house

holder assessed to the poor rates might open his premises as

a beershop on payment of two guineas to the local excise
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officer. There would be no need to obtain the justices'

certificate which in other cases was still necessary before

a license could be issued. The conditions on which the

license was issued were the same as those in force for a

full license. Only in the restrictions placed on hours of

opening were the beerhouses to be more confined. While the

1828 Act had placed no week-day opening restrictions on ale-

houses, the new beerhouses were to be closed between 10 p.m.

and 4 a.m.

In the next thirty years new licenses were occasion

ally introduced on the principles of the 1830 legislation,

as in a measure of 1848 w~.ereby spirit dealers were empowered

to take out a license for the off-sale of foreign liqueurs.

In general, though, the experiment of llfree trade in beer ll

was hardly regarded as having been successful. The result-

ing applications for the new kind of license were far in ex-

cess of what had been anticipated. Within six months of the

Act's passing over 24,000 beerhouses had been established

and by 1838 the number had risen to close to 46,000. The

troubles caused by this sudden increase in the number of

houses supplying beer, so many of which were situated in the

poorest areas of industrial towns, played a major part in

stimulating the total abstinence movement of the 1830s, led

by such men as Joseph Livesey.4 Nor could the results of

4Henry Carter, The English Temperance Movement, 1830
1899 (1933), provides a sympathetic account of Livesey's
work and influence.



the Act be shown to have had any significant effect either

on the drinking of spirits or on the tied-house system.

Many aspects of its operation were tightened up by subse

quent legislative amendment particularly in the five or six

years following the 1834 enquiry into its results headed by

J. S. Buckingham.

It therefore came as something of a surprise when

Gladstone, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the early

1860s introduced several new forms of licenses on lines

very similar to those of 1830. The first were established

by an Act of 1860 (23 & 24 Viet., c. 27). In the first

place, excise licenses could be taken out by refreshment

houses not being alehouses or beerhouses, and holders of

such licenses to a certain annual value could sell foreign

wines on their premises. Secondly, a shopkeeper might take

out a license for the off-sale of wine. Because so many of

this second type were taken out by grocers, they became

known as flgrocersYlI licenses and, as will be seen, were to

become a subject of particular controversy. Neither cate

gory of license was made completely free of magisterial dis

cretion. They were to be granted by the excise authorities

but subject to a veto by the justices which in turn had to

be based on certain statutory conditions as to the appli

cantYs character and the nature of the proposed premises.

In licensing history 1860 thus saw a compromise between the

principles of 1828 and those of 1830, between full magister-
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ial control and ITfree trade. 71

The legislation of 1860 related to wines and was

bound up with the Cobden treaty of that year with France.

But in the next two years both spirits and beer were dealt

with along the same lines. In 1861 licensed dealers in

spirits were permitted to take out an additional license

for off-sales, while in 1863 a similar privilege was extend

ed to those who possessed on-licenses for beer. All of these

measures met with considerable opposition from the flourish

ing temperance movement.

Despite Gladstone's· partial rejection of magisterial

control in the early 1860~, it was during his First Ministry

that the period of "free trade in beer" came to an end. In

1869 the Home Secretary, H. A. Bruce, accepted a Private

Member's Bill which reached the statute book as the Wine and

Beerhouse Act. Henceforth the justices were to have full

discretion over the granting of all new beer, wine or cider

llon-licenses." Over those licenses already granted under

the terms of the 1830 Beerhouse Act, however, the justices

were given only a partial control, along the lines of

Gladstone's earlier legislation. They were empowered to

veto the re-granting of these licenses, but their objection

had to be on one or more of four statutory grounds. One of

these grounds related to the premises for which application

had been made; the license could be refused if they had pre

viously had a disorderly character. The other three grounds
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were concerned with the applicant himself. A refusal was

permitted if he did not produce satisfactory evidence of

good character, if he had previously had to forfeit a

license, or if he was in any way not duly qualified by law

to hold one. The same qualifications to full magisterial

discretion were to operate with regard to new licenses

(those applied for subsequent to the 1869 Act) for the sale

of beer and wine for consumption off the premises.

The off-licenses for the sale of beer were to lose

this statutory privilege in 1882 (45 & 46 Viet., c. 34),

when they were placed wholly under magisterial discretion

and thus became comparable, in legal status to the full on

licenses established by the 1828 Act and the post-1869 beer

houses. But off-licenses for wine and the ante-1869 beer

houses and winehouses were still only partially under the

control of the justices when the Royal Commission began its

enquiry in 1896, as were the various categories of license

established in 1860 and 1861.

The Wine and Beerhouse Act of 1869 had been specifi

cally intended merely as a preparatory measure to a more

general re-structuring, and it encountered little opposition.

When two years later the wider proposals were introduced,

the reaction was very different. The 1871 Bill of the Home

Secretary, Bruce, was designed to bring about a radical re

vision of the existing licensing system. Under its provisions

the numerous categories of licenses would be reduced to two.
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Existing holders of licenses would be able to have them re

newed for ten years at a small rent. During this period

they might be forfeited after three convictions, but other

wise they were to be absolute property and freely trans

ferable. At the end of this period, and every ten years

subsequently, they were to cease and to be re-sold to the

highest bidder, subject to the justices 1 approval of the

applicant and the proposed premises. Similarly, after ten

years and after each subsequent ten years, a three-fifths

majority vote of the ratepayers could prevent the licensing

justices in a district from granting licenses in excess of a

certain number. This number was to be calculated on a ratio

to population basis and was set at 1:1,000 in urban and

1:600 in rural areas.

These proposals were fiercely denounced by the liquor

trade. They were viewed with comparative neutrality by the

temperance organizations and especially by the United Kingdom

Alliance, even though spokesmen for the Alliance were sub

sequently to deny strenuously that its attitude had in any

way prejudiced the Bill's chances of success. Eventually

the Bill had to be withdrawn. Yet its very introduction re

presented a decisive turning-point in the history of licens

ing legislation. For the first time a government sponsored

measure had provided for a statutory length of time after

which all licenses would automatically revert to the Licensing

Authority, for local option to prevent the number of licenses
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from exceeding certain limits and, though less directly, for

the possibility of a wholesale reduction in the over-all

number of licenses. Henceforth ilreduction If lttime-limit lt, ,
and "local option ll were to be central issues in the general

debate on the licensing laws.

Following the failure of the Bill of 1871 there was

no over-all revision of the licensing system for over thirty

years. There were, however, several significant modifica-

tions which it is important to notice. Their general ten

dency was to make stricter the conditions under which

alcoholic beverages might be sold and they were concerned

with such points as reform of the licensing procedure, hours

of opening and Sunday closing.

Reform of licensing procedure was one of the main

concerns of Brucevs measure of 1872. Indeed, its provisions,

though far from being non-controversial, were markedly less

sweeping than those of his Bill of the previous year. Grants

of new licenses were reqUired to be confirmed by a County

Licensing Bench and appeals to quarter sessions against their

refusal were abolished. Future objections to renewals of

licenses were to be made only after notice and on oath. A

register of licenses was to be maintained in each district.

Six-day licenses were established, at a lower rate, for those

not wishing to open on Sundays. The regulations concerning

the forfeiture of licenses after repeated convictions were

made more stringent, though these were to be modified two
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The 1874 Licensing Act of the new Home Secretary,

R. A. Cross, also modified the 1872 Act with regard to hours

of opening. Until 1830 there had been no statutory restric

tions on the hours during which licensed premises might open,

the decision being left entirely in the hands of the magis

trates in each licensing district. In the Act of 1830 it

was laid down by Parliament that the newly-established beer

houses were to close from 10 p.m. until 4 a.m. on weekdays

and on Sundays from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to

5 p.m. Premises with full licenses were not affected by

this measure. Later legis~ation gradually extended restric

tions on all premises with on-licenses. The Metropolitan

Police Act of 1839 (2 & 3 Vict., c. 47) prohibited any public

house in the Metropolitan Police area from opening before

1 p.m. on Sundays and a similar condition was imposed on the

rest of the country nine years later by the 1848 Alehouses

and Beerhouses Act (11 & 12 Vict., c. 49). Weekday restric

tions also came first to the London area where, by the 1864

Public House Closing Act (27 & 28 Vict., c. 64), opening was

prohibited between the morning hours of one and four. Boroughs

were empowered to adopt this measure and a similar Act in the

following year (28 & 29 Vict., c. 77) included the rest of

the country in these permissive provisions. The 1874 Act,

slightly modifying the hours as defined in 1872 and finally

abolishing the discretionary powers of the justices in this
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opening. For this purpose the licensing districts of England

and Wales were classified in three groups. In Metropolitan

London houses were to be open only between 5 a.m. and 12:JO

a.m. from Monday to Friday, between 5 a.m. and midnight on

Saturday and from 1 to J p.m. and from 6 to 11 p.m. on Sun

day. In other urban areas the weekday hours were from 6 a.m.

to 11 p.m. and those on Sunday from 12:JO to 2:JO p.m. and

from 6 to 10 p.m. These hours also applied to rural districts

with the exception that, in the latter, the weekday closing

hour was set at 10 p.m. Apart from a later provision for

Sunday closing in Wales these hours of opening were to re

main in force until the First World War.

The course of licensing legislation in Scotland, and

to a greater extent still in Ireland, was different in many

respects from that in England and Wales, with which this

study is principally concerned. This very difference meant

that events in Scotland and Ireland were frequently regarded

as an example to the rest of the United Kingdom or as a timely

warning, depending on where the observer stood on licensing

reform. One of the most important of such influences was in

the matter of Sunday closing. Since the Forbes-Mackenzie Act

of 185J the sale of alcoholic beverages on Sundays had been

prohibited in Scotland, except in hotels to travellers and

lodgers. Sunday closing in Ireland came in 1878, with ex

ceptions being allowed only in the case of the five towns of
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principle thus established it was difficult for GladstoneYs

Second Ministry to ignore the increasing demands for its

extension to Wales, especially since they were backed by

28 out of the 30 M.P.s for Welsh constituencies exclusive

of Morunouthshire. The Sunday Closing (Wales) Act of 1881

(44 & 45 Vict., c. 61), which did not apply to Morunouthshire,

prohibited all retail sale of alcoholic liquors on Sundays,

except in certain cases to travellers. The wider implica

tions of this move were considerable: ITFor the first time

in history, the Imperial Parliament had sanctioned separate

legislative treatment for,Wales,1T and the Sunday Closing Act

as a precedent subsequently became an important argument in

the hands of those seeking Welsh Disestablishment. 5

The 1881 Act was similarly urged as a valuable pre

cedent by advocates of Sunday closing in England, particular-

ly since this was one measure on which virtually all sections

of the Temperance Movement were united. In 1880 the Commons

had carried a resolution in favour of English Sunday closing

by 153 to 119. From 1881 onwards it could be asked why

England, alone of the countries in the United Kingdom, should

be denied the benefits of such a measure. On occasions at-

tempts were made to apply the principle to a particular part

of England, as with the 1882 Bill for Sunday Closing in

5Kenneth O. Morgan, 'Wales in British Politics, 1868
1922 (Cardiff, 1963), pp. 42-44.
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Corm,vall. But it was far from certain that public opinion

in England generally supported the idea. The discontent

that in the mid-1850s had followed restrictions on Sunday

opening hours and led to their being extended once again

was not forgotten. The problem remained of defining a bona

fide traveller and seeing that only he was served, and the

Welsh and Scottish experience in this respect was not en

couraging. 6

The changes in the licensing system in the second

half of the nineteenth century which were the most beneficial

were at the same time the least spectacular. Grand, overall

schemes of reform might fail, but there were continued and

often successful attempts to combat various specific abuses

in the retail sale of alcoholic drinks. This type of legis-

lation was too frequent and too diffuse for each of its

stages to be catalogued here, but a few examples may serve

to illustrate the general trend. 7 In 1862 debts incurred in

the consumption of spirits on licensed premises were made no

longer legally recoverable, and five years later this was ex-

tended to apply also to beer, cider and perry. Naturally

this had the effect of discouraging publicans from supplying

6Norman Longmate, The Waterdrinkers (1968), pp. 158
71; Brian Harrison, TIThe Sundar Trading Riots of 1855,TI
Historical Journal, VIII (1965).

7A more comprehensive survey of these measures may be
found in Joseph Malins, TlLiquor Legislation of the Past Half
Century, TI United Kingdom Allianc e Annual Report for 1911, pp ..
119-21.



drinks on credit to customers prepared to mortgage their

future income for the purpose. It was, of course, still

possible for a man to arrive at a public house with ready

cash in the form of a fresh wage packet, and sometimes wages

were even paid over on licensed premises. But legislation

was soon introduced to increase a workerfs chances of reach

ing home with his pay intact. A Coal Mines Regulation Act

of 1872 prohibited payment of wages in or near drinkshops,

and its provisions were subsequently extended to cover other

types of work. The year 1879 saw the first general, though

very tentative, attempt to provide for the Control of Habit

ual Drunkards. Possibly the most far-reaching restrictions,

when many of the assumptions of the society of the time are

borne in mind, were those concerned with the protection of

children within the context of the family. An Act of 1886

~ade it an offence to sell liquor for the consumption of

children under the age of thirteen, while the 1894 Act for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Children included provisions for

dealing with drunken parents.

It could be argued that measures like these were

merely palliatives, but they were on the whole beneficial

ones. They did relatively little, though, to counteract the

widespread feeling that the nationfs system of licensing

regulation stood in need of a thorough overhaul. As the

nineteenth century drew to its close this feeling increased.

On a purely administrative level the extent of the systemfs
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complexities was clearly indefensible. The main types of

liquor license have already been outlined. These could be

permutated in many ways, with the result that there were

well over one hundred different categories of liquor license

which could be applied for. In England and Wales alone

licenses were issued in 117 separate categories in 1895-96,

and in no less than thirty of these there was only a single

license of each type issued. 8 More serious were the

anomalies which arose in the system of supervision. Central

to this system, as they had been for at least four centuries,

were the local justices. Yet the extent of their control

over liquor outlets varied greatly, the result of a long

history of licensing measures prompted by widely divergent

motives and intentions. There was full magisterial discre

tion over the post-1869 beerhouse and winehouses, over the

full on-licenses, and over the beer off-licenses. But over

several other main types of license the magisterial discre-

tion was qualified by various statutory limitations: the

ante-1869 beerhouse and winehouse licenses, the range of

shopkeepers? off-licenses (grocers' licenses), and the whole

sale wine and the wholesale spirit dealers? retail licenses.

To add to this there was a separate and growing category of

establishments providing an outlet for liquor which lay en-

tirely outside the magisterial discretion. According to the

8LCR, v, 591-95.



most reli~ble estimate private clubs serving alcohol, for

which no license of any kind was required, increased in

nwnber in England and Wales in the ten years before 1896

from somewhat over a thousand to more than three thousand. 9

These inconsistencies had arisen gradually, but

they reflected a fundamental problem: the extent to which

the licensed trade could and should be treated as a trade

like any other trade. With the exception of the prohibition-

ists, it was generally recognized that drink would continue

to be produced, retailed and consumed, and that those who

made, sold and bought the product had a right to their activ

ity. But few maintained that this right was absolute, even

though there had been various experiments in free trade in

drink. The licensing system was based on the explicit or

implicit assumption that in the retailing of alcoholic drinks

"there was a public interest which was distinct from that of

the producers, sellers and consumers, and which had to be

represented and protected by the public authorities. This

asswnption raised two basic questions. The first concerned

definition of the extent of the powers of the licensing

authority. Over a licensed trade left in private hands the

spectrwn ran from absolute laisser-faire at the one extreme

to outright prohibition at the other. Outside even this

range lay the possibility of bringing the licensed trade

9LCR , IV, 189, and see above, Chapter One.
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under some form of public management. The second point at

issue concerned the nature and composition of the licensing

authority itself. There was considerable room for debate

here about how far an authority which guarded a distinct

public interest should be representative of or responsible

to the public. These were questions of vital interest to

the licensed trade and to the temperance movement, and ques

tions which Parliament, as final arbiter of the public inter

est, could not ignore.

The attitude of the licensed trade to the licensing

system was a complex one not lending itself easily to gener

alisation. The Trade on the one hand not surprisingly saw

its interests as the better served the more it was left alone

to conduct its business as it thought best. In many ways,

therefore, the regulations imposed by the licensing system

were resented. Yet it was also true that the very structure

of the licensed trade had been partly moulded by this system,

so that the Trade had accumulated various interests in the

maintenance of existing regulations. Since the eighteenth

century, for example, breweries had been purchasing licensed

houses as outlets for their products. The value of these

houses would diminish if anyone were allowed to open up

premises for the retail of drink without restriction. The

situation was in some respects analogous to the way in which

members of a profession, once having qualified, have an

interest in 'seeing that standards of entry are not subse-
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quently lowered. All those who were already licensed had

good cause to oppose moves towards free trade in drink. It

was partly for this reason that the interests of different

sections of the licensed trade were far from identical.

Brewers and distillers, publicans and licensed shopkeepers,

certainly did not always see eye to eye. It was not only

the obscurity of the licensing system that was jungle-like.

In the liquor trade there was also density of growth and

competition for survival. Shopkeepers holding so-called

grocers? licenses were opposed to suggestions that their

trade in liquor should be placed under the full magisterial

discretion, as the full on-licenses were. Publicans, on the

other hand, regarded it as unfair that so many of their shop

keeping competitors had off-licenses which were under only a

qualified magisterial discretion. On this point they found

themselves in uneasy agreement with the many temperance

workers who saw the bringing of all licenses under the full

discretion of the licensing authority as the obvious first

step in licensing reform.

On the whole the Trade was prepared to accept the

local justices as the licensing authority, though largely,

it appears, out of fear of the possible alternatives. There

was resentment at the fact that magistrates with interests

in the licensed trade were debarred from sitting in brewster

sessions, whereas magistrates who belonged to temperance

societies were not. It was felt that a small group of magis-
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tr~1t os with strong temperanc e loanings could disrupt the

licensed trade in a particular district. The more local-

i~ed the authority, the more the way in which licensing

discretion was exercised would tend to vary from district to

district. In the late nineteenth century the licensed trade

was consolidating fast. Particularly in the brewing indus-

try, small firms were being absorbed by large companies.

Companies with a nation-wide market for their product desired

uniformity of marketing practices, a uniformity which was

nlore difficult to achieve when the attitude of the licensing

authority could differ from one locality to the next. A

further consideration was;that the brewing trade consistently

advocated that compensation should be given to holders of

licenses which were not renewed on the grounds that they were

redundant, and its projected compensation schemes would be un-

workable unless they were operated by a more centralized

licensing authority. Thus, for many reasons, the brewing

trade in particular was uneasy about the licensing role of

the local justices and strongly emphasized the desirability

of a continued right of appeal to quarter sessions. IO

Temperance workers for the most part were still more

10See the evidence before the 1896-99 Royal COITMission
of witnesses from the licensed trade, especially: Go W. Kidd,
ex-licensed victualler, 30 June, 1897, quo 36,168; W. Godden,
C'''l~ n-1';-u"-'-' to +;--'e 0 0 ,,-,--,+-,-,-y ";:),,.,~,_,r-,.,,,? S~ci ~+r '7 T"ly l 097 ~-'C::
1-.1V ....L-V....LV ..1., v.t. ... · V V~J."'V.L .LJ..t. CV\'v..l;;;J v ...... t::vy, u LA. )..LU ,'-.:..LAl.JO

37,406-11; J. G. G~oves, brewer and Salford magistrate, 13
July, 1~97, qus. 3~,071, 39,184; and T. J. Down, brewer, -14
July, 1897, qus. 38 ,666-708; LCR, III, 331, 376, 398, 414.
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dissatisfied with the licensing authority of the local magis-

trates, though for very different reasons. Nonconformity

was strong in the temperance movement, and there was a tra

ditional distrust of a magistracy so long associated with

the Anglican gentry. While the Trade feared that brewster

~::;cn:J:Lons could be domino:bed by tempercU1c e fanatic s, many

temperance workers themselves regarded the local justices as

generally far too reluctant to offend the local brewer or

publicans. Many licensing reformers favoured various means

by which a more representative element could be introduced

into the licensing authority. An authority composed of

magistrates, it was argued, was not responsible to the

people, in whose name and for whose benefit licensing regu-

lation was avowedly imposed: in a democratic age brewster

sessions were a paternalistic anachronism. The more radical

temperance men followed the United Kingdom Alliance in urging

that ultimate control should be exercised directly by the

local inhabitants, with rate-payers being empowered to decide

by vote against the presence of licensed premises in their

district. Another section of licensing reform opinion wanted

the magisterial authority over licensing eliminated for a

different reason: the profit motive should be taken out of

the liquor trade by having municipalities take over the re

tailing of drink. ll

11See below, Chapter Four.



Prompting in part this last suggestion was a belief

that a fundamental contradiction was at the root of the whole

licensing problem. Sir William Houldsworth, a Conservative

M.P. deeply interested in licensing reform and by no means

a temperance fanatic, told the Manchester Statistical Society

early in the new century that there was a basic anomaly in

the existing system. The State first gave a man in the

licensed trade what amounted to a valuable monopoly and then

tried to curb his exercise of it by legislation. In his

opinion: llThe problem of reconciling any licensing system,

which was to control and restrict the sale of liquor, with

the legitimate, natural a~d unconquerable aim of those en

gaged in the trade to encourage and extend it, was beyond

the wit of man to solve. 1l12 Not every licensing reformer

was as pessimistic. But few disputed that, legitimate or

not, unconquerable or not, the natural aim of those engaged

in the licensed trade was a vital consideration. Reform of

the licensing system was not simply a matter of agreeing on

. the best way to revise the law and improve its administration

so as to meet a particular social problem--if such a process

is ever simple. Interests were involved, in this case power-

ful ones. The Trade was far from satisfied with the licens-

ing system under which it had to operate. But, with so much

of its status defined by statute, it naturally felt itself

12Quoted in Hesketh Everard, llpublic House Trust·
Companies, II Economic Journal, XII (September, 1902),334.
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threatened by many of the proposals put forward for reform

ing the licensing laws and sought to anticipate the threat.

Licensing reformers knew that just as the laws had been made

in Parliament so it was only through the parliamentary pro

cess that they could be revised. The drink problem was in

deed first and foremost a social problem. But in the last

thirty years of the nineteenth century the debate as to how

it should best be tackled led inevitably into Parliament,

and the licensing question became an issue in party politics

and in the political life of the nation.



CHAPTER THREE

LIBERAL AND CONSERVATIVE POLICIES, 1871-95:

LOCAL OPTION VERSUS COMPENSATION

At the end of the nineteenth century Joseph Rowntree

and Arthur Sherwell, in a chapter entitled liThe Social and

Political Menace,YT warned their readers of the licensed

traders growing efforts to control municipal and state legis

lation and of IYthe degradation of public life which must

follow. Hl Coming as they ¢lid from two normally moderate and

judicious authors, these words give some idea of how closely

by this time licensing issues were thought to be involved

with politics. In the last three decades of the nineteenth

century a polarization had taken place. The best organized

sections of the temperance movement discarded their previous-

ly cultivated political neutrality and looked increasingly to

the Liberal Party for the realisation of their programnes of

reform. By a parallel process the bulk of the licensed trade

aligned itself with the Conservative Party. These shifts

were accompanied by an increasing divergence between the

positions taken on the licensing question by the two major

parties.

IJoseph Rowntree and Arthur Sherwell, The Temperance
Problem and Social Reform (7th ed., 1900), p. 94.

96
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When this process is discussed two basic points

should be remembered. It is important not to see the align

ments in false perspective. Just as the Conservative Party

existed for a great many more reasons than to defend the

licensed trade, so there was much more to Liberalism than

temperance reform. Secondly, the extent of the polarization,

considerable though it was, should not be exaggerated. It

was always possible to be, as Sir William Houldsworth was,

both a Conservative and a dedicated temperance reformer. It

was never impossible--though it was perhaps more difficult-

to be both a Liberal and a member of the Trade. These are

important reservations. They are nevertheless qualifications

to a general rule. By 1895 the respective positions taken

on the drink problem and licensing reform by the conservative

and Liberal parties so diverged that the liquor licensing

question had become a real and a divisive issue in British

politics.

For the origins of this situation it is necessary to

go back to Bruce's Licensing Bill of 1871. This attempted

legislation of Gladstone's First Ministry was described by

Sir Robert Ensor in his volume of the Oxford History of

England as "one of the source points in the history of

parties.,,2 Until 1871, in Ensor's opinion, the licensed

trade, like other industrial interests, had tended to be

2R. C. K. Ensor, England, 1870-1914 (Oxford, 1936))
p. 21.



Liberal in its politics, but Bruce's Bill offended lithe

publicans and the liquor trade generally," driving them over

to the Conservative side. Neither Anglicanism nor the ideas

produced by the fertile mind of Disraeli had provided the

Conservative Party with an adequate material base. But from

1871 onwards the liquor trade supplied "money, workers, and

support of every kind" to make good this lack. In the US-80s

this became especially important, for the development of

political machines greatly increased the need for large funds

at party headquarters.

But for the money derived from brewers and distillers,
it is very doubtful whether the Conservatives could
have met it. Party funds being secret, nothing about
them can be affirmed certainly; but nobody will dispute
that during the forty years before 1914 a very large
conservative income derived from this source.

These facts, Ensor concluded, "provide no small part of the

explanation why conservatism was so much more successful in

the forty years after 1871 than in the forty years before

that date. IT3

As he himself poipted out, Ensor's judgments dealt

with issues that had hitherto been little discussed, but

they have since proved deservedly stimulating. 4 They should

3Ensor, England, pp. 21-22.

4For an investigation of the political impact of the
licensed trade which makes important use of the various Trade
journals, and which acknowledges Ensor's statements as its
starting point, see the unpublished Harvard Ph. D. thesis,
Basil Long Crapster, "'Our Trade, Our Politics': A Study of
the Political Activity of the British Liquor Industry, 1868
1910" (1949).
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now be viewed with some caution. Professor Hanham's re-

searches have led him to dispute Gladstone's hasty conclusion

'tlll.1t in the 187L" General Election the Liberals were "borne

down in a torrent of gin and beer.,,5 In Hanham's opinion

Ensor's general thesis about the financial importance of the

liquor trade to the Conservatives after 1871 must be entirely

rejected. The Tories had not been short of money before 1871,

and even by 1895 the landed interest was still prosperous

enough to furnish "the great majority" of Conservative party

funds. 6

Undoubtedly it would be wrong to view events in terms

of a licensed trade basically Liberal before 1871 becoming

overwhelmingly Conservative shortly after that date. In

general it would seem more appropriate to place the time when

the Liberals started to lose their paramount position as the

party of the business interest somewhere in Gladstone's

Second Ministry rather than in his First. More specifically,

neither the speed nor the c?mpleteness with which the Trade

aligned itself with the Conservatives after 1871 should be

exaggerated. Twenty-five years after the 1874 election

Liberals connected with the licensed trade still had an im

portant voice within their party.7 By 1907 the temperance

5H. J. Hanham, Elections and
in the Time of Di sra el'7i~a-"'n-:;d-=;:;G~l=a:""'d~s:':'::t'::":o"-n"":e::""':::':'::r:,:.~~==...:::=~<-=-~::..:::..::::....::..:~;;;;.

6Ibid .) p. 225.

7See below) Chapter Seven.
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worker John Newton looked back on Bruce's Bill as the point

when the "exodus of brewers and Liberal liquor men from the

Liberal Party began,1I but his satisfaction at this develop

ment was qualified by the fact that the exodus, though con

siderable, was lIunhappily not yet quite complete. IIS Even

after the Liberals had committed themselves to the Licensing

Bill of 1908 and to the 1909 Budget, the Temperance Legis-

lation League could still say of the Trade's political influ

ence: IIWhile political circumstances, allied with self-

interest, have caused this influence to be exercised almost

exclusively in the interests of one political party, it cer

tainly makes itself felt in the counsels and policy of the

Liberal party also.,,9 It is true that temperance organiza

tions frequently exaggerated the extent to which the Trade

influenced both political parties. But the Temperance Legis-

lation League was less prone than most to discover the

licensed trade under every political bush.

It is interesting that Newton saw lS71 as the turn-

ing point. Very possibly it was, though not necessarily for

the reasons put forward by Ensor. As Hanham has shown, where

licensed victuallers were organized in the lS74 election they

opposed not Liberal candidates as such but candidates who

were strong advocates of temperance policies and of Local

SJohn Newton, W. S. Caine, M. P. (1907), p. 31.

9The Power of the Liquor Trade; Temperance Legisla
tion League Pamphlet, B. Series, No.4 (1911).
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Option in particular. lO As much as anything else, what

drove important sections of the Trade into the Conservative

camp was the increasing link they discerned between the

Liberal Party and the more radical temperance organizations.

And it was in the years between 1871 and 1874 that the

leadership of the most influential of these organizations,

the United Kingdom Alliance, came to accept that the correct

course to follow was to infiltrate the Liberal Party, a de

cision that was the first step on the road that was to lead

to the Alliance by 1891 being officially recognized as an
11auxiliary of the Liberal Party. In the 1860s there had not

been a gross disparity between the support given by M.P.s

from the two major parties to measures aimed at securing

Local Option. But in 1880 only one Conservative supported

the proposal as against 145 Liberals. 12 Bruce's Bill should

perhaps still be regarded as an important stage in the poli

tical history of the licensing question, if only because for

the first time a govermaent measure raised the two central

issues which were to dominate the licensing controversy's

parliamentary side until at least the end of the century:

Compensation and Local Option. Within twenty years the Con-

servatives were to commit themselves to the first, the

10Hanham, Elections, pp. 224-25.

llIbid., pp. 122-23.

12Ibid .; Henry Carter, ThA English Temperance Movement,
1830-1899 (1933), p. 200.
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Liberals to the second.

The projected provisions for a highly qualified form

of Local Option embodied in Bruce's unsuccessful measure of

1871 have already been outlined. 13 Local Option was various

ly described. It was also known as Local Control, Direct

Veto, Local Veto, or simply as the Veto. Although sometimes

the terms Local Option and Local Veto were used to refer to

slightly different concepts, by the great majority of con-

temporaries the various labels were used interchangeably, and

it would be confusing to attempt to differentiate between

them except occasionally when the point is of importance.

The essential idea remained both simple and constant. It

should be made possible for the inhabitants of a locality to

veto the granting or the.re-granting of liquor licenses to

premises in their area. 14 Normally proposals for Local

Option assumed that the inhabitants would be the ratepayers,

that the locality would be the licensing district, and that

a poll could be demanded every three years, while the pro-

portion of the poll envisaged as necessary to effect a change

ranged from a simple to a two-thirds majority. Schemes for

Local Option were sometimes designed to allow the voters a

choice between a specified reduction and outright removal of

licensed premises, and on occasions included the possibility

l~See above, Chapter Two.

14The theoretical justifications put forward for this
concept are discussed below, in Chapter Four.
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of adopting alternative proposals. But what some people

called Local Option was usually exactly the same thing that

others spoke of as the Veto: the idea was essentially pro

hibitionist. Certainly it was never intended that voters

would be given the option to decide to have more rather than

less licensed houses in their district. Euphemism pervaded

the licensing controversy, and many licensing reformers des-

cribed themselves as temperance advocates when in outlook

and intention they were clearly prohibitionists.

In a political context the great importance of Local

Option was that it could not be effected without a fundamen

tal revision of the licensing system. Thus the attention of

those who advocated it as the solution to the drink problem

had necessarily to be directed towards Parliament. Many

temperance workers were, of course, already active politi

cally at a local level, and mostly in the Liberal cause. But

those sections of temperance opinion which put their faith

in voluntary total abstinence--the successors of Livesey's

"moral suasion" movement--could put many of their temperance

principles into practice without recourse to Westminster.

For those who favoured the more radical alternative there

was no such possibility. The founding in 1853, by Nathaniel

Card and others, of the United Kingdom Alliance, with its

declared purpose to "procure the total and immediate suppres

sionll of the liquor traffic, had provided them with an organi

zation whereby their attempts to influence the legislature
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could be co-ordinated. 15 Very soon in its development the

Alliance concluded that its aim would best be furthered by

concentrating on obtaining from Parliament a measure provid-

ing for Local Option. In 1862 Wilfred Lawson, Liberal M.P.

for Carlisle and a member of the Alliance's executive commit-

tee, moved a resolution in the Commons in favour of Local

Permissive Prohibition. Two years later he introduced the

first Permissive Bill. It was defeated by 292 to 35. llIn

those days,ll Lawson later wrote, ll ••• the Public House was

looked upon as about as sacred as the Church, and the idea

of doing anything which might eliminate it from our national

and social life was looked upon with horror. ll16 Entirely un-

deterred, he continued to raise the Local Option issue, in

the form of either a resolution or a Bill, virtually every

year, and a pattern was established which was to influence

. the Liberal Party for the next half century.

In' the early 1860s Lawson acted without party backing.

Indeed radical temperance opinion at first emphasized the

desirability of political neutrality. In the General Elec

tion of 1874 the Birmingham Auxiliary of the Alliance, headed

by George Cadbury and Joseph Malins, resolved to run their

15For the U.K.A. before 1872 see its official history,
M. H. C. Hayler, The Vision of a Centur 18 3-19 3:' The
United Kingdom Alliance in Historical Retrospect' 1953 ; and
Brian Harrison, "The British Prohibitionists, 1853-1872: A
Biographical Analysis,ll International Review of Social His
tory XV (1970), 375-467.

16G. W. E. Russell (ed.), Sir Wilfred Lawson: A
Memoir (1909), p. 61.
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own candidate against G. F. Muntz, a Liberal who in the pre

vious Parliament had voted against Lawson's Bill. Only the

intervention of "prominent Birmingham Liberals" dissuaded

them from this course. 17 But it was becoming increasingly

obvious that the ,only real chance of implementing Local

Option policies lay in co-operation with the Liberal Party.

Much was expected from the Liberals' return to power in 1880.

Lawson's resolution in favour of Local Option was passed by

increasing majorities in 1881, 1882 and 1883. In this last

year the Prime Minister himself spoke for it. But in no

year did Gladstone's Second Ministry attempt to bring in

Local Option legislation, an omission it attributed to the

pressures of the Irish question. After this same Irish ques

tion had split the Liberals and brought the Conservatives

back into power it became clear that the chance had been

lost. Accordingly a concerted attempt was begun to bring

about the firm inclusion of Local Option in the Liberal p~o

gramme in time for the next General Election. In the mean-

time the Conservatives used their opportunity to make two

attempts at redesigning the licensing system from the other

side.

Since the 1869 Act the total number of licensed

houses in the country had been slowly but steadily declining. 18

17Joseph Malins, The Life of Joseph Malins (Birmingham,
193 2 ), p. 43.

18. See above, Chapter One.
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The Conservatives and the licensed trade itself for the

most part accepted that there were still too many and agreed

with the Liberals and the temperance movement in welcoming

this trend. They were nevertheless alarmed by the demands

being made among the Liberal ranks for a wholesale further

reduction of licenses and for Local Option. There was a

great deal at stake. The closure of a licensed house meant

much more than the loss of the potential profits from its

future sales. To appreciate this it is necessary to under

stand something of "monopoly value" and the "tied-house

system."

The so-called monopoly value of a license accrued

from the simple fact that the demand for licensed premises

outran the supply. Houses which were already licensed

changed hands at a price substantially greater than the

material value of the premises and the fittings. For a

house to lose its license thus entailed the loss of the dif

ference. The tied-house system arose from breweries buying

up licensed houses so as to gain control of outlets for the

retailing of their products. The origins of the system

went back to the eighteenth century. But the fact that the

number of outlets was now continually declining meant that

breweries were becoming ever more anxious to gain control of

those that remained. The brewing trade had been consolidat

ing for some time. Between 1871 and 1886 the number of

licenses issued to common brewers in England and Wales fell
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from 31,562 to 13,120. 19 In the second half of the 1880s a

great many of the largest breweries began to go public. In

1886 Baring's made the £6 million Guinness offer, and

Guinness was followed within a few months by Ind Coope,

Allsopp's and several others. 20 In 1887-88 some £23 million
21was invested by the public in brewery shares. In 1893 the

Trade's own estimate of the capital value of the breweries,

distilleries and licensed houses in the United Kingdom was

£185 million; a year later it was £209 million. 22 The Stock

19G. B. Wilson, Alcohol and the Nation (1940), Appendix
F, Table 23, pp. 387-88. The decline was still more marked
than this straight comparison suggests, because in 1871 an
additional 804 special licenses were issued to brewers using
sugar, a separate category of license which ceased to exist
when Gladstone's 1880 Budget removed restrictions on brewing
materials, ibid. Wilson considers the records of beer produc
tion before-rBSO livery unsatisfactory," ibid., p. 55. But it
seems improbable that total output was less in 1886 than it
had been in 1871, ibid., Appendix F, Table 14, pp. 369-70.
The smaller brewers were being eliminated. There were 26,5 06
breweries in the United Kingdom producing less than a thou
sand barrels a year in 1870, 16,770 in 1880, and only 9,986
by 1890. In the same period the number of breweries produc
ing more than twenty thousand barrels rose from 154 in 1870
to 230 in 1880, and was 293 by 1890, ibid., p. 49.

20John Vaizey, The Brewing Industry, 1886-1951 (1960),
pp. 9-12.

21Wilson, Alcohol, pp. 85-87.

22Brewers' Almanack for 1894, pp. 211-12, ibid. for
1895, pp. 293-94. There seems no way of checking such totals.
During the First World War E. W. Younger sent Lloyd George a
long list of estimates made at various dates between 1871 and
1912 of the amount of capital invested in the Trade. llyou
will observe,ll he wrote in the covering letter, "that they
vary tremendously in amounts, and that probably none of them
are really reliable . . . nor do I know of any means by which
a reasonably accurate result could be arrived at. ll 11 March,
1915, Beaverbrook Library, Lloyd George Papers, Cj8jllj2. Of
course, nationalisation of the liquor industry was in the air
at the time, and it is possible that Younger was being dis
ingenuous.
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Exchange boom turned into a scramble between breweries for

licensed property, ~nd by 1890 an estimated 70% of on

licenses were "tied" in one way or another. 23 To the

brewery companies bidding against each other to gain tied

retail outlets, the monopoly value of their licenses repre

sented a considerable, though not easily calculable, pro-

portion of +ho;".. +"+,,,1
V.L.1,'-'-'--L VVVCA....J- Some years later Sir Thomas

Whittaker, making "a moderate estimate" with which by and

large the Trade did not violently disagree, put the market

value of on-licenses in England and Wales at £125 million. 24

The bulk of this amount consisted of monopoly value, which

would be entirely lost if the licenses to which it was at-

tached failed to be renewed.

The Trade's concern for the security of its licensed

premises was made the more acute because of a test case,

shortly to be discussed, which was then working its way

through successive Courts of Appeal, and which might very

well confirm that the Licensing Justices had absolute dis-

cretion to refuse to renew any license, merely on the grounds

that they considered the premises were not needed. In 1888

the National Trade Defence Fund was established. Designed

to represent all sections of the licensed trade in the United

Kingdom, its purposes were defined as follows:

23Wilson, Alcohol, p. 85.

24Brewing Trade Review, XVII (June, 1904), 260.
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to watch at all times the general interests of the whole
Trade in and out of Parliament; to secure by all legal
means, regardless of party politics, the return to the
House of Commons and other elected bodies of Candidates
favourable to Trade interests; to federate existing
societies; to decide upon the general policy of defence;
and generally to do all things that the Committee shall
deem to be for the interests of the Trade. 25

In the same year Salisbury's Second Ministry devised what. it

regarded as a formula for an acceptable solution. The

licensing authority would be empowered to get rid of licenses

it considered no longer necessary, but those who were dis-

: possessed as a result would be compensated from a fund to be

raised from the licensed trade itself.

The first attempt to put these ideas into practice

canle in 1888, as part of the Bill to establish County Coun

cils. The President of the Local Government Board, C. T.

Ritchie, proposed that each of the new Councils should become

the licensing authority for its county, for each district of

which it would appoint a licensing committee. These commit

tees would have the power not only to close houses in their

district on Sundays, Good Friday and Christmas Day, but also

to refuse licenses to those houses they deemed to be redun

dant. The County Council, if it upheld the refusal, would

then have to decide on and distribute the compensation to be

awarded. The money for this purpose it was proposed to raise

from the license duties, which would henceforth be paid to

the County Council and which might be increased by up to one-

25Brewers' Almanack for 1898, p. 270.
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fifth.

These proposals were never put into effect. With

the exception of the Church of England Temperance Society,

all the leading temperance organizations were opposed in

principle to the idea of compensation. In the Commons the

opposition was led by two leading members of the United

Kingdom Alliance, Sir Wilfred Lawson and W. S. Caine. Over

two hundred amendments were tabled to the licensing clauses

of the County Councils Bill and eventually Ritchie was forced

to announce that, in view of the limited time remaining in

the Session, the Government had decided not to proceed with
26them.

Two years later they tried again. In Goschen's

Budget of 1890 proposals were outlined which would have in

volved the provision of £350,000 each year for the purchas

ing and extinguishing of redundant licenses. The money was

to be drawn from increased taxes on beer and spirits rather

than from increased license duties, though it was again pro

posed that the fund should be administered by the County

Councils. There were no provisions for compulsory purchase

of licenses, agreement on this point having to be reached

with the license holder. In view of this it was hardly sur

prising that the proposals were attacked, both within the

House and outside it, even more fiercely than those of 1888

26Carter, English Temperance Movement, pp~ 204-07.
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and that, once again, the Government found it necessary to

withdraw its measure. 27

After two such defeats in such a short space of time

it might seem that, as a political issue, compensation was

dead and should lie down accordingly. But the controversy

could not easily be resolved, largely because each side

could put forward a quite reasonable case. The opponents

of compensation, basing their arguments on a strict inter

pretation of the Act of 1828, contended that it was absurd

for anyone to' expect recompense for the non-renewal of his

license when he had in the first place no legal right to its

renewal. The liquor trade and advocates of compensation

countered this with the argument that, while the law on this

point was at least ambiguous, in practice licenses were

treated as though their renewal was a matter of course. The

great weapon in their armoury here was that, for taxation

purposes, the government itself acted as though this were

the case. In 1890 the Department of Inland Revenue issued

a Memorandum "setting forth the practice [of the Department]

in dealing, for Death Duty purposes, with the various inter

ests connected with the sale of intoxicating liquors. 1T On

the death of a Leaseholder-Publican, for example, "In the

affidavit delivered by his executor of his assets he brings

in the value of his lease and goodwill, generally combined

it is assumed that the license will continue to be

27Ibid., pp. 208-12.
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28Without a licence there could be no goodwill. 1I

Nor were appeals to precedents any more conclusive. Wnen

opponents of compensation pointed to the 1807 abolition of

the slave trade, for which none had been provided, those

who argued for it took their stand on the provisions of

1833 for the abolition of slavery itself and remained un-

moved by the counter-argument that, because the courts had

ruled that slaves were merchandise, the latter was not a

fair analogy.

It was clear, nevertheless, that a great deal of the

case for compensation would be removed if the 1828 Act were

strictly interpreted and the magistrates did indeed have

absolute discretion with regard to the re-granting of full

on-licenses and the other types of licenses transferred to

their jurisdiction by subsequent legislation. In that event,

no more than an lIexpectation" of renewal 'could be pleaded,

and any compensation that might come would have to be not so

much accorded as a right as granted as a concession. Re-

assured by their Law Officers, the Conservative Government

in 1888 and 1890 had acted on the assumption that this was

not the case. But in 1891 the highest Appeal Court in the

land decided otherwise. Miss Sharpe, whose license the

local magistrates had refused to renew, was not upheld in

her appeal by the House of Lords. She had claimed that the

28l1Inland'Revenue (Death Duties).
Memorandum of 14 May, 1890, reprinted in
Sessional Paper 176.

Public Houses>" a
1908 as Commons
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licensing justices were entitled neither to enquire into

the needs of their district with regard to licensing nor

to refuse to renew a license solely on the grounds that, in

the light of their assessment of those needs, they judged

the license to be redundant. In delivering the judgment

Lord Halsbury reaffirmed that, while it must be exercised

"judiciously," the discretion of licensing justices over

granting and renewal was absolute. 29

There was, in fact, no great increase in the number

of licenses refused in the years immediately following the

Sharpe v Wakefield decision. The decision nevertheless

brought home decisively to that majority of the Trade whose

licenses were under the full magisterial discretion the ex-

tremely precarious nature of their position in the eyes of

the law. Naturally this still further stimulated the Trade

to band together for self-protection. Certainly it still

saw its best remedy in some government-sponsored scheme for

compensation. But Sharpe v Wakefield had vindicated the

main claim upon which temperance reformers based their case

for opposing any form of compensation. When this was seen

in conjunction with the failure of the Conservative measures

to provide for compensation of 1888 and 1890, the prospect

looked bleak. The licensed trade began to look to more

immediate safeguards. In 1891 the Licenses General Corpora-

29C• J. Halsbury in Sharpe v Wakefield [1891J, A.C.
173.
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tion and Guarantee Fund started its operations. Within ten

years licenses were insured with it to a total value exceed

ing £60 million. 30 Even before the Liberals returned to

power in 1892 it seemed clear that the possibility of com

pensation on a statutory basis could be ruled out for the

foreseeable future.

Furthermore, while there was a Liberal Government

there was a renewed and this time considerably more powerful

threat of Local Option to contend with. In the long run the

influence of temperance opinion on the Liberal Party had been

strengthened by the" effects of the Home Rule split. At first

a handful of temperance reformers, including W. S. Caine, had

followed Chamberlain out of the party. When the National

Radical Union was formed in June, 1886, with Chamberlain as

its first President, Caine had exerted himself to secure the

adoption of the principle of Local Option in its programme,

and its inclusion had received Chamberlain's approval. But

as the latter started his slow shift to the Conservatives

this brief honeymoon began to dissolve, and by 1892 Caine

was back among the Liberals. 31 More important, though per

haps more gradual and less tangible, was the change that oc

curred in the nature and composition of the Liberal Party

after the departure of so much of the old Whig element. There

30Charles Roberts, Time Limit and" Local Option (1908"),
p. 89.

31Newton, Caine, pp. 167-68.
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followed an augmenting in Liberal counsels of provincial

middle-class opinion, far more likely to look with favour

on temperance objectives. Important now too was the ageing

leader's preoccupation with the Irish question, for Glad

stone's distrust of the effectiveness of legislation in

promoting temperance had long been a stumbling block.

The fact that the Liberal Party and the temperance

movement had united successfully in the fight to defeat the

Conservative compensation proposals both strengthened the

links between them and increased the respect accorded to

temperance claims by the Liberal leadership. In 1889 the

radical wing of the temperance movement achieved one of its

most encouraging successes. The National Liberal Federation

in that year included Local Option in its policy declaration.

Its decision was publicly endorsed by John Morley, who argued

that the government should trust the -people in a matter in

which they had shown themselves "interested almost beyond

any other question in the whole field of social reform.,,3 2

In December of the following year Gladstone ~rrote to Morley

suggesting that some broadening of Liberal policy was advis

able. Morley drew up a list of various reforms which a wider

programme might include, among them the lldirect popular veto. fI

The adoption of such a measure would, he urged, "undoubtedly

32The Times, 10 December, 1889, quoted in D. A. Hamer
John 'Morley: Liberal Intellectual in Politics (Oxford, 1968),
p. 244.
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put heart into the Temperance people. They are, no doubt,

on our side, as it is. But the Irish business will chill

them, and they need to be stirred up by warm and active

interest in their own question. tl33

Within twelve months the temperance people were duly

stirred up. Local Option was included in the Newcastle

Progrannne alongside such other policies as reforms in the

land laws and Disestablishment in Wales and Scotland. There

was later some room for dispute about how binding the New

castle Programme was on the Liberal Party. Robert Spence

Watson, a President and subsequently the historian of the

National Liberal Federation, later claimed that the Newcastle

Programme had been neither more nor less important than the

programme of the Council of the Federation had been in pre

vious years, being "simply a series of res-olutions stating

what, in the view of the overwhelming majority of the Liberal

Party, were the most important measures to be passed into law,

when, and as the leaders of the Party saw the way to do it. Yl34

But it was generally assumed that the Newcastle Programme

33I bid., pp. 265-66.

34Robert Spence Watson The National Liberal Federa
tion (1907), p. 131. Watson~s own attitude to the Newcastle

-Prograrhme fluctuated. In 1907 he maintained that tl some harm
has been done by zealous Party men taking the ideal programme
for a creed every item of which must be adhered to by the
true Liberal,tl ibid. But ten years earlier he had countered
opposition to the Council of the N.L.F. 1 S 1897 Report by
urging from his presidential chair that the Council hold
firm to every item of the Newcastle Programme, The Times, 23
March, 1897.
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had been given Gladstone's stamp of official approval. 35

The Liberals came into power in 1892 as the first adminis-

tration with the announced intention of bringing in a

measure that would provide for Local Option.

Two attempts were made to fulfill this pledge, and

both were unsuccessful. Neither managed to pass even the

C0111111ons. The first came in 1893 when Sir William Harcourt,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, introduced his Liquor

Traffic (Local Control) Bill. It was proposed that the

Trade ~hould be allowed three years' notice before its terms

were to come into effect. After that period, a two-thirds

majority vote of the rate-payers in any ward or parish would

be able to prohibit the granting or renewing of every class

of on-license in the district, except those of eating-houses,

hotels and railway refreshment rooms. Whether or not there

was to be Sunday closing could also be decided by the voters

in each locality. This Bill, however, made no progress in

the session and, two years later, Harcourt, since Gladstone's

retirement the Liberal Leader in the Cooonons, introduced a

second. The Bill of 1895 differed slightly from its pre-

decessor in that provision was now made for the voters to

decide to remove one-quarter of their local licenses if they

did not wish to avail themselves of the full veto. 36 But,

35Peter Stansky, Ambitions and Strategies: The Strug
le for the Leadershi of the Liberal Part in the 1890s
Oxford, 19 4., p. xii.

36carter, English Temperance Movement, pp. 219-20.
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like its predecessor, it did not advance beyond its intro-

duction. Before it could proceed further, Lord Rosebery

resigned, Lord Salisbury returned as Prime Minister, and in

the JUly General Election the Liberals were decisively

defeated.



CHAPTER FOUR

LICENSING AND POLITICS IN 1895

By the time of Lord Salisbury's return to power in

1895 the liauor licensing issue had become an imnortant
- r- ..l,...... .l,

source of political controversy. On the licensing question,

as on the Irish, the Conservatives admitted the existence of

a basic, problem and conceded that there might still remain

room for improvement. But they were as opposed to any form

of prohibition as they were to Home Rule, and they rejected

any licensing policy which did not allow for compensation of

existing license-holders. The Liberal Party, on the other

hand, opposed compensation to the licensed trade in any form

and had committed itself to the radical solution of Local

Option. Within the past seven years the Conservatives had

twice failed to pass measures providing for compensation, and

the Liberals in turn had been unsuccessful in two attempts to

enact a form of Local Option. Whether mutual failure would

encourage efforts to reach a compromise remained to be seen.

For the moment such a prospect seemed unlikely. At a time

when the drink problem was widely regarded as a major issue,

the liquor licensing policies of the two major parties ap

peared mutually exclusive.

Voting on licensing issues in the House of COIT@ons

119
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was by this time firmly established along party lines, with

only a handful of exceptions on either side. One of the

closest watches on how M.P.s spoke and voted on licensing

questions was kept by the Brewers' Society, whose official

annual publication classified each individual M.P. under one

of three headings: favourable to the licensed trade, against

the licensed trade, or doubtful. By the second half of 1896

sufficient time had elapsed for the Parliament elected in

1895 to be assessed in this way. Of the more than four

hundred Conservative and Liberal Unionist M.P.s the Brewers'

Almanack for 1897 found only nineteen whose attitude to the

licensed trade it regarded as not positively favourable. Of

these, ten were considered doubtful and nine against, divided

as follows: l

Conservatives

Liberal Unionists

Doubtful

6

3

Against

6

4

Fifteen of the nineteen represented constituencies in Ireland.

When these are excluded the following picture emerges of the

attitude to the licensed trade of Conservative and Liberal

Unionist M.P.s from constituencies in Great Britain: 2

lSource: Brewers' Almanack for 1897, pp. 38-49.

2Source: Ibid. The Liberal Unionists considered
doubtful were Thomas Bolitho (Cornwall, St. Ives) and Sir
Donald Currie (Perthshire West). The Liberal Unionist con
sidered hostile was Cameron Corbett (Glasgow, Tradeston),
later the first Baron Rowallan; the Conservative was Frederick
Banbury (Camberwell, Peckham), later the first Baron Southam.
Banbury's independent attitude is not surprising. He was a
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Liberal Unionists

Doubtful

o

2

Against

1

1
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On the other side of the House the position was reversed.

Among the one hundred and eighty or so Liberals the Brewers'

Almanack found only eight whose attitude to the licensed

trade it considered to have been not positively hostile. Three

of these, each of them from Irish constituencies, were con

sidered doubtful. Only five Liberals were regarded as having

shown themselves favourable to trade interests, two of whom

were themselves brewers. 3

It is therefore not surprising that men with licensed

trade connections who entered politics should have been in-

creasingly attracted to the Conservative rather than the

Liberal side. As early as 1892 Sir George Trevelyan claimed

that "Toryism is now liquor, and liquor Toryism. n4 In fact

in the first half of the 1890s there was still not a great

disparity between the number of M.P.s with trade interests

who sat on either side of the House. In 1894 the Conserva-

self-appointed watch dog on all financial matters, and his
entry in the Dictionary of National Biography recalls that
"he generally opposed bills proposed by private members."

3The brewers were William McEwen (Edinburgh Central)
and Sydney Evershed (Staffordshire, Burton). The other three
were Robert Wallace (Edinburgh East), Courtenay Warner (Staf
fordshire, Lichfield), the victor in a recent by-election, and
George Harwood (Bolton), who described himself as an Indepen
dent Liberal.

4In a letter to W. C. Caine, 23 October, 1892, quoted
in John Newton, W. S. Caine, M.P. (1907), p. 260.
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tive and Liberal parties were virtually equal in overall

strength in the commons, with some two hundred and seventy

members each, while the Liberal Unionists had slightly less

than fifty. Exclusive of the Irish Nationalists there were

thirty M.P.s with licensed trade connections. Seventeen of

them were Conservatives, two were Liberal Unionists, and

eleven were Liberals. 5 After the General Election of 1895,

however, the disparity became more clearly marked, even when

allowance is made for the fact that the total Conservative

representation in the Commons was then nearly double that of

the Liberals. In 1896 there were twenty-three Conservative

M.P.s connected with the licensed trade, one Liberal Unionist,

5Divided as follows:

Conservatives Liberal Unionists Liberals

.Brewing 14 2 9

Malting 0 0 1

Distilling 2 0 0

Wine Trade 0 0 1

Other 1 0 0

Total 17 2 11

Source: Brewers' Almanack for 1895, p. 47, Dod's Parliamen
tary Companion for 1894, ibid., for 1895. Although it
claimed to be listing M.P~known or believed to be connected
with the Trade,tI the Brewers' Almanack used what was eVidently
a rather strict definition of what constituted a licensed
trade connection. It excluded, for example, Samuel Whitbread's
eldest son.
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and only six Liberals. 6

The increasing nwnber of Conservative M.P.s who were

connected with the licensed trade provided useful ammunition

for those who followed Sir George Trevelyan in discerning an

unholy alliance between liquor and Toryism. No doubt many of

the charges which were made along these lines were exaggerated.

As J. P. Cornford has recently pointed out: flIt appears fre-

quently to be forgotten that the parliamentary system is and

was a representative one and that M.P.s often press the

interests of their constituents with far more vigour and per

sistence than their own.,,7 The influential Liverpool brewer

and Conservative organizer, Archibald Salvidge, according to

his son, was "always puzzled" by the constant accusations

that his real aim in politics was the furtherance of brewing

6Divided as follows:

Conservatives Liberal Unionists Liberals

Brewing 18 1 3

Malting 0 0 1

Distilling 2 0 1

Wine Trade 1 0 0

Other 2 0 1

Total 23 1 6

Source: Brewers' Almanack for 1897, p. 49.

7J . P. Cornford, TIThe Parliamentary Foundations of the
'Hotel Cecil," in Robert Robson (ed.), Ideas and Institutions
of Victorian Britain (1967), pp. 272-73.
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interests. 8 It is at least as plausible to argue that

existing Conservative policy on the licensing question

attracted aspiring politicians who happened to have trade

connections as it is to assert that members of the Trade

consciously infiltrated the Conservative Party in order to

influence its policy in the direction the Trade desired. Yet

the fact remains that the licensed trade as a whole made no

secret of its resolve to defend its interests by political

means and that it became increasingly clear that such pres

sure as could be applied could far more readily be directed

through the Conservative (or Unionist) Party than through

the Liberals. In 1896, for example, the membership of the

Executive and General Committees of the National Trade Defence

Association included five M.P.s, all of whom were Unionists. 9

Since the already close links between the licensed

trade and the Conservatives became still closer in the 1890s,

many opponents of the liquor traffic feared that Salisbury's

return to power in 1895 would be followed by new legislation

in favour of the Trade. In the short term at least, these

fears were to prove unfounded. Those who equated liquor with

Toryism frequently, if understandably, failed to appreciate

8Stanley Salvidge, Salvidge of Liverpool (1934), p. 58.

9A. Money Wigram and H. Cosmo Bonsor were on the
Executive Committee, Spencer Charrington and Sir Frederick
Seager Hunt on the General, while John Gretton sat on both.
E. N. Buxton, a Liberal, sat on the General Committee, but
was no 'longer an M.P. in 1896.
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that in its approach to the licensing question the Tory

leadership had to take into account far more than just the

expressed wishes of the licensed trade. In both Houses of

Parliament there sat Conservatives who, like Sir Michael

Hicks Beach, Chancellor of the Exchequer in SalisburyY s

Third Ministry, were known for their strong opinions about
In

the need to promote temperance.~~ By the late 1890s there

was a growing restlessness among many Unionist back-benchers

in the Commons, led by such respected men as Sir William

Houldsworth and Sir John Kennaway, who believed that far too

little was being done to combat the drink problem. ll Among

the leading advocates of temperance reform in the Lords were

several members of the Episcopal Bench, in particular Frederick

Temple, who was translated from London to Canterbury after

Archbishop Benson's death in September, 1896. Opposition to

·a Conservative administration from the bishops was normally

as rare as it was embarrassing, but episcopal feelings on the

temperance question ran high, as was to be proved in May, 1900,

when the Archbishop of Canterbury and twelve bishops voted

lOA record of consistent support for the licensed trade
was certainly never a necessary prerequisite for high office
in the Conservative-Unionist Party. Joseph Chamberlain,
Colonial Secretary in SalisburyY s Third Ministry, had earlier
been one of the foremost advocates of the idea that the retail
ing of drink should be taken out of private hands. Before he
entered Parliament in 1908 the future Conservative Home
Secretary, William Joynson-Hicks, had spent time as a
travelling temperance lecturer.

11See HouldsworthYs speech on T. P. WhittakerYs amend
ment to the Address, 19 February, 1901, Parle Debates, 4th
series, LXXXIX, c. 578.
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against the government as a protest against its inaction

. h d t l' . f 12Wlt regar 0 lcenslng re orm.

In all probability the bishops who thus registered

their dissatisfaction with Salisbury's reluctance to promote

temperance legislation were not entirely representative of

the Anglican Church as a whole. In the eyes of many temper-

ance advocates the Established Church vied with the magistracy

for the doubtful distinction of being the chief supporter of

the licensed trade in the attempt to maintain the established

licensing system. Lists were compiled of the number of

Church of England clergYmen who held shares in breweries, and

the close connection which was alleged to exist between pub

and church in rural areas came under particular attack. 13

Criticism of what was held to be the Church of England's

general inertia with regard to licensing questions came not

only from non-Anglicans. At the 1901 Church Congress, E.

Stafford Howard expressed himself ITmore and more amazed and

indignant at the apparent indifference still shown by a great

12G. K. A. Bell, Randall Davidson Archbisho of Canter
bury (3rd ed., Oxford, 1952 , pp. 324-25. H. W. LucyY s com
ment is apposite: ITTo have thirteen right reverend Fathers in
God, including the Primate, walking into the division lobby
against a Conservative Government is a spectacle rarely seen
on earth. IT A Diary of the Unionist Parliament, 1895-1900
(1901), p. 354.

13ITThe fact is notorious,lT wrote one critic. IT 'The
Trade' is an ally upon whose support the Church can count,
and for whose goodwill she pays by her toleration of what
is, par excellence, the Curse of Rural England. 1T D. C~ Pedder,
ITThe Village PUb," Contemporary Review, XCIII (May, 1908),
554.
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nllinber of the clergy and by a large majority of the laity

to the urgency of this Temperance question ll and estimated

that organized temperance work was being carried on only in

about one parish in six. 14 Nevertheless, by the end of the

nineteenth century pro-temperance sentiment in the Anglican

Church was probably stronger than it had ever been. After

its reconstruction in the 1870s the Church of England

Temperance Society had continued to flourish. By 1881 it

boasted three thousand abstaining clergymen, and by 1898

claimed to have nearly seven thousand branches in England and

Wales and between 150,000 and 200,000 subscribing adult

members. 15

The C.E.T.S. was by no means a radical temperance

organization. It recognized non-abstainers as members on an

equal basis with abstainers (a policy which earned it the

disapproval of the generally moderate National Temperance

League) and it repudiated prohibition as an answer to the

drink problem. It had supported the unsuccessful Conservative

compensation proposals of 1890 and, in the words of its Vice

Chairman, regarded the licensed trade as 1I1egitimate in the

14Quoted in William Gourlay, lINational Temperance ll
:

A Jubilee Biograph of the National Temperance League (1906),
p. 377.

15Evidence of E. Stafford Howard, Vice-Chairman of the
C.E.T.S., 7 June, 1898, quo 65,954, LCR, VIII, 449, and of
William Joynson Hicks, a member of the Central Executive
Cormnittee of the C.E.T.S., 8 June, 1898, quo 66,617, ibid.,
471. See also Francis Warre Cornish, The English Church in
the Nineteenth Century (1910), II, 96-106.
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sense that there is no wrong in people drinking alcohol in

strict moderation, and in the sense that the trade is sanc

tioned by law. tl16 Yet at the same time the Society was far

from content with the existing licensing system. As a

general principle it desired tlthe reducing of temptations to

drink, and the facilities for the sale of drink, to the
,N

smallest limits that public opinion will sanction.tl~( By

the mid-1S90s the Society had evolved a number of specific

proposals based on this general principle. Chief among them

were that all licenses should come under the full control of

the licensing authority, that Sunday closing should be made

the rule rather than the exception, and that the number of

licensed premises should be reduced to the limits proportional

to, population outlined in Bruce's unsuccessful bill of lS71,

with those license-holders suffering in the reduction process

receiving compensation on the basis of a maximum time limit

of five years. 1S These proposals envisaged a licensing

system considerably less favourable to the Trade than the

current body of law, and it can therefore hardly have escaped

the Tory leadership that there existed a significant segment

of Anglican opinion which would be opposed to any attempt to

amend the licensing laws in the further interests of the

16 6Qu. 5,955, LCR, VIII, 449.

17Ibid .

lSQus. 65,962=66,091, ibid., 449-54.



licensed trade.

It soon became apparent that the new goverQment

elected in 1895 had no desire to attempt any revision of the

licensing laws, whether in the interests of the Trade or in

one of the various directions advocated by Temperance organi-

zations. Early hints from members of the government were

amply confirmed in February, 1896, when both Salisbury and

Arthur Balfour were present to receive a deputation organized

by the C.E.T.S. Balfour told the deputation that, while he

would llgladly welcome any information of an authentic kind ll

that might be made available about the present working of the

licensing system, there was no hope of the government's taking

up the issue of licensing reform in the forthcoming session. 19

The Prime Minister was apparently more succinct, but equally

unequivocal. IlIn view of all the experience that has passed,1l

he announced, llthe question is not one that attracts the

Government. 1l20

Even at a time of increasing public concern with the

drink problem the lack of attraction the issue of licensing

reform held for the new government is readily understandable.

llThe experience that has passedll indicated to many that those

administrations which ventured to take up the issue stood to

gain little and to lose much. The Tories, pressured by the

19Brewers' Almanack for 1897, p. 65.

20Ibid • See also below, Chapter Six.
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Trade, had as the basis of their position that the chief

answer to the problem lay in the continued reduction of the

numbers of licensed premises, provided that the process was a

gradual one and that a legal basis for the paYment of adequate

compensation was established. Twice in recent years they had

tried to implement measures along these lines and twice they

had failed, just as the Liberals, opposing any form of com-

pensation, had twice introduced measures to give effect to a

form of Local Option and twice seen them come to nothing.

nOne administration after another has attempted to deal with

the subject and has only come near to wrecking itself ll was

how a leading article in The Times summed up the political

impact of the licensing question over the last three decades

of the nineteenth century.21 To speak in terms of parties

having come near to wrecking themselves on the issue was an

exaggeration, but at the very least their successive failures

had had a demoralizing effect on Conservatives and Liberals

alike. The fact that the attempts at licensing reform were

made in the first place had tended to unite political op

ponents in their anger, while the fact that the attempts

failed had meant that the expectations of supporters had

first been raised and then disappointed. The reluctance of

Salisbury's Third Ministry to face again such a prospect was

not surprising.

21The Times, 13 April, 1899.
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Whether or not the Unionist government would remain

aloof from the licensing question if a serious threat to the

interests of the licensed trade should emerge was a different

question. But in 1895 there seemed no likelihood of such a

threat presenting itself in the immediate future. There

were two possible ways in which the established status of the

licensed trade could be effectively challenged. The first

was if the licensing justices should choose to exercise

strictly and comprehensively the very considerable discretion

ary powers over liquor licenses which Sharpe v Wakefield had

confirmed them to possess. In the mid-1890s this possibility

appeared remote. Complaints from the licensed trade about

the magistrates' use of their powers were still few and com

paratively mild; the most vehement criticism continued to

come from radical temperance men who felt that the licensing

justices used their discretionary powers far too sparingly.

In the absence of a magisterial initiative, a serious threat

to the Trade's position could only come in the form of a

change in the licensing laws. As long as the Unionists were

in power this possibility could be discounted, but there re

mained the fear that the next Liberal victory in a general

election might bring back an administration still pledged,

despite the failures of 1893 and 1895, to implement a form of

Local Option. This fear was at least strong enough to ensure

the continued existence of the National Conservative and

Unionist Temperance Association, an organizati?n specifically
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dGsiened to co-ordinate resistance at the electoral level

to any move to replace the existing magisterial licensing

authority by a form of local control. Originally formed at

the time of the Conservative licensing proposals of 1890,

the N.C.U.T.A. was overtly political in its stated objectives,

chief among which were "To enable Unionist electors to sup

port the cause of temperance reform, without at the same

time supporting the revolutionary and confiscatory schemes

of the Radical party" and liTo afford guidance on the subject

to electors, who have hitherto been deluded by extremists.,,22

In 1898 the membership of the N.C.U.T.A. included twelve

peers and no less than sixty-three Unionist M.P.s, among

them such prominent figures as Curzon, Walter Long., Henry

Chaplin, Aretas Akers-Douglas and Arthur Balfour. 23

The attitude of the Unionist leadership to licensing

reform in 1895 may be summarized as follows: in political

terms the issue was not attractive, and future initiatives

from the present government were not anticipated; at the same

time it could not be forgotten that at some future date the

electorate might return to power a government pledged to

drastic reform of the licensing system. The effect of this

last consideration was crucial. It meant that the temperance

question was likely to remain an area of active controversy

22Evid~nce of J. Lowry, Liverpool'representative of the
N.C.U.T.A., 15 June, 1898, qus. 68,243-46, LCR, VIII, 519.

23Ibid., qus. 68,194-99, LCR, VIII, 518.
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between the two major parties, that licensing would not

easily be taken out of politics. It made extremely remote

the possibility of any compromise solution. Individual Con

servatives and Liberal Unionists might be increasingly cons-

cious of a growing concern with the drink problem, but as

long as the licensing question was seen primarily as a con-

test between the party supporting Local Option and the Party

opposing it, the argument could effectively be made that the

first duty of the government's followers was to present a

united front against the llrevolutionary and confiscatory

schemes of the Radical party.lI Thus in 1895 the key element

in the liquor licensing controversy was the commitment of the

Liberal Party to Local Option.

~ ~ ~
~, ~ T

Just as some temperance men clearly regarded the

Conservatives as little more than the political arm of the

licensed trade, so representatives of the Trade and of the

Conservative Party frequently spoke as though the Liberals

were prohibitionists almost to a man. This second picture

was at least as much a caricature as the first, yet it could

be presented with reasonable plausibility because of three

basic facts. Supporters of Local Option regarded their

ideas as being firmly within the liberal-progressive tradi

tion; in the minds of many of its advocates the principle of

Local Option was essentially prohibitionist in its implica

tions; and the Liberal Party had committed itself to the
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principle of Local Option.

Advocacy of Local Option was backed by arguments

from first principles, which in turn were based upon par

ticular assumptions about the nature and purpose of law and

society. This emerges clearly from one of the fullest state-

ments made of the case for Local Option, in Charles Roberts's

Time Limit and Local Option, published in the middle of the

controversy over the 1908 Licensing Bill. Roberts began by

opposing the arglliuent that it was impossible to make men

sober by Act of Parliament. llWhy,ll he asked, llshould anyone

hesitate to admit that Acts of Parliament have power to

modify the characters of men and women? . The alteration

in the environment which the mere despised Act of Parliament

has power to ordain may enable stronger characters to grow

in a better atmosphere. It is a strange doctrine ... that

Law has nothing to do with hmaan character. At bottom, and

in the final resort, what else is Law there for?1l24

Equally false in Roberts's view was the claim that

curtailment of the liquor traffic amounted to state inter-

ference with individual liberty and should therefore be

opposed by all true liberals. On the contrary, he argued,

the state had a manifest right of intervention in this area

which was justified on both practical and theoretical

grounds. The right derived in practice from the long

?4 .- Roberts, Time Limit, p. 2.
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history of licensing legislation, which showed that from the

earliest times it had been felt necessary to allow the state

to assume a special responsibility in this sphere. It

derived in theory from the evils which the liquor trade

inflicted on the state as a whole and on individual citizens.

Citing T. H. Green, Roberts argued that true liberalism

recognized that there existed no rights to freedom in the

sale and purchase of a particular commodity if the general

result of allowing such freedom was to detract from freedom

in the higher sense, Ilfrom the general power of men to make

the best of themselves. 1l25

The next step in the statement of the case was to

assert that the implementation of Local Option would in fact

constitute a considerable practical extension of liberal

and democratic principle. Opponents of local control often

maintained that it was a class measure: the working man

would be deprived of his beer, while the upper and middle

sections of society would always have alternative sources of

supply. Roberts countered this by the assertion that Local

Option provided the most democratic way yet suggested of

dealing with the drink problem, since the right to partici

pate in the voting in each locality would certainly be

accorded to all ratepayers, and would perhaps be extended

even more widely; in any event, in almost all areas the

25Ibid., pp. 123-26.
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working-classes would form a majority of the electorate. 26

But Local Option would not only see democracy in action, it

would be local democracy. The areas to be entrusted with

their own discretionary powers over liquor licensing should

be as small as was compatible with administrative efficiency,

because those who were best acquainted with local circum

stances were necessarily the best judges of their own

interests. Furthermore, the very granting of local control

over licensing would have a beneficial effect on the atti-

tude of men towards the drink problem. No longer would they

think of it as in some way inevitable but as something which

was their direct responsibility.27 Roberts's assumptions are

clearly those of that nineteenth century IlLiberal ideal"

which saw local as well as national self-government as ua

means for promoting civic virtue and individual morality.u28

While Local Option was regarded by its supporters as

a measure in the true tradition of the great liberal reforms,

it was also for many of them the first step on the road to

total prohibition. Roberts himself was careful to point out

that the theoretical arguments he advanced for Local Option

also justified complete prohibition; indeed he stood for

26Ibid ., pp. 130-34.

27Ibid., pp. 147-62.
28H. J. Hanham, The Reformed Electoral System in Great

Britain, 1832-1914 (1968), p. 10.
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Parlianl0nt in 1899 as a Prohibitionist candidate. 29 Appear

ing as a witness on behalf of the United Kingdom Alliance,

Samuel Pope told the Peel COmTIlission in 1898 that he was a

local veto man and a total prohibitionist and that ho saw

no conflict between the two. 30 The evidence of another

witness before the Commission, Bailie Selkirk, illustrated

clearly the prohibitionist ass-wnptions which so frequently

underlay support for Local Option. Selkirk represented the

Scottish Permissive Bill Association, whose policy was "to

co-operate with the United Kingdom Alliance in creating a

public opinion in favour of what is now known as local

veto. 1I31 In the course of his testimony Selkirk argued that

the Veto was necessary because there was no way of controlling

the liquor traffic. This point was taken up by COmTIlissioner

Charles Walker, a member of the licensed trade, and the

following exchange occurred:

When you say that the liquor traffic can not be con
trolled, what is the meaning of that statement? -- That
in the nature of the case, in our opinion, you cannot
satisfactorily control and regulate the sale of liquor.

Then does that imply that all the legislation for
its control and regulation has failed? -- To the extent
that it allows the liquor traffic to remain it fails.
Control is better than free trade.

You say it can not be controlled? -- You can not
control it satisfactorily.

You did not use the word lI satisfactorily." You said
the liquor traffic could not be controlled. On that I

Five.
29Roberts, Time Limit, p. 127, and see below, Chapter

301Q Ju11r, 1°00 ry~ ryoO 01 LCR ~TITI 7n7., J 07 u, qus • , ;J , ,07 - 7 , __ , v ... , I'" •. .
315 July, 1898, quo 71,331, LCR, VIII, 626.



ask you what you mean. Are you of the 0plnlon that all
the laws that have been passed from time to time to
regulate it have failed? -- Comparatively, have failed.

What do you consider is the cure for this? -- The
prohibition of the liquor traffic.

The prohibition entirely? -- Entirely.
Prohibition of manufacture? -- Certainly.
Prohibition of importation? -- Certainly.
Prohibition of the use of liquor for any purpose

whatever? -- I did not say that. The law deals with the
sale.

But if the manufacture is prohibited, then there
would be none to use or to sell? -- Perhaps not.3 2

The great majority of supporters of Local Option, had they

been confronted with Walker's questions, would in all pro-

bability have answered in very similar terms.

On the question of how quickly, if ever, the imple- .

menting of Local Option might lead to nation-wide prohibition,

vetoist opinion was more divided. An argument commonly put

forward by the measureYs opponents was that the Veto would be

used, if at all, only in rural areas, whereas the drink

problem was overwhelmingly an urban one. Many vetoists re-

jected this argillfient entirely. Bailie Selkirk took great

heart from an unofficial plebiscite which had been conducted

among householders in Glasgow and its suburbs in 1887. More

than one hundred thousand schedules had been returned, and of

those who answered the question whether or not they favoured

the prohibition of all licenses for the common sale of liquor

57,704 had been in favour, 19,411 against. 33 But the validity

32Ibid., qus. 71,374-83, LCR,VIII, 627-28.

33 Qus . 71,335-45, ibid., 626. For the results of the
plebiscite in full see ibid., 759, Appendix XI.
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of :mch s;ullpLLnc; was at bo::rL dcbat,Qblc, and. i.t was universally

acknowledged that vetoist sentiment was generally less strong

in England than it was in either Scotland or Wales. Samuel

Pope probably spoke for the majority of vetoists when he

admitted that in desiring the immediate prohibition of the

liquor traffic the United Kingdom Alliance was still ahead

of pubiic opinion. 34

The phrase used is significant. Pope went on to argue

that important reforms were always the work of men who were

ahead of the public opinion of their time. 35 Few prohibi

tionists were likely to be deterred by the existence of

widespread opposition to their views; on the contrary, that

such opposition existed could almost be taken as proof posi

tive of the justice of the cause. Those who favoured Local

Option as the first step towards full prohibition could find

several grounds for believing that they were right to see the

measure in those terms. Opponents of Local Option might argue

that very few localities indeed would choose to use the Veto,

but until the issue were put to the test this could not be

known with certainty. Even if it were conceded that public

opinion at present was generally opposed to the total elimina

tion of retail liquor outlets, that attitude might very well

change once men were given the direct responsibility of de

ciding such questions, with the consequent elevation of

34Qu . 73,814, ibid., 70S.

35Qu • 73,955, ibid., 712.
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individual moral sense which this would bring. Furthermore,

there were numerous precedents for legislation which had

started by being permissive--allowing local authorities to

adopt certain courses of action if they so wished--but which

had eventually come to be put into effect on a nation-wide

and compulsory basis. The involvement of the Liberal Party

with Local Option was an involvement also with a whole range

of convictions and aspirations along such lines as these.

It is easier to analyse the thinking of the prohi

bitionists than it is to assess their strength and their

relative weight within the temperance movement. Indeed, the

strength and influence of the temperance movement as a whole

cannot easily be evaluated. Rowntree and Sherwell may well

have been right in their assertion that uNo other social

propaganda has called forth so much unselfish effort, or

enlisted so numerous a body of supporters,u3 6 but any attempt

to arrive at even an approximation of the numbers actually

called forth at anyone time would face difficulties which

are probably insuporable. Tho first of thoso lies in tho

very multiplicity of temperance organizations. To enumerate

all of them would in itself be a formidable task. Among the

leading societies organized along national or regional lines

were the United Kingdom Alliance, the National Temperance

League, the British Temperance League (With its headquarters

36Temperance]roblem and Social Reform, p. 1.
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in Sheffield), the North of England Temperance League

(NevvcL\stlo), the Scott:,ish 'l'emperancc League, tho [.:.Jco"ttish

Permissive Bill Association, the Public House Reform Associ-

ation, the Central Sunday Closing Association and the West-

minster Licensing Reform Committee. In addition there were

the Good Templars, the Rechabite Order and the British

Women's Temperance Association, each of which in the period

between 1899 and 1902 claimed an adult membership in Britain

of at least one hundred thousand. 37 Anglicans had the Church

of England Temperance Society; Catholics had the League of

the Cross, which Cardinal Manning had fonaed; and the

Wesleyan Methodists,the Primitive Methodists, the United

Methodist Free Churches, the Methodist New Connection, the

Calvinistic Methodists, the Baptists, the Congregationalists,

the Presbyterians and the Unitarians all had their own tem

perance groups.3 8 In addition there were the many societies

organized along professional or occupational lines, such as

the Army Temperance Association and the Commercial Travellers'

Temperance League. Even if the claimed membership figures of

37The Good Templars 109,000 in 1899, the Rechabites
175,000 in 1902 and the B.W.T.A. 100,000 in 1901; John G.
Woolley and William E. Johnson, Temperance Progress of the
Century (1905), Appendix D; James Whyte, The United Kingdom
Alliance Vindicated (Manchester [1902J), p. 20; John W.
Veevers, The Mobilisation of British Total Abstainers (1901),
pp. 84-89.

38Woolley and Johnson, Temperance Progress, pp. 469-70.
~ee als?·R:A~~rra¥~H~~l?p< The C~ryte~ary ~f the ~emp~rance
IVlovemen"C, l.bj;G-19j;G t1.9jl) , pp. 4b-5U, andR. TUdur Jones,
Congregationalism in England, 1662-1962 (1962), pp. 292-93.
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all the various organizations could be both ascertained and

authenticated, they would be of only limited use in building

up a picture of the temperance movement?s total numerical

strength. It is clear that an unknown but undoubtedly large

proportion of temperance workers belonged to several

societies. To give only one example, W. S. Caine at one

time or another was President of the Baptist Total Abstinence

Association, of the Congregational Temperance Association, of

the British Temperance League, of the Commercial Travellers?

Temperance League and of the National Temperance Federation,

as well as being a Vice-President in the United Kingdom

Alliance, the Central Sunday Closing Association, the Church

of England Temperance Society and the National Temperance

League; and he held at least six of these posts simultan

eously.39

In many cases it would be very difficult to decide

whether or not a given society or organization should be

included within the temperance movement. Various proposals

for licensing reform were advocated by bodies which were

certainly not temperance societies first and foremost. At

its third annual conference at Newcastle in April, 1895, the

Independent Labour Party added to its adopted programme the

demand for municipalization of the liquor traffic, a demand

which was soon taken up and further elaborated by the Fabian

39Newton, Caine, p. 312.
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40Society, and in particular by E. R. Pease. The Fabians

attacked the idea of the veto on the grounds that it was a

class measure, that it would be most inoperative in those

very areas where a reduction in the numbers of licensed

premises was most desirable, that the experience of other coun-

tries proved that prohibition could not be enforced, and that

the principle of deciding such issues by referendum would

t1in no way suit the temper and habits of the British

people. 1l41 Instead the Fabians proposed that every, County,

Town and Urban District Council should become the licensing

authority for its respective area, replacing the licensing

justices. In London and in other urban areas these new

authorities would be empowered to establish Statutory Liquor

Law Committees. The Committees might then adopt one or other.

of several methods of controlling the local liquor trade,

the method favoured by the Fabian Society being llcomplete

municipal management tl of both the retailing and the manu

facture of drink. 42 Among other advantages, municipal

management would eliminate the private profit motive from

the liquor trade and end the prevailing situation whereby

llevery public-house is a committee room for the beer party,

40A. M. McBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics,
1884-1918 (Cambridge, 1962), pp. 300, 336-40.

41Municipal Drink Traffic~ Fabian Tract No. 86 (1898),
pp. 3-5·

42 ( )G. W. E. Russell ed. , Sir Wilfred Lawson: A
Memoir (1909), p. 130.
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and every publican an agent for the politician who favours

his trade. ,,43

More clearly identifiable as within the mainstream

of the temperance movement were those societies and indi

viduals who, while often in favour of complete municipaliza

tion of the liquor trade as an eventual goal, devoted their

immediate efforts to advancing "disinterested management!!

of public houses. In common with the municipalization idea,

most schemes for disinterested management owed a great deal

to what was known as the Gothenburg system, after the Swedish

town which had first adopted it in the 1860s. Advocates of

disinterested management joined advocates of municipalization

in arguing that the most hopeful solution to the drink

problem lay not in attempting to prohibit the liquor trade

altogether but in taking the private profit motive out of it.

The profit motive, it was argued, encouraged publicans and

breweries to push the sale of alcoholic drinks, while dis

couraging them from making proper provision for the sale of

soft drinks and food and from proViding the generally agree

able surroundings in which respectable families might con

gregate. Many supporters of disinterested management--the

Bishop of Chester is an example--parted company from the

Fabians in being prepared to accept local option in what they

43Ibid., pp. 8-9. See also E. R. PeaseTs Lituor
Licensing at Home and Abroad, Fabian Tract No. 851898),
his The Case for Municipal Drink Trade (1904), and Joseph
Rowntree and Arthur Sherwell, Public Control of the Liquor
Traffic (1903).
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saw as its true sense, with the voters in a locality offered

a choice between no change in the system, a veto on licenses,

or management of the liquor trade in the public interest.

Management in the public interest might be conducted either

directly by the local authority itself or, as in the Gothen

burg system, by Yl a trust company acting under the auspices

of the local authority, under certain well defined condi

tions. tl44 While the first alternative depended upon enact

ment of the appropriate legislation, the second could to a

limited extent be put into practice in the meantime. Advo-

cates of disinterested management therefore looked to public-

spirited individuals who would form themselves into a company

to acquire and operate licensed premises. The capital for

this purpose would come from investors prepared to accept a

fixed upper limit on the return on their money. Profits over

and above this limit might go to the relief of taxes and rates

(as in Sweden), to charitable institutions (as in Norway be

fore 1900), or to providing counter-attractions to the public

house. 45 In the 1890s the leading organization working for

44Evidence of the Lord Bishop of Chester, 21 June, 1898,
qus. 68,717-20, LCR, VII~, 531.

45There is a vast literature on the Gothenburg system,
its Norwegian counterpart, and disinterested management schemes
in England. See in particular Sigrid Wieselgren, More About
~he Gothenburg System: A Critical Review of Mr. James WhyteYs
Pamphlet: The Gothenbur and Ber en Public-House Systems
lStockholm, 1 93 ; A. Th. Kiaer, tiThe Norwegian System of
Regulating the Drink Traffic,tI Economic Journal, IX (March,
1899), 101-16; James Seth, lIThe Norwegian System of Liquor
Contro1,11 Contemporary Review, XC (December, 1906), 861-72;
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disinterested management was the Bishop of Chester's

People's Refreshment House Association, which by 1901 wa$

operating eighteen premises, mainly in country villages. 46

In 1900 it was supplemented by Earl Grey's Central Public

House Trust Association, which aimed at establishing in

every county disinterested management companies lIdirected
1'1

and controlled by gentlemen of high character and position. 11'+(

In 1895 only a very few supporters of Local Option

in its narrower sense were prepared to countenance the pos-

sibility that management in the public interest might be put

before the local voters as an alternative to the elimination

of liquor licenses. Municipalization and management by trust

companies both were clearly very different from outright

prohibition. For a dedicated vetoist the two schemes shared

the common fault that they would not only institutionalize

the liquor trade but would further involve with the responsi-

William Warrand Carlile, YlThe Gothenburg Movement ,II Economic
ReView, XI (JUly, 1901),322-31; Joseph Rowntree and Arthur
Sherwell, British Gothenburg Experiments and Public House
Trusts (1901); Hesketh Everard, llpublic House Trust
Companies,lI Economic Journal, XII (September, 1902), 334-46;
and The Licensin Problem: The 0 tion of Disinterested Man
agement, Temperance Legislation ~eague Pamphlet No.1 1905).

460n the P.R.H.A. see the Bishop of Chester [F. J.
JayneJ, The Licensin Pro osals of the Lord Bisho· of Chester
[1892J; J. M. Wilson, The Scandinavian Plan 1892 ; the evi
dence given by the Bishop of-Chester before the Peel Commission,
21-22 June, 1898, qus. 68,714-69, 707, LCR, VIII. 531-74; and
the Earl of Carlisle, lIPublic-House Trusts,lI Monthly Review,
VI (February, 1902), 34-49.

47Earl Grey, letter to The Times, 5 May, 1904. See
also The Central-Public House Trust Association, The Public
House Trust (1904).
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bility for its evils the public in whose name it would be

conducted. Vetoist scorn was freely expressed. Sir Wilfred

Lawson made clear his lack of confidence in what he referred

to as TTphilanthropic publicans and patriotic pot-boys" and

explained what to him was the otherwise surprising survival

of the disinterested management idea by the fact that "there

is nothing on earth--sane, sensible, insane or idiotic--

which will not be advocated over and over again by somebody

or other in order to keep the evil Legalized Liquor-Trade on

its legs, somehow or other.,,48 Joseph Malins, the Chief

Officer of the prohibitionist Good Templars, appears to have

devoted almost as much effort to denouncing the Gothenburg

system as he did to urging the cause of the veto. 49 It was

another Good Templar, Martin Skinner, who claimed that the

idea that the liquor trade could somehow be managed in the

public interest was no more than a "red-herring . . • to

divert Temperance sentiment and well directed efforts for the

suppression of the evil. 1Y50

The gulf separating most outright prohibitionists from

48Russell, Lawson, p. 130.

49See his evidence before the Peel Commission, 6 July,
1898, qus. 71,938-72,908, LCR, VIII, 643-53, his A Round the
World Glance at Temperance Legislation (1902), his Public- .
House Trusts and Liquor Municipalisation (Birmingham, 1902),
and Joseph Malins, The Life of Joseph Malins (Birraingham,
1932), pp. 52-5 6 ,100-03.

50J . Martin Skinner, The tReformed? Public-House
(Birmingham, 1901).



the advocates of disinterested management and municipaliza

tion was by no means the only one of its kind within the

late nineteenth century temperance movement. There were

differences of longer standing between the more uncompromis-

ing supporters of the Veto and those who put their main trust

in education, persuasion and the example of personal abstin-

ence, the heirs to Joseph LiveseyYs emphasis on Ilmora l

suasion. II The National Temperance League remained the most

influential society of this type, despite its relatively

small membership.51 In the early 1860s the N.T.L. had been

approached by the United Kingdom Alliance with proposals for

amalgamation. Pointing out that it preferred to leave to

other societies lithe work of advocating and carrying out the

repression of intemperance by legislation,1I the N.T.L. had

rejected the offer, and considerable bitterness had arisen

between the leadership of the two organizations as a result. 52

Thirty years later a marked coolness was still in evidence.

Many vetoists were displeased in 1893 by what they saw as

the N.T.L. Ys lack of enthusiasm for HarcourtYs Local Control

Bill, and in its Annual Report for that year the Committee

of the N.T.L. found it necessary to defend its policy in the

following terms:

51S1ightly under seven hundred in 1895-96. "National
Temperance League, Annual Report for 1895-96, p. 32.

52Gourlay, IINational Temperance,1I pp. 257-58.
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its [the N.T.L.'s] membership comprises persons belong
ing to various political parties who hold widely dif
ferent opinions concerning what is desirable in the
domain of legislation; and as your committee believe it
is highly important to preserve the movement as far as
possible from political complications, they are unable
to co@nit themselves, or the organization they represent,
to measures embodying contentious provisions upon which
there is no Common agreement amongst supporters of the
League.53

Not surprisingly this explanation appears to

little of the prohibitionist discontent, and by 1895 several

of the more thoughtful temperance leaders were openly express-

ing their concern about the rift which separated vetoist from

less radical temperance opinion. At the National Temperance

Congress which opened in Chester in September the President

of the United Temperance Council, A. F. Hills, warned that

"neither progressive prohibitionists nor moderate reduction-

ists can afford to fight without each other's help," while

the Bishop of Chester told his audience bluntly that lYthe

greatest obstacle lies in the dissensions and int~rnecine

hostilities of Temperance reformers themselves.,,54

Clearly the strength of the temperance movement can

not be assessed as though it were a body of workers and opin-

ion united in purpose. Equally clearly, of all the various

streams of thought within the movement it was the prohibi-

tionists, the advocates of Local Option, who were the most

hostile to those whose opinions differed from their own. Two

53Quoted in ibid., p. 297.

54Ibid ., pp. 235-36.
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main considerations may be advanced as probable explanations

of this fact. In the first place the extreme nature of the

vetoist solution to the drink problem meant that it tended

to attract support from those temperance men who were by

nature the most uncompromising, or, as many of their oppon

ents claimed, the most fanatical. Secondly it was the veto

ists who had a more imrnediate motive than any other group

for promulgating as vigorously as possible the idea that

theirs was the only acceptable scheme of temperance reform

and that those who put forward alternative proposals were of

little consequence. In 1895 only the supporters of Local

Option could claim that one of the two major political

parties had adopted the specific policy they advocated. This

was a unique claim which could be made; it was also a unique

advantage which could be lost.

Many of the difficulties which prevent a clear-cut

assessment of the strength and influence of the temperance

movement as a whole in the mid-1890s apply also to any attempt

to evaluate the relative strength within the wider movement of

prohibitionist sentiment. All the major prohibitionist

societies were joined in the loose coalition of the National

Temperance Federation, where vetoist sentiment greatly pre

dominated. According to the estimates of its Honorary

Secretary in 1898, the N.T.F. comprised over thirty societies

which between them had more than fifteen thousand branches
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and lfprobably hundred of thousands of members. Tl55 Though

understandable, and indeed probably inevitable, the vagueness

of this last figure makes it suspect. Even had Malins been

able to be more accurate, he would presumably still have had

to count twice or several times those who belonged to more

than one of the societies affiliated to the N.T.F., and it

may reasonably be asswned that very marry vetoists fell within

that category. In the mid-1890s the leading prohibitionist

organization and the co-ordinator of vetoist policy, the

United Kingdom Alliance, had some ten thousand members who

had paid the necessary minimma subscription of one shilling. 56

Doubtless there were many vetoists who belonged to such bodies

as the Good Templars, the Scottish Permissive Bill Association

and the North of England Temperance League without also be

longing to the U.K.A. Doubtless, too, there were some dedi

cated prohibitionists who subscribed to no society at all. In

a sense, anyone was a vetoist who thought of himself as one,

just as anyone who thought of himself as a temperance worker

may be counted as such. There may have been as many as a

hundred thousand vetoists in Britain in the mid-1890s. But

to speak in terms of hundreds of thousands must almost cer-

tainly have been to exaggerate, and while no clear assessment

55Evidence of Joseph Malins, 6 July, 1898, quo 72,045,
LCR, VIII, 650.

56Evidence of James Whyte, 14 June, 1898, quo 67,476,
ibid., 499.
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is possible it seems likely that within the wider temperance

movement the vetoists were a minority, albeit a subst[;J.ntial

0118.

Strength does not come from numbers alone. Vetoist

leaders habitually claimed that their followers constituted

by far the most active and enthusiastic body of temperance

was rarely disputed even by the most

determined opponents of the Veto, and may be accepted at

face value. If, as one writer asserted, lYNext to the Bless

ing of God and the devotion of individual workers, the chief

factor in all Temperance effort is the Financial Support

.given to it," then it is pertinent to note that in the middle

years of the 1890s the ten thousand or so members of the U.K.A.

contributed rather more in subscriptions alone than the

C.E.T.S., with a claimed membership in excess of 15°,000,

raised from donations and subscriptions. 57 Yet it may also

be that the ability to enlist the support of men in positions

of influence is as important a factor as the others just

listed. The vast majority of Guy Hayler's North of England

Temperance League undoubtedly felt that their efforts were

blessed by God. As was usually the case with societies com

posed predominantly of "progressive prohibitionists," the

N.E.T.L. could boast abundant individual devotion to the

cause, and its membership as a whole certainly appears to

57National Temnerance
p. 29~ qus. 66,617-18, LCR,
for 1895, pp. 291-92.

League, . Annual Report for 1906,
VIII, 471; Brewers' Almanack
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have been no less active than that of the moral suasionist

National Temperance League. Even in terms of their respec-

tive incomes the relatively new and provincial N.E.T.L.

compared reasonably well with the long-established and

58London-based N.T.L. But no similar comparison may be

drawn between the honorary officers which the two organiza

tions managed to attract. In the late 1890s the N.T.L. had

the Archbishop of Canterbury as its President and its many

and distinguished Vice-Presidents included the Bishops of

Carlisle and Peterborough, the Deans of Canterbury and

Hereford and the Earl of Carlisle. A collection such as

this the N.E.T.L. could not hope to match.

Probably it did not want to match it. Vetoist senti-

ment was essentially Nonconformist and non-metropolitan,

strongest in Wales and Scotland and the north and west of

'England. Just as prohibition was seen as squarely within

the tradition of progressive, liberal reforms, so prohibi

tionists tended to see their movement as part of a wider

struggle against the institutions of entrenched privilege:

the Church of England, the peerage, the magistracy, even

Parliament itself. In order to obtain their legislative

objectives supporters of Local Option found it necessary to

work within the parliamentary party system, but they did so

58For the years ending 20 April, 1896-97-98, the
N.T.L. 1 S income from all sources averaged 3,034 a year; in
the year ending 31 August, 1900, the N.E.T.L. 1 8 total in
come was 1,890. NoT.L. Annual Report for 1896, 1897, 1898;
NoE.ToLo List of Subscriptions and Balance Sheet for 1900.
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with a reluctance that was frequently very obvious. The

U.K.A. postponed for as long as possible moving its head

quarters from Manchester to London. Overwhelmingly provin

cial, vetoist opinion harboured an ingrained distrust of

London in general and of the political system centred there

in particular. An Alliance meeting in the 1860s had been

told that at Westminster "you scarce see around you a man

animated by his own moral sense and feelings. n59 Three

decades later this kind of attitude was still strong. Men

otherwise full of zeal and idealism became cynical and sus-

picious when their thoughts turned to how their cause might

fare in the hands of the Westminster politicians, most of

them ever ready to subordinate principle to political advan-

tage. Nor could many vetoists discern much difference between

the two major parties in this respect, despite the fact that

one side was ostensibly as committed to the principle of Local

Option as the other was opposed to it. "Liberal candidates

are extremely like Tory candidates,1I the Secretary of the

Alliance informed the Peel Commission. III think they are

subject to trying to get votes from anybody that can control

votes, and if they think the trade is strong and willing to

bring a lot of votes for them, they are prepared to hedge

about it, as the Tories are. 1I60

59Brian Harrison, liThe British Prohibitionists, 1853
1872: A Biographical Analysis, II International Review of

. Social History, XV (1970), 385.

60Evidence of James Whyte, 14 June, 1898, qus. 67,701
02, LCR, VIII, 505.
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This particular statement was made in the swmner of

1898, at a time when there was open debate among Liberals

about the desirability of retaining the Veto in the party's
61

platform, but similar sentiments had been voiced by veto-

ists almost from the first moment of the adoption of the New

castle Programme, including Local Option, in October, 1891.

Their basic fear was that the 1~91 triumph might prove only

temporary, that the parliamentary Liberals as a whole felt

no moral commitment to Local Option but would discard it

whenever to do so seemed politically advantageous. These

suspicions no doubt emanated primarily from a distrust of

politicians as a species, but they were not unreasonable, as

the attitude of the Grand Old Man of liberalism itself demon-

strates. Gladstone had been notably unenthusiastic in his

acceptance of the Newcastle Programme,62 and in his fourth

ministry, pre-occupied with Home Rule, declined to trouble

himself with the Local Option issue. His private secretary,

Sir Algernon West, received the brusquest of replies when in

1893 he tried to direct the Prime Minister's attention to some

of the faults he saw in Harcourt's Local Control Bill. In his

diary entry for 23 March West recorded TlA talk with Mr. Glad

stone over Local Veto Bill, of which I told him I disapp~oved,

61See below, Chapter Five.

62As were many of his lieutenants. Asquith, for example,
Home Secretary 1892-95, referred to it privately as lIa sawdust

. programme ll supported only by TT a rattle of Harcourtian fire
works. II Roy ~Tenkins, As qui th (19f)4) , p. 56.



and I believed no good Licensing Bill would pass without

some form of compensation. He said it had not been prepared

to embody his views. ,,63

In the short term the vetoist cause was advanced rather

than retarded by Gladstone's unwillingness to take any res

ponsibility for his administration's Local Control Bill of

1893. 'With no firm lead coming from the top, Harcourt, John

Morley and Sir George Trevelyan were able to prepare a bill

which very closely embodied the views of the more radical

temperance organizations, in particular those of the United

Kingdom Alliance. 64 But this only heightened the effect of

the blow when in the following year it became clear that

Gladstone's aloofness from the Local Option question had

been due to more than just his pre-occupation with Home Rule.

In a public letter some six months after his retirement from

the premiership Gladstone wrote:

For many years I have been strongly of 0plnlon that the
principle of selling liquors for the public profit only
offers the sole chance of escape from the present miser-

63Horace G. Hutchinson (ed.), The Private Diaries of
the Rt. Hon. Sir Algernon West, GoC.Bo rL922) , p. 149. West
had been Gladstone 1 s private secretary 1868-71. After twenty
years with the Board of Inland Revenue (as Chairman of which
he was responsible for the 1890 memorandum "Inland Revenue.
Death Duties. Public Houses" referred to above, Chapter'
Three) he was again Gladstone's private secretary 1892-94.
He subsequently served as Vice-Chairman of the Peel Commis
sion.

64According to his biographer, Caine, a Vice-President
of the Alliance, had been in "confidential communicationYf with
Harcourt and the others from the beginning of the Bill's pre~

paration towards the end of 1892. Newton, Caine, p. 262.
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able and almost contemptible predicament, which is a
disgrace to the country. I am friendly to local option,
but it can be no more than a partial and occasional
remedy. The mere limitation of numbers--the idol of
Parliament for the last twenty years--is, if pretending
to the honour of a remedy, little better than an
imposture. 65

In other circumstances supporters of the Veto might have

welcomed Gladstone's declaration that reduction of licenses

was no solution to the drink problem. But this was little

consolation in the context of his damning of the Veto by

faint praise and his advocacy of a licensing system which

was anathema to the overwhelming majority of prohibitionists.

Vetoist opinion was naturally dismayed by Gladstone's

pronouncement. The two leading Liberal vetoists, Harcourt

and Morley, exchanged their customary letters of exasperation

at the crosses they were forced to bear. Five days after

Gladstone's letter appeared in the press Harcourt wrote to

Morley:

Mr. G. has managed to make what seems to me a fatal mess
of the temperance question. Does anybody believe that
the real temperance people are going to accept a State
traffic in drink a la Gothenburg? . • .

Unfortunately the G.O.M. f S memory on these subjects
entirely fails him, and at heart he has always abhorred
temperance.

I don't mean to bUdge one inch from my position on
the matter, and shall stand or fall by local option pure
and simple, and make a declaration

6
to that effect when

ever I find it necessary to speak. 6

Morley replied consolingly: "I don't wonder that you should

65The Times, 19 September, 1894.

66.£1.. G. Gardiner, The Life of Sir William Harcourt
(1923), II, 307.



feel some disgust at Mr. G. 's temperance manifesto. That he

should kick over local option, after being head of a cabinet

which ratified your bill, is really rather st,rong. ,,67

Harcourt lived up fully to his assurances to Morley

and refused to allow his ex-leader's intervention in the

licensing controversy to deflect him from the course to which

he had already so firmly co~nitted himself. He had become

leader of the House on Gladstone's retirement and from this

position he introduced his 1895 Bill, which, though in some

respects less drastic than its predecessor, was similarly

designed to appeal to the Ilreal temperance people ll of the

United Kingdom Alliance. 68 Even though the Government

resigned in June before the Bill could be carried past its

introductory stage, Local Option remained as part of the

Liberal Programme in the ensuing general election.

Nevertheless Gladstone's intervention was not without

effect. It added a voice of authority to those Liberals who

were already disturbed about what they saw as the party's

surrender to extremist temperance opinion. Liberals with

licensed trade connections were naturally foremost among

this group, but on its fringes also were such prominent

younger Liberals as Asquith and Herbert Gladstone, who, since

67Ibid .

68Samuel Pope subsequently told the Peel Cormnission
that Harcourt's 1895 Bill had embodied the views of the
Alliance and that Alliance men in general had been "cordial
supporters fi of it. 19 July, 1898, quo 73,748, LCR, VIII, 705.
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tho adoption of Local Option, had become increasingly dis

enchanted with this particular aspect of Liberal policy.69

Liberals who lacked Harcourt's personal dedication to veto-

ist ideals had cause to question the political wisdom of

the Local Option policy on at least three grounds. The first

was that it might endanger relations with the Irish National-

ist M.P.s, the second that it might cause the party to lose

the support of the remaining Liberal brewers and the Liberal

liquor traders, and the third that it might prove to be a

serious electoral handicap.

The first of these possible difficulties was probably

the least serious of the three, but it was still important.

Between 1892 and 1895 the Liberal administrations of Gladstone

and Rosebery had depended for their very survival on receiving

at least the tacit support of the Nationalist Party, and any

future Liberal governments with a majority over the Unionists

of less than eighty or so would presumably find itself in a

similar position. Yet there was considerable Nationalist hos

tility to the Liberals' temperance policy. Partly this was

due to resentment at the apparent use of the Irish population

as guinea pigs: Jasper Tully complained in the Commons that

lithe general rule on these temperance matters is that Gentle-

men from the Liberal benches bring forward temperance measures,

and apply them not to England but to Ireland,lf and he denounced

69Newton, Caine, D. 262: Sir Charles E. M311et, Herbert
Gladstone: A ~emoir (1~32),~. 108.
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the way in which, as he saw it, ITIreland is used as a place

to experiment upon, and as a dmnping ground for temperance

fads. 1l70 But other motives may also have been at work.

J\lthollgh tho Drewors' i30cioty listed only five Nutionuli~~t;J

with licensed trade connections in the parliament elected in

1895,71 Irish M.P.s were widely believed to be particularly

susceptible to trade 1l0ne of the ablest Irish

Members in the House Tl told Sir Wilfred Lawson that lTin Ireland

the Liquor-Trade has more power than the Roman Catholic Church

itself. 1T72 Lawson was not the man to question information of

this kind, but his much more sceptical political opponent,

Arthur Balfour, apparently shared the belief to some extent:

in a private letter Balfour referred to lY a considerable section

of Nationalist Members who are themselves intimately connected

with 'the trade. ,n73 Whatever their reasons for doing so,

half of the Nationalists in the Commons habitually took up a

positive pro-trade position. Analyzing the voting records

of the Nationalist M.P.s elected in 1895, the Brewers'

Almanack for 1897 found forty which it classified as favourable

7°19 February, 1901, Parl. Debates, 4th Series, LXXXIX,
c. 582.

71Bernard Collery (Sligo North) and John Hammond
(Carlow), wine merchants~ Major John Jameson (Clare West) and
Samuel Young (Cavan East), whiskey distillers; William Field
(Dublin, St. Patrick's), licensed victualler.

72Russell, Lawson, p. 127.

73Balfour to Lord Dufferin (the Marquess of Dufferin
and Ava); 28 January, 1899. British MuseUm, Balfour Papers,
Add. MS 49,853, f. 31.
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to the licensed trade, "twenty-seven doubtful, and only four

teen against. 74

Although differences on the licensing question were

a source of friction between the Nationalist and Liberal

Parties between 1892 and 1895, both sides had shown them-

selves prepared to compromise on the issue rather than run

the risk of bringing down the Government. Harcourt's Bills

of 1893 and 1895 were drafted so as to apply to Scotland

along with England and Wales, but they specifically excluded

Ireland. For their part the Nationalists went along with the

liquor clauses of HarcourtYs 1894 Budget. !lEven the Irish

Liquor-men stood true,lT Lawson noted with evident relief after

the proposed increases in the duties on beer and spirits had

scraped through with a majority of thirteen. 75 But whether

continued compromise would be possible in the future remained

an open question.

The problem of the Liberal brewers was more immediate.

In 1893 even GladstoneYs old friend Samuel Whitbread had had

74Divided as follows:

Anti-Parnellites

Parnellites

For

29

11

Doubtful

27

o

Against

14

o

Among the fourteen against was T. P. OTConnor, who sat not for
a constituency in Ireland but for the Scotland Division of
Liverpool. On the distinction between Parnellites and Anti
Parnellites at this time see F. Sp L. Lyons, The Irish
Parliamentary Party, 1890-1910 (1951), pp. 38-67.

75Russell, Lawson, p. 219.
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to report to the Chief Liberal Whip that he and his son

"were in a tight place about the Local Veto Bill ll and might

have to resign their seats. 76 Gladstone managed to forestall

any such step by a direct appeal--seeing Whitbread personally

and remarking after the interview that the latter was a noble

fellow77 _-and the very real risk of more widespread resigna-

by the failure of both the 1893 Bill and

that of 1895 to proceed to a vote. Yet the underlying pre-

dicament of the Whitbreads remained, and was one shared by

every Liberal connected with the licensed trade. The Liberals

seemed set on a course which it was not difficult to depict as

prohibitionist in ultimate intention, and continued support

for the party had to be justified before fellow members of

the licensed trade, before employees, before shareholders.

In these circumstances it might be only a very short time

indeed before the remaining Liberal brewers finally followed

the bulk of their associates into the Tory camp.

Only five of the 177 Liberals returned in the 1895

. General Election appear to have had direct connections with

the brewing trade. 78 But members of several of the leading

76Hutchinson, West Diaries, p. 148. Samuel Whitbread
sat for Bedfordshire South, his eldest son, Samuel Howard,
represented the Luton Division of Bedfordshire.

77Ibid ., p. 149.

78Evershed and McEwen were brewers. Sir John Austin
(Yorkshire, Osgoldcross), R. K. Causton (Southwark-West) and
Henry Fowler (Wolverhampton East) had direct connections with
brewing.



brewing families--in particular the Whitbreads, the Buxtons

and the Basses--continued to support the Liberal Party with-

out "themselves being M.P.s. The Whitbreads, father and son,

were no longer in the House after 1895, but Samuel Howard,

who succeeded his father as Chairman of Whitbread & Co.,

returned in 1906 as Liberal Member for Huntingdon. Edward

North Buxton, the third son of the second baronet and a

director of Truman, Hanbury, Boxton & Co., had represented

Walthamstow as a Liberal in 1886 and continued to support

the party though never again becoming an M.P. His eldest

son, Gerald, had married Lucy Pease, daughter of Sir Joseph

Pease, and was thus the brother-in-law of two Liberal M.P.s

and the son-in-law of a third. 79 M. A. Bass, the head of

Bass, Retcliff & Gretton, had sat as a Liberal for various

Staffordshire seats continuously between 1865 and 1886, in

which year he was created the first Baron Burton. In the

Lords he remained a Liberal until the party's 1908 Licensing

Bill caused him to change sides a year before his death.

The importance of such men as these to the Liberal

79Sir Joseph Pease represented Barnard Castle 1885
1903. One son, Joseph, subsequently the first Baron Gain
ford, sat for Tyneside 1892-1900; the other, Alfred, for
York 1885-92 and Cleveland 1897-1902. Alfred took over the
Cleveland seat in 1897 from another Liberal Pease, Henry,
his father's cousin. In the late nineteenth century the
Peases probably sent more men to Westminster than any other
family. Some of them were Unionists by 1895, but the major
ity were Liberals. See Sir Arthur Edward Pease, Elections
and Recollections (1932).



Party remained considerable. It derived not merely from the

financial backing they could provide, after so many moneyed

interests had left the party over the Home Rule issue, but

also from their weight in several constituencies where

brewing was a major local interest. Bedford and Burton-on

Trent may be instanced. In Bedford the local influence of
Rn

the Whitbreads was probably decisive. vv Burton had been

Bass's seat at the time of his elevation to the peerage.

Sydney Evershed, a fellow brewer and a former mayor of the

town, succeeded Bass in the seat and held it so comfortably

for the Liberals that in both 1892 and 1895 he was returned

unopposed. By the latter year the Liberal Party was finding

men in Evershed's position rare and constituencies like Burton

few and far between. In the 1895 General Election Conserva-

tive and Liberal Unionist candidates were returned unopposed
81in 130 seats, Liberals in only 11.

A section of the licensed trade which provided the

Liberals with support of a different kind were the holders of

the so-called grocers' licenses. These were the shopkeepers

(who do in fact appear to have been mostly grocers) who held

licenses for off-sales under the various acts of the early

1860s. They had strong incentives to be Liberal in their

politics besides any lingering gratitude they may still have

80See below, Chapter Seven, fn. 66.

81Michael Kinnear, The British Voter: an Atlas and Sur
vey since 1885 (1968), p. 24.
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felt towards Gladstone for providing the statutory basis of

their trade, because they were looked upon as rivals by the

nation's licensed victuallers and were frequently the object

of strong Tory criticism. William Touchstone, Vice-Chairman

of the National Conservative and Unionist Temperance Society,

told the Peel Commission that the effects of granting

licenses to shopkeepers had been llmischievous and terrible,ti

and one of the few points on which his society agreed with

other temperance organizations was in calling for "separa

tion of the trades,lY which meant prohibiting the retailing

of liquor and other goods in the same premises. 82 A decade

later the Liberals were still being taunted by their opponents

with the charge that they showed far greater concern for the

welfare of licensed shopkeepers than they had ever done for

that of licensed victuallers. lYDeath to the publicans, they

are all Tories; bless the licensed grocers, they are mostly

Liberals,ll was how Bonar Law characterized the Liberal atti

tude. 83 Certainly in the mid-1890s the ten thousand or so

holders of grocers' licenses provided the Liberals with their

nearest equivalent to the widespread source of local influence

and support which the publicans provided for the Conservatives.

FurtherrGore, closely allied with the grocery interest, which

8215 June, 1898, qus. 68,051-64, LCR, VIII, 514.

83Bonar Law to W. S. Churchill, 29 July, 1908. Beaver
brook Library, Bonar Law Papers 18/8/8.
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included some four thousand of its retail.agents, was the

great distilling firm of W. & A. Gilbey.84 Both these

sources of Liberal support could be at risk should the

Liberals continue the policy of close co-operation with the

radical wing of the temperance movement. The licensed shop-

keepers and the Gilbey interest might have little in common

with other sections of the licensed trade, but all would be

equally threatened by any further attempts to move in the

direction of general prohibition.

It is very difficult to estimate how many of the

parliamentary Liberals in 1895 were personally convinced of

the Vetofs desirability. The indications are that it was a

minority. In addition to Sir Wilfred Lawson, the President,

there were seven Vice-Presidents of the United Kingdom Alli

ance among the 177 Liberals elected in 1895. 85 Twenty-two

84The influence of the Gilbey family in several of the
home counties appears to have been considerable. Sir Walter
Gilbey, the founder of the firm, was a J.P. for Middlesex and
became Deputy Lieutenant of the county. His son, Lt.-Col.
Alfred Gilbey, became High Sheriff of Buckinghamshire. The
Gold brothers, Charles and Henry, both married into the Gilbey
family, as did Sir James Blyth, and all three became directors
of the firm. Blyth, later the first Baron Blyth, was a J.P.
for Essex and Hertfordshire. Henry Gold was High Sheriff of
Berkshire. Charles Gold was Liberal M.P. 1895-1900 for
Saffron Walden, an Essex constituency where the Gilbey influ
ence was particularly strong.

85Lawson sat for the Cockermouth Division of Cmaberland.
The seven Vice-Presidents, together with their constituencies
were: R. A. Allison (Cmaberland North), Thomas Burt (Morpeth),
T. E. Ellis (Merionethshire), Sir B. W. Foster (Yorkshire,
Ilkeston). Robinson Souttar (Dumfrieshire). T. P. Whittaker
(Yorkshire, Spen Valley) and H. J. Wilson (Yorkshire,
Holmfirth) .
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of the Liberals came from Welsh constituencies and thirty

nine from Scottish, and vetoist sentiment in both these

countries was undoubtedly much stronger than in England.

Altogether it is possible that as many as fifty Liberal

M.P.s personally welcomed the partyV s temperance policy, but

this would still leave well over a hundred who might be re

garded as at best neutral on the subject of the virtues of

Local Option. The question is unfortunately not one capable

of a definite answer, since clearly an M.P. Vs inner convic

tions are not necessarily reflected in his outward behaviour,

in his voting record and his public utterances.

The question was nevertheless an important one for

the nation's vetoists, because the most immediate doubt about

the Local Option policy concerned its electoral impact.

Whereas the issues of the party's relationships with the

Nationalists and with the Liberal brewers and liquor traders

were ones which were first and foremost the responsibility

of the leaders and organizers of the party, the Veto's popu

larity or lack of popularity with the electorate was something

which directly affected each and every Liberal candidate. It

was an issue, moreover, which was inevitably raised in the

aftermath of the Liberals? 1895 defeat. Within the Liberal

Party members of the licensed trade and men with an over

riding personal commitment to the Veto were both in a minority.

It was clear that the retention of Local Option in the Liberal

prograrnme would to a large extent depend on whether the vetoist
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policy was held to have helped or hindered the party in the

1895 General Election.



CHAPTER FIVE

'.I.'I IE LIBJi:JU\L JlI\JI'J'Y fiND LOCI\L OPTION, 1895-99

The
The
The
Our

Veto Bill the Veto Bill, ,
horrid thing is with us still.
fearful load hangs round our neck,
Liberal advance to check.

o • e 0 Q 0 gOO 0 Q 0 6 0 • • • •

I know this Bill is of no use-
No benefit could it produce.
While I myself have got on hand
A scheme would renovate the land.

• ~ 0 0 • Q 0 0 ~ 0 ~ .g 0 • Q 0 e 0 0 •

Come brother sportsmen, post your lItinYl,
For mineYs the only horse can win.
The Liberal PartyY s troubles past--
See Gladstone colt come out at last;
While loudly all beholders say,
I1Young Herbert Gladstone shows the waylt.l

The General Election of 1895 was a very serious defeat for

the Liberal Party, the worst for either of the major parties

for over sixty years. The Liberals entered the campaign

severely handicapped by a lack of both funds and candidates.

The voting saw a Liberal and Irish majority that had been 40

after the 1892 Election turned into a Conservative and Liberal

Unionist majority of 152. The number of Liberals in the House

of Co@uons was reduced from 274 to 177. Several leading

Liberals lost their seats. Sir William Harcourt and John

Morley, two very prominent members of the former Liberal Cab-

inet, were defeated in their constituencies and had to have

lExtract from I1Mr. Herbert GladstoneYs Soliloquy,lI un
'signed, in the style of Sir Wilfred Lawson, Manchester Guard
ian, 27 November, 1897.

169
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new and safer seats found for them. While the new Government

rejoiced in its victory, Liberals found themselves contemplat-

ing the causes of adversity.

The reasons behind electoral success and failure in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are still

far from clear. Robert Blake, with many reservations, has put

tween 1885 and 1900. 112 The hypothesis is based on the assump-

tion that

the most persistent factor in the choice made by the en
larged electorate was the desire for collectivism, for
social reform in the interests of the newly enfranchised
urban and rural householders, but that this at moments of
crisis, particularly when some II national ll issue came to
the fore, could be elbowed out.3

On the other hand, Henry PellingYs researches into the period

between 1885 and 1914 have led him to conclude that IIthere is

no evidence that social reform was in fact popular with the

electorate until after it had been carried out. u4

The assumption which underlies Blake?s hypothesis does

not seem to fit the Election of 1895. No II national u issue

came to the fore, at least none in the sense that Ireland had

in 1886 and South Africa was to in 1900. At the same time the

result can hardly be seen as a victory for any Conservative

2Robert Blake, The Conservative Party from Peel to
Churchill (1970), p. 164.

3Ibid.

4Henry Pelling, Popular Politics and Society in Late
Victorian England (1968), pp. 6-13.
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programne of domestic reform. Edward Dicey, himself inter

preting the recent results from the Conservative and Liberal

Unionist side, saw the victory very much in terms of the

electorateVs opposition to the Liberal PartyT s reform policies:

Home Rulers, Liberationists, Local Option partisans, Pro
gressives and Collectivists have proved utterly powerless
to check the tide of public sentiment which has pronounced
against the policy embodied in the Newcastle prograrMae.
Fanatics and Faddists of all sorts and descriptions have
received a lesson by which they themselves are not able to
profit, but which will not be lost upon the politicians of
the fut ure •5

Pelling and Peter Stansky have both substantially confirmed

tho view that the 1$95 result was far more a declaration acainst

the Liberals than in favour of their opponents. liThe Liberals II,
writes Stansky, "were becoming known as the party of faddists,

a collection of cranks, each with his own cure for the ills of

the nation.,,6 Pelling sees the Liberals in 1895 suffering

from the loss of GladstoneTs popular appeal and from the down

swing of the trade cycle. 7 In his opinion SalisburyY s victory

was by no means an overwhelming and positive vote for imperial

ism. "What was much more an issue between the parties was the

- Liberal attempt to secure a measure of temperance reform, in

volving Local Option on the closing of public houses,lI which

5Edward Dicey, "The Rout of the Faddists,lI Nineteenth
Century, XXXVIII (August, 1895), 194.

6peter Stansky, Ambitions and Strate ies:
for-the Leadershi- of the Liberal Part in the 18
19 4 , p. 170.

7Popular Politics, pp. 8-9.
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aroused much hostility, not only among brewers and licensees,

flbut also, iot would appear, among a large section of the work

ing class who were most likely to suffer from the restrictions. 1l8

The Liberal Party in 1895 presented an extremely dis-

united front to the electorate. At the final Cabinet meeting

of 27 June, called to discuss campaign tactics, Harcourt had

lnaue it obvious that he expected the party to stick to its old

platform. Rosebery put in a mild protest against continuing

to push the Newcastle programrae, but, as was typical of the

party at this time, the issue was not pursued and nothing was

settled. 9 As a result the Liberal leaders set the example of

each candidate selecting for prominence his own campaigning

issues. Of the triumvirate at the head of the party: IlMorley

fought on Home Rule. Harcourt fought on Local Option. And

Rosebery, in so far as he fought at all, did so on the House

of Lords. 1l10

At Derby Sir William Harcourt placed the Local Option

issue squarely in the forefront of his campaign. He defended

the two Bills of 1893 and 1895 and stressed the Liberal PartyY s

8Ibid ., pp. 91-92. Elsewhere he has written of the 1895
Election:--rrLocal Option was particularly unpopular, especially
in England Tl and remarked on the fact that the electoral swing
against the Liberals in 1895 was weakest in those areas of
England where Nonconformity was strong--such as the south
western and far northern counties--where Local Option was like
ly to have been the least unpopular; Henry Pelling, A Social
Geography of British Elections, 1885-1910 (1967), pp. 18, 416.

9A. G. Gardiner, Life of Sir William Harcourt (1923),
II, 366n.

10Roy Jenkins, Asquith (1964), p. 88.
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continued commitment to the measure:

I believe from the bottom of my heart that of all social
reforms it is the most necessary, the most urgent and the
most beneficial, and if I suspected that the Liberal
Party or the Liberal Government intended to play false to
the cause of temperance, I should indeed believe that the
Liberal faith has been betrayed. ll

I-Ie told the Derby electors that he desired 1I no fairer issue

on which to take the opinions of the English people. n12 Natur-

ally the licensed trade made a special effort to unseat Harcourt,

particularly since it was subjected to considerable provocation:

on the second day of the campaign a temperance procession wound

through Derby featuring llpublicans ll with grotesquely red noses.

The declaration saw Harcourt, who had topped the poll for this

two-seat borough in 1892, in third place. The total of votes

for him dropped from 7,507 in 1892 to 6,785, while those cast

for the leading Tory rose from 5,546 to 7,907. Harcourt had

had nearly 58 per cent of the votes divided between him and

the leading Tory in 1892. In 1895 his share was only just over

46 per cent. The combined swing to the Conservatives in Derby

since 1892 was nearly 11 per cent, whereas the average swing to

the Conservatives and Unionists in the nine East Midland parli-

amentary boroughs was 4.9 per cent, that for England as a whole

2.8 per cent. While an estimated third of Derbyv s electorate

was employed at the Midland Railway CompanyVs works, which had

been on short time, the extent of HarcourtVs defeat was never-

IlGardiner, Harcourt, II, 369.
12T1 -'_1

.LDJ..U.
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theless shattering. 13

At Newcastle, where John Morley too lost his seat, the

main emphasis of the campaign was on Home Rule, but Morley

also stressed Local Option as a measure by which lI s tand or fall,

we must abide. 1I14 However, by no means all Liberal candidates

joined Harcourt in his enthusiastic advocacy of local control

over public houses. Some candidates merely attempted to avoid

all reference to the issue. But a few went further still. Sir

Henry Fowler had been Secretary for India under Rosebery, and

had connections with W. Butler & Co., the Wolverhampton brew-

ers. According to H. W. Massingham, South London during the

Election was placarded with Fowler's warnings against legisla

tion which interfered with the social habits of the people. 15

The variety of stances with which the Liberals con

fronted the electorate in 1895 makes it very difficult to

assess the extent to which anyone issue contributed to the

defeat as a whole. Certainly not every strong supporter of

Local Option was defeated even in England, where Vetoist senti

ment was traditionally less strong than in Wales and Scotland.

Kempster failed to make much of his challenge in Clapham, and

Caine was unseated in Bradford East. But two other United

. 13The comparisons in this paragraph between 1892 and
1895 are based on figures given in ibid., pp. 172, 370; and
Pelling, Social Geography, pp. 209-212, 415.

14D A H~ - T h 1\tr 1 . -. b 1 I t 11 t 1 .. . d!ler', JO n hor ey. Ll era n e ec ua In
Politics (Oxford, 1968), p. 303.

15H. Vi. Massingham, lIThe Debacle--and After,?i Contem
porary Review, LXVIII (August, 1895), 302.
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Kingdom Alliance men, Lawson and T. P. Whittaker, held on to

Cockermouth and Spen Valley respectively. Conversely not

every defeated Liberal was an advanced temperance reformer.

M. H. Beaufoy lost the Kennington seat he had held for six

years despite the fact that he belonged to the licensed trade

and refused to commit himself to Local Option.

T11r\'Yl +hA Y"\r'\"'Yl;r-.rl hr"'>..l-"''''-''''-'''n 100L' ...... --""_, ,(\it' T7 _
.L V.L UHC; .!:-'C:;.L ..Lvu. uc:;0VVCCl ..LUU:J ClllU J..)'J..V nellry Pelling has

divided BritainYs constituencies into groupings by region and

then by the social and economic characteristics of their elec-

torate. The swing against the defeated Caine and Kempster in

1895 as compared with 1892 was roughly the same as the average

swing against the Liberal candidate in the respective groups

to which Pelling assigns their constituencies. The swing

against Whittaker was less, and that against Lawson somewhat

more, than the averages in their respective groups of consti

tuencies. 16 This appears to indicate that strong individual

commitment to the Vetoist cause did not necessarily lose addi-

tional votes in 1895. But it does not prove that the Local

Option issue did not harm the Liberal Party as a whole. The

very fact that each of these constituencies had a member of

the Alliance as its Liberal candidate in itself suggests that

each of them likely contained an above average number of sup-

16The swings to the Conservatives and/or Liberal Union
lS~S in the four constituencies mentioned above (wit~n each
case the average sWin~ in the group of comparable constituencies
following in brackets) were: . Bradford East J+ .1% (L~ .1%); Clap
1,!8m (?O% (7.3%); Cockermouth 3.1% (2.3%·); Spen Valley 3.0%
(4.1%); Pelling, Social Geography, pp. 30, 297, 332.
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porters of Local Option in the first place.

After the Election it was possible to argue, as Lloyd

George did a few years later,17 that the Veto principle had

not been rejected by the electors in 1995 for the very reason

th~t only Harcour~ and Morley of the more prominent Liboruls

had taken any pains to introduce the Local Option question in-

to their campaigns. But this argilluent could quite reasonably

be turned back upon itself, suggesting as it did that the

others very likely saw good reasons for playing down the issue.

In any case Lloyd George?s argument had all the signs of being

a subsequent rationalisation. Later, when an attempt was made

to discard Local Option from the Liberal programme, it suited

the interests of those Liberals who espoused the Vetoist cause

to minimize or to deny altogether its contribution to the de-

feat. W. S. Caine, for example, was later to follow this line.

Yet in the middle of the 1995 Election he had protested in the

Westminster Gazette about Tl an organized trade that in the inter-

ests of its monopoly has defeated Sir William Harcourt at Derby,

and is routing the Liberal Party throughout the kingdom, by the

most unscrupulous and demoralizing agency.n18 Sir Wilfred

Lawson was another who was later to question the idea that

Local Option had done the Liberals any real harm in 1895. Yet

in the notes he made for what was to be his autobiography he

17In his speech to the Manchester, Salford and District
Temperance Union, 22 January, 1898, Beaverbrook Library, Lloyd
George Papers, A!S/4/5.

18Westminster Gazette, 19 July, 1895.
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was quite specific, and recorded his opinion that "in this

election, Drink swept the country more thoroughly than it had

ever done before.,,19

Few Liberals doubted that the licensed trade had in

general made unprecedented efforts to influence voters during

the 1895 Election. But the extent to which these efforts

were successful was less clear. Some interesting speculations

were certainly attempted. Rowntree and Sherwell, writing a few

years later, tried to assess the potential influence on the

1895 result of the nation's publicans. The two authors exam-

ined the election returns in all of the contested constituencies

in England, Wales and Scotland. They then estimated the number

of houses with on-licenses in each of these constituencies.

Finally they calculated the effect on the result in each con-

stituency on the assumption that for each house first one and

then two voters had been influenced away from voting Liberal

and into voting Conservative or Liberal Unionist. The results

were spectacular. If the voting intentions of only one voter

for each licensed house had not been changed as assumed the

Liberals would have won 83 seats which they in fact lost. If

the number was raised to two for each house they would have

gained a further 69, making a combined total of 152. 20 Thus

19G. W. E. Russell (ed.), Sir Wilfred Lawson: A Memoir
(1909), p. 229.

20J • Rowntree and Arthur Sherwell, The Tem~erance Prob
lem and Social Reform (7th ed., 1900), pp. 680-8_.



the assumption that every publican in Britain persuaded just

two voters in his constituency to change their allegiance in

1895 leads to the conclusion that the result of their efforts

was to replace a potential Liberal and Irish majority of over

150 with an actual Conservative and Liberal Unionist majority

of the same proportions. This calculation is, of course,

approaching paranoia which the political activities of the

licensed trade elicited from some of the Liberals passionate

ly devoted to the temperance cause.

The most important assessment of the impact of the

Local Option issue on the. 1895 General Election came from

Liberal candidates themselves. Immediately following the

election the Westminster Gazette issued a circular to all

those who had stood as Liberal candidates, successfully or un

successfully, inviting them to report on "what opinions they

had formed as a result of their contact with the electorate.,,21

The newspaper received somewhere between two and three hundred

replies, presumably somewhere over half the number sent out,

and proceeded to analyse the returns. Its immediate conclu

sion, published on the front page, was a striking one. "On

most topics, as we shall see, there are considerable differ-

ences of opinion, but on one there is practical unanimity.

21Westminster Gazette, 13 August, 1895.
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This is the effect of the Local Veto Bill."22 Next the replies

of the 231 candidates who had commented directly on the effects

of the Local Option issue on their electoral showing were

broken down. Of these 231 candidates 74 had been elected. Of

these 74 Members of Parliament 54 considered that they had

been harmed by the issue; only 6 thought it had helped them.

Among 157 unsuccessful candidates 134 considered that the

issue had contributed to their defeat; only 7 had found it

positively helpful. The conclusion drawn by the analyst, in

all probability Edward Cook himself, was depressing but clear:

Here then we have the interesting fact that a certain Bill
was put in the forefront of the Liberal programme, and by
some of the Liberal leaders was put as the main issue in
the General Election, and that of all the M.P.s and can
didates who have favoured us with their views on this sub
ject, only 13 out of 231 found it acceptable to the elec
torate on the Liberal side.

Nothing can add to the painful eloquence of this fact;
but the bare figures give little idea of the strength of
the feelings which have been disclosed to us. 23

The published results of the Westminster Gazette's

survey do not reveal how many of those who replied believed

that the Liberal Party had suffered because the licensed trade

in its own interests had been able to exploit the Local Option

issue and how many felt that the idea itself was intrinsically

unpopular. The ambivalent nature of the position taken by

many of the Liberal Vetoists merits further consideration at

this point. On the one hand they frequently denied that the

22Ibid •

23Ibid •
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Local Option issue had contributed significantly if at all to

the Liberal defeat, while on the other they often spoke, as

Lawson and Caine spoke, of how "Drink swept the country" and

of "an organized trade . . . routing the Liberal Party." It

is true that these two views are not necessarily entirely in

compatible, but they can only be reconciled by postulating

widespread stupidity or cupidity on the part of the elector-

ate of 1895. The implication must be that the voters were not

inherently hostile to Local Option but that great numbers of

them were nevertheless misled or even less properly induced

by the licensed trade into voting Conservative. Apparently

this is exactly what Lawson did believe. 24 If the licensed

trade had managed to dupe or bribe the public at election time

then this was yet further proof that the body politic would

not be safe until the implementation of Local Veto finally

brought the Liquor-Power to its knees.

But for Liberals less devoted to the Vetoist cause it

was a relatively academic point whether Local Option was in

itself an unpopular measure or whether the attempts to imple

ment the measure had prompted the licensed trade to unscrupu

lous but effective manipulation of its electoral power. In

the light of arguments subsequently enunciated both publicly

24Why else, he was later to ask himself, should so many
working men have voted against their own interests? And he
answers himself: "In 1895 the Liberals had threatened many
corrupt interests who know that in the Liquor-Trade they have
their surest and most trusty ally, and ••• the Liquor-Power
was able to take advantage of the disorganisation and discon
tent existing to a considerable extent in the Liberal ranks";
Russell, Lawson, p. 229.
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and privately by Herbert Gladstone it is not difficult to guess

at the line of thought which many of these Liberals must have

pursued. If Local Option was unpopular with the electorate

it would presumably remain so for the immediate future, at

least up until the next General Election. If on the other

hand Liberal commitment to Local Option had provoked the

licensed trade to work for the defeat of the Liberal Party

it would presumably do so again, and probably with the same

results. In theory this might seem to provide an excellent

motive for pressing ahead more vigorously still with the at

tempt to curb the power of the Trade. But again, on the

basis of the previous assumption any attempt to cut down the

TradeTs power would once more provoke it to full stretch to

prevent the Liberals from gaining power. And the Liberals

could do nothing until they had reversed the result of the

last General Election.

The Westminster Gazette's sur.vey clearly showed that

many Liberal Members of Parliament and recent candidates-

almost certainly a substantial majority of them-- were coming

to feel that the partyT s commitment to a vetoist policy was a

serious electoral liability. This feeling was not confined to

the rank and file. William Gladstone himself had always toler

ated Vetoist sentiment in the party without showing it much

sYmpathy. After the defeat at Derby was known but while much

of the Election was still in progress he wrote to commiserate

with Harcourt. In the course of this letter, and though this
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was scarcely an opportune time to raise the subject, Gladstone

remarked: "I do not feel sure that local option may not in

the future be better propelled by independent action than by

a Liberal Government.,,25 Harcourt's reply showed that he was

quite naturally unwilling to ascribe the major share of the

blame for his defeat to the unpopularity of the issue which

he himself had chosen to make so prominent in his campaign.

"Drink had no doubt something to do with it," he wrote, "but

the main cause was bad trade.,,26 But other leading Liberals

evidently had a very different interpretation of the "main

cause." Shortly after the Election Sir Ughtred Kay

Shuttleworth confided to Lord Spencer: "I have written to a

great many of our defeated friends. The answers from them,

and what I see in the papers, point to Harcourt's Local Veto

Bill, and to want of confidence in him, as among the more ac

tive causes of the disaster.,,27 A week later Lord Kimberley

wrote to Lord Ripon in similar vein., "This folly about local

veto is in itself proof of his utter want of judgment," was
28his comment on Harcourt.

25W• E. Gladstone to Harcourt, 15 July, 1895, Gardiner,
Harcourt, II, 370.

26Harcourt to W. E. Gladstone, 16 July, 1895, ibid., 371.

27Kay-Shuttleworth to Spencer, 23 July, 1895, quoted in
Stansky, Ambitions, p. 179. In the late Liberal Government
Kay-Shuttleworth had been Financial and Parliamentary Secretary
to the Admiralty, Spencer First Lord of the Admiralty.

28Kimberley to Ripon, 30 July; 189'5 , British Museum,
Marquess of Ripon Papers, Add. MS 43527, ff. 62-63, also quoted
in Stansky, Ambitions, p. 182. Kimberley had been-Foreign
Secretary, Ripon Colonial Secretary.



Gladstone, Kay-Shuttleworth and Kimberley were, of

course, expressing their opinions in private. But within a

week or so H. W. Massingham, Editor of the Daily Chronicle,

declared publicly his disagreement with those who suggested

that Local Veto had been "our great attractive moral question"

in the recent Election. 29 The issue's lack of appeal, he as-

serted, was not merely the result of its presentation having

lacked both the right man and the right methods. The pro-

hibitive way was simply the wrong way to go about tackling

the temperance question. Indeed it had become plain that "the

people will, if they are ever able to take a plebiscite on

prohibition without compensation, be pressed, and successfully

pressed, to return a negative answer.,,30

Perhaps initially it may appear surprising that after

the disaster of the 1895 Election the Veto was not promptly

and firmly dropped from the Liberal programme. Undoubtedly a

great many Liberals would have wished it so. But there were

several obstacles to such a course. In the first place, to

discard the Veto immediately would smack very strongly of op

portunism, of the subordinating of principle to political ad

vantage which had been one of the chief taunts of the Liberal

Party under Gladstone against its Tory opponents. In addition

such a move would disillusion if not totally alienate the

country's radical temperance men, a group notoriously prepared

29Massingham, "The Debacle--and After," p. 302.

30Ibid., p. 303.
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to contribute time, work and effort out of all proportion to

their numbers. The attitude of the National Liberal Federa-

tion had also to be borne in mind. Local Option was part of

the Newcastle Programme, which in 1891 had been endorsed by

the N.L.F. and which Gladstone later had apparently adopted. 31

In any case the parliamentary Liberals were themselves far

from unanimous on the issue, and the autwun of 1895 was no

time to exacerbate tension. The break which had finally

occurred in August between Rosebery and Harcourt made life

difficult enough already.3 2 From the Lords Rosebery might

openly show his dissatisfaction with the Newcastle Programme,

but Harcourt's personal and political prestige remained deeply

committed to the Veto principle. Cook's Westminster Gazette

and Massingham's Daily Chronicle could afford to treat Harcourt

with what was sometimes blatant disdain. But while the party

remained dependent on Harcourt as Leader in the Commons it was

difficult for a Liberal Member of Parliament to seek openly to

reverse its stand on a cause so dear to the heart of "the big

fish."

This is not to say that the Veto issue became entirely

submerged during the months which followed the General Elec

tion. It surfaced, for example, in February, 1896, with the

Lichfield by-election. To the dismay of radical temperance

31Stansky, Ambitions, p. xxi.

32Robert Rhodes James, Rosebery (1963), pp. 386-89;
Gardiner, Harcourt, II, 374-77.



opinion Courtenay Warner, who retained the seat for the

Liberals, affirmed in his election address that, while he

would support "any just measure of Temperance Reform," he

did not include Local Option in that category.33 But two

years were to pass before a Liberal Member of Parliament of

standing declared publicly that the time had come for the

Liberal Party to divest itself of a futile Vetoist policy.

It was not until November, 1897, that "young Herbert Gladstone

showed the way."
..I......1......t..
'I' ',' ","

Forty-one years old in 1895, Herbert Gladstone looked

to be a man with a bright political future. In the recent

Liberal administration he had held the posts of Under

Secretary at the Home Office and First Commissioner of Works.

While at the Home Office he had worked closely with Asquith,

who in many quarters was already regarded as a future leader

of the party. Inevitably, after the £inal retirement of the

Grand Old Man, some of the mantle of Gladstonianism had de

volved upon his youngest son. For first and foremost, of

course, Herbert was the son of William. Four years later,

when William Gladstone was in his grave, Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman was no more than pointing out the obvious when he

reminded Asquith that Herbert Gladstone's qualifications for

the post of Liberal Chief Whip included the fact that "the

33Liberal Magazine, VI (1898), 159.
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name is a power in the country.,,34

Though Herbert Gladstone safely retained his own seat

in 1895 he was naturally dismayed by the extent of the Liberal

defeat. But he consoled himself that the July rout might have

its salutary side. Surely the Party would learn its lesson

and discard from its platform several of the more esoteric

items in the Newcastle Progra~~e. is ominous,

yet I can't help feeling that defeat may be good for us," he

wrote to his father shortly after the Election. "We are

plagued by obstinate faddists, and except, for Ireland I could

wish to get rid of them through defeat.,,35 On one point Herbert

Gladstone was particularly confident: he forecast that no more

would be heard of the Local Veto. 36

Yet the months passed and the Veto remained. No

prominent Liberal seemed prepared to lead the assault on it.

The passage of time did nothing to soften Herbert Gladstone's

antipathy to the measure which, loyal to the Newcastle Pro

gramme, he had himself supported in July, 1895. An exchange

he had with a District Superintendent of the United Kingdom

Alliance shows clearly the state of his thinking on the issue

in April, 1896.

34Campbell-Bannerman to Asquith, 8 April, 1899, Bodleian
Library" Earl of Oxford and Asquith Papers, IX, ff. 179-80.

35Sir Charles E. Mallet, Herbert Gladstone: A Memoir
(1932), p. 156.

36Ibid. I have not been able to trace this letter in
the W. E. Gladstone Papers in the British Museum.



As the nation's leading Vetoist organization, the

United Kingdom Alliance tended to see itself as keeper of

the Liberal Party's temperance conscience. In the weeks and

months following the 1895 Election it was no secret that a

great many Liberal Members of Parliament had come to view

Local Option as a cross which the Party could no longer af-

ford to bear. Through the winter of 1895-96, therefore, the

Alliance was particularly concerned to ferret out and to fore

stall apostasy. This eagerness that Liberal Members of Parli

ament should remain orthodox Newcastle Programmers on the

question of temperance reform was further increased, if that

were possible, by Balfour's announcement in March of the

setting up of a Royal Commission on the Liquor Licensing laws.

Herbert Gladstone's West Leeds constituency lay in

the province of the Alliance's District Agency for the North

ern and Southern Divisions of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

In April he received a series of probes from the District

Superintendent, Henry Hibbert. At first Hibbert contented

himself with a request for a contribution to the Alliance

funds. He enclosed a list of eight Liberal Members of Parli

ament in the West Riding who had already made donations, and.

he assured Gladstone that "we shall be glad of your company.,,37

Even when Gladstone made it clear that he did not intend to

provide a contribution Hibbert was still able to write back

37Hibbert to H. Gladstone, 9 April, 189&. British
Museum, Viscount Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 46056, ff. 167-68.
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with the hope that "you may yet see YTour way to throw in yuur

lot heartily with us.,,3 8

At this point Gladstone apparently felt that the time

had come to remove such illusions. In his second reply he

wrote that, as far as Local Option or any form of Veto pro

posals were concerned, he did not "believe that the Temper-

ance party have power to carry that principle into effect!!

and that consequently, as a practical man, he would "prefer

to see the energies of Temperance reformers directed to other

and more practical methods." Hibbert replied with arguments

which the Alliance habitually put forward to counter this

point. If the principle was right, it must be worth fighting

for. The liquor trade would in any case hardly be so hostile

to the Vetoists if the latter were really as feeble as was

sometimes made out. Certainly the Veto would not be carried

everywhere, but the Alliance was confident that in many areas

it would be. Gladstone was a practical man, but so were those

who for the last thirty years or more had devoted their time

and energies to what they were sure was the only valid method

of dealing with the liquor traffic. "Surely you don't think

we do it for amusement," Hibbert asked, "or like Mr. Chamber-

lain think we don't want to get it done as our occupations

would be gone?" But this time he showed that, however, reluc

tantly, he accepted where Herbert Gladstone now stood. He had

38Hibbert to H. Gladstone, 1'5 April, 1896, British .
Ivluseum, Viscount Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 1+6056, ff. 169-70.



followed the latter's career closely, he wrote, and had had

great hopes for him. But now he was compelled "honestly to

admit that my hopes have hardly been realised in your case as

yet, all your speeches have one ring, you never seem at home

with us.,,39

Later events were to make this last statement of

Hibbert's appear a magnificent understatement. However it was

to be another eighteen months before Herbert Gladstone made

his move. On 23 November, 1897, he was present in Manchester's

Reform Club as a guest at a house dinner held by the club's

Political Committee. His after dinner speech touched on sever

al topics: the current difficulties of the Liberal Party, the

House of Lords question, and Irish Home Rule, the last of which

he said he considered electorally difficult but necessary if

the Irish wanted it. Herbert Gladstone then set~led down to

tell his audience what he thought of Local Veto. 40

His first point was that it was impossible to accept

the claims of men like Lawson and Caine that the Local Option

question had done no damage to the Liberals at the last General

Election. "He knew it was the heaviest question he had to car-

ry, and he knew it was the heaviest question that the great

majority of the Liberals who were returned to the House of

Commons in 1895 had to carry." Not that he objected to carry-

39Hibbert to H. Gladstone, 17 April, 1896, British
Museum, Viscount Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 46056, f. 171.

40Manchester Guardian, 24 November, 1897. The two para
graphs following are also based on this report.
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ing heavy loads provided the purpose of the effort was clear.

But with Local Veto this was not the case, for "the effect of

it, if passed into law, was extremely problematical, to say

the least." A fair assessment of the Veto was that Ilunaccom

plished it caused the maximum of certain and damaging irrita

tion; if passed into law it would produce the minimum of satis-

factory results. II It \.Alas fine as a principle and he himself

was in favour of it--in principle. But he was "sick of work

ing for a thing that he did not think would meet the ends in

view."

Herbert Gladstone then turned to outline his own ideas

for improving the licensing laws and their administration. He

wanted to see stronger penalties for repeated drunkenness,

compulsory detention of habitual drunkards, enhanced magister

ial discretionary powers over the material fabric of licensed

premises, and the enforcement of a fixed maximum of licenses

to population. This last proposal would mean that some cur

rent license-holders would be deprived of their licenses.

Gladstone urged that these people be c9mpensated for their loss

from a general fund charged to the licensed trade. Coming as

it did on top of the strictures on the Veto, this last pro

posal was a second unambiguous slap in the face for the United

Kingdom Alliance. The Alliance--and the radical or prohibition

ist wing of the temperance movement in general--had steadfastly

clung to the principle that under no circumstances should the

Trade be compensated for surrendered licenses, no matter where
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the money came from. But Herbert Gladstone had not finished

yet. He closed his speech with a challenge directly address

ed to the Alliance and to its supporters: "let them put their

house in order • • . and let them have done with futile at-

tempts which, even if successful up to a certain point, were

not calculated to achieve the real results which lay at the

root of their action."

The reasons behind the particular timing of this

sortie are not clear-cut. Though Herbert Gladstone was un-

doubtedly hoping to launch a movement that would end with the

dropping of the Veto, there seems to be no indication that he

took any special precautions beforehand to prepare the ground

either with his own constituency organisation or with the

party in general. Joseph Henry, Chairman of the Liberal

organisation in West Leeds, would have known the open secret

that the views of his Member of Parliament on the Veto were

no longer those which had been put before the electorate in

1895. But evidently Henry was not consulted before the public

recantation in Manchester. He refrained from contacting Herbert

Gladstone for more than two weeks after 23 November because,

as he put it, he was sure that Gladstone's speech must have

brought him a host of letters already. On 9 December he wrote

to report that the Manchester speech had caused considerable

comment in the constituency and to express his own doubts about

the position taken there. "The Veto people were satisfied with

.. " hyour 0plnlons, ~e "and I do not see much good in
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directly flouting men who after all are the hardest workers

in our party.,,41

Apparently Henry was fairly quickly assuaged. Radical

temperance opinion had never become as strong in Leeds as it

had, for example, in the nearby town of Bradford, and when

Herbert Gladstone returned there to explain his position he

received "a vote of co:nfidence at a large repre$entative meet

ing to which there were only two dissentients.,,42 But more

surprising, perhaps, than the failure to consult Henry is the

fact that before speaking in Manchester Herbert Gladstone

appears not to have gone out of his way to sound out the ex

tent of the support he was likely to receive from his fellow

Liberal Members of Parliament. Yet the temptation to see in

this a certain degree of rashness--perhaps reminiscent of his

role in the Home Rule controversy twelve years before--should

probably be avoided. It was Herbert Gladstone who in April,

1899, was to be selected as the new Liberal Chief Whip. His

ear is unlikely to have been far from the ground in November,

1897.

It is possible that it was not until this month, or

very shortly before it, that Herbert Gladstone felt sufficient

ly free to speak as he did. Before then Harcourt's continued

, , 41Henry to H. Gladstone, 9 December, 1897, B.M. Add. MS
46036, ,ff. 65-67.

42H• Gladstone to Campbell-Bannerman, 12 April, 1899,
British' Museum, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman Papers, B.M. Add.
MS 41215, ff. 66-67.
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occupancy of the Liberal leadership in the Commons made public

controversy on Local Option a particularly delicate matter for

a rising politician not yet of the first rank. The kind of

reaction to be anticipated in some quarters was made clear in

the Manchester Guardian of 27 November,1897. Satirizing the

Manchester speech, the anonymous author of "Mr. Herbert Glad-

stone's Soliloquy" put the following words into the mouth of

his "hero":

Sir William Harcourt, you can see,
Is quite a child compared to me;
His programme is but rough and rude,
His project vain, his details crude.
He's clearly riding the "wrong hoss",
Which brings his party grief and loss.

Harcourt's authority, however, had recently been severely

damaged by his conduct first as a member of the Committee of

Inquiry into the Jameson Raid and then during the subsequent

debate. By the time Gladstone spoke in Manchester several of

Harcourt's G9lleagues were already beginning the search for a

new leader. 43

But while the decline of Harcourt's position in the

Party may perhaps have made Herbert Gladstone easier in his

mind about saying what he did, there is no necessity to con

sider it a decisive influence on the timing of the Manchester

speech. By November there were several reasons for someone

who felt as Gladstone did about the Veto to believe that the

need for an unequivocal statement of the case against it was

43Stansky, Ambitions, pp. 232-52.
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an urgent one. Radical temperance attempts to disavow any

connection between Local Option and the 1895 defeat were not

merely continuing but being made with growing confidence. At

the National Prohibition Convention held earlier in the year

in Newcastle, W. S. Caine had put forward an elaborate pseph

ological argument designed to prove that strong Vetoists like

himself and Lawson had in fact done better at the polls in

1895 than the average performgnce of Liberal candidates in

neighbouring constituencies. 44 Recent by-election successes

were being claimed as Temperance victories. The meeting of

the General Committee of the National Liberal Federation

arranged for the first week in December was less than two

weeks away by the time Herbert Gladstone spoke in Manchester,

and in preparation the Federation had issued circulars to

Liberal Associations throughout the country inviting expres

sions of opinion about party policy.45 The Royal Commission

on the Liquor Licensing Laws had already been sitting for more

than eighteen months. Further delay in voicing the case

against Local Option might very possibly result in the Commis

sion's Final Report coming before a Liberal Party with its

Vetoists in an ascendancy which would be none-the-less effec-

tive for being by default.

Insight into Herbert Gladstone's motivation can be

gained from a series of jottings he made and entitled "Notes

44John Newton, W. S. Caine, M.P. (1907), p. 279.

45Annual Register for 1897, p. 225.
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on the Veto.,,46 These lengthy, cramped and occasionally ran-

dom notes should be treated with caution. In the first place

they were almost certainly put on paper after the Manchester

speech, when the reaction to the anti-Veto initiative was al-

ready becoming clear. It is also evident that they consist

predominantly of notes for subsequent speeches, and therefore

likely that public rather than

his private reasoning. At the same time they do present ideas

in a form much less qualified than did his public speeches.

Sometimes, for example, points were written down which were

later thought to be too provocative. At one stage in his

demonstration of the futility of the current Veto policy Glad

stone wrote: "Some say two leaders think dif. Their attitude

so far as I can tell totally dif. to mine for past twelve

years." These two sentences have been crossed through. Pri-

vately Gladstone had a similarly trenchant riposte for the

frequently quoted remark Rosebery had made about the Trade

threatening to throttle the Commonwealth •. "Yes " Gladstone,
wrote, but under present circs. it is the Trade supported by

public opinion in England."

Under the heading "Why I started the controversy"

Herbert Gladstone jotted down five points:

46 .
B.M. Add. MS 46092, ff. 160-71. The "Notes on the

Veto" are included in the volume of the Viscount Gladstone
Papers devoted to the 1908 Licensing Bill, but were certainly
written in the winter of 1897-98. This paragraph and the
next six are based on this source.



(a)
(b)

~ ~ ~
( e)

much to be said for and against
Election of 1895 added experience
discussion necessary
best to begin clear of an election
coming Report of R.C.
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Amid the ostentatious fair-mindedness can be discerned some

hard political thinking. The fact that the forthcoming Report

of the Royal Commission was on Herbert Gladstone's mind is

confirmed. And it is made clear beyond any doubt that the

main purpose of the campaign begun in Manchester was to en-

sure that the Liberals would not have to fight another general

election with their 1895 temperance policy.

The urgency with which Herbert Gladstone regarded this

issue is well illustrated by the summary he drew up of the

Liberal Party's fortunes over the years in which the Veto

policy, in one form or another, had been before the country:

Bruce's Bill fought hard by the Liquor party. Not backed
strenuously by temperance men. Consequence a disastrous
withdrawal and surrender.

Further result, the '80 Govt. with the failure fresh
in their minds would not risk further disaster.

Note, the temperance men either did not rally to the
Liberals in 1874 or were not strong enough to avert com
plete defeat.

In 1886 Home Rule blocked the way•...
Election of 1892 fought mainly on H[ome] R[ule], but

damaging flank fire of liquor party contributed largely
to small majority •.

Election of 1895 fought principally on Irish & legistn.
of the Lib. Govt. & in particular on the Veto Bill. H[ome]
R[ule] was by many put completely in the background.

Net result of 40 years of the Veto, the party at lower
ebb than ever before, the liquor trade never better organ
ized or more powerful.

After a few general comments, clearly designed for

public consumption, on the need for forebearance and good

temper if the Liberal ranks were to be kept unbroken, Herbert
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Gladstone went on to analyse in more detail the lessons that

should be drawn from the latest of these misfortunes. The

Election of 1895 had seen "an astonishing defeat. Seats car-

ried on Home Rule now lost • . . clear that party lost ground

allover the country." What was the common denominator that

would account for this? The withdrawal from active politics

of Mr. Gladstone could be discounted: the damage had come

from a positive increase in the Tory vote. Home Rule had done

its worst in 1886 and had not been a great issue in 1895. Nor

was there any evidence of a significant electoral reaction

against the Liberals' foreign policy, death duties or the

parish councils. Admittedly the results of supporting Welsh

Disestablishment could not be so readily dismissed: II cl erical

opposition undoubtedly strengthened & a factor." Assuredly,

though, the main culprit had been the attempted Local Control

measures: "Harcourt's Bill brought no new support. Veto opin

ion till then largely vague and academic formulated in a Bill

brought in by Govt. stirred everything up. • •• The Bill was

the actual outbreak of hostilities." It should be remembered

that, whatever the cause of the Liberal demise, it worked

equally throughout the country, that everywhere the Tory vote

increased, and that this increase was more marked than the

Liberal decrease. The significance of this was only too clear:

Note--the public house influence a standing organized force
in every part of every constituency. Powerful interest
threatened by a Bill--stimulated to use any and every
weapon •

• • • from pure electioneering point. The Trade organi
sation influenced hundreds of men who don't go to meetings,



are inaccessible to platform argument, & who probably
don't read speeches.

Examining the 1895 performance of individual Liberal support

ers of the Veto seemed to Herbert Gladstone only to bear out

the validity of these conclusions, despite the claims to the

contrary some temperance leaders had never ceased putting for

ward. He jotted down the results arrived at from comparing

the 1892 and 1895 voting tallies recorded by half a dozen

prominent Liberal Vetoists, including Lawson, Whittaker,

Harcour~ and Caine. The last two had lost their seats. Even

if the unusually catastrophic result at Derby were excluded

from the reckoning, the average increase in the Conservative

vote in the remaining constituencies was still 'over seven

hundred.

Herbert Gladstone's conviction that the Veto policy

had proved itself beyond all doubt an electoral liability was

the chief but not the only motive for his campaign to have the

Liberal Party dissociate itself from that policy. The argument

that the Liberals could ill afford the loss of those of their

number who were in, or had connections with, the licensed trade

was one best used in private persuasion, rather than on the

platform. But his speeches through the winter of 1897-98 let

slip no opportunity of attacking the basic assumptions behind

the Veto policy and throwing doubt on its pretended status as

the one possible cure for the nation's drink problem. Even if

a Veto Bill were carried, how many localities would choose to

exercise their option, especially as every public house in the
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area would become a focal point of the bitterest opposition?

It could hardly be imagined that it would be used in the

centres of cities like London and Liverpool, the very places

where the need for a remedy was greatest. Even in those

areas where the Veto was exercised, would it not merely be an

encouragement for people to carryon their drinking in clubs,

or alone and in secret?

When pressed as to what alternative remedies he would

suggest, Herbert Gladstone's customary reply was that he could

hardly go into details before the Royal Commission presented

its report. In general, though, he was in favour of a policy

based on the recognition of three points: that the supply of

spirituous liquors under reasonable conditions was required

by the community, that there was an urgent need to curtail the

present means of supply and enforce better conditions, and

that the Licensing Authority should remain jUdicial in charac

ter but amenable to local opinion. The means by which this

might be attained in practice included: consolidation and

amendment of the licensing laws, reduction in the number of

licensed houses and the improvement of the remainder, provision

of equitable compensation for those houses included in the re

duction process, the Licensing Authority's being made more

representative of the community, stricter police supervision

of licensed premises, severer powers of summary jurisdiction

for the courts in cases concerning offences against the licens

ing laws and, finally, the compulsory detention of habitual
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drunkards. It may be thought that these are surprisingly

detailed suggestions from one unwilling to anticipate the

forthcoming recommendations of the Royal Commission. In fact,

with the exception only of the last, Herbert Gladstone's

points provide an accurate summary of what was eventually to

appear as the Commission's Majority Report. 47 Since the

development of the Commissioners' opinions was never the best

kept of secrets, this is unlikely to have been by coinci

dence. 48

. There were no immediate and spectacular reversals of

position among Liberal Members of Parliament as a result of

Herbert Gladstone's initiative. This was to be expected. Of

those who believed that, on balance, the Veto was an electoral

liability many would nevertheless be reluctant to rush into a

confrontation with local temperance opinion. Others would

perhaps think twice before joining Herbert Gladstone in what

was, however implicitly, an attack on Harcourt's leadership.

Sir William had not been slow to react. Two days after Glad

stone spoke in Manchester he told the Scottish Liberal Associ-

ation in Dundee:

In answering the question that is put to us "Which of the
principles you have professed do you abandon?Tl I can an
swer in a single word, TlNothing." We are not deserters
from the camp. • • •

Take the Temperance question. • • • For my part I

47Compulsory detention of habitual drunkards was in
fact operative before the Royal Commission presented its Final
Report. The Habitual Drunkards Act of 1898 came into force on
1 January, 1899.

48See :below, Chapter Six.
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ask why we should abandon the belief in the democratic
principle that in some form or other the cure of this,
as of all social ills, ought to be found in the voice of
the people.49

At the same time as there was an apparent revival of support

for the Liberals in the country at large, an increasing frag~

mentation seemed to be taking place within the party itself. 50

It was understandable if Liberal Members of Parliament were

hesitant at such a time to come out against official party

policy on so potentially divisive an issue as the Veto, es

pecially since excellent reasons could be adduced for delaying

any decision. In a parliamentary rather than a party sense

the issue was for the moment largely academic; no Local Option

measure was likely to receive a Second Reading in the current

Parliament. Even more to the point, the Royal Commission was

still sitting, and while this did not of course mean that

licensing questions were sub judice, it was eminently reason

able to contend that it would be unwise to anticipate its

findings. If the Commission's initial appointment had been

due at least in part to Lord Salisbury's desire to remove the

licensing bugbear from the political scene for a while, that

did not give the Tories alone a right of benefit.

Prudent Liberal Members of Parliament would wait to

assess first the reaction to Herbert Gladstone's initiative.

49The Times, 26 November, 1897.

50For a contemporary's perception of these trends see
the unsigned article, "The Present StatE? qf the Liberal Party,"
Fortnightly Review, LXIII n.s. (June, 1898), 910-19.
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This in itself is a reminder that it was only indirectly at

his parliamentary colleagues that Gladstone's words had been

aimed. With his eyes on the next election his primary targets

were those media through which all movements attempting to

make or revise party policy had to operate: the local con

stituencies, the party organizations and the Press.

The i~ilediate reaction here was both positive and

generally favourable. Liberals prominent in their localities

in widely dispersed parts of the country wrote to congratulate

Herbert Gladstone on the stand he had taken. Charles Roundell

had represented the Skipton Division of Yorkshire's West Rid

ing before his defeat in 1895. From Cheshire, where he was a

magistrate and a landowner of some importance, he hastened to

convey his warm approval of the Manchester speech:

You have done a bold and a right thing in speaking out as
you did about the licensing question. I rejoice that you
have spoken out....

To insist on the Local Veto is to postpone the amend
ment of the licensing law to the Greek Kalends. The people
will not have it and it frightens them out of their wits.
This is playing into the hands of those who represent you
as wishing to rob a poor person of his beer. • . •
Ha~court's Bill was a deadly weapon in the hands of our
opponents in the last Election in the Skipton Division.51

F. J. Radford, who had been the Liberal agent in Newcastle,

reported that in that city alone "the number of otherwise

Liberal voters who were influenced by the publicans to vote

for the Tories on account of this most anti-Liberal measure

51Roundell to· H. Gladstone, 25 November, 1897, B.M. Add.
MS 46056, ff. 251-55.
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of Local Option was enormous.,,5 2 In the following weeks and

months several others wrote to give testimony similarly drawn

from their local knowledge. 53

It seems likely that in Manchester in late November

Herbert Gladstone had at least half an eye on Derby in early

December. Relations between Harcourt and the. National Liberal

Federation had been strained for over a year. 54 When the

Federation's General Committee met in Derby amendments from

the floor put through resolutions in favour of registration

reform to ensure one man one vote, a second ballot at elections

when there was no clear majority on the f~rst, and the exten

sion of parliamentary suffrage to women. 55 The last in particu~

lar was a step to which Harcourt was known to be vehemently op

posed. At the same time there was no mention of Home Rule,

Welsh Disestablishment, or Local Option, which, as a subsequent

annalist ponderously remarked, was "not a little disturbing to

the counsels and inner conclaves of the party.,,5 6 A leading

52Radford to H. Gladstone, 8 January, 1898, B.M. Add. MS
46057, ff. 3-5.

53At least one of Herbert Gladstone's sympathisers demon
strated much greater familiarity with the electoral effects of
the Veto than with its intrinsic qualities. "I am not at all
up in the dreadful question," Robert Spencer wrote the follow
ing summer from Northampton, "I know that in "95 it lost me the
seat here," 10 August, 1898, B.M. Add. MS 46057, f. 64.

?4Stansky, Ambitions, p. 228.

~5The Times, 8 December, 1898.

56Annual Register for 1897, p. 227.
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article in The Times, having noted the absence from the

resolutions of such hitherto established planks in the

Liberal platform, went on to speculate that "Sir William

Harcourt may have made up his mind, though he has never pub-

licly acknowledged it, that the abandonment of the local veto

plan is inevitable.,,57 Later that day there were cheers when

John Morley, speaking to three thousand people in Bristol,

mentioned that it was being argued in some quarters that Local

Option has caused the 1895 defeat. Morley's defence of the

measure took on a very beleaguered tone. He told his audience

that he had heard all kinds of suggestions for dropping items

of policy but that, speaking only for himself, he was averse

to hauling down a single flag. He continued: "I am here to

night--and I know not whether you will agree with me or dis

agree with me--but I am here tonight to say that I thought,

and I still think, that our principle of popular control,

guarded as we guarded it, was a sound principle. n58

Those seeking to haul down the Veto flag were soon

joined by an influential figure in Liberal circles: the Rev.

Guinness Rogers, Chairman of the Congregational Union of

England and Wales. Rogers posed the. question of whether the

Liberal Party was about to collapse. 59 His answer was that it

57The Times, 9 December, 1897.

58Ibid., 10 December, 1897.

59J • G. Rogers. "Is the Liberal Party in Collapse?"
Nineteenth Century, XLIII (January, 1898 ), 135-53.
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would certainly be in a great deal of trouble if it continued

to delude itself by clinging to the outdated and discredited

Newcastle Programme. Writing from a staunchly anti-Harcourt

standpoint, Rogers asserted that the Rosebery ministry had

accomplished more than could reasonably have been expected

and would have accomplished more still but for the "unreason-

able restlessness ll of "enthusiasts ll of various kinds. Even

now the illusion had not been completely dispelled. IIAdvocates

of the Veto," for example, "seem already to have forgotten the

crushing defeat at Derby and the results which followed during

the next fortnight, and to please themselves with the notion

that the one desire of the people is to obtain control over

the liquor trade.,,60

Rogers was well known for his pro-Roseberystance, and

a determined and self-assured leadership could ride out opposi

tion from the National Liberal Federation. But the attitude of

the Liberal Press was significant, and in the main it warmly

approved Gladstone's Manchester speech. Among the dailies the

.sole note of opposition was sounded by the Manchester Guardian.

An editorial in the same issue that carried the report of the

speech opened by praising both the courage and the intellectual

integrity with which Gladstone had presented his case. It then

went on to reaffirm the paper's support for the Veto, though

with careful qualifications. Local Option, it thought, need

. .

60Ibid ., 148-49 ..
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not react badly on the party in the future, provided it was

put before the electorate in the right way. In the past the

Veto had too frequently been presented as a prohibitionists'

charter, instead of as "the very considerable extension of

the democratic principle" which, in the Manchester Guardian's

view, it undoubtedly was. 61 On the other hand the Daily News

observed that Local Option seemed to be a measure that excited

TIthe maximum of hostility" and contained only "a minimum of

good,,,62 and the Daily Chronicle and the Westminster Gazette

joined in support of dropping the Veto. The Westminster

Gazette, in particular, came out vigorously in support of

Herbert Gladstone and through the winter of 1897-98 put out

weighty refutations of W. S. Caine's continuing attempts to

show that strong pro-Veto candidates had fared no worse, and

often better, than other Liberals in 1895. 63

Newspapers sympathetic to the Salisbury Government

naturally made the most of the divisions within the Liberal

Party on Local Option which the Manchester speech had brought

clearly into the open. "Just as in 1886 Mr. Herbert Gladstone

adopted Local Veto for party reasons, so now for party reasons

he renounces it,1Y the Liberal Unionist Scotsman scornfully,

but not unreasonably, proclaimed. 64 But while the Conservative

61Manchester Guardian, 24 November, 1897.

62Daily News, 30 December, 1897.

6~Newton, Caine, pp. 280-81.

64Scotsman, 10 January, 1898.
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Press enjoyed itself ridiculing Herbert Gladstone's tardiness

in coming to accept what it regarded as a self-evident truth,

its general tone was to sympathize with the rough handling he

was receiving from the Veto's adherents and to congratulate

him on his belated "conversion."

There were no congratulations from the other pole. The

Herbert Gladstone's Soliloquylf had no

difficulty in predicting Vetoist reaction to the Manchester

speech. He pictured a rude interruption to Gladstone's dreams

of a Veto-free future:

But hold, alas! I wake, and still
I see once more that dreadful Bill.
Lawson and Caine, with hideous leer,
Still on the gloomy scene appear;
Still the Alliance's loud alarms
Summon the voting host to arms. 65

The radical wing of the Temperance Movement indeed lost

no time in making known its opinion of what Gladstone had done

and was attempting still to do. "I have been threatened!" the

latter emphasised and exclaimed mysteriously in his "Notes on

the Veto," not, presumably, alluding to the gentle hints eman

ating from the Rectory in Devonshire Place that lithe Temperance

Vote is a considerable factor to be reckoned with" and that

"the Temperance sentiment is much deeper, and wider spread, than

most have any notion.,,66 The Rector of Marylebone's first let-

65Manchester Guardian, 27 November, 1897.

66B•M• Add. MS 46092, f. 170; Rev~ W. Barker to H. 'Glad
stone; 24 November, and 10 December, 1897, B.M. Add. MS 46056,
ff. 249, 264.
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ter was written on the same day that Herbert Gladstone's

speech was reported in the Press. Sir Wilfred Lawson was

equally quick off the mark. His letter commenting on the

speech appeared in the Manchester Guardian on 25 November.

The President of the United Kingdom Alliance restricted him

self primarily to denying "the alleged unpopularity of the

veto with the electorate." The reasons for the electoral

disaster of 1895 were still not clear, Lawson claimed, but it

was significant that the five seats which the Liberals had

'gained from their opponents in subsequent by-elections had

all been won by candidates adhering to the Local Veto. Lawson's

early criticisms of Herbert Gladstone's position were somewhat

muted. But in the next few weeks the United Kingdom Alliance

left readers of its weekly publication in no doubt as to what

it felt was at stake. "Mr. Herbert Gladstone," announced the

Secretary of the Alliance, James Whyte, "is conducting a cam-

paign unquestionably for the maintenance of the liquor traffic

and against the Prohibition of it.,,67

Though Herbert Gladstone's campaign was hardly this,

it certainly posed problems for those Liberal Members of Parli

ament who were strong supporters of the Veto. In the future,

were the campaign to succeed, they might well be confronted

with having to decide whether they were primarily Liberals or

Vetoists.For the present, their position was.a delicate.one.

67Alliance ~ews, 20 January, 1898.
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If they were successfully to ride out the anti-Veto campaign

they could not afford to let the very considerable strength

of that movement be underestimated. Yet the stronger anti

Veto sentiment in the Liberal Party appeared to be, the more

the extremer sections of temperance opinion would be provoked

into withdrawing from co-operation with the Liberals, perhaps

even to the extent of setting up their own candidates at elec

tions in opposition to both Liberals and Tories. It was true

that earlier attempts--mostly in the 1870s--to run a separate

temperance candidate had not met with marked success. But

historical precedent was unlikely to weigh heavily with out

raged temperance leaders who felt that the only major party

to have offered them any hope was betraying them.

An instructive example of how one who was both an

ambitious politician and a committed Vetoist reacted to this

situation occurred in Manchester just two months after Herbert

Gladstone's Reform Club speech there. On 22 January, 1898,

the Manchester, Salford and District Temperance Union held its

.annual business meeting. A public conference followed. The

main speaker was David Lloyd George, and the topic for discus

sion was, inevitably, the proposal to drop the Veto from the

-Liberal programme. First the anti-Veto case was put, in a

letter apologizing for the absence of a Manchester Liberal

Member of Parliament. This, while deploring the temperance

movement's lack of success in England in recent years, lamented

the bullying of the rest of it by its extremists, and urged it
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to concentrate on less far-reaching but more effective mea

sures than the Veto. When Lloyd George spoke his strictures

on this kind of attitude were tempered with significant

caution. To be sure, he vigorously contested the anti-Veto

case. Had not Home Rule, depressed trade and Liberal dis

sensions caused the 1895 defeat, rather than dislike of the

Local Control Bill? Were the Liberals in any case to drop a

great cause on account of its temporary unpopularity? Were

Herbert Gladstone's proposals good ones, even if judged on

the lowest vote-catching level? The liquor trade votes and

influence, about which the latter was apparently so anxious,

were hardly likely to be regained by his suggested substitute

measures for the Veto. Dropping the Veto, on the other hand,

would most assuredly disgust a temperance movement which pro

vided the best fighting men in the ranks of the Liberal Party,

men with whom from an electioneering point of view the party

just could not afford to quarrel. Yet at the same time Lloyd

George went out of his way to warn his audience that they

must not ignore political realities. Herbert Gladstone had

given expression to what was undoubtedly the feeling of a

considerable section, and an important section, of the lead

ing Liberals. A~tempts had been made to minimize this fact,

but from his own knowledge he had to admit that there was a

widespread belief that the party might possibly have blundered

in adopting the Veto. This was a reality which temperance men

must face and with which they would have to deal. Lloyd George
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was then confronted with the question for which he must have

come prepared. If the Liberals tried to drop the Veto, should

not temperance men form a separate party to run candidates in

opposition to Herbert Gladstone and those agreeing with him?

Temperance men, Lloyd George replied, should no~concentrate

on explaining the Veto to the electorate, when its manifest

virtues would assure it of success. To secede from the

Liberals and to attempt to form a separate party would be ITa

disastrous mistake.,,68

Nevertheless, what to a politician like Lloyd George

would be a disastrous mistake' seemed to a growing number of

temperance workers to be the only course of action which would

not involve betrayal of their principles and, in many cases,

their life's work. In the spring and early summer of 1898

Temperance denunciations of Herbert Gladstone personally did

abate considerably owing to first the illness and then the

death of his father. 69 But the guLf betwee-n radical temper-

ance opinion and the Liberal Party continued to widen. In

this process the former received definite encouragement from

what they regarded as their significant role in by-elections.

As early as January, 1898, for example, a Temperance Party

had been organized in PlYmouth, in preparation for that con

stituency's forthcoming by-election, by John Newton, the

68Manchester Guardian, 24 January 1898; Lloyd George
Papers, A/8!4!5.

69From now on both in the text and in the footnotes
Herbert Gladstone will normally be referred to simply as
Gladstone.
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Alliance's District SupBrintendent for Devon, Cornwall and

Somerset, a close friend and subsequent biographer of W. S.

Caine. While it did not attempt to run its own candidate,

it made its support for the others dependent on their pledged

commitment to a Harcourt-type Local Control Bill. Mendl, the

Liberal candidate, gave this pledge, while Guest, his Conser

vative opponent, refused. At the poll the Tory victory of

1895 was transformed into a Liberal win by 164 votes, a mar

gin which Newton for one was convinced was due to Conserva-

tive temperance men having either abstained or voted for Mendl.70

It was not long before this threat to withdraw support

from any candidate not declaring himself for the Veto was ap

plied against the Liberals as well. In Kennington a campaign

was started against the prospective Liberal candidate, Mark

Beaufoy. Beaufoy, who had sat for Kennington from 1889 to

1895, was a manufacturer--surely the right word--of British

Wlnes. In the by-election at Durham in the summer of 1898

support was withdrawn from Boyd, the Liberal, who, quite pos

sibly as a result, failed to be returned. This last action

was publicly endorsed by W. S. Caine. Less than twelve years

before Caine had approached this kind of situation very dif

ferently. "Many temperance men," he had then written, flare

able to divest themselves of all considerations of other

70See Newton's letter to Gladstone of 11 June, 1898,
contesting the latter's claim to the contrary, B.M. Add. MS
} An£::.7 f'f £::. £::._£::.ALt ...... -.,.., {, -- • ""',,/ ,,--
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political questions, and make what is known as "Local Option"

the sole basis of their support of candidates for Parliament.

To my mind such a position would be absurd, and quite unten

able for a member of Parliament.,,71 In 1898 many radical

temperance men believed that, far from being absurd, to divest

themselves of all other political considerations but the Veto

was the only reasonable course of action open to them.

It was, therefore, no great surprise when in the fol

lowing summer this movement was carried to its logical conclu

sion, especially since the provocation was considerable. The

Liberal Member for Osgoldcross in Yorkshire was Sir John

Austin, a maltster. Inspired, presumably, by Gladstone's

anti-Veto campaign and the subsequent reaction, he declared

himself wholeheartedly against Local Option. The resulting

temperance protest in the constituency, strenuously backed by

the United Kingdom Alliance, was such that Austin felt obliged

to take the Chiltern Hundreds and put himself forward for re

election. Shrewdly, the Conservatives declined to nominate a

candidate, though Austin had been opposed in 1895. Faced with

the prospect of Austin's being returned unopposed, adherents

of the Veto took up the challenge and put forward as a "Pro

hibitionist" candidate the youthful Charles Roberts, a member

of the Alliance and a son-in-law of one of Temperance's most

fearsome champions, the Countess of Carlisle. The 5 July poll

71Caine to "a friendly correspondent," 13 March, 1887,
Newton, Caine, pp. 180-81.
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saw Austin retain his seat with 5,818 votes, 699 more than in

the General Election and 67 per cent of the poll as against

56 per cent in 1895. But the 2,893 votes which Roberts col-

lected were more than enough in the eyes of his supporters to

justify the step they had taken in opposing the official

Liberal candidate. 72

It might seem, then, that the increasing repudiation

in 1898 and 1899 of its previous entente with the Liberal

Party owed much to the radical or prohibitionist wing of the

temperance movement's growing confidence in its own strength

as a political force. In reality, however, the steps taken

were a symptom of weakness. Men like Lloyd George, who were

politicians before they were Vetoists, naturally had strong

motives of self-interest to keep the temperance vote looking

to the Liberals. But they were right when they pointed out

that the temperance movement could not hope to achieve its

legislative objectives without working through one of the major

political parties. The reaction of radical temperance opinion

in the two years following Gladstone's anti-Veto initiative

was motivated less by self-confidence than by fear: a fear

that they were losing their hold over the Liberal Party's

temperance policy.

There were grounds enough for this fear. Throughout

1898 and the first half of 1899 the consensus of Liberal opin-

72Ibid., p. 187.
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ion in the country seemed to be turning decisively away from

the Veto as an item of practical policy. John Morley did

his best to keep the Vetoist flag flying high. In Stirling

on 27 January, 1898, he noted that a considerable discussion

seemed to be taking place as to what position the Liberals

should adopt on the "vital and far-reaching" subject of tem-

perance reform. It was, he observed, a discussion which was

hardly well-timed in view of the fact that the Royal Commis

sion would probably be reporting later in the year and that

the Liberals in any case were not the party in power. 73 In

March he spoke at Leicester, where the Council of the National

Liberal Federation was holding its annual conference, and told

his audience that no area of practicable social reform was so

important as was temperance reform. He stuck by every item

on the Newcastle Programme and held to the principle of local

popular control of the liquor traffic. But he was, he care

fully pointed out, "speaking for no one but m-jself. u74

Augustine Birrell spoke for many. Addressing the conference

directly, on the previous day he had thundered against "the

drink traffic, which, as at present carried on, was the enemy

of the human race," and deplored the "cancerous growth" of the

tied-house system. Then, to cheers from his audience, Birrell

had gone on to express the hope that the Liberal Party would

73 The Times, 28 January, 1898.

74Ibid'~' 23 March, 1898; also quoted in part in Hamer,
Morley, pp.n-307 , 327. .
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not be prevented from dealing with the "accursed trade fl by

any "foolish adherence to a shibboleth or to any particular

plan. 1175 The anti-Trade rhetoric was in the grand tradition,

but the voice was not the voice of 1895.

An article by Frederick Dolman which appeared in the

Fortnightly Review in February, 1899--but which was apparent-

ly written before the departure of Harcourt and Morley the

previous December--provides a good illustration of the impact

the anti-Veto campaign had on an informed and intelligent

Liberal supporter. 76

Dolman was a young free-lance jomrnalist, a future

editor of the Art Trade Journal. He was later to sit on the

London County Council, and he took a close interest in poli~

tics. In his opinion:

The attitude of Liberal candidates at several bye
elections • • • and frank discussion of the question in
Liberal journals, and the speeches of Mr. Herbert Glad
stone M.P.--these and other things indicate a widespread
feeling in the Liberal Party which calls for a full re
consideration of its ~osition on what is termed the
Temperance Question.7?

Dolman then proceeded with his own contribution to the recon

sideration. Clearly, he said, Local Veto had harmed the

Liberal cause at the last General Election. But, he went on,

that fact in itself might not be sufficient reason for drop-

75The Times, 22 March, 1898.

76Frederick Dolman, flThe Liberal Party and the Local
Veto," Fortnightly Review, LXV n.s. (February, 1899), 248-59.

77Ibid., p. 249 ..
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ping the measure. Supporters of the Veto, though they usually

denied that it had damaged the Liberals in 1895, also argued

that even if the Veto were shown to be unpopular the Liberals

should still persevere with it, as they had successfully done

with previous moral crusades. But, Dolman argued in return,

the analogy was not a true one. On a vital point Local Option

differed from previous crusades. Extension of the franchise,

emancipation of slaves, education of children, even Home Rule

itself in a sense, had all been appeals to the enfranchised on

behalf of the unenfranchised. But Local Veto had been reject

ed by the electors, mostly working-class, for whose benefit it

was intended, and "upon whose approving votes its efficiency

as practical measure must entirely depend.,,78

Dolman then went on to refute two f~rther arguments

for retention of the Veto. It had been maintained that to

drop it now would be to surrender to the Trade. But if the

Liberal Party now changed its ground on this question it would

not be to please the publicans, but to serve the interests which

were committed to its charge. It had also been maintained in

some quarters that the Veto could not be dropped because the

Liberal leadership, and Harcourt and Morley in particular,

were personally committed to its advocacy. But this was a

specious argument. The resentment felt by these men as a re

sult of the ruthlessness the Trade had shown in the 1895 Elec
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tion was natural enough, but it should not be allowed to·

determine future Liberal policy. "The duty of leaders is to

lead," Dolman wrote:

but the rank and file will rightly insist on retracing
their steps when the path is one which ends in disaster.
In perceiving this fact, Mr. Herbert Gladstone, of all
the Liberal leaders, has given the best evidence which
has been forthcoming for more than two years of capacity
for leadership.79

The question of leadership was indeed a vital one.

The battle for and against the Veto permeated all branches of

the party organization. In the Women's Liberal Federation,

for example, the contest was especially bitter. In July,

1898, the President, Lady Carlisle, reported to her daughter:

I was 6! hours (!) on my W.L.F. Executive on Tuesday and
had great storms about the Direct Veto. I wanted them
to take a stronger attitude towards the weak-kneed can
didates. They would not do so and I resigned my Presi
dency. They then asked a week to consider and now I hear
they are coming round and all may yet be well--but I am
inclined to agree partly with Mrs. Phillimore who says
the- majority of them are "kid-gloved politicians." They

~~:yn~~er~~~s~f~~~~g~fi~i~~~;~s~~~hi~~;r~~d~~~~~~~l~~~0

Feeling, as they did, that Liberal officialdom was ranged

against them, the supporters of the Veto naturally tended to

place their reliance increasingly on the continued presence

among the party leadership of those who shared their views.

79Ibid ., p. 251.

80Charles Roberts, The Radical Countess (Carlisle, 1962),
pp. 92-93. Frances Howard was never afraid of displeasing
anyone, Liberal officials perhaps least of all. She had her
way here, as usual, and for the present her regiment of
Liberal women remained true to the cause.
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It was some small comfort that the National Liberal Federa

tion in 1898 declined to discuss possible changes of licens

ing policy in anticipation of the Royal Commission's findings,

but security for the future seemed more and more to depend on

the influence of men like Harcourt, John Morley and the

Liberal Chief Whip, Tom Ellis.

Within a few months all three were gone. Harcourt

was the first. In December, 1898, he resigned his leadership

of the Party in the Commons, and Morley followed him by with

drawing from the Liberal "Shadow Cabinet." The departure of

Harcourt was a particularly severe blow to radical Temperance

men. W. S. Caine spoke emotionally of him at an Alliance

meeting in Bradford immediately after the resignation:

Sir William stood by them in their hour of darkness; he
presided over the annual meeting of the United Kingdom
Alliance when other statesmen held aloof from their
movement • • • the leader of the House of Commons who
had the courage to recognize what was best for the people
with regard to the liquor traffic, and the courage to
~~i~gv~~yae~;~~r~~tC~~~~~~~~~to deal with that traffic

The more hysterical members of the temperance movement were

of course convinced that Harcourt's resignation was forced

upon him by a Liquor Trade plot. Even when writing about the

resignation nearly a decade later, Caine's biographer, him-

self an Alliance man, was still speculating about the motives

of the "unscrupulous section," driven on by their hatred of

.81Quoted from the Alliance News by Newton, Caine, pp.
282-83.
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Local Option, who were "quite prepared to create a split in
82their own party" in order to stifle the measure.

This conspiracy theory need not be taken seriously.

Harcourt had never been able to establish full control of the

Party in the first place, his failure in the South African

Committee doomed him, and he apparently saw his own resigna
~':l

tion as an attack on Imperialism.v~ The movement within the

Party against the Veto was more a sYmptom of his lack of

authority than its cause. His going nevertheless represented

at least a vicarious triumph for the Veto's opponents and left

its supporters with a deepened conviction that their cause was

under heavy siege. The new leader, Sir Henry Campbell

Bannerman, was at least known to be in general sYmpathy with

temperance ideals, especially where his native Scotland was

concerned, and was likely to view a Veto policy with more

favour than the main alternative, Asquith. But it was antici-

pated that he might be pliable.

Within four months of Harcourt's departure the worst

fears of the Vetoists seemed to have been justified. On

Ellis's death the post of Chief Whip, was offered to Gladstone,

and a Vice-President of the United Kingdom Alliance was suc

ceeded in this influential position in the Liberal hierarchy

by the man publicly branded by the Alliance's Secretary as

82Newton, Caine, p. 282.

81 ~. • A" ..
-~0~ansKY, mOl~lons, pp. 262-70.
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conducting a campaign for the maintenance of the liquor traf

fic.

It was a clear sign of how low the Vetoist cause had

fallen that this last fact gave no qualms to the two new

leading Liberals, Campbell-Bannerman and Asquith. Their main

concern before offering the appointment was that Gladstone

might not accept On both 7 and 8 April Campbell-Bannerman

wrote to Asquith from Dover on the problem of finding a re

placement for Ellis. In his second letter he reviewed the

alternatives:

If we continue to team and merely add at its tail
there is no difficulty.

But if you create a fresh head, it seems to me that
there is one man who, if he consented, might be brought
in without too much heart-burning, viz. Herbert G~

He has the necessary Parliamentary weight and sta
bility, & the name is a power in the country. He has
won his spurs at this sort of work by what he has done
at the N[ational] L[iberal] C[lub] ••••

Would he tak~it? I think if pressure was brought
on him he might. 84

From London Asquith replied:

Curiously enough, the same idea had occurred to me
quite independently--viz. that HG is not only the fittest
man forthe post, but that his appointment to it would
give the most general satisfaction to the party, and
cause the least ruffling of the sensibilities of the
present team. • • •

I am satisfied that, if it can be arranged, it is the
best solution, but I am doubtful as to his acceptance. 85

Gladstone did accept the post, but he was very careful

84C~B. to Asquith, 8 April, 1899, Asquith Papers, IX,
ff. 179-80.

85ASquith to C.B., 10 April, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41210,
ff. 167-68:
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to make sure that his position on the Veto was taken into

account. When on the morning of 12 April he was approached

by Campbell-Bannerman he pointed out that on this issue, as

well as on Ireland and Church questions, he had "hitherto

taken a more or less independent line." Writing to his leader

later the same day, he concluded that, while the last two

should prove no difficulty, the first at least required fur

ther comment:

With regard to the Local Veto it is only right that I
should make clear my position relative to my constituents.
I was returned in 1895 as a supporter of the Veto. Since
then I have told my constituents that I could no longer
accept the Veto policy as a question of practical politics.
It therefore follows that if they called on me to support
a motion or a Bill embodying the Veto I should have to
offer them my resignation. I don't think they would accept
it because I have met my "Two Hundred" & discussed the
whole subject with them, & received a vote of confidence
at a large representative meeting to which there were only
two dissentients. Therefore I don't see any insuperable
diffic~lty here, but I think it right to let you know the
facts. 06

Campbell-Bannerman, not surprisingly in view of the recent cor

respondence with Asquith, sent the immediate assurance that the

considerations which Gladstone had placed before him formed

"no obstacle.,,87

Those who were strongly either for or against the Veto

naturally responded in very differing fashions to the news of

Gladstone's appointment. If the reaction of Charles Gold is a

86 to C.B. , 12 April, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41215,Gladstone
ff. 66-67.

87C.E. to Gladstone, 1~ April, 1 gaa B.M. Add. MS 1+5987 ;~.,., ~~//,

f. 11.
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reliable guide, the small group of Liberal Members of Parli-

ament connected with the Licensed Trade was overjoyed. Gold,

the Member for Saffron Walden, was a director of W. & A.

Gilbey's. "r am more than delighted that you have induced

Mr. Herbert Gladstone to accept the office of Chief Whip,"

he wrote to Campbell-Bannerman. "r have told all my friends

for days past that he is the one man capable of pulling the

party together.,,88 But Gladstone's appointment swelled the

rising tide of Vetoist distrust of the Liberal Party's cen

tral officials, and in his new office he was soon confronted

by a series of demonstrations of radical temperance's discon

tent in the constituencies, of which that at Osgoldcross in

June and early July was only the most spectacular example. On

at least one occasion a local protest of this kind seemed to

be less a stand on principle than a deliberate trial of

strength with the new Chief Whip. "The York people • • • are

at present innrj bad books," he told Campbell-Bannerman early

in September, "for the temperance faddists won't accept the

smartest of my candidates--Jack Menzies--because he is a dis

tillery director, though he is sound on temperance reform so

far as I know.,,89

The resentment of radical temperance men was the more

88Gold to C.B., 14 April, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41235, ff.
32-33.

89Gladstone to C.B., 3 September, 1899, B.M. Add MS
41215, ff. 76-77.
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understandable since they found themselves with cause to de

plore not merely the fact of Gladstone's appointment but also

its timing. The latter took up his new office, with its

.special responsibilities and--in the right hands--opportunities

for co-ordinating party opinion, just at the moment when the

long-awaited findings of the Royal Commission on the Liquor

Licensing Laws were about to provide a new field of contro

versy for the temperance. movement and the Liberal Party alike.



CHAPTER SIX

THE }lOYAL COHlVIIS.sIC\~\j ON THE LIQUOR. LICENSING LAWS}

1.896-99

11"18 i nV.3sti.gat.ion of the liquor lic8::lsing 1a",;s by a

Royal Gom'nission. which began in 1896 became one of the most

extensive official enquiries ever undert.ak'SD in Pritain. The

Comndss~on 'V.rae; appoint.ed in the spr=-n€~ cf 1896 and it W8.S t.he

summer of' 1899 before its Final Report---in re9.lity two dis-

tinct repor>ts--was presented to PCi.r.l~ar,lbrft. In the inte:.·-

vcning psricd tbe Commission held. 134 8itc~,-ngs, questioned

259 ....·iitIl(~3s.es and h8ard ?~·,451 answers. Apart freIT'. fi'is

pureJ.y formal int.erim reports, the t;·.jc;r..ty-fonr CormrdssioLers

issu.ed nine volumes of evidence and appenjices, a Final

Hepc:ct and 9.n index. These eleven folio volume s, containing

oyer fOl~r ttcusa:'1cl closely printed pages ~ cos·t the taxpayer

nearly ei.ght thousand pounds. 1 The magnitudG of the enquiry

I'eflec:tc:d the extent of current co~(:er:;:-l vvith the drink probler.c..
--_._--------- ._-_.__.__..__ ..__._-----

127 ,880, 17s. 100.. On the grcundf3 that i'urt}-"p.r expense
could not ce justified, the translation of all cr part of the
CormrL~ssiuilf s fh::.dings into ~\Te1sh was rejected , despite strong
rep.resentatiolls from s8veral vvelsh lI-LP. s, in partiCl::.lar J. H.
R(lberts, himself ODe oi the commissioners. See the let,ters
from. i1.obfc:rts to the Home Se~l'et::.iry, Sir Mat.thE';d TtJhite Hidley,
31 July and 3 AU8ust, 1899, Public Record Office, Home Office
Papers Class 45, 10151/B20998/42-43. It is ur.fortanate that
this £'ile, the ollly one v\;hieh re12.tes directly to the ConElis·
sion, is incomplete. Of its origin3.l fifty-six items, Ill.nr..bers
1.~3(j, hO-h1, 45, 47 and 50 have been destroyed. -
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The manner of the C()mrrd"~"3sion's appcJ:LntlTl.ent, the composition

of its membership, l:.hefeuciing of i~~s mE'Tabei.~s 1 tl18 fate of the

two repoy.;ts which i-t produced: ail of the~3e illustrated -ellS

extE::11.t of the c Gutrover-sy vv'hich su.rr·o"u.ndeci. the liqlJ.or licen-

sing qLlest5.on in tho::; last years of t:w ninete6nth centur.'l.

If justifi~~tion ware needed for an enquiry into the

operation and administrat,ion of th3 li:tLlOr licens:lng laws it

could certainly be found in the extreL1aly imrolved and Oft·'::;Il

.C" f' +" .. . - ... t' 2
con~useQ state 0 ~!~ eXlstlng leglsla·loIl. But the fact

Un~cnist administration-·--::.tYld especially one headed by Lcrd

Salisbu:r'y~·-u:ndel~stctndablybrought forth many a scept.ical

reaction.

knev-l wh'J knevl anythi.ng, that the appointment of a COllillli2s2.on

was only a move ·to postpone any dealing "With the liquor

1q1.wstion. 1I~ Another interpretation of the government' 3

action differed from Lawson f s but Vf:3.S no less cynical. Ed'ward

Forrj.tt implied t.hat Salisbury and Balfour m.ight have agre8d

to an enql..::.iry, not in order to postpone passing 9. measure :)f

temperance reform i,'lhj.ch would offend "t.lls ti':'ade; but~ so as to

a·void legislation in the trade interest, thus ensuring the

continued vigour of trade support. Writ..;ing for an American

audience at a time when the Commission had been sitting for

r)

~." .vee o.oove, Chapter TVI0.

30... ~ W,,' E.
(lCj07) , p. 23h.
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nearly three years, he ~~plaiLed how

the trade had hoped t~at in return £or its great ser~ic85

at the election in lcS!5, tlrle government wO'lld ir.1Il1ed:i.J:3.t81y
set it. at l~est by a mea.sure of licensing re.form in Khich
comp0nsation would be gr3nted to all hnlders of llqlio~

licenses vJho li~ight be dist.'.lrbed. But, instead of doing
this, the govcrYlJnent appointed a royal commission. There
vril.l" be no logislJ.-::'~.on until after t>he commission lHs
reported. The likelihood is th~t there will be no legis
ia"S:i.cm auring the lifet.ime of -ebe House of Gor:'.L'TWllS elec ted
in 1895; so th3i:; if the J.iqlior tr:J.5e desires to nake sure
of compensation it will ha~e ~o repeat its efforts of,1895
in behalf of' the Tories ::It t~G l""ext general election.Lr

Theories such as those peri~ps help account for the

pa:ctj.cular f::)r\rJ the enOl~i:r'y took. but as Gxplanations of y,rh-J,T
J." ,

ODQ ~as established ae all t~ey appear to be wide of the mark.

lead2r.::::hip rr..[C\cls L":;' secret of the fact tlla t it ;vas d~sincl:i.ned

tc grapple wj.th t.t.s licensing refor'ill issue in the fcre seea bl<e;

.fut:,ure. 5 'I'he i!ld~.cations are t~at the initiatlve for an

enquiry did not originate w:i.t~ ·the Unionist leadership and

that it fi~ally accepted trie idea. only after consid.erable

hesitation, if not with reluctance. As early as 10 September,

J895, representatives of the Westminster Licensing Reform Com-

mittee had written to Balfour, the First Lord of the Treasury

in the new government, suggesting that the present mom8~,:,\t WC.S

a favourable one fer action on the licensing question and re-

que~;ting 17t.hs appointment of a Parliamentary commit.-te,:; at the

--------
I
+EdwBX'd Porritt, lI'1'he Liquor Interests in Englisi1.

Poli"Gi2s. l! The Chaut~c.ou~~ [Meadville, Pa. J, XXV!II (l\.'.iarch,
1899), .55 8 .

53ee abOVE;, Chapter F01'.t.C.
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earliest poss~_ble moment: tc' be followed by the introduction

by the Govcrr:"Gtent of a. Bill ''''lhich should embody the reCOl;1

mendations and conclusions of such committee." 6 The viJest-·

minster Licensi.ng Reform Committee included a nu.'Tiber of back-·

bench supporters of the Salisbury administration known for

'theh'" symp8,thy with the cause of temperance reform; it had

been founded four years earlier at a meeting at the West~

minster Palace Hotel chaired by Sir William Houldsworth,

Conservative M. P. for North Wes't V18.nchester and President of
,.-.,

the National Conservative and Unionist Temperance Association. {

Among the representatives of the Committee who wrote to Balfour

1'<,er8 thr38 Liberal Unionist; M.P.s: Thomas Bolitho (Cornwa=Ll:

St. Ives) ,Leonard Courtney (Cornwall, Bodmin) c',nd Thome.s Lea

8(Londonderry Sout.h). Balfour waited a month before replying,

and then on 7 October 1"irote back to say that the suggestion

would "receive the consideration of her Majesty's Govern-

n,er.t, 119
11 .I. v •

Widely differing points of view on the temperance

question came together in the autumn of 1895 in urging action

6Letter published in The Times, 23 October, 1895.

7Evidence of John Westlake, Q.C., 8 June, 1898, quo
67 ,107, J/~R; VIII, 485.

8The othel~s who signed were J'ohn Westlake, Professor
0:[' Ini~(n'national Lm'{ at Cambridge, and Francis Fox, Reynolds
Fox and Stephen Bourne, leading members of the Society of
Friends.

9Letter published in 'I'he Times, 23 October, 1895.
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on the nevv' gov8:.:~rrn8nt. in the arei:-'. of licen~;ing referm. Men

vrho VJ{-::T\:"". by no lllc::..ns adv0c:ates of' r2.dical te::n.1JGraD8e reform

conld still be to· see a quick resolution of the complex-

i ties of' the exist:i.ng liquor legislatior:. J. Moo! e Be.yley, a

Birm:i.ngh3.ill Counc:il}oY", dec:laredthat the presen"':; cCJniition of

the licensing law was If a scandal Lo our Stat1}.t.e-book . a

'branci lJf our 2nd

that it presented ali obVj.Ol).S clpportnnity UfoI' the TJnicnist

Goverrm1611t to place on the 3~~8:t·J.t'8-book a riCJm::ment t-::; its exis-

10
tence of moderation and. practical advantago to the State. ll

-

cel"'.£led wit-b. meo.t.-;u:ces to pr'omote temferance l,han WJ.th lega 1_

reform, 8.nd. 2~ti.ll favo'u.red the principle o~ t~he Vc-;to, cespite

its bf:~lief tlm J
L; "J.nbounded and unscr'upulous r::1isrepresentC\tion

or the IJocal Vet,o Bill lf had helped bring about the recent

Li'ber8l defeat. 7et in a le3.ding article it. too L=:>ok.ed for

a Un::"onist ir..:Ltia tj.\!e, even if on.ly a limited QDe:

It is for the other side to take action now. and it is
for the Liberal party to encourage them so long as their
action promises to be not purely retrograde an.d mis
chiev;:)us. The admission of "the frightful evils of the
dri.nk t.raffic aE.~ it exists at. v:cesent is not confined to
me.mbers of the Liberal party.lJ...

Sir ~'n":;.J.iam Houlds\nlorth was undoubtedly one of the

men referred to in this last sentence. On 21 October he was

at the Manchsster Town Hall, where he addressed a gathering
--_._.._~ ..

lOLeT.ter 1;0 5~iq., 19 September, 1895.

-----------

1 1
J....L·.\tia.nc})C c·t-Pro G1lardl'Bll '.?~ Octr"O'-"I-', 1°95.=-...:.__.: ....::..~~~...::.~,-..::..~ -) - .J Iv "-" ~ o.
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o:f.' members of t.he Church of England Temperance Society. He

bear on the Government to appoint a Royal Commission to in-

vestigate the licensing question. This would not, he thought,

entail serious delay, and the evidence before the COIY'lnission,

together with its recommendations; mi.ght form. the basis of
J

legislation in the follul,'Jing session of Parliament. 10 cheers

he announced that he personally intended. to urge the Govern-

ment to appojx~t a Commission and that he ""i'Ould welcome the

S . t ' t 12oele y s suppor .

Houldswo:cth's advice was quickly taken UD. At London

House in the first week of November the Bishop of London and

President of the Church of England Temperance Society,

Frederick Temp18, presided over a large gathering of "clerical

representatives of the various Christian bodies in England and

Scotland. lI which came together specifically to formulate a

o • t h t d t l"-gl" s· ].0. ....... -;on· .13 '1'1.'J 0111 - approac.L OV\'8.I' s emperance '= _ v--'- 11econtor~

ence agreed to press for a nmnber of particular licensing

reforms, but also resolved "that since such various methods

involve the consideration of acutely controversial questions,

her Majesty's Government be petitioned to appoint a Parliamen

tary Comm=~ttee of bot,h Houses to enquire into the rna tter. ,,14

12Ibid ., 22 October, 1895.

13mh ·To ~ M b 8'9-.~ e lme~, 0 novemer, 1 5.
14Ibid .



Tn bhe n~iddle of' January the Archbis:hcp of Ca:J:~8rbur:,r, E. iil.

tbe Episcopo.l Benel: for a::-i enquiry t.o be appointed :;_nto tbe

who] e question of licensing reform. 15 A I!lon1~h 19. t;er thic

request was emb'Jdied :Ln <1 :cesolut:i_on ·Jf the Upper House of

. 16
Convocatl.on.

The pX'essll1 18 CIl

con:::d.dera.b1e. The eemo.nd l:Yr a:l enqui ry was J.ed, not by

pcliticaloPPcDsnts or by radical temperance organizations;

but by ;,len from the Government t sown back-beYlches and by

the Church oi' England. For cbvious re9.SJi1S admL:.i.stI'CiticES

find it much h2:ccJ.er to ref1..l.se thei.r fl'ienc.s ·~hau their fees.

a fact of 1"1~ich the Bishop of :!>:mdcm was e virlent.ly ibIsll

ewa-::-e. On 7 l!'ebru3.ry Temple and rane othel' bishops led a

Church of England Temperance Society deputation to Balfour

aTd Salisbu:cy, vvhc VIera carefully reminded that flo. very l:':lrge

majority of members of the society were supporters of the

17present Government." Four days later Parliament assembled

f0T the new "388sion, having not met since the previous

September. Lt question timo on the 20th Balfour '\AlaS asked

vlhether i.t V.'i-': s the Government f s intention to appoint a Royal

C0~nission to investigate the licensing question. Balfour

replied that the Government had no objection to an inquiry,

15Il?id" 18 ,]alluary,

16J h I~ ~ w no n ~ e 1(.)' v (>n, vv, L>.

1896.

(1907), p. 277.

8 Februarv. 18Q6 .. , '
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provided it could be sure that there was fl some agreement as

to the terms of reference among the various persons interested

in this difficult subject. illS

The qualification was important. The form the

enquiry would take, the composition of its membership and

it;s terms of reference were the Government's direct responsi-

bility, and it soon became clear that it was thinking in

terms of a Royal Commission, with the majority of the com-

missioners drawn from the licensed trade and from the tem-

perance movement. Whether both sides could be induced to

come together in this way was uncertain. :Many sectior..s of

the licensed tracie were prepared to accept an enquiry provided

that it took the form of a Royal Commission on which they

co ...lld be directly represented, but others agreed ',v-i_th the

Lancashire deJ.egates to a licen;.')ed trade conference held in

JJcr..dOl1 on 10 March that even this form of enq"l,-iry should be

opposed as unnecessary and as likely to int:coduce an element

of uncertaiEty intu a lawful business, and two weeks later

80me brm'lers 1;v\~re .3till il showing a strong indisposition to

ha're anything to do ',lith the Commission. ,,19 On the temper-

anc2 side, too, it leoked as though thc:~e might brs diffi.-

cultiE's. The more radical .temperance men argued that all

ths fae t3 were known and that what ":vas needed was action,
----_._-------_._---

11 and



not furthe:!.' informat,ion. In published in
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1'he Tir.1es

n 1. / H. ·h C' • 1,r • -. .p r-OI b .L~iCt.rcj, 0lr uvJLLr·eJ. issue of

C\ Royal Conrrni~)sion to inquil'8 into our' )~iquor Laws 8'3ems now

to have been decided on,11 lie \·lished to n~ake clear tr.Le atti-

tULle of the United Kingdom All i8.nCE:-\:

':Chat association :bas not aE;v~ed fOl~ any iFqn:iry, £.coither
h8.78 the represelltatiifBS of the licensed tr2de done
~3 () 9

J: myself am rather a:r:.cxicus ~chat. th').32 whe interest
t.:lems81ves in these nnttsrs ShOLlld know thc\t I h,3.ve iiO

responsibility 'whatever for "the appointl!IOnt 0f this
Commission, rlor for the per:::;ons who may be selecteu to
serve on it..

Lawson ended h:Ls le~ter by st.ating that, whatever the find-·

ings of the COlYJnission should prove te be, he-nand by impli-

cation t.be Alliance as a body·--would con~~inue to press for

Lawson f 3 atti.tude wa.s one of disavowal of reslJonsi··

bility ra t,her than of o'.xtright hostility. On 7 Fe bruary

'tile Bishop of Londor.. had assured Balfour :md Salisbury that

e\~en the mOl~e " extreme ll temperance soci3ties like the

Alliance and the Good 'llemplars were prepared to follow the

Ch 1 "E 1 i -1' S . t f - • 20 - thur~ '1 01. ng am 'emperance OCle y s .Leacl, and _e

Government certainly appears to have had. less difficulty

finding representative temperance men to serve as conmlis-

sioners than it had in other areas of the Commission's mem-

bership. One-third of the commissioners were to represent

the '~em'peranc:e movement and one-third the licexl::3ed trade:
----._-_._._-----_._-------

February, 1896.



i'vith the remaining third supposedly representing flneatral"

opil1ion: 1!C"bristians at large ll was how Lawson jokingly

~. 21referrec1. vO then. Balfou:c, despite being ~losely pressed

on the subject in the House of Commons throughout t.he fined

vveek in March, was unable to ar~.nounce the names of the com-

.. ~ . 1 th .. +- d f .... ' tb 22rnlSSlone:('s UllGJ.~. - e ..Las.... .ay 0 line mon u 3r;.;: days

eaJ:'lier the 10bbv corresDondenT, of The TiIiles had been able.v J. ._

to predict with complete accuracy the names of the eight

tempE-rance cormnissioners. Yet t.he same wr~t.er sU8cessfnlly

forecast only six of the eight who eventually became com-

missioners 'representing the licensed trade, and onl.y six of

• , n': -rht. Itnel"t-ra lf! .. 23(.ne "'1.(; _ . 1.-, _ C ormalssloners.

On the same occasion ~h3t he announced the Royal

COIn..'Tlission T S membership and tl~a.t Viscount Pee]. 1:\T3.S to be its

Chairman, Balfour also made public the t,erms of reference.

They were:

To enquire into the Operation and Administration of the
Laws ~elating to the Sale of Intoxicating Liquors, and
to examine and report upon the proposals that may be
made for amending the aforesaid laws in the public inter
est, due regard beir..g had to the rights of individuals. 24

21R 1 ., 1 L ') 34. ·L.sseL~, awson, p. ~~_ I.

22Even then he named only twenty-three of the twenty
four. 'Ih'3 appointment of the eighth and. last "neutral," Vis
count de Vesr::i, was not announced until 10 April. See
Balfour's answers to questions from William Redmond (Clare
East) o~ 26 V~rch, from William Johnston (Belfast South) on
30 H'arch, from Johnston and Patrick O'Brien (Kilkenny) on 31
March, and from Timothy Healy (Louth North') on '10 AP1~il,

P2.~el. Debates, 4th series, XXXIX, c. 185, 389, 522, 679.

23The_TimG~, 25 ~~rch, 1896.

24.parl. Debate.s, 4th series, XXXIX, c. 522.
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t8I!lpE:;rmlCe mOVem8!lt and the licensed trade) htlt also F.

potential ba ttle-g::.~ound. Cle8.:4'J.y the t€wperanc e c O,rJITd.fjs:i one~s

\i'.fOuld emphasize FCOPOSEJ.ls lOI' amending; ·vhe li.quo~1 lav1s in

sioners would stre~s thp riBhts of individuals.

Balfoll.r made no at'r,empt to gloss 0VE.;r the obvious

fact that the meml-,er'ship of the Con:mission had been deliber-

ately constituted so as to balance the opposing forces of the

tewperance movement aad the l~ce!.lsed trac.8, aDd that as s

result, a"e, least six-eeen of the tVii'e~1ty-four commissioners 1;>~--

gan the e!:lquiry vdth Clnythj ng; 'out an open ~Ilind on the 3 ' ;.bj Get

ullde~ invest :~g2.tion. III have endeavoured to fa':rJy "L'ep:!"18sent

all inte:cests c1.nd all parts oJ' the country, II he r3xplained. to

the House of Commons when he announced the names of the COTI1-

on" ,-," c: 25
1UlSb]On8r~. By this he meant that. he had tried to give due

representati·.re '(:eight to t1:.8 moderate and radical stream.s of

temperance opinion and te the various sections of the licensed

t..rade, and t,hat within the temperance group there were five

r.O!YIIC1:..LSbioners from different parts of England and one each

~('epY'~sellt:LDg Sco·tland, vJales and Irelan6..

The eight commissione:rs f:com the temperance movement

V18re 'IhOHle.S Whittaker) William Sprostan Caine, J. HArbert

Robex'ts, Sir Ch::lrles Cameron, Dr. Frederick Temple, Dr.
--_.--.-----_._--
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Hercules Dickinson, Sir William Houldswarth and William

Allen. The first four of these represented thA vetoist wing

of the movement, Whittaker and Caine being Vice-Presidents

U·· d K' d A 1~.. ~:6 T 1 h B' 1 fof the TIl te . lng .om fL_l.l811ce. enip e, w 0 -.vas lS.nOP 0

London when the Commi:3sion ·i'l'3.S appointed but who became

Archbishop of Canterbury in the 1ast weeks of 1896, was in a

more ambiguous position; he W3S President t)f the tvw leading

non-prohibitionist societies, -:-he National Temperance League

and the Church of England 'remperance Society-, but was kno'/ftl

to be personally- favourable to t·he Veto. Dickinson, Houlds-

worth and Allen v:,~re non-prol1ibitionists. Dickinson was Dean

of the Chapel Royal, Professor of PastoJ.1 al Theology at

Trinity College, DTIblin, and a Vice-President of the Church

of Ireland TAmperance Society. Houldsworth was President of

the National Conservative and Unionist Temperance Association.

Allen} a lead:Lng member of the Tied House Tenants' League,

was very much the odd-man-out. Only twenty-five years old

and far younger than any of the other comInissioners, he was

subsequently disowned by Whittaker for having been involved

in promoting a b:,:'el'Iery company while the Commission was

. tt' 27 C th t . .Sl ,lUg. ameron was e emperance conlilllSSloner repre-

26Hoberts was Cainets son-in-law, having married Hannah
Caine in 1893. In 1897 another of Caine's daughters, Ruth,
married J. Herbert Lewis. Lewis, like Roberts, was a Welsh
Liberal M.P. (he succeeded Roberts in Flint Boroughs in 1892)
and a vetoist, and he was one of the witnesses who appeared
before the Co@nission.

27Thomas P. Whittaker, "The 'Temperance' Heply to Sir
Algernon West, II Nineteenth Cerl...tury, XLVII (March> 1900), 516.



In addition to HouldEworth there ~ere three other M.P.s amcLg

the temperance commi.ssioners, all of them Ljterals:

Whittaker ry ·y.k"'h-; ,r· n I 1"'11 ) ,\, - " "\ OJ..,::J ~.r c;, ,::>per. J 0. __ ey I, ,'LL.Lt:· L (Newcastle-Under-

hetd been Liberal ]i~.P. s until defeated in the -: 895
I

. 2b
81ecT,lOI1.

The temps.cane.;:) group v"~Lthin the COIi1Jrris[,ion WCiS 1'eo.80n--

ably well balanz::ed bet'ween moderate reformers and prohi;:,it:-ion-

ists, even if slightly weighted cowards the latter. Hm'!8'Jer,

it certainly did not reprebent all the different schools of

thought within. the movement: and there vms at least ene

notable o':uission. Short:Ly Clfter the mer..".bership of the r;O!Il--

rnissioD. ~,v2 S revealed th8 Bishop of Chester wrote to

to say that many people had already remarked un the fact that

no advQcat,e of lithe system oi' municipal licensIng in one or

other of its shapes ll had been included. The Bishop might well

have complained about this, since he was himself one of the

leading advocates of the idea of management in the public

interest:.. Inst.ead he declared himself content t.o let the

scheme 11 st&nd quite on its ovm. merits, it!i thout any friend at
')9

c.ourtu tl
"-

The eight men appointed to be the licensed trade's

----------_._-----
t)Q

~~Cameroh re-entered Parliament in 1897 when he won a
by-electicn in Glasgm1, Bridgeton; Caine remained outside for
the dura-::;iou of the C01mnission.

3 April., 1896.



friends at court were Alfred Money Wigram, Henry Riley-Smith,

Geo:~ge Younger, Charles Walker, Samuel Hyslop, Sir Frederick

Seager Hunt, Samuel Young 2nd Henry GY'inling. Wigram,

Riley-Smith and Younger respectively :r'spresented the London,

provincial and Scottish brewery interests; Walker and Hyslop

the London and provincial licensed victuallers' organizations;

Hunt and Young the London and Iri.sh distilleY'ies; and Grinling

the wine and spirit merc:tants and their retail agents, the

holders of grocers' licenses. 30 Like all the Gilbey clan,

Grinling vlaS a Liberal. Young was an anti-Parnellite

Nationalist M.P. The remaining six were Conservatives, two

of th -' W~gr'am !Po'n'~oI'Q')" !;OjYl, vV.L. ,. \ H .1_ and Hunt (~fuidstcne), currently

sitting as M.P.s. Though there was no Scottish distiller)

and though the Parnellite Nationalists objected that the

Irish liquor trade as a body had not been consulted about

'IT' • t + 31 h t'" t .p th ., ....Loung s appOln menu, t e respec lve lnteres s o~ e elgn~

30Wigram was Chairman of Reid's Brewery and Treasurer
of the National Trade Defence Fund; Riley-Smith Chairman of
John Smith's Tadcaster Brewery and the Yorkshire Brewers'
Association, ex-Chairman of the Country Brewers' Society, and
a member of t,he General and Executive Committee of 'the
N.T.D.F.; Younger, Chairman of George Younger & Son, Alloa,
and ex-President of the Scottish Licensed Trade Defence
Association. Walker was Chairman of the Licensed Victuallers'
Central Protection Society of London; Hyslop ex-President of
the Licensed Victuallers' National Defence League. Hunt was
head of Seager, Evans & Co.; Young,head of Young, King & Co.
of Belfast and Lj_mavady. Grinling was a director of W. & A.
Gilbey, Ltd., and Sir Walter Gilbey's cousin.

31See Patrick OTBrien's question to Balfour, 26 March,
1896, Parl. Debates, 4th series, XXXIX, c. 185, and The Times
of the same day.
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cOImnissioners roughly reflected the prevailing balance of

power within the licensed trade, in particular the impor-

tance of the brewers. Before the Commission finished the

hearing of evidence their original contingent of three was

increased still further. Hunt resigned in April, 1898, and

the commissioner appointed in his place was Edward North,

Buxton of the London firm of Trun1an, Hanbury, Buxton, a

leading Liberal brewer.

The two men who were to have the greatest influence

on the course of the enquiry were both in the so-called

neutral section: the Commission's appointed Chairman,

Viscount Peel, and its Vice-Chairman, unanimously elected by

the other commissioners at the first meeting, Sir Algernon

West. It was Peel who submitted the draft which formed the

basis of what finally became the Commission's minority report,

West who was primarily responsible for the counter-draft

which eventually emerged as the majority report)2 Arthur

Wellesley Peel, the youngest son of Sir Robert Peel, Prime

Minister 1834-35 and 1841-:4.6, had been a member of the House

of Commons continuously between 1865 and 1895. Elected at

first as a Liberal, he subsequently became a Liberal Unionist.

In 1884 he had succeeded the controversial Henry Brand as

Speaker. Although his election to this office had initially

32Confusion can result from the fact that Peelt~ name
was commonly applied both to the Cormnission he chaired and to
the report he signed. The "Peel Commission" was the Royal
Comnlission on the Liquor Licensing Laws of 1896-99, the !fPeel
Report" was the Minority Report of that Commission.
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caused some dissatisfaction among Conservatives (he was both

proposed and seconded by fellow Liberals), Peel soon won

general respect for his high sense of duty, his impartiality

and his austere interpretation of the Speaker's role. 33 When

he retired in April, 1895, citing the state of his health, he

received the custop1ary viscountcy. Lord Peel's appointment

as Chairman of the Licensing Commission reportedly caused

fl a universal feeling of satisfaction,Ti and may well have been

influential in encouraging the temperance movement to co

operate with the enquiry.34 Sir Algernon West was the only

Liberal supporter among the neutrals. His career had been

spent far less in the public eye than Lord Peel's had been,

but as a former Chairman of the Inland Revenue and private

secretary to Gladstone during two of the latter's premier-

ships his administrative experience was immense, and he was

well known in political circles.

The remaining six neutrals were the Earl of Jersey,

Viscount De Vesci, John Lloyd Wharton, Andrew Johnston,

Alexander Morison Gordon and William Graham. Victor Albert

George Child Villiers, the seventh Earl of Jersey and a

cousin of the Queen, was a former Paymaster-General and

Governor-General of New South Wales who owned the larger

share of Child's Bank and was Lord Lieutenant of Oxfordshire.

330n Peel as Speaker see Phillip Laundy, The Office of
Speaker (1964), pp. 322-30.

3Ll.'See the leading article in The Times, 3 April, 1896.
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He resigned from the Commission in May, 1897, and was replaced

by a fellow Conservative peer and former PaYmaster-General,

Robert George Windsor-Clive, fourteenth Baron Windsor and

Lord Lieutenant of Glamorganshire. John Robert William

Vesey, the fourth Viscount de Vesci, was a son-in-law of the

Earl of Wemyss, a Governor of the National Gallery in Dublin,
;

and Lord Lieutenant of Queen's County, thus qualifying as the

neutral section's Irish representative. Wharton, Johnston

and Gordon were J.P.s, Graham a noted barrister. Wharton, a

Conservative IVI.P. (Yorkshire, Ripon) and Chairman of Durham

County Council, had a wide experience of official enquiries

and had chaired the 1893-94- Departmental Committee on Habitual

Drunkards. Johnston, a former M.P., a teetotaller, and a

grandson of Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton and thus a cousin of

E. N. Buxton, had been Chairman of Essex Quarter Sessions

for sixteen years and of Essex County Council for seven.

Gordon, the Scottish representative among the neutrals, was

Convener of Aberdeenshire and Chairman of Quarter Sessions.

Between them these men brought to the enquiry an im

pressive variety of virtues: noble lineage, unquestioned
pl~obi.l:)' 35
polity and proven administrative competence. Yet at the

very least it was debatable whether the mere absence among

them of any direct connection with the licensed trade or with

the temperance movement was sufficient to guarantee their

35In addition at least six of them were Old Etonians.
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neut;rality. Armstrong Bennetts, a temperance writer, sub-

sequentIy argued that since seyen of the eight neutral com·,

missione:r"s ""ere licensll1g magistrates, they ",.,rere closely

a[~soci9.ted with the existing licensing system, even to the

extent of being, with the licensed trade, defendants in the

case being tried. 36 Another critic writing after the publi-
/

cation of the Commission':'3 Final Report dismissed the ne-'.ltn:tl

section, aside from Lord Peel, as

two peers vV'ho are not greatly known as social reformers,
one or pe:r-he.ps two ex-officials, and. at least two strong
Conservatives, whose political preferences and interests
would scarcely lead them to any interference with the
"rights of individuals," if by such rights of indivi dv,C\ Is
are meant the vested intersBts of brewers and publicans.J7

Belat.ed thcrugn_ it~ v;as, this last criticj sm was an effective

one. The licensing question was not the exclusive interest

of the temperance movement and the licensed trade. It was

also an important political issue ""hieh deeply concerned the

Unionist and Liberal parties. Yet of the eight neutral com-

missioners only one, West, was SYmpathetic to the Liberals.

The other seven were Conservative or Liberal Unionist in their

political arfiliation, and preS1.U118,bly felt greater or lesser

degrees of allegiance to the current Salisbury administration.

The exact function of the Commission's "neutral lT sec-

tion VlaS nsve.r clear, and. was open to conflicting interpreta-

----------_..------
:3 6q C> - ~ 1\ -vo t B. t t fl 'Ph -. . C -',. fI~_<.,v. _. _,. ms rong enne s, ~ e LlC enslng omffilsslon,

London._Q.~{{:i.~tedY.ReY..:hew, new series, III (,January, 1900), J.09.

3/pev . T. C. Fry, llThe-Licensing: Commission,!! Economic
RCVl'''''1 TX {!ictol-ar 18°9' 476v c; y'. ,__ \ \.. .I U \...;._ , ;.; j, _ •
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tions. In the last six months of the enquiry considerable

bitt~erness developed between Peel and West. 38 Much of it

appears to have been due to their differing conception of

the responsibilities of neutrality. Peel's actions made

clear his belief that, while he might be a neutral in the

sense that he entered the enquiry with no definite commit-
;

ments on the licensing ""- • • ,J.. 1·'.J 1 ...L 1 1-. _ n
queSlJlOD, llJ v,ras 11lS Quey ooC(~n 110 Iorm

and to expound his own opinions in the light of the evidence.

He seems to have shared with his more famous father an open-

ness to conviction by argument and a determination, once

convinced~ to take the course of action seen as necessary,

whatever the irmnediate and personal consequences. It is

quite clear that the mass of evidence that came before him

during the enquiry deeply impressed Peel with the seriousness

of the drink problem, and that he became increasingly deter-

mined to press for the relatively drastic reforms which he

came to feel were essential if the situation were t,Q be

impro·ved. ~Vest 's view was very different. He assumed that

38West spoke obliquely of this in the "General Intro
duction:' he provided to the Maj ority Report, LCR, Final
Report, 11-12. Seven months after this was published he wrote
a sweeping attack on Peel's handling of the Commission, "The
Two He:ports of the Licensing Commission," Nineteenth_Century':,
XLVII tFebruary, 1900), 260-74. Peel did not reply person
ally, but was defended by Thomas Whittaker, "The 'Temperance'
Reply to Sir Algernon West,fl ibid. (March, 1900), 510-25. The
two articles (hereafter cited as West, "Two Reports" and
Whittaker, "Reply") are remarkably indiscreet, and their dis
carding of the reticence normally maintained in public by
former commissioners illustrates better than anything else the
seriousness of the split which develoned within the Commj_s-- ~ .. -

sian.



he and his fellO'vv neutrals had been given a two-fold task,

The first was to share with the rest of the Commission the

benefits of the "extensive personal experience in the

working of the Licensing La'V'ls" which most of them possessed.

The second was that of "serving, as.it were, as umpires be~

tween the two bodi9s of conflicting opinions.,,39 It is not

unfair to West to say that he was less concerned to address

himself to the evidence which came before the enquiry than

he was to arbitrate betvveen the rival claims of the temper-·

ance d I " d.L. d .. 40an lcense LJra e comnnSSloners.

If either Peel or West misunderstood his role, the

blame lies less with him than with Balfour's avowed attempt

to give fair representation to all interests involved in the

licensing questi.on. West remarked that the selection of the

commissioners in three distinct groups constituted "a prin

ciple quite novel, I believe, in the history of Commissions.,,41

Certainly it raised fundamental questions about the nature and

purpose of Royal Cornmissions. Though he was naturally less

concerned by the presence of the temperance representatives,

Sir Wilfred Lawson regarded the selection of one third of the

Co@nission specifically to represent the licensed trade as

absurd, and "as thoroughly Balfourian as anything which that

39West , "Two Reports," 260.

40West, himself said that he "deprecated quotation of
evidence on controversial points," ibid., 272.

4l Ibiq., 26o.
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A more balanced assess-

ment was recorded in 1899 by Sir Edward Hamilton, the

Treasury official. In his diary entry for 25 February of

that year the customarily well-informed Hamilton i'Jrote:

The Liquor Comnlission under Lord Peel is getting into
great trouble with his draft report and 3ffords a good
instance of th~ wrong-headed way in which it was con
stituted. Royal CO~TIissions ought to be composed of
three or four unprejudiced persons, who are able to take
a judicial view of the enquiry referred'to them after
hearing the evidence of opposing sides.43

A more i!J1Jllediate critic ism of Balfour f s ac tion "'las

also the more telling for coming- from The Times, normally [;

WarTIl supporter of the Unionist administration. The Times

devoted a leading article to the Licensing Commission three

days afT..er the announcement of its membership and terms of

reference. It noted that Balfour had evidently acted on the

assumption

that a Royal Con®ission of this kind ought to contain
men known to be identified with particular interests or
theories, and that its composition is to be justified
by the manner in which representation has been appor
tioned to opinions uncompromisingly opposed.44

This approach, argued The Times, was not a valid one. Nor

could it be made into one by drawing parallels between Royal

Commissions and other bodies which were qualitatively differ-

ent. It was right to select a comnlittee of the House of

42, Russell, ~awson, p.

43British Museum, Sir
48,674. ,

44Th mo ~ A °1e ~lffies, jprl ,

234·

Edward Hamilton Papers, Add. MS

1896.



Connnons in such a way as to represent the balance of opinion

'within the House. The House itself was a representative and

legislative body, Rnd unless its cOIDJUittees were Houses of

Connnons in miniature the advantages to be gained by delega-

tion of its powers would be completely lost.

But a Royal Conrrnission on the Licensing Laws is not a
legislative body at all, nor has it any authority to
represent the electorate. Its function is to collect
information, to sift eVidence, to elucidate obsGlJ.rities,
to offer reconnnendations, and generally to assist in
the formation of an instruct,ed. and. homogeneous public
opinion. There is no reason in the world why a body of
this kind. should be given a representative character,
which, after all, is spurious. The less its members
represent any interest concerned, the less they are pre
judiced in favour of any theory or system, the better
they are fitted to enquire, to examine, and to report with
impartial regard for public and private claims.45

Turning from general principles to the lessons of previous

experience, The Times concluded by giving what amounted to a

remarkably accurate prediction of the course the enquiry into

the licensing laws would take:

In practice we find that connnissions constructed upon the
representative principle frequently fail to arrive at any
coherent or authoritative conclusion. The representa
tives never forget that they hold a brief for interested
parties, consequently anything like a fairly homogeneous
collective opinion is impossible from the outset. Hence
the too frequent spectacle of a majority report, a minor
ity report, and one or two separate reports from indivi
duals who cannot agree with either of the main sections.
In such circwnstances the Connnission, as a whole, is
devoid of authority. Everyone is at liberty to take the
report that pleases him best, or to reject both on the
grounds that they neutralise one anot,her; while the masses
of evidence become mere quarries in which opposing parties
dig for missiles to hurl at their adversaries in an un
settled controversy.46

45Ibid .. _-
46Ibid.
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The formal announcement of the RcyalCommission

appeared in the London Gazette of 2$ April and the Cor.Mission

assembled for a preliminary meeting on 12 May. At this first

meeting, besides electing West as Vice-Chirman, the commis-

sioners took an important procedural decision. Lord Peel

was in favour of a/private enquiry. Caine, however, wanted

a public investigation, open to the press, and his motion to

this effect was seconded by Lord Jersey and carried by a
[,'7

large majority.~' The poor acoustics of the Queen's Robing

Room in the House of Lords, where the Commission normally

met on two days a week as long as Parliament was in session,

made the task of correspondents covering the enquiry an un

enviable cne. 48 Nevertheless, the fact that each session of

the Commission was widely reported the next day in the

national and provincial press, as well as later in the various

trade and temperance journals, meant that a continuous public

interest was maintained in the enquiry, despite its length.

In the following week the Commission settled down to

the hearing of witnesses, which was to occupy it for the next

twenty-six months. Although there were numerous individual

exceptions, in the main the evidence was taken in a systematic

order which is reflected in the material published as the

Comnission proceeded. Of the nine volumes of evidence and

47Newton, Caine, p. 278.

4 8The reporter for The Times complained on 20
"neither the questions put by the Commissioners nor
answers given by witnesses can be clearly heard."

l\Jf.., ~7
.L·.J.uy

the
that



appendices which were issued between 1397 and 1399, the

transcript of the witnesses' testimony appears in volumes

I - III and VI - VIII .. Volume I is primarily devoted to an

investigation of the nature and the scope of the licensing

laws, with evidence from civil servants, magistrates, police

superintendents an~ justices' clerks. Volume II is very

similar in nature to the first volume, but deals more

specifically with the administration of the law and includes

testimony from Chief Constables, solicitors and members of

Watch Committees. Volume III is chiefly concerned with the

licensed trade's presentation of its case, with evidence

coming from brewers, licensed victuallers, wine and spirit

merchants and representatives of the various trade protection

societies. Volumes VI and VII respectively comprise the evi-

dence relating specifically to Scotland and to Ireland.

Volume VIII contains the testimony of representatives of the

leading temperance societies and of other interested bodies,

such as the Society for the Study of Inebriety.

The evidence of the 259 witnesses who eventually

appeared before the Commission varied greatly in quality, and

in its entirety amounted to a complex mass of factual and

statistical information, arguments, grievances and outright

propaganda. 49 There was considerable duplication of testimony.

49There were even moments of hl~our, though they were
rare. One of the many women who combined temperance work
with feminism, Lady Henry Somerset, complained in the course
of her evidence that attractive women were especially sought
after as barmaids in order to encourage custom and that as a
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This was doubtless inevitable in an enquiry which for much of

the time took the form of a running battle between the

licensed trade and the temperance movement. Each side organ-

ized itself to present its witnesses and testimony. The

leading temperance societies came together in the Central

Temperance Evidence Board, while the National Trade Defence

Assocj~3~tion. set tIp a Royal COll111lj_ssion Consult·ative Cornmittee

composed of the eight trade cOIT@issioners and fifty other

representatives of the licensed trade, which in turn was

divided into various sub-committees. Neither side was pre-

pared to let a point made by the other go unanswered, how-

ever recondite it might seem. Thus when the solicitor to

the Central B02.rd of the London Licensed Victualler's Pro-

tection Society ~old the Commission that licenses did not

become annual until 1729, he was followed within a month by

one of the temperance movement's experts on early licensing

legislation who appeared specifically to refute the state-

ment and to argue that the granting of licenses on an annual

basis had begun at least as early as 1618. 50

The Commission concluded its hearing of evidence on

20 July, 1898. It then went into recess, in order to give

result lIa good-looking girl stands a better chance of getting
a situation in the trade than an ill-looking one. II Asked by
Dean Dickinson whether this did not apply to every calling,
she replied: IINo, I have never known it apply to the Post
Office. 1I 25 :May, 1897, qus. 31,812-16, LCR, III, 195.

~:~Evidence of E. :Maitland, 6 July, 1897, qus; 3?A~~1-33,
LCR, ~~~, 338, and of Edgar Bonham Carter, 3 Augusv, ~O~(,
qus. 42,146-218, i.bid., 527-28.
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the Chairman time to prepare a draft report. West later

maintained that at this stage he had no doubts that he would

find anything that Peel'might say in the draft personally

acceptable. 51 According to West, Peel made no direct attempt

to ascertain the general views of his fellow com,missioners

. before they separa~ed, though he did invite ,opinions on par

ticular points to be sent, to him in WY'iting. 52 It was 1899

before the Chairman's work was completed. His draft report

was circulated among the cownissioners shortly after Parlia-

ment opened its new session on 7 February.

As were both the final reports eventually presented

by the Commission, Peel's draft was divided into five major

sections. The first three dealt respectively with England

and \flales, with Scotland and with Ireland, and the fourth

with clubs. The fifth and last section, headed "General,"

was primarily concerned with the particularly controversial

questions of reduction and compensation, and the Veto. Amo!lg

the recon~endations the Chairman had drafted in his first

four sections were the curtailment of Sunday opening, the

licensing of all clubs, the virtual abolition of the grocers'

license, and the introducing of a strong representative ele

ment into local licensing authorities. In the fifth section

no positive support was given for the Veto as such, though

Sl
.~ West, "Two Reports, IT 261.

52Ibid.
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it was envisaged that communities would be able to put their

v:Lews into effect throt;.gh their local representati.ves. What

the fifth section did propose was that there should be a

substantial statutory reduction in the numbers of licensed

premises; that it should begin after a period of notice of

between five and syven years, and that it should be unaccom
C:;~

panied by any form of compensation.""

West subsequently claimed that both he and his fellow

"neutrals" were surprised by the exJcent to which the Chair-

man's draft reflect,ed the views of "the extreme temperance

party, It and it was soon obvious that many of its proposals

would encounter vigorous opposition from the trade con~is-

~..L-'0'1eY' 0 54
~ J.. .... ~.) '" Nevertheless the initial speculation in the press

was that Peel would be able to carry a majority of his col

leagues \rVith him. On 16 February the author of the "Political

Notes ll colu...rnn i.n The Times wrote that "there is every reason

to believe that the recommendations contained in Lord Peel's

draft report. will be endorsed by the majority of the Licensing

Commission. tl On 22 February the Manchester Guardian f s London

correspondent reported that "the general character of the

draft is such that it pleases neither out-and-out vetoists

nor out-and-out members of 'the trade,' but it is likely to

unite the more moderate men in a majority on the chief points."

53Y~nchester Guardian, 22 February, 1899.

54west, "Two Reports, II 261; .The Times, 16 February ~ 1899.
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The comm:Lssioners reassembled t.o begin their dis

cussion of the Chairman's draft report on Tuesday, 21 Febru

ary. In contrast to the hearing of evidence, the delibera

tive stage of the Commission was supposed to be private,

and reporters were naturally excluded. In practice, 11o\'J

ever, there were cpntinual leaks to the press and even

though in their details these were often confusing and some

times mutually contradictory, the public waG kept reasonably

well informed of the major decisions taken at successiv's

meetings .. The first meeting was "by no means harmonlous. a55

The "t.rade representatives gave notice of so many amendments

to the draft report that it was decided to sit for three

days a '{.reek in future, rather than the projected two: in

this v,ay the connnissioners were reportedly confident of being

able to finish their work by Easter. The Comi'1lission met

regularly until Wednesday 8 March. Shortly after the meeting

on that date the Chairman fell ill, and the Commission did

not meet again until 12 April. By the end of the 8 March

meeting all but the last of the draft report's five sections

had been dealt with. But they had been dealt wit,h in such a

way that it was already very possible that the Commission's

eventual majority report would not include the Chairman's

signature.

In the meetings held between 21 February and ~ March

55Man(~)1e ster_Guardian, 22 February, 1899.



several important al!.lcn':J.Tl1ents to the Chairman's draft, report

had been carried, but the proposal whose loss Peel appears

to have felt the most keenly was that relating to t:.he so-·

called grocers' licenses. 56 These licenses were only mini-

mally under magisterial control, since the licensing justices

could only ref:use their issue

grounds. 57 Peel proposed not

on one of four statutory

come under the full discretion of the licensing authority but

that the prnctice of mixed trading should be entirely ab'Jl-

ished. 1'his would have preveni:.ed liquor being reta iled OT~

the same prer.lises as other goods. Had this pr9posal be.en put

into effect, the result, according to Sir Walter Gilbey, would

bD-ve been to exti:n?;uish lffully three-fourths lf of the off-

licenses then held lJ.nder the Gladstonian legislation of ·tho
£.;8

early 1860s.~·

Grocers' licenses had emerged quite creditably from

the investigati.ons of the 1879 Lords' Committee on Intemperance.,

which found ltvery little direct evidence ..• [that] any
--_._-------_._----

56H. G. Crews, of the National Federation of Off
License Holders Protection Associations, was quite right when
he informed the Commission that, when used to describe cate
gories of l~cense in England and Wales, the term was strictly
speaking inaccurate. 28 July, 1897, quo 41,226, LCR, II, 494.
HO\1ever, it was the term alInost invariably used by contem.por
aries, it is convenient, and it is used here throughout.

r..r1
JfSee above, Chapter Two.

58Sir Vvalter Gilbey to Herbert Gladstone, 19 April,
1~99, British Musei~ml, Viscount Gladst,one Papers, Add. MS
4c,057, ff. 154-57.
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general increase in intemperance can be attributed to

grocers ~ licenses, It and which was IInot prepared to recom--

mend that the grant of these licenses should be placed under

the same control of the justices as public-house and beerhouse

licenses,lt despite the fact that it recommended that the

ante-·1869 beerhouses certainly should be. 59 Temperance

opinion, however, saw in grocers' licenses the rr~in cause

the peculiarly horrible evil of female intemperance. In his

evidence before the Commission H. M. Riley, the proprietor of

a home for inebriates in Leicester, estimated that ninety per

cent of the women who had come to him for treatment owed their

condition to the regular patronizing of shops with grocers'

licenses. He also cited the example of the wife of one of

Gilbey's retail agents in the Midlands who took to drink

60shortly after her husband received the agency. The Commis-

sion was treated to so many harrowing accounts like this that

Henry Grinling was moved to protest against the way in which

grocers' licenses were used as lt a shibboleth of the teetotal

party. lt61

Virtually the entire temperance movement was united in

demanding not only that all off-licenses should be brought

r-o
/ 7ltReport from the Select Committee of the House of

Lords on Intemperance, 1878-79,lt .farl. Paps., 1878-79, X,
517, 530.

60 ..
4· August, 1897, qus. 42,397 and 42,4°3, LCR, 111,536.

6119 Y8Y, 1897, quo 31,071, ibtd., 172.
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under the full control of the licensing authority but that

the trade in intoxicants should be separated from other

trades. It was argued that the selling of alcohol in esta-

blishments which also dealt in other goods greatly increased

the temptation for women to purchase liquor and made it

easier for them to do so, especially since these shops were

usually groceries.

witnesses before the Commission went out of their way to

stress this point. A particularly effective witness was

James Nicol, a Rechabite who had formerly been a licensed

grocer. Nicol told how he had seen women concealing the

liquor they had bought in his shop as they went out and how,

particularly when they were being bought on credit, wines and

spirits would be entered up in the records as groceries. 62 It

licenses were a major source of the problem and that he re-

garded his proposal to abolish mixed trading as one of the most

important in his draft report.

The proposal was considered by the Commission on

Tuesday, 28 February. Peel may well have felt confident that

a majority would be found for it. Of the eight trade co@nis-

6215 June, 1898, qus. 68,452-563, LCR, VIII, 525-27.
Debts incurred for alcohol were not recoverable at law.

63 See his Female Intemperance: Is it Increasing? (1901).



does not care much about Grocers Licenses,"
his interview diary afterseein.g Buxton on

B.M. Add. MS 46,483, f. 55.

?'J C,"oJ l~

sianers only one) Grinling, was there as a representative of

the off-licensed trade. The three brewers on the Cormnission

had no cause to regret bhe destruction of the licensed
/4

grocer,o' v.;hile t:-he two licensed victuallers' representatives

had good reason positively to welcome it. Publicans and

licensed grocers sf\w themselves as direct competitors for

trade; the grocers were almost as strongly Liberal as the

publicans were Conservative; and the publicans greatly re--

sented the fuct that they were under the full magisterial

discr8tion while the grocers were not. Something of this re-

sentment came out in the reservations which Hyslop and Walker

were ;:.;u'useguen-clyto at"cach to their signing of the Commis-

sionts M3jority Report. Arguing against the need for special

measu:ces to speed up reduction, they pointed out that a

steady diminution of licenses had been taking place for many

years. They then managed to Hork in a tilt at the licensed

grocers by going on to claim that "this diminution would have

been much larger but for the compulsory granting by the

justices of :toff" wine and spirit licenses over which the

justices had no discretionary power. 1l65

When the Chairman's proposal to abolish mixed

trading callIe to the vote, however, the trade commissioners

united in opposing it. It seems clear that the trade repre-

64"Evidently
Gladstone noted in
18 December; 1899.

65~CR, Final Report, 80.
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sentatives came to an arrangement, the main lines of which

may be inferred. The arrangement was probably that if

Grinling would accept that grocers' licenses should be

placed under the full control of the licensing authority, his

fellow trade commissioners would join him in defending mixed

trading. It is impossible otherwise to explain why Grinling

subsequently accepted the recommendation of the Majority

Report that all wine and spirit off-licenses should be brought

fully under the licensing authority, particularly since in the

meantime Sir Walter Gilbey had informed Gladstone that his

f . d . d . h d f . l' 66 W' th C . . ,lrm (.lspute1:. e nee .or "Cns. nen e ommlSSlon s

final reports were published Grinling's acquiescence was re

pudiated by the various off-license holders' associations, and

when in 1902 the Unionist Government decided to implement

this particular proposal as part of its Licensing Act of that

year, the fight against it was led by Gilbey's, Grinling's own

firm. Naturally this placed Grinling in a very delicate posi-

tion. Probably he would have done best to have kept quiet.

Instead he wrote to the Home Secretary to explain why he was

now opposing the very recommendation he had supported three

years earlier:

You may ask me how it was then that I came to sign the
Majority Report, and especially that portion of it em
braced in Chapter IX.

Without troubling you at length on this point, I may
refer to the difficulties of opinion which had sprung up

66. Gilbey to Gladstone, 19 April, la99, B.M. Add. MS
46,057, ff. 154-57.



between the Temperance Members of the Commission on the
CDe side and the Neutral and Trade Members on the other
--the one represented by eight, and the other by sixteen
fllembers of the Commission.

It was very desirable, as you will admit, that the
rJIajority Report should be as unanimous as possible, and,
to secure this, there must be a certain amount of give
and take among the Members, a practice which, I thtnk,
is not altogether unknown in the House of Commons. b 7

This is en+ightening, but not convincing. Grinling's

explanation of his previous acceptance of the reCOInIIlendation

that all wine and spirit off-licenses be placed under the full

control of the licensing authority is that he wished the Major-

ity Report to be as unanimous as possible. But this in its

tUTU leaves unexplained the fact that he failed to add a

reservation to the Majority Report dissociating himself from

that particular recommendation. This omission can hardly have

been in the cause of unanimity. All the trade commissioners

except Buxton added reservations to the Majority Report,

several of which contradicted the main body of the report on
. 68

nTh~erous different pOlnts. Grinling himself signed a reser-

vation relating to early closing on Saturday, a subject which

interested his firm and those he represented far less than did

that of the status of off-licenses under the licensing

author~ty.69 Grinling's admission that a certain amount of

67Henry Grinling to Charles T. Ritchie, 25 February,
1902, H.O. 45 10233/B37173/31. Grinling subsequently repeated
these points in an interview with Ritchie on 13 March, 1902,
ibid., item unfoliated.

680ne signed by Hyslop and Walker took up four pages.
LCR, Final Report, 77-81.

69.Ibid., 83.
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give and take occurred among the trade commissioners can be

accepted. It seems clear,however, that the immediate

motive behind the concession Grinling undoubtedly made was

not to secure as much unanimity as possible in the eventual

final report but to safeguard mixed trading by offering the

other trade con~is?ioners something in return for their help

in defeating the Chairmanis proposal.

The trade commissioners could not have defeated the

Chairman's proposed abolition of mixed trading on their own.

In the 28 February vote they were joined by all the "neutral ll

commissioners present except Lord Peel himself. The Vice

Chairmah was especially active here. A Liberal supporter with

no particular temperance sympathies, West was greatly con-

cerned about the fate of the licensed grocers. 70 Though for

very different reasons, he therefore shared the Chairman's

opinion that the proposal to abolish mixed trading was a

crucial one, referring to it subsequently as the source of

the "first serious difference of opinion ll among the commis

sioners, a view Whittaker contested. 71 In West's opinion

grocers' licenses Ilhad been an unqualified success, and no

untainted evidence .•• had been produced to the contrary.1l72

Whether West's fellow Il neutrals ll were convinced by the lack

703ee his letter to Gladstone of 7 December, 1899, B.M.
Add. MS 46,057, f. 225, which is quoted below, Chapter Seven.

71West, "Two Reports,1l 262; Whittaker, "Reply,1l 511.

72West, IlTwo Reports,!! 262.
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of untainted evidence against the l~censed grocers or by the

Vice-Chairman's personal efforts on their behalf is not

clear. 73 In any event,' when the abolition of mixed trading

reco~~endation in the Chairman's draft report was put to the

vote it was defeated by thirteen to nine, with the eight

temperance cornmissioners and Peel i~ the minority. 74

The reports of this meeting which filtered through

to the press suggest that Peel saw this reverse as a turning-

point. According to the Manchester Guardian, the vote was

followed by the Chairman's intimation that he would sign a

minority report; .~he Tjmes V.Jas less positive about this, but

cornrnitted i-cself to the extent of regarding it as "not

unlikely that Lord Peel will decline to sign the majority

report of the Licensing Commission.,,75 According to

Whittaker's subsequent version of events, however, the Com-

mission was still essentially intact in the follovving week

after its 8 March meeting, the last before the Chairman's

illness:

I do not hesitate to say that when the consideration of
the first four parts had been completed and the unfor
tunate adjournment took place owing to Lord Peel's illness,
the Comrnissioners generally anticipated that those four
parts were agreed to in their revised form, subject of

73 It was clear to Whittaker, though. "Sir Algernon
West carried the omission of the abolition of the grocers'
licenses," he vvrote later, "Reply," 512.

7L~Manchester Guardian, 1 March, '1899; Gilbey to Glad
stone, 19 April, 1899, B.M. Add. MS, 46,057, ff. 154-57.

75 See 1 March, 1899, edition of both papers.
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course to such reservations as individual Commissioners
might desire to make.76

\lTest's subsequent account of what took place in these weeks

differed greatly from Whittaker's on many points. But West

too asserted that as late as the end of the 8 March meeting

"the11 e was no reason to think that any differences were of a

suffieiently important nature to prevent our signing a
J

And yet at its next meeting, delayed by

Peel's illness until 12 April, the Commission was to break

apart.

West used the adjournment caused by Peel's illness to

join together with the rest of the "neutrals lt and the spokes-'

man for the trade commissioners, Buxton, in drawing up an

alternative scheme of reduction and compensation to that

C onta ined in the fi.fth and la st section of the Chairman's

draft report. This fifth section had not yet been considered

by the Commi.ssion, but the first four sections had, and West

and his colleagues also drew up alternatives to these. Their

alternative fifth section, which was much more favourable to

the licensed trade than Peel's, was then circulated among the

remaining con~issioners, who were informed that at the next

meeting there would be a motion to substitute it for the

Chairman's draft fifth section as a basis for discussion.

7~Ihittaker, liRe ply ," 512.

77Vvest, "Two Reports," 264·.
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Shortly aftervlards the alternative drafts to the first four

sections were also circulated, and it was made cle8.r that an

attempt would be made to re-open discussion of those sections,

which seemingly had already been disposed of. Since those

who were responsible for circulating the alternative drafts

represe:nted a majority, it could be presumed that they Vvould
'78 }

have their way. t

Peel's indisposition was apparently not severe enough

to prevent him from returning a forceful reply to this

initi.ative, for on 16 March West approached Balfour to enquire

what the legal status of the Commission would be should the

Chairman withdraw from further participation in its proceed~

ings. It may be presumed that Balfour was far from unhappy at

the turn events appeared to be taking, and his reply, sent the

next day, was masterly. He told West:

I have consulted my legal advisers, and they hold (as I
am, independently of them am inclined to hold) that the
position of a Chairman of a Commission carries with it
nothing more than the right of presiding if he is pre
sent. It follows from this that even if the Chairman
refuses to be present and to preside, the Commission
would remain a Commission, with all its powers undimin
ished.?9

If, Balfour continued, at the next meeting the Chairman were

to declare the sitting at an end and leave the room, then

probably West's best course of action, as Vice-Chairman,

would be to assume the chair at once himself. The Commission

78Ibid.; Whittaker, "Reply," 513.

79Balfour to West, 17 March, 1899, copy, British Museum,
Balfour Papers, Add. MS 49,853, f. 60.
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would then be competent to proceed as if nothing had happened.

Bu.-\:' it:, vV'Ould be politic, Balfour observed, for 1:",he Commlsslon

tu do no more at that meeti!lg than aYTange the date of the

next one. This last remark possibly struck Balfour as coming

too close to the botmdaries of partiality, for he then C011-

eluded witIl ostentatious self-effacement:·

'Ph; "" hr".TD1to'Y' ; t- ; C' n"t- nf' '"'"" ..... ,..." -f'" ..... ""''' +-" ~.,rl N''' T
~/.-J.J._\J, .J.J.'-/VYvVv.L,....1- ..... ..L ..., J...lVV \..;J.. '_.Vlft..L.0V ..l..\.J.L u!.v vv J\L·....l5c-;~ _!.

have contented myself with finding out from those most
competent to give an opinion what the exact legal status
of the Commn. and its members is under the circs. which
you detailed to me yesterday.SO

West and his co-sponsors of the alternative proposals

were therefore in an impregnable positiun when the Commission

finally reassembled on Wednesday, 12 April. They represen...... ed

a clear majority of the Commission's members and they had

Balfour's assurance that the Chairman could not terminate the

enql..liry against their will. West, the other six "neutrals ll

and the trade commissioners met together half an hour before

the J.2 April meeting. Sl As soon as it opened they took the

initiative, moving various amendments to the first four sec~

tions of the report. Peel r~led that since the first four,

sect.ions had alrea.dy been considered, the amendments were out

of order. It was then moved by West and seconded by Lord

Jersey that the alternative draft of the fifth section should

be subst;ituted for the Chairman's. The accounts of Peel's

reaction to this are contradictory. Either he left the room

"0~ TO • d
~. OJ. •

81Manchester Guardjan, 13 April, 1899.



w;Lthout putting the motion to the vote, or he did put the
82

motion but withdrew without waiting for the result. Before

leaving he either declared the Commission dissolved and

resigned his Chairmanship, or simply announced that his

further participation in the present meeting was useless and

that all those who, agreed with the main principles of his

draft we~e invited to join with him in completing its con-

e'" Y>~ t -: . 830lc.e... cl. ,..Lon.

Once Peel had left, Balfour's advice was followed to

the letter. West took over the chair, the date of the next

sitting was fixed, and the meeting adjourned. When the Com-

mission met on 2 Hay as arranged, Lord Peel was absent, as

",Jere t.he Archbishop of Canterbury, Whittaker, Caine, Cameron

and Roberts. Hou1dsworth attended this meeting, but only to

register a formal protest against its proceedings. He then

rejoined the group headed by Peel, who had not after all gone

ahead with his resignation, if that was ever his intention.

The two remaining temperance representatives, Dickinson and

Allen, continued as far as possible to work with both groups

and eventually signed both final reports. Together with the

Secretary to the Commission, Sidney Peel, and his staff, they

represented the only point of contact between the two groups.

Otherwise each side worked its preliminary draft into its

final report quite independently of the other. The eventual

82~l'he Times, Manchester Guardian, 13 April, 1$99.
83West, "Two Reports," 264 ; Whittaker, "Reply, fl 513.
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Majority Report was signed by all the lI neutrals ll except Peel,

by the eight trade commissioners, and by Dickinson and

84Allen. . The eventual Minority Report--the Peel Report--was

signed by the eight temperance commissioners and Lord Peel. 85

Between 8 March and 12 April West and his colleagues

had in effect staged a successful rebellion against the Com-

mission's appointed Chairman. They subsequently went to some

trouble to justify this, laying particular emphasis on what

they charged had been Peel's automra.tic handling of the Com,,·

mission's deliberative stage. In the IIGeneral Introductionl'

to their final report--the Majority Report--two major griev-

anees are specified. Peel, it is said, having led them rigid-

ly page by page through the discussion of the first four

sections of his draft report, refused to allow any subsequent

revision of their work. Combined with the fact that several

crucial points had been decided by Peel's use of his casting

vote as Chairman, this led to the amended first draft's con=

taining IImatters of detail and some of principle ll to which

86they could not assent. Secondly, the extracts of witnesses'

testimony selected for incorporation in the main body of the

Chairman's draft report did not satisfy them as lI a ffording a

84Dickinson and Allen signed with reservations, as did
de Vesci and all the trade commissioners except BQ'Cton.

85Dickinson, Allen and Houldsworth signed with reserva
tions, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Whittaker, Caine,
Roberts and Cameron signed an lIAddendum,1I and Whittaker
appended a IfMemorandlli'1l. II

86LCR , Final Report, II.
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correct i.mpression of the evidence as a whOle."B7 West, in

his later article, reiterated these points and added further

examples to illustrate Peel's inflexibility, such as the

Chairman's outright refusal even to consider the possibility

of employing a confidential short-hand writer. West alleged

that Peel had announced at the start of the discussions nthat

the draft submitted to us was his draft; that whether we

agreed to it or not, it was his report; and that his report

''fas the report. "B8 This kind of attitude from the chair, West

claimed, meant that be and his colleagues were I!unduly

hur::.~ied,I! and they therefore decided that it would be neces-

sary to re-open discussion of those sections of the Chair

man's draft wfJ.ich had been fI so hastily passed. ,,89

Replying to West's article on behalf of those who had

continued to work with Lord Peel, Whittaker told a very dif-

ferent story. According to him it was "misleading and unjusti-

fiablel! to suggest that the Chairman had done anything to pre

vent a full discussion of his draft report. Peel had very

necessarily and properly insisted that the meetings be con~

ducted in an orderly and businesslike manner; he had never

used the words attributed to him by West about his report

being the report. 90 West claimed that he and his fellow

87Jbid., 12.

8811Two Reports,1! 261-62, West's italics.

B9Ibid., 263.

90Whittaker, I!Reply,1! 510-11.
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"neutrals" decided to press for a fresh discussion of the

fi.rst four sections of the Ckdnuan' s draft report because

on reflection they realised that these had been too hastily

passed. Ye·t "it 'VJaS their votes that turned the scale in

practically every division, and they really decided the form
,.0J

in v...hich the draft report emerged from the discussion. 1/--
!

Whittaker therefore concluded that any objection West and his

colleagues may have had to the Chairman's handling of the

meetings was not the real motive for their revolt. What they

really objected to was the fact that Lord Peel's proposals

offended the licensed trade comnissioners:

the explanation of the fiasco in which Sir Algernon West
involved himself and his friends is to be found in the
fact the.t he formed, expressed, and acted upon the
extraordinary opinion that no report would be of real
value and carry weight with the country and result in
legislation unless it had attached to it the signatures
of the liquor trade members of the Commission.92

Whittaker was at no loss to explain why the other six "neutral"

members shor..ld have decided to follow West rather than Peel.

He l'emind8d his readers that all of them were supporters of

Lord Salisbury's Government and that licensing questions had

become inseparable from political ones. "The close connection

which exists between the Unionist party and the liquor trade

is notorious. Speaking broadly, they stand or fall together,

and they both know it.,,93

91Ibid ., 512.

92Ibid., 514·

93Ibid ., 516.
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Whittaker's interpretation of why the Commission

broke apart was probably closer to the truth than West?s.

Doubtless differences of personality were important. Among

the characteristics Lord Peel shared with his father was an

apparent coldness of manner. His behaviour during the dis

cussions of his draft certainly seems to have been suffi-

c ientlyabrllpt for seveY-al of the 1T 11eutrals tf to l1a ve ta.1:e:rl

offence. West, by contrast, was a genial if somewhat suave

figure, who by his own account was on excellent terms with

the trade c omrrd_ssioners, particularly Buxton, and withwhom

the rest of the lI neutrals ll clearly felt far more at ease

than ever they did with the austere Chairman. Yet it also

seems clear that the basic cause of dispute was the sub

stance of Peel's proposals rather than the manner in which

he presented and defended them. The Commission broke up when

it began to consider the fifth section of the Chairman's

draft, the section dealing with the reduction and compensa

tion questions. Peel's draft proposed that a statutory re

duction process should begin after a period of grace of be

tween five and seven years and that it should then be unac

companied by any form of statutory compensation. Naturally

the trade commissioners were bitterly opposed to this, while

according to West he and his fellow lI neutrals',' regarded the

objections to it as "almost insurmountable. 1I94 The alterna-

94west, "Two Reports,f1 264.
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tive fifth section which they drew up in consultation with

Ihn:ton v'las llever made public, but reportedly contained pro-

posals for establishing-a statutory right to compensation

at a level very similar to that_ which was event'vlally recom

mended in the Majority Report. 95 As Whittaker fairly pointed

out, in 1899 the compensation issue was ILt,he line across which

the two great lie e:rlSing

f- • -, Ill' t th t l' th t th C ' .ques'vloIl, ana was across . a lne a e om.mlSSlon

really split into two groups.,,96

There is no need to accept at face value the conjec-

t'Ll,res ;"\Thich West aDd Whittaker each went on to make about the

act.ivitj.Gs of the other side after the Com.'1lission had split

into two groups. West claimed that lithe Minority Report, wbich

was not the sa:ae as it was originally drafted by Lord Peel,

was modified, if not dictated, by the members of the United

Kingdom Alliance, who constituted an important section of his

CO-sJ·.gnat,"rl'es .l!97.. u _ Whittaker's counter-allegation was that

once West and the other six "neutrall! members had broken away

from the Chairman they were inevitably thrown into increasing

dependence upon the support of the trade co:mmissioners in

order to maintain their majority position, and that "the price

paid for the liquor trade signatures was, as under the circum-

95Manchester Guardian, 11 April, 1899; The Times, 1 May
and 12 June:- 1899.

96whittaker, "Reply," 517.
q7__ _
~'West, llT'wo Reports,ii 274.
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sta.nces it "'las bound to be, complete surrender. 1198

It is probably impossible to disprove either of

these charges, but ea.clr of them is unlikely. Doubtless

before the final reports appeared there were compromises

reached. within both groups. It appears, for example, that

Peel's original draft report c.:ontained an adverse comment
J

about the Veto which was omitted from the eventual Iv1inority

Report. 99 Possibly there was pressure from Whittaker, Caine,

Roberts, Cameron, and the Archbishop for this to be done. But

even though these five represented a majority of the corrt.mis-

sioners who worked with Peel after the split, no positive

support whatever was given in the Minorit.y Report to the idea

of applying the Veto to England, and indeed it is difficult

to imagine a man like Lord Peel being dictated to by anybody.

On the other side, it is beyond question that the eventual

Majority Report was vastly more favourable to the licensed

trade than had been the Chairman's draft report. But if the

Majority Report did indeed represent a complete surrender to

the liquor trade it is difficult to account for the fact that

all but one of the trade commissioners found it necessary to

append reservations and even more difficult to explain why

the Report's general assessment of the drink problem was that

98Whittaker, IlReply,1l 515.

99West , IlTwo Reports,1l 266. The Times of 12 June, 1899,
noted that tithe wording of the minority report is now somewhat
less unfavourable to local veto and less favourable to local
management than in its original form. II
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l!hardly any sacrifice would be too great which would result

in a marked diminut,ion of this national degradation ."100

The crisis of 12 April and the consequent separation

of tb.e commissionel's into two distinct groups by no means

marked the end of the Commission's ~quabbling. Before the

two final reports were presented to Parliament in July the
;

two sides engaged in a struggle for precedence which the

Home Office had to be called in to arbitrate. The minority

group wanted their final report to be placed first because

the Chairman's name was on it. The majority group wanted

West's to head the list signatures to their report and

for him to be able to style himself as the Co~nission's

Vice-·Cb.airman. With a fine impartiality, both sides' requests

were turned down. 10l

100LCR , Final Report, 12.

1010n the first point the Secretary to the Co~ission
was informed that a search made into the Home Office records
going back twelve years had unearthed no precedent for a
Minority Report's being placed first because the Chairman
happened to be among the minority and that the Home Secretary's
view was that "under the terms of the Royal Commission the re
port which is signed by a majority of the members is, strictly
speaking, the expression of the opinion of the Commission, and
should therefore appear first in the Report." As for West, it
would be convenient if the conMissioners were to sign the Re
port in the order in which their names appeared in the origin
al Commission, and advisable "that any Commissioner who has
been chosen by his colleagues as Vice Chairman or otherwise
to preside over meetings of the Commission in the absence of
the Chairman should not so describe himself in signing the
Report, inasmuch as he does not derive his authority from
appointment by the Crovvn. 1I See the letter from Sidney Peel
to the Under Secretary at the Home Office, 1 June, 1899, and
the reply, 2 June, 1899; H.O. 45, 10151/B20998/39.
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The crucial points on which the lVIajority and. r·'Iinor-

ity Heports differed should not be allo"ltlOd to obscure the

fact -:-,hat a Y11ajority or the recommendations made were cormnon

to them both. 102 Both reports advocated that the licensing

Imhrs shO"tJ.ld 1)e consolidated and simplified. The an"te-1869

beerhouses end all lt off H wine aEd snirit licenses should be
? L

subje~t to +lr-.~
LJ.l.l.C full control of the licensi:ng allthority, as

should the sale of liquor on passenger vessels and in thea-

tres. Moreover, the power of the licensing authority should

be extended in several other directions: it should be able

to supervise and if necessary to refuse all tied-house dgl'86-

ment.s) to x'egli2.ate against repeated applicat:.ions for licenses,

tv cc.,nt.rol all stru-:::tural alterations to licensed premise;];

to impose S~nday closing conditions on new houses, and it

should not b8 liable for costs in the event of appeals against

its
. . .
dGGlSlons.

Virtually complete agreement existed on the various

ways in 'Vi'hich the laws concerning drunkenness should be

strengthened. There should be a general pOv'ler of arrest for

11 simple drunkenness, l! apart f:c'om disorder. To be drunk in

charge of a young child should be an offence, with greater

pens.lt.ies than for simple drunkenness. Where a person was

found to be drunk inside or on leaVing licensed premises, the

-----_._--------------
l02E, t 1 t 1. • 't d h' h d thxcep~ VVlOre Oc,nerWlse s·ca e , tlS paragrap an e

following thirteen nre based on the lVIajority and r:inority
Reports, respectively L~~, Final Report, 6-83 and 85-304.
Spt,:;cific page references are given only for direct quotaticns.,
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Orr~)B should be on the licensee to show that he and his

servants either \rvere not aware that the per~30n was drunk or

that they had him leave- as soon as they were. No sale of

lj_quor, either Honlt or Itofi', If should be permitted to anyone

under the age of sixteen. IVIost radically of all, habitual

drunkards should be placed on a black-list and habitual

drunkenness itself should be regarded as persistent cruelty

within the meaning of the Summary Jurisdiction (Married Women)

Act of 1895, thus entitling the wife, or indeed the husband,

to sep~J.:r'D.tion and protection for herself or himself' and the

h 'l'c. J.. C.'::-'6l1.

The two reports also adopted a similar approach to

the problem of Clubs. The Majority Report advocated the ccr:l-

pulsory registration of all clubs supplying intoxicants, 1"1'lth

the registering authority being empowered to examine the rules

of any club, upon 'ltlhich vlOuld lie the onus of prOViding its

bona fides.------- Even with a certificate from a stipendiary

magistrate or petty sessions, no club would be permitted to

sell liquor for consumption off its premises. The recoIT@enda

tio11s of the Mino:r'ity Report on this question were very si.milar

in principle, although requiring stricter standards to be met

by clubs before registration and a more rigorous subsequent

supervision by the licensing authority.

Majority and Minority reports were united in their

insistence that the disqualifications already applicable to

Iaembers of the licensing authority (which> for instance, barred
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the participation of magistrates holding interests in ·orcvveries

and distilleries) should be extended to cover clerks to the

licensing authority and the members of Watch Com~ittees. Watch

Cownittees, in their turn, sr-ould have no power to effect the

removal of a chief or head constable except with the sanction

of the Home Office. Proposals such as these might at first

sight appear to be concerned with no more than relatively

trivial matters of administrative readjustment. To under-

stand their very real significance, it is necessary to remem

ber the essentially local fashion in which the licensing laws

were administered. These particular recownendations were, in

fact, largely prompted by the revelations made in evidence be

fore the Commission of the conditions that had prevailed for

the past decade or so in the town of Wigan. The probing of the

state of affairs there had also exhibited the detective powers

of the Commission, with the sharp mind of Whittaker to the fere,

at their best. The original evidence of Herbert Marsden, a

manufacturer and Chairman of the ratepayers' vigilance cownit

tee in Wigan had led to several other prominent men of the

borough being called or volunteering to appear before the Com

mission and eventually a most disturbing picture had emerged.

Both in 1892 and again in 1893, it appeared, the Wigan Magis

trates had felt compelled to pass a resolution demanding that

the licensing laws be more rigorously enforced there. Scant

regard had been shown to either resolution by the Watch Com

mittee, which was headed by the I~yor of Wigan, Alderman
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Smith, Chairman of the Oldfield Brewery Co., which had eight

houses in the district. In 1894, according to Marsden, the

Chief Constable of Wigah, Captain Bell, had agreed to object

to the rene"wal of certain licenses, including the Oldfield

Brewery's HCrown Inn,!! when he was instructed by the Watch

Committee not to proceed with them. The uCrown Inn" later
I

lost its license on the grounds that it was being used as a

brothel. According to evidence by Marsden which was COI'-

robarated by his nephew, Captain Bell had protested that his

hands were tied in the presence of the brewers on the Watch

Committee and that his own men kept the brewers informed of

intended police action in connection with licensed houses.

Similar eVj_dence vlaS given by Samuel Laycock, a Wigan Coun-

cillor and J'. P., but Captain Bell, when his turn came to

testify, flatly denied the words. There seemed no doubt,

however, that various members of the Wigan police had, on

retirement, taken up jobs with the Trade, and that on more

than one occasion the police had appeared for the defence in

licensing cases, giving evidence that they had watched accused

houses for a certain length of time without seeing the alleged

offences occur. Moreover it was disquieting, to say the least,

how successfully the local brewers and licensed victuallers

had managed to maintain themselves in the key posts on the

Borough Council. The Chairman of the Watch Committee at the

time of the Commission's enquiries was a Colonel ffarington,

the leader of the Conservatives on the Council and a director
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of the Albion Brewery Co. whose tiRed Lion Inn,TI the Commis-

sioners were informed with some relish, specialized in per-

f'ormances by TIthe champion lady boxer of the world. f! As

Mayor, Alderman Smith had been succeeded by Alderman Richards,

the Chairman of the local Licensed Victuallers f Association

and the landlord of another convicted house, the llHarp Inn. ll

Richards had been proposed for the office

ffarington. l03 Royal Commissions are not criminal law courts

and no misuse of authority on the part of the Mayor, the

Watch Committee or the police in Wigan can be said to have

been proven beyond all reasonable doubt. But it should be

remembered of an unhappy and much criticized COITunission how,

in this way, it uncovered a state of affairs with at least

open possibilities for corruption and made positive recom

mendations to prevent their recurring. 104

On the question of opening hours there was again less

divergence of opinion between the two reports than might have

been anticipated. As far as week-days were concerned, the

Minority Report contented itself with urging that no house

103The evidence relating to the events in Wigan appears
in LCR, II. See especially the testimony of Herbert Marsden
(16 February, 1897, qus. 17,111-346, pp. 215-22) Samuel
Laycock (16 February, qus. 17,347-407, pp. 222-24~, Ernest
Marsden (16 February, qus~ 17,683-97, p.232), Captain A.
Bell (9 March, qus. 20,554-948; pp. 332-42), Colonel
ffarington (9 March, qus. 20,949-21,091, pp. 342-45) and
Arthur Smith (10 March, qus. 21,092-523, PP' 346-60).

104These recommendations, along with many of the others
on which there was agreement between the two reports, were
eventually taken up by the Unionist Government and enlbodied
in the Licensing Act of 1902 (2 Edw. VII, c. 28).
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should be permitted to open before 7 or 8 a.m. and that the

licensing authority should be given the discretionary power

to order closing on election days and, for an experimental

period of one year, two hours earlier in the evening. Both

reports advocated that complete Sunday closing, already

operative in Wales, be extended to Monmouthshire and that the

licensing authority should be permitted to attach Sunday clos

ing conditions to new licenses. The Majority Report certain

ly did not follow the Minority in its desire that licensing

authorities, if they so wished, might reduce or prohibit

entirely Sunday opening in their districts. But there was

no great difference between them as to the maximwn opening

period that should be allowed in England on Sundays. The

Minority suggested a limit of one hour at mid-day and two

in the evening, the Majority two hours around mid-day and

two in the evening, with slightly more latitude being given

to London and other large cities.

Both reports joined in urging that both the original

Licensing Authority and the Court of Appeal for licensing

cases (hitherto, respectively, the justices of a district

sitting in Licensing Sessions and Quarter Sessions) should

be reconstituted so as to include a measure of popular repre

sentation. The differences between them as to how this might

be effected were of degree rather than of principle. "The

Majority Report envisaged a Licensing Authority two-thirds

of vvhose membership would be drawn from the justices, wit,h



the remaining third being nominated every three years by the

borough or county council; that of the Minority would be

composed equally of these two categories of membership. The

Minority Report further recommended that the Court of Appeal

should consist of the original body together with up to one

and a half times their number of additional members, to be

constituted in the same proportions. The ¥~jority were not

prepared for the introduction of non-magistrates into the

appelate body in this fashion, but did urge that Quarter

Sessions should be replaced for this purpose by a group of

magistrates whom the county and borough justices would be

able to elect from among themselves.

Even on the question of the Veto the two reports dif

fered far less than might have been expected. It was no

surprise to find a Majority Report to which eight trade

signatures were attached concluding that "we are not satis-

fied that there is at the present time a general desire for

the power of local prohibition by plebiscite lT and citing its

proposals for town and county councils to have special repre-

sentation on the licensing authority as sufficient to meet

such desire as did exist for an increased element of popular

_. . t· 105partlclpa lone But in view of West's suggestion that its

final shape was largely determined by the representatives of

105LCR , Final Report, 56. Municipal management was
similarly disposed of on the ground that there was no general
desire for it and that, in addition, ITa large proportion of
temperance" advoca tes ll strongly opposed the idea. Ibid.
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the United K:i.:'1.gdom Alliance, the attitudo of the Minority

Rep0:f't ';.Tas rerrtarkable. It, is true that i.t included a sug-

g'3st,1on that 8. t some future date a measure of dil'ect popular

cc,ntJ:'ol might be granted to Scotland and vvales. But it made

it quite clear that it VJaS not prepared to make a similar

suggestion as far ~s England was concerned. After reviewing

permissive prohibitj_on,

the Minority Report concluded: tiWe have no evidence before us

that public opinion in England, whatever it might be in

Scotland and Wales, is at all strong enough to justify such a
-, Or:

measure. lI
...... -.)

Wh:U:,taker, Caine? Camerou, Roberts and the Archbishop

of Ca rll..;erbury did not dissent from this last statement in ar;.y

reservation. Instead they joined together in signing an

Addend-..xm to tlJe Ni !.l.Ority Report. In this the five of them not

only argued that "public opinion in England is prepared for

and would sustain a measure for closing licensed premises

entirely on Snndays" but also recorded their opinion:

That the people in every part of the United Kingdom should
have power, by a substantial majority vote, taken on the
widest franchise in force, to prevent any premises being
licensed to sell intoxicating liquors in their respective
localities. The grounds on which, in our judgement, such
a power of direct popular control and self-protection
should be conferred are set forth in Mr. Whittaker's
'[\:1emorandum. 107

106L~R F" 1 R t 2~0 ~~; 'lna epaI', o~-b3.

l07J.bid., 305. The Memorand'J.l11 by the customarily pro
lific Whittaker is vir·tually a report in itself. As the
Adclendml1 implies, its main theme is a statement of the case
for the Veto; along with Dawson Burns, Whittaker was the
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The Minority Report had nine signatures, the AddendlJln

had five. It is most unusual to find an outright majority of

those signing a report then putting their names to an addel1.-·

du~ which, on an issue of considerable importance, flatly

contradicts what has been said in the report. The five com-

missioners known a~ supporters of the Veto submitted to a

"creatment of the proposal. by the Tvlino:city Report that was only

marginally less unfavourable than that accorded it by the

fJLqjority, and confined their remarks on its desirability to

an addend-cllU and a memorandum. Their motives for doing so are

not clear. It is possible that even though they were in a

majority they were reluctant to press the point against a man

of Lord Peel's character. It is equally possible that they

temperance movement's leading expert on the economics of the
trade, and he makes formidable use of statistics to reinforce
his argument. But the most revealing aspect of the J.VIemoran
dlJln is Whittaker's treatment of "Municipalisation or the
Gothenburg System. ll Most of the time he compares it unfavour
ably with the Veto, as indeed his co-sponsors of the Addendum
would have expected. Yet every so often his good opinion of
it comes through. Thus he emphasizes that it would both re
duce inducem.ents to connive at breaches of the law and elimin
ate the publican's harmful role in political life, and he
states (337) that llthere are, as compared with any ordinary
licensing system, a sufficient number of good points about it
to render it desirable that where the liquor traffic is to be
carried on the people of the locality should have the option
offered them of placing the sale of drink under the control
of persons who would have no interest in pushing it. ll This
statement was near-heresy for a supposed vetoist. In it can
be discerned the beginning of that shift of opinion which was
to lead to Whittaker's disputes with the U.K.A. and his even
tual joining together with Lord Peel, Joseph Rowntree and
Arthur Sherwell in the Temperance Legislation League, events
which are discussed below, Chapter Eight.



VlOre cont.ent that. t.he main body of t.he report. should read as

it did as far as the Vet.o was concerned and that the Adden-

dum was primarily designed to shield them against subsequent

.... 1 fl" t . t 108 1,Th· t t kB. vtacKS _ rom ess uncomproill1s1ng ve 'OlS s. VV~ 1, a er,

Roberts and Cameron were Liberal M.~.s, as Caine had been

and "vas to be agai~l, and it. was certainly more likely t.hat

the Liberal Par-c,y would take up a r,hnority Report without the

Veto t.han with it. It should be remembered also that the

very 1.'V'eeks in which the Minority Report was being drawn up

saw the first appearance of Rowntree and Sherwell's The

Tam.perance Problem and Social Reform, an "epoch-making book"

which was extremely sceptical of t.he benefits local prohibi-

tion had brought to those parts of the world where it had al

ready been tried. l09

The two final reports differed most drastically in

their proposals for dealing with grocers' licenses and in

their respective schemes for reducing the numbers of licensed

premises. As far as grocers' licenses were concerned, both

reports recommended that all wine and spirit off-licenses

should come under the full control of the licensing authority.

108The subsequent actions of Whittaker and Caine suggest
that in their case at least the second possibility is the more
likely one. See below, Chapter Seven.

109Edward Lee Hicks, liThe Present Phase of the Temperance
Question, 1I Contemporary ReView, LXXVI (July, 1899), 51-01;
Jo E. Allen, "Lib~ralism and Local Veto,Tl IndeRendent-Review,
XI (December, 1900), 338-44- The description epoch-making ll

is Allen's. One of the Licensing Commission's many ironies
was that the delay caused by its internal disputes- allowed
Rowntree and Sherwell to publish their findings first.
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The Majority Report stopped there. The Minority Report,

h01i'lever, reverted back to the proposal in the Chairman's

original draft. repo:L't which had been defeated before the

Commission split. into t1"0. Following a several page assess-

ment of the. damage done by ths practice of mixed trading)

the Minority Report recommended that, after five years'

carried on in the same premises as the trade in groceries

d th ,. 1 1.110aIJ. 0 - _e1' ar"GlC._8S •.

The question of reduction inevitably raised the

vital issue of compensation. The Minority Report recorrillle~ded

that a s~atutory maxjmlITu should be declared with respect to

the proportion of on-licenses to inhabitants and that it

shouLd apply to every licensing district in the United KiEg-

dom. It suggested tnat the ratio might be fixed as one

license to every 750 persons in towns and one to every 400

persons in country areas. lll Within these limits, the local

licensing authority 'V'JOuld have power to determine the number

and the distribution of those houses they wished to retain.

The nature of any financial award that might be made to dis-

possessed licensees was very carefully defined. In the first

place, lIwhi.le from the point of view of strict justice, no

1101.~~, Final Report, 161v--70. Allen dissented from this
recommendation in a reservation, urging that it be left to
the licensing authority 1 s discretion.

111 -For t,he average proportion of licenses to population
then prevailj ng see above, Chapt,er One.



claim to compensation can be urged by those who lose their

licenses, some allowance might be made, as a matter of grace

and expediency, though not of right. 11112 Secondly, any such

allowance "should be nothing more than a temporary expedient

. • • above all it must not be so designed as to confer any

kind of vested intyrest in licenses.,,113 This latter condi

tion was to be reinforced by the use of a time limit which,

the Report recoIDluended, shoUld be five years in Scotland and

seven in the rest of the country. At the end of this period,

no further financial allowances would be made and t,he way would

be clear for any legislation which Parliament might then be

disposed to enact. This might include, the Report pointed

out hopefully, the enacting of a measure of direct popular

control for Scotland and Wales. In the meantime, the allowance

made for licenses reduced should be based on the annual rate-

able value of the licensed premises. The maximum amount that

could be awarded would be seven years' purchase of this value,

with the licensing authority haVing full discretion to award

a smaller amount and to apportion the grant between the vari

ous interested parties. The money itself would come from a

fund to be raised from the Trade. For this purpose there

should be an annual levy based on the rateable value of

licensed premises and all new licenses should be required to

pay a high annual license rental.

112LCR ; Final Report, 301.

ll3Ibid.



Framed in this way, the proposals satisfied ~oth the

Chairman and the five co-sponsors of the Addendum. ll4- Peel

had the drastic reduction to a definite statutory maximum

which had been included in his original draft report; the

other five had a scheme of reduction "'lhich neitheY' conceded

the legal right to,compensation nor could be construed as an

obstacle to further reforms, together with the expression of

faith concerning a future measure of Local Option for Scotland

and Wales. The proposals did not, however, satisfy Dickinson

and Houldmvorth, the other two temperance Commissioners, both

of whom appended reservations to the Minority Report expressing

their dissent. Houldsworth' s rejected any idea of local con·-

trol for Scotland and Wales, opposed the fixing of a statu:tory

maximum of licenses to population when local circumstances

varied so greatly, and proposed that compensation should be

increased to at least twelve years' rateable value. Dickinson,

in his, contented himself with expressing his opposition to

all forms of local veto or local management and his opinion

that the scale of compensation proposed by his colleagues

was totally inadequate.

If Houldsworth could not agree with the recon~enda-

tions of his Minority Report colleagues on this vital issue,

it is hardly surprising that the Majority Report's proposals

regarding reduction and compensation should have been almost

114Presumably they also satisfied Allen; although since
he also put his name to the ¥mjority Report's very different
proposals this is open to doubt.
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diamet.rically opposed t.o them. Indeed the recommenda.tions in

t.he Majority Report. were based on t.he very premise t.hat Peel

had been determined to avoid: that the scale and speed of

the reduction process should be determined by the ability of

the compensation fund to provide the full market value as

recompense for thoye who lost their licenses. The IVIc'3.j ority

Report accordingly rejected the idea of any fixed proportion

of licenses to population. The administrative areas for the

reduction process would be the counties and county boroughs.

Within t.hese, the licensing authority would be able to decide

the nUl'TIber, if allY, of those licenses to be reduced, subject

to the supervision of the Home Secretary. All retail licenses,

both "onll and "off," would come under the compensation scheme.

The compensation fund should be administered on the basis of

the Declaratory Value of a license, which would be reached by

subtracting the value of the premises unlicensed from the

total arrived at by adding the value of the premises as

licensed to the value of the att.ached good-will. The Declar

atory Value would be both the amount to be paid as compensa

tion for those licenses supressed under the scheme and the

basis of a special tax on licenses from which the compensa

t.ion fund would be formed. Public houses, beerhouses and all

holders of off-licenses would contribute to the fund one-third

per cent, per annLilll of their value as ascertained in this way.

In addition, hotels and restaurants with licenses should con

tribute one-sixteenth each year of their rateable value and
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clubs should provide an amount to be determined. New

liceIJ.ses might be issued at the discretion of the licensing

authority, when they should be put up for tender on a seven

year lease.

Some three years after the JJicensing Commission had

reported George Harwood claimed that "anyone with imagination

it, e.nd seeing the questions they were called upon to decide,

might easily have written their Report without calling the

Commission together. ttll5 While this was an exaggeration, it

was certainly true that the public i ty given to the Comm.ission' s

internal dissensions ensured that the informed public was

aware of what the two final reports would say several weeks

before they were officially published and presented to Parlia-

mente As early as 1 May The Times devoted a full page to a

precis of the two reports which subsequently proved to have

been accurate in all but a few details. Through the late

spring and early summer of 1899 attention naturally Jeurned to

how the reports would be received by the two major parties.

It soon became clear that the Unionist Government was

going to take the position that the Commission's failing to

reach agreement precluded any licensing initiative in the fore

seeable future. Eventually, in early November, the Home Secre

tary, Sir Vlatthew White Ridley, spelled this out in so many

1157 April, 1902, ParI. Debates, 4th series, CV, c. 1140.
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\vor~ s. Of more direct interest, therefore, was how the

Liberals would react to the Commission's findings, and in

particular to the Minority Report, which all three Liberal

M.P.s on the Commission had signed. The United Kingdom

Alliance's Canon Hicks threw out a very broad hint v<Then

shortly before the
1
reports appeared officially he prophesied

that "any party or leader that will take up Lord Peel's re-

comraendations and force them forward in a Bill may be ensured

of a large and enthusiastic following."l17 But the hints did

not come only from the temperance movement. On 19 April Sir

Walter Gilbey had written to the newly appointed Chief

Liberal Whip to point out that "if the matter could be

properly explained to Messrs. Whittaker, Roberts & Caine"

they might be dissuaded from supporting Lord Peel in his

apparent intention to revert to the proposal to abolish

mixed trading, which Gilbey's naturally regarded as dis

astrous. llS A month later Gladstone had discussed the forth-

coming reports with the two leading Liberal brewers, E. N.

Bu..xton and Samuel Whitbread, and Whitbread had been "most

1160n 8 November, lS99, he told the annual meeting of
the Country Brewers' Society that "with all the argumentative
and contentious points of the subject left undecided, it
seemed to him that it would be judicious for the Government
to hesitate before they attempted to deal with the matters
involved in a hurry." Liberal Magazine, VII (December, lS99) ,
57S.

117E . L. Hicks, "The Present Phase of the Temperance
Question," Con!-emporary Review, LXXVI (JUly, lS99), 61.

11SB.M. Add. MS 46,057, ff. 154-57.



anxious Tl that the Liberal Party "should not commit itself t~o

Peel t s report. 11119 For a Liberal Party vvith its lic:ensing

policy still unclear the Peel Report in many ways was a new

challenge and a new threat. Yet it was soon to be seen asa

new opportunity.

"119 ..- Entry' In' Gladstone f s interview diary for 15 IVIa.y, 1899,
B.M. Add. MS 46,483, f. 11.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE LIBERAL PARTY AND THE PEEL REPORT, 1899

While the Royal Commission had been sitting Parliament

at least had enjoy~d some respite from the licensing question.

1tJith the presentation to the Lords and Commons of the Corrmis-

sion 1 s two reports the controversy was thrust back squarely

and inevitably into the main-stream of political dE')bate. 1

Neither of the two major parties had much cause to welcome

this fact. In contrast, though, to the previous impact of

licensing on politics in the 1890s, it looked this time as

though the Conservatives might be the ones to fj nd therr,selves

the more embarrassed. Not only were they the pal'ty with the

im~ed.iate responsibilities of power; since they had. themselves

established the enquiry their obligation to react in positive

fashion to the Commission's findings could be the more strong-

ly argued. Yet each of their most obvious courses of action

had equally obvious disadvantages. To continue to let the

matter rest would run counter to the vague but growing feeling

in the country as a whole, increasingly reflected among their

own back-benchers, that further measures designed to tackle

the drink problem were long overdue. Despite the fact that

no Conservative administration could ever lightly disregard

IThe Final Report was laid before both Houses on 4
July, 1899; ParI. Debates, 4th series, LXXIII, c. 1392, 1404.

289
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the urgings of an Archbishop of Canterbury, acceptance of the

Minority Report was out of the question. On the other hand,

commitment to the Majority Report would revive the risk of

forging allover again the broadly based Liberal-temperance

alliance against the compensation proposals that had proved

so powerful only t~n years previously. Even so it is at first

sight surprising that it was the Liberal reaction to the re

ports that was to be the more positive; unlike their opponents,

the Liberals were seriously divided among themselves on the

temperance issue. As it was, the very existence of these

divisions provided a major incentive for a readjustment of

the party's position, and the Liberal response to the reports

of the Royal Commission during the latter half of 1899 in its

turn determined the new basis of the party's official attitude

to the licensing question.

It has been seen how Liberal devotion to the temperance

cause had been jeopardized after 1895 by internal disputes on

the Local Veto issue. It has also been seen that the five

members of the Licensing Commission known for their support

of the Local Veto--four Liberals and the Archbishop--had

subordinated their direct advocacy of this measure in England

to the achieving of a consensus among those commissioners who

remained with Lord Peel on the questions of the grocers'

license and, above all, compensation. It is not clear to

what extent this concession on the part of the four Liberals

--Cameron, Caine, Roberts and Whittaker--was due to an expec-
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tation that their restraint might be rewarded by an increased

Liberal commitment to the cause of temperance. In view of

the events about to be described, and in particular of Whit

taker's rather care-free attitude to the details of compensa-

tion, it is tempting to assume that some such calculation may

not altogether have escaped them. ~~latever was in the minds

of t~he fOl1r mel1 1'ihen t~hey asserlted +r\ +"h'; '"'
VV V.LJ...L0

Report it is quite clear that, once having signed it, Whit-

taker at least realized that an essential step had been taken

in the direction of a possible Liberal-temperance rE!rmroche--

mente Shortly after the presentation to Parliament of the

two reports he went to Gladstone to request a discussion of

them with a view to arriving at a settlement. 2 A week later,

on 20 July, the two had a "long talk on [the] possibility of

arranging a working agreement on [the] temperance question. H3

According to Gladstone, Whittaker proposed as a basis for

settlement the close adoption by the Liberal Party of the Peel

Report. The Veto as provided in Harcourt's Bill should be ap

plied to Wales after seven years and to Scotland after five.

In England it should be considered afresh in seven years' time.

Whittaker was not specific as to whether compensation should

necessarily be on the basis of a seven years' time limit as

2Whittaker's approach, made on 13 July, is recorded in
the diary which Gladstone kept of the interviews held -in his
capacity as Chief Whip. B.M. Add. MS 46483, f. 30.

320 July. Ibid., f. 34.
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suggested in the Peel Report; his main concern was that, y'That-

ever f'orm it took , it should not constitute a permanent ground

for compensation for all time. In short these proposals not

only confirmed the Peel Report's rejection for the present of

the demands for the English Veto, whatever Whittaker and his

associates had maintained in their AddendTh~ to this report

about its immediate desirability. Implicit also in the pro-

posals was that further concessions might be made on the

equally important issue of compensation. Not surprisingly

Gladstone told l~ittaker that an agreement on this basis was a

distinct possibility and requested that a vrritten sketch of

the proposals should be drawn up.4

Before the month was out Whittaker was seeing the Chief

Whip again. In view of the fact that Parliament was in recess

there might seem to be no great need for urgency in the matter.

Whittaker pointed out, however, that the United Kingdom Alli

ance had called a meeting for 19 October to discuss the Commis-

sion's reports and that in his opinion it was important to ar

rive at a definite understanding of the Liberal position on

the temperance question before then. 5 When Gladstone next saw

Whittaker, three days later on 3 August, he was able to tell

him that he had managed to discuss the matter with Campbell-

Bannerman before the latter departed for his customary stay in

41, . d
Ol •

531 July. Ibid. ,
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Apparently, however, the Commons' le3.der and his

Chief Whip together either did not accept Whittaker's insis

tence on the need f'or hast;e or decided that nothing could be

done about, it. At all events little or nothing appears to

have been settled before Campbell-Bannerman left England; six

weeks later he wrot,e to Gladstone from Marienbad: flIt wd. be

really most o.esi1'8.1:::1e that I 8hd. have some consultation with

you and Asquith and any others V.Je can lay hold of before we

begin our Autmnn Manoeuvres. Temperance, Old Age and Land

Values--these are subjects on which we must speak out, and \riG

ought to discuss them first. lI ?

Campbell-Bannerman's absence--he was in London briefly

bet1tJeen 3 and 7 Octcber, hut apart from that was on the Con-·

tinent until the 14th8--meant that the "Autmnn Manoeuvres li

that on his return most immedj_ately presented themselves for

discussion were those taking place in South Africa after the

Boer ultimatum of 9 October. Nevertheless the Liberal leader-

ship managed to fit in a meeting for the discussion of domes-

tic issues on the afternoon of 26 October. Gladstone had been

asked by Campbell-Bannerman to summon the Commone:cs of the ex

Cabinet and any peers who were in town. None of the latter

attended, however, and neither did Fowler, so that, apart

61bid., f. 40.

717 September, 1899. B.M. Add. MS 45987, f. 15.

Asquith ( , n c.: \ - l' I --
\ .L '/ Ulf J, p. J...LJ-l! •
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from Gladstone h5mself, only Asquith, Bryce and Campbel.l-

B8,nnerman took part in the revievl of -I.:,h8 position on the

domestic front, chiefly featuring temperance and old-age

penSi()T.1S E.nd held, as Campbell-·Eannerman informed Ripon, 1I in

order that we may all as much as possible sing the same tune.1!9

Ve'ry probably it 'v-tas c:rt tr1 is meeting that the decision was

t·::> press ~orvm.rd to ~~eg w:'l.0ther a definite settlement

could be reached V'lith Whittaker on the temperance issue. Be-·

fore 5 Novert1ber Whittaker met lvith Asquith, Gladstone and

Campbell-Bannerman in the latteris room at the House of Com-

mons. After what Campbell-Bannerman later described as "('l

long conferene:e,ll agreement Volas reached on lines very similar

to those originally suggested by Whittaker back in July. v1JhJ.t-

taker, speaking for the temperance movement, agreed to the ac-

ceptance of the principle of compensation out of funds dra~rrl

from the trade and to the postponement of the Local Veto in

Engl:::md. In return the Liberal leadership agreed to put in

the front rank of' their legislative programme temperance re-·

form along the general lines of the Peel Report, including

measures of local control for Scotland and Wales, a commitment

which Campbell-Bannerman would make public in a forthcoming

speech. 10

The compromise in effect was that the temperance move-

927 October, 1899. Ripon Papers, B.M. Add. MS 43517,
ff. 139--40.

1 O~ .,.. Co - n.- 0ee L:.b. to Lord .3pencer, .L9 December, 1099, Spencer
Papers, A-R.
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ment would not continue to press demands for reforms over

and above those advocated in the Peel Report and that the

Liberal Party would give high priority to reforms going as

far as the Report. It was thus essential to have a clear

understanding of v.lha't the middle ground incorporated and

Whittaker was asked to set out what he conceived to be the

main points of the Peel Report. The summary which he sub

mitted listed all the principal recommendations of the Report

as outlined in the last chapter, including the abolition of

the grocers' license and the granting of direct popular con

trol in Scotland and Wales after respective terms of notice

of five and seven years. ll Whittaker also outlined in this

memorandum a series of future steps which he grouped under

the heading of "Suggestions," although this was apparently in

the nature of a courtesy title since they seem rather to re-

present vVhittaker's understanding of what had already been

agreed. The Liberal leaders, according to these, should pub

licly affirm their support for the Direct Veto and for IIIegis

lation on the main principles" of the Peel Report as a practi

cal step towards its attainment. They should at the same time

declare that they intended the early introduction of such

legislation on their return to power. Temperance leaders

would respond in their turn, accepting this declaration and

llWhittaker's memorandloo, dated 5 November, 1899 and
headed "Strictly Private and Confidential,1l is in the Glad
stone Papers, B.M. Add. MS 46057, ff. 206-11.
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commending it to the support of the temperance electorate.

The factors prompting both sides in this arrangement

towards agreement seem clear. The friction of recent years

between the Liberals and the temperance movement had been an

obvious source of delight to the Conservatives and the licensed

trade. Bothsides:stood to gain considerably from a coming

together on common ground. For Whittaker the virtual secur

ing of the adoption of the Peel Report by the Liberal leader

ship W&S a great prize, one which would rescue the cause of

temperance reform from its lowly and, since the withdrawal of

Harcourt, increasingly ambiguous position in the party pro

gramme. This rescue, it is true, entailed the concession of

the principle of compensation by the trade itself and the

sacrifice of the imnlediate prospects.·-such as they were--of

the Local Veto in England. But the first concession was more

apparent than real; the Peel Report itself had already admitted.

the concept of financial prOVision llas a matter of grace and

expediency.ll Even for the loss of the English Veto there would

be, in Whittaker's opinion, compensatory advantages. The re

sulting combination in one measure of licensing reform and

direct popular control was, he felt, one likely to attract

support in equal proportions from both the main groups of tem

perance opinion. Moreover the restriction of the Veto to

Scotland and Wales, the majority of whose Members of 'Parli

ament were in favour of the principle, would strengthen the

hands of the Liberal Party and Vetoists alike should the l,ords
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12seek to bar the proposal with their own veto.

The advaD~ages of the compromise to the Liberal

leadership were still more immediate. In the first place, it

should not be overlooked that the final settlement with Whit-

taker occurred at a time when the possibility of a closing of

the party ranks on almost any issue at all was especially
!

desiI--able" The re-call of nrt-f-,.....l,r-..'"V'I .p"""'"I''V"'l.rl +1" .....
v\..., lJVucJ. .L VU1!U. vlle

Liberal PartY,hopelessly divided over the action being taken

in South Africa. Respective groups looked to Asquith, Grey

and Fowler on the one hand or to Harcourt, Morley and Lloyd

George on the other. "My main difficulty has been to keep

the Party decently together,1l Campbell-Bannerman told a fri.end

a few weeks later. "If some of my colleagues had had their

way there would have been open revolt. 1l13 At this crucial

time temperance reform, still widely regarded as a major is-

sue, offered an important area of policy on which previous

discord could be replaced by a new harmony. Even so the

particular timing of the arrangement should not be over

emphasized. Whittaker's proposals were ones which Liberal

leaders who, like Asquith and Herbert Gladstone, saw the tem-

12These points are made-in the third section of Whit
taker's 5 November memorandum, headed "c omments. II It was fear-
ed by many of the more far-sighted Vetoists that the Lords
might employ with some success against the passing of a compre
hensive Local Veto measure an argument similar to one they had
used against Home Rule: that the Veto should not be imposed
on England by the votes of non-English Members of Parliament.

13c.B. to J. Smith of Stirling, 27 November, 1899,
Spencer Papers, B.M. Add. MS 46388,-ff. 31-34. '



peranee issue solely in electoral and party terms would have

v\i"elcomed at any -[,ime since 1895 at least. On the Local Veto

the concessions offered-by Whittaker would at least remove

the measure from the Liberal platform in England, where it

had most proved an electoral liability. Since opponents of

the Veto had emphasized above alI its unpopularity with the

"tT.-,+ r-..~1L1 +l"l~ rt .........,,"'V,.-.-,"Irt',.....~V'II...... 'Y"\4~ ""'J.l''''l -; +.'Q i-...l1~r ........'1 'v,1u~-ul_1l..J_J_ q.+·::i-1·-...,u-' :::::t-I-l e--v-r·e-.'.L-'.LA-I-IT
V\J'\.....-c:-l~-:J, ·....... .LJ.-.L0GU.. .lCi.1.1.CStl11tl.lV ... -L.. ..... '-" U~_ 'I -'- l>...IV"--"< V. ...(\... v . .~ V

chance of putting an end to party differences on the question.

Equally important, temperance acceptance of compensation by

the trade 'Hould, as Campbell--Eannerman shortly afterwards

pointed out to Lord Spencer, help the party to lIsoften the

stubborn apposition of the trade in England. fll~. The p~:'ospects

for a mollification of the trade over compensation seemed all

the brighter since Whittaker did not insist that the schedule

as suggested in the Peel Report need be strictly followed.

Prolrided 'the period of notic e given was short, he wrote, llthe

amount cf compensation to be paid and the method of levying on

the trade are matters of det3.il. fl15

~he Liberal leaders may well have been pleasantly sur-

prised by such an accommodating attitude. Their main concern

during the negotiations with Whittaker seems not to have been

to wrest from him further concessions but to receive his firm

assurance that the temperance movement as a whole would be

prepared to acquiesce in the already considerable movement

1419 December, 1899, Spencer Papers, A-R.

155 November memorandu.'1l, loco cit.
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towards the trade and public house position implicit in his

proposals. The leadership was well aware that by this time

there were those among even the most ardent Liberal vetoists

who, like John Ellis, were reluctantly prepared to consider

the desirability of a practical alternative policy.16 But

the most important individual consideration remained the

tige as an advocate of radical temperance reform was quite

unique. To judge from the frequency with which vfhittaker's

assessments of Lawson's position are recorded in Gladstone's

intervie"1tJ diary, the Chief Whip clearly recognized that the

President of' the Alliance was the one man on the temperance

side who might have both the desire and the influence to wreck

the settlement. The weighing of the Lawson factor had been

the more difficult because the reports as to his likely atti

tude had at first been far from clear. When Whittaker made

his approach on 13 July he "hinted that Lmvson "muld not stand

in the way. Tt17 At the end of the month he admitted that

Lawson was now "strong in opposition," with the Alliance as a

16See Gladstone's notes of his interview with Ellis on
10 July, la99, B.M. Add. MS 464a3, f. 28. Ellis, a close
friend of Sir Wilfred Lawson, sat as a Liberal for the Rush
cliffe Division of Nottinghamshire from 1885 until 1910, the
year of his death. In 1867 Ellis had married a daughter of
John Rowntree of Scarborough and was thus the brother-in~law

of his fellow Quaker, Liberal Member of Parliament and tem
perance worker, Joshua Rowntree. Joshua should not be con
fused with another of the Scarborough Rowntrees, Joseph Rown
tree, co-author with Arthur Sherwell of many works on the
temperance question.

17Ibid ., f. 30.
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whole equally divided on the question Qf compromise. IS Yet,

only three 'fleeks 18.ter, llW[hittaker ] said that Lawson was nolt';

much more amenable.,,19 -However, by the time the compromise

was finally reached, Whittaker's advice had crystallized, and

on 5 November he committed himself in writing to the opinion

that llSir W. Lawson is the only Temperance leader of any im-

portance 'I,"1ho at ence acquiesce, and I am clear in

my own mind that vnlen it came to the point he would not

oppose,Il20 The Liberal leaders went through with the arrang8-

ment with VJhit~taker assured that he could rally to its support

the ()ve:nvhelming bulk of influential temperance opinion.

Armed with lnThittaker t s memorandum, but heavily dis-

tracted by the South African situation, Campbell-Bannerman

now prepared to publicize the new Liberal temperance policy.

An exchange of letters with Whittaker cleared up an ambiguous

point in the ruemorandum concerned with the compensation levy

to be made on the trade; significantly Villi ttaker qualified his

explanation by again emphasizing that "whether this is the

best arrangement in detail is not material.,,21 Five days

later, on 15 November, Campbell-Bannerman spoke in Manchester's

Free Trade Hall and brought into the open the new direction in

lS31 July, ibid., f. 38.

193 August, ibid., f. 40.

2°5 November, memorandQm, lac. cit.

21Whittaker to C.B., 10 November, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41235, fi. 100-01.
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the Liberal approach to the temperance question. Having ex

pounded to his audience his criticism of the Government's

South African policy, he announced himself to be satisfied

that in Lord Peel's proposals the friends of temperance had

lI a code of reform" which could "rightly be adopted t' as meet-

ing the irMuediate necessities of the case. Speaking as he

Wo.S in the home town of the took

great care to conciliate as far as possible those in whose

eyes the Peel Report went nowhere near far enough. He

directed a special appeal to "those stalwart upholders of

licensing reform, to those men who with much effort and. sacri-

fice, with toil and storm, have advanced the cause of direct

popular control. 1f He was not going to ask these men to accept

any compromise or to renounce any principle. But he would ask

them to view with favour a scheme which would undoubtedly work

immense good irmnediately and which would "pave the way for ef-

fecting in after years those future and more complete reforms

which they have at heart. 1f He had always supported and voted

for measures embodying the Veto. The concept was both "right

in principle and vital in its consequences." Nevertheless, he

went on, the fact could not be ignored that, while public

opinion in Scotland and Wales was far more advanced, in Eng

land there was a great reluctance to accept any such scheme.

Similarly with the compensation question, while it could not

be entertained that there was any claim on legal grounds,

opinion generally was in favour of making some financial
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allowan~e. The time had come for a serious and concentrated

practical effort, he concluded, and, looking at the Peel Re

port as a whole, Hfrom the beginning to the end of it I can

see nothing which is in the least in conflict with Liberal

principle, and therefore which does not deserve Liberal sup

port. 1122 This Manchester speech, in fact, followed Whittaker's

briefing virtually to the letter and it is difficult to share

the view of Campbell-Bannerman's biographer that the blessing

which it gave to the Peel Report was no more than "cautious. lI23

Certainly this was not Whittaker's view. He was de

lighted with the Manchester speech. "If I may presume to say

SO,li he wrote to Campbell-Bannerman, lIit was altogether ad

mirable.,,24 At once he began to carry out his side of the

bargaj.n vrith the Liberal leadership. Enclosed in his letter

thanking Campbell-Bannerman for the line he had taken he sub-

mitted the draft of a manifesto welcoming the speech, which

"l propose to get • . . signed by a number of Temperance

Members of Parliament and others, and published in the news

papers in the course of a few days. 11
25 Already the Central

Temperance Evidence Board had been transformed by Whittaker,

Caine and others into the Central Temperance Legislation

22Manchester Guardian, 16 November, 1899.

23 J • A. Spender, Life of the Rt. Hon. Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman, G.C.B. (1923), I, 263.

21:-17 November, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41235, ff. 110-11.
25.1-- -' _,

..LUi.U.



Board, with the new objective of pushing the Peel proposals

onto the staJc,ute books. A meeting of temperance men vms sum-

moned by the Board and, -six days after the Manchester speech,

was held in the Queen's Hall, London. A letter from Lord Peel

himself reminded those attending of the magnitude of the evil

to be grappled with and stressed: "It has come to be a strug·-

gle for mastery between the State and a trade, and the time

has fully come for a decision of the question who is to be

master. IT Unanimously the meeting accepted the proposals of

the Peel Report as "a practical basis for legislation" and

urged all temperance workers to unite behind them. 26 Tory

embarrassment at the presence at this meeting of the President

of the National Conservative and Unionist Temperance Associ-

ation, Sir William Houldsworth, was further increased the

following day by the warm praise given to Campbell-Bannerman's

speech by the official organ of the Church of England Temper

ance Society.27

Two weeks later the movement inspired by Whittaker was

given a further boost by the appearance of the manifesto he

had planned. Issued on 6 November, it received widespread

coverage and no little editorial attention in the next day's

press. The manifesto accepted Campbell-Bannerman's speech as

a declaration of the leaders of the Liberal Party's intention

ITto place in the forefront of their proposals, for immediate

26Scots~an, 22 November, 1899.

27Temperance Chronicle, 22 November, 1899.



legislation on their return to p0i'Ter} a rr.easure of Temperance

reform embodying the principal recommendations of Lord Peelfs

Report, includinE; giving direct popular control to Scotland

f,nd. Wales. 11 The t:b.irty signators testifj. ed to their belief

that such a polic;y \-vould both work irmnense good irmnedi.ately

and prepare the ground for future and more complete reform,

and they concluded by co~~ending the policy embodied in the

I\!anchester speech to tem.perance electors as worthy of their

support at the next General Election. Appended to the mani-

festo in most reports was 2 note, undoubtedly submitted by

"It\1hittaker himself, which recapitulated at equal length t:he

points made in the manifesto and, lest any reader remained

1,qho still did not apprec iate it, spelled out the si.gnificance

of what had happened" flIt will be seen,ll the note began,

llt,hat, with the exception of Sir Wilfred Lawson, almost every

recognized leader of the Temperance party has signed this de-

claration and rec olllillendat ion. It would be difficult to exag

gerate the importance of such a manifesto as regards both

temperance reform and the Liberal party.ll28

The manifesto as it appeared in the press differed only

very sljghtly, and nowhere significantly, from the draft which

Whittaker had submitted to Campbell-Bannerman nearly three

weeks previously. Since the manifesto welcomed the statements

made in Campbell-Bannerman's speech, using wherever possible

2~vestminster Gazette, 7 December, 10nn
.l..U77·



his very phraseology, and since that speech had been based on

vrhittaker's memorandu~m, Whittaker's signature on the manifesto

in effect represented his acceptance and his reco~nendation

to others of his own proposals. The Liberal Unionist Scotsman

suspected sharp practice of some kind, although it saw Caine

and Gladstone as tl).e villains of the piece. On the morning

it published the manifesto the paper proclaimed in a lengthy

leading article:

The manifesto is probably a product of the Central Temper
ance Legislation Board, on which ]Vlr. W. S. Caine, ex-J\l.P ..
and ex-Unionist, is a prominent figure. The members of
the Board appear to be a set of active Radical politicians,
working under the inspiration of the Radical Whip, Mr.
Herbert Gladstone, a declared opponent of the VetG. They
have recognized the mischief which advocacy of the Veto
has done and is calculated to do to the Radical party in
England, and so they are prepared to throw it over in the
political interests of the party, and adopt Lord PeelYs
scheme of reduction with compensation. 29

The manifesto, it concluded righteously, was evidently a purely

political move on the part of these men, designed to embarrass

the Government and to forge a new plank in the platform of their

own party. The writer of the article also put his finger on

one of the major obstacles to such an attempt: II . . . the new

play is a little like Hamlet with the Prince left 01rt. If Sir

Wilfred Lawson disapproves of the manifesto, he is unlikely to

stand alone, and the claim of the thirty recognized leaders to

represent the Temperance party becomes dubious. 1I30

297 December, 1899.

30 -rbod.L 1 •
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Tir~littaker cannot fairly be accused of throwing over

h:i.s own principles in the interests of his party. He evident-

ly believed, and was alniost certai.nly correct in believing,

that unless the radical temperance movement was prepared to

forgo at least .:for the present its most obviously unpopular

demands it would ac,hieve few, if' any, of its other objectives.

But -the ScotSIUclIl correct

the success of the plans for compromise depended on the extent

to ~",hich Whittaker and his allies could continue to demonstrate

that it was their position, and not that of Lawson, which had

the backing of the temperance movement. So far the praspect~s

ai' their being able to do this seemed encouraging. The Ur.ited

Kingdom Allio.nce, manifestly divided, could do little to move

one 'Hay or the other from the ambi.valent stance it had taken

in October when its Annual Report, while generally expressing

a favourable opini.on of the Peel Report, had condemned as

"vague and inadequate" those of the Peel proposals "'Thich re

lated to popular control. 3l Meanwhile such bodies as the

Nati.onal Temperance League and the Church of England Temper-

ance Society had given an enthusiastic reception to the Peel

Report, as h~d the Methodist Times. Even the executive of

the Good Templars had taken part in the work of the Central

Temperance Legislation Board. Most significant of all were

the names of those whom Whittaker had obtained as co-sponsors

31The Times, 12 October, 1899.
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of the 6 December manifesto. Including Whittaker himself,

fifteen of the thirty who signed were currently Liberal

M(.3mbers of Parliament. -Together they presented an impressive

cross-section of temperanc e opir'..ion within the part,y. From

Scotland there were John Colville, Robinson Souttar 2nd

Govan's John Wilson; from Wales Herbert Roberts, Herbert
1

Lewis and Lloyd George. Those from English constituencies

ranged from Henry Wilson and Robert Allison, directors res-

pectively of Sheffield Smelting and the Midland Railway, to

Robert Cameron, a Quaker educationalist, and Francis Channing

of the agriculturalist lobby. Especially prominent were re-

presentatives of the mining vote and of that of Labour gener-

ally; Thomas Burt, Sarmuy Woods, Fred Maddison and Durham's

John Wilson. John Ellis had not signed, but Joshua Rowntree

was there v-lith two other ex-Members of Parliament, Crosfield

and Caine. 32 Five of the fifteen Members of Parliament--Whit-

taker, Souttar, Burt, Allison and Henry Wilson--were Vic8

Presidents of the Alliance, as was Caine. The status of the

non-Parliamentary sponsors was equally formidable, including

as they did Dr. John Clifford and the respective past and

32Caine indeed is credited by his biographer with hav
ing been "largely responsible tl for the manifesto; John Nel,vt on ,
W. S. Caine, M.P. (1907), p. 285. Certainly he was working
very closely with Whittaker during these weeks. But, as has
been seen, it was Whittaker who both arranged with t,he Liberal
leadership for the manifesto's appearance and submitted the
draft to C.B. Very possibly Caine played a part in bringing
Pope and Canon Hicks to sign. But among the Liberal Members
of Parliament it is more likely to have been Whittaker's in
fluence that counted; Caine was both out of Parliament and an
ex-Liberal Unionist.
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present Secretaries of the Alliance, Samuel Pope and Canon

Hicks.

Whittaker's gathering of these names must be seen not

only in terms of the avowed intent to influence the temperance

electorate. It v,ras also an attempt to impress the Liberal

leadership with the extent to which the temperance movement..

was prepared to follow Whittaker's moderate line, and in this

Whittaker felt with good reason that he had done well. Writ-

ing to Campbell-Bannerman after the publication of the mani

festo, he was able to make light of Lawson's refusal: III only

invited prominent pronounced U.K. Alliance men to sign the

statement. As I anticipated Sir Wilfred Law~son would not sign

it, but with that exception a more representative list of

temperanc e men could not be obtained for anything. 1133 VJithin

a couple of days Whittaker was in Manchester, taking part in

yet another demonstration of solidarity. At the temperance

conference held in the Town Hall the conspicuous absence of

the President of the Alliance was off-set by the presence of

both its Secretary and of its Treasurer, W. J. Crossley. Once

again a unanimous resolution urged all temperance reformers

to unite in an attempt to secure at the earliest possible date

339 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41235, f. 135. In view
of the rift that developed between Lawson and Whittaker it is
ironic that it had been the latter's father, Thomas, who as a
touring temperance lecturer in the mid-1830's, had been res
ponsible for the conversion to the teetotal cause of Sir
Wilfred LawsonTs father; Norman Longmate, The Waterdrinkers
(1°60.\ '" ~n
\....L./ 0" J:-Ie vv.
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legislation along the lines of the Peel Report. 34

The most imrn.ediate threat to the success of the

Liberal-temperance compromise, however, came not from the

Lawson wing of the temperance movement but from the licensed

trade interests within the Liberal Party. From the moment

that it had become obvious that the Royal Commission vms

going to produce two distinct trade Liberals had

been apprehensive as to their party's reaction. Back in May

Gladstone had discussed the question with the two leading

Liberal brewers, Samuel Whitbread and Edward Buxton. The

latter, still completing his work on the Majority Report, had

expressed himself most anxious that the party should not commit

itself to the forthcoming proposals of Lord Peel and his col

leagues. 35 Campbell-Bannerman's Manchester speech of 15 Novem-

ber now convinced Buxton that this was exactly what was being

done. Two days after the speech, and even before he had read

the full report of it, he went protesting to Gladstone. In

his interview with the Chief Whip Buxton made it clear that

acceptance of the Peel Report would preclude his standing in

the party's interest. He claimed that all the moderate mem

bers of the Royal Commission had signed the Majority Report,

and argued that it would be impossible to embody the Peel re

commendations as a whole in any Bill. To carry out the sug-

3~~anchester Guardian, 11 December, 1899.
. .

3515 May, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 46483, f. 11.
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gestio~ in thG Peel Report for compensation on a seven years'

, .' • f • doaslS, he maln~alne , would amount to nothing less than con-

Buxton appears to have had some reasonable ground for

complaint. In August Gladstone had assured S. H. \tIJhitbread,

Samuel Whitbread's:son, that both his father and Buxton would

be consulted before Campbell-Bannerman finally settled on the

party's temperance pronouncement}7 But no representative of

the Liberal brewers was present when the negotiations with

Whittaker were conclueled. Moreover any information about the

conference bet\'leen tht-? th:L~ee Liberal leaders and Whittaker

that might have been passed on to the Liberal liquor interests

~ould not greatly have helped them. For no clear understand-

ing in detail appears to have been reached even then as to j"li.St

how far Campbell-Bannerman should go in accepting the Peel

proposals as a whole. Even Whittaker's memorandQm spoke only

of the affirming of support for legislation lIon the main prin-

ciples ll of the Peel Report; the more detailed interpretation

of this phrase seenlS to have been left to Campbell-Bannerman.

rrhe interpretation which his leader in the event placed upon

it in Manchester evidently did not entirely accord with Glad

stone's view. He received from Campbell-Bannerman an almost

lyrical account of the evening: If The Manchester meeting was

3617 November, 1899, ibic1.; f.· 49; Gladstone to C.B.,
19 November, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41215, ff. 144-50.

378 August, 1899, B.J\L Add. MS 46483, f. L~2.
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an enonneus success. • • • My temperance expose '\rVas care-

fully listened to and greatly approved •• I think what I

said is (though I say it myself) judicious and sufficiently

full."38 The Chief Whip's reply hardly shared this enthui-

asm. IIBut have you not kept rather too rigidly to the actual

proposals of the PE1el Report?" was his first reaction. 39

The Il actual proposal" which was crucial was that re-

lating to compensation. ~~ittaker had from the start shown

that his attitude to the details of the scheme for cempensa-·

tion vms a flexible one. But Campbell-Bannerman' s declara-

tion in Manchester that there was nothing in the Peel Report

vrhj_ch did not deserve Liberal support presumably extended liQ

the Report f s sl"lggestion that the maximum amount payable fer

premises whose licenses were not renewed should be seven years'

purchase of their rateable value. In his reply to Campbel1-

Bannerman's account of the Manchester meeting, Gladstone ex-

pressed his doubts as to both the necessity and the desir~

ability of ta.king up such a position. In what, in his own

words, "vas a Iflengthy criticism," he analyzed the possible

electoral implications:

•.. as Whittaker, Caine & Co. have accepted the princi
ple of compensation, shall we be right from a tactical
point of view in starting the new departure by screwing
it down to the lowest possible point? I rather look at

38C.B. to Gladstone, 17 November, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
45987, ff. 39-42.

39Gladstone to C.B., 19 November, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff. 144-50.



it in this way. If we get a majority strong enough to get
a Temperance Bill through the H[ouse] of C[ommons], the
H[ouse] of L[ords] will stand firm on compensation. If
they force us to the country, the trade will make a record
effort against us and will probably prove once more that,
plus the Ch[urch] of England and the whole Tory party,
they are too strong for us. That would be disastrous in
the interest of reform. Otherwise we should have to come
to terms. Fuller compensation would be given and not a
man in the trade would say thank you, while some of our
people would be disgusted.

But before this occasion arises we have to carry the
country. A skimp and grudging measure of compensation
will not placate the trade (possibly no reasonable pro
posal would): but what is more important such a measure
would not enable us to detach from the public house in
fluence the mass of reasonable customers who in a rough
and ready way want the publicans to be treated generous
ly. Briefly, I fear that without an adequate amount of
grease we shall not be able to overcome the friction of
the trade in the next or almost any election. Personally
I think Peel's 7 years entirely inadequate and so thought
two (three?) of his own signatories. Moreover Whittaker
himsel.f said to me "Provided the money comes from the
trade, and compensation is limited to existing holders, I
don't so much care what the scale is." I gathered that
his view is mine--tlWhat does it matter if you exact two or
three millions more from the trade for compensation to ex
traders, if by so doing you put yourself in a strong
position to pass a good act."

I fear that the adoption of Peel's 7 years plan won't
get us much forrader. Ought we not to avoid any specific
proposal, reserve the matter to the discretion of the
responsible Govt., and merely take the ground of fair
compensation subject to Whittaker's two conditions?40

These were powerful arguments, but the considerations

involved were relatively long-term compared with Gladstone's

immediate worry, which was that too strict a line on compen

sation would alienate the remaining Liberal brewers. It is

true that, in the parliament of 1899, trade connections could

be claimed for (or alleged against) only six Liberals, com-

40... 1- .•.,
. .LU.LU.
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pared with twenty-two on the Government benches. 41 But the

General Election of 1895 had been especially difficult for

trade Liberals to fight and the Chief Whip was hoping that

their numbers would be added to after the next one. Indeed

he was at this time actively engaged in arranging the placing

of several additional candidates from the trade canlp. The
!

emba.I1rassing Llbiquity of advertisements for Devfar' s Perttl

Whisky might combine with the formidable strength of local

temperance opinion to rule out a son of John Dewar as a pos

sible successor to Birrell in West Fife, but there 1tlere strong

hopes for--among others--Haig in Derbyshire South, Adeane in

Huntingdonshire South, Marshall in Newmarket and Buxton him

self, probably in Ipswich. 42 The Liberals in these years vvere

not conspicuously over-endowed with either suitable candidates

or the resources to finance them43 and, for all the lamenta

tions of the temperance movement that even the Liberal Party

should be sullied by the ill-gotten gains of the liquor traf-

4lBrewers Almanack for 1899. The six Liberals, with
their constituencies and connections, were: Austin (Osgold
cross), maltster; Causton (Southwark West), brevV"ers' colour
printer; Evershed (Burton-on-Trent), brewer; Fowler (Wolver
hampton East), W. Butler & Co., Wolverhampton brewers; Gold
(Saffron Walden), W. & A. Gilbey, distillers and wine mer
chants; McEwan (Edinburgh Central), W. McEwan & Co., Edinburgh
brewers. Four Nationalist Members of Parliament and one
ParnBllite were also involved in the trade, chiefly with Irish
whiskey firms.

42. See C. B. to Gladstone, 9 December, 1899, B.M. Add.
MS 45987, ff. 52-55, and Gladstone's interview diary, B. M.
Add. MS 46483, ff. 11, 12, 33, 55.

4JTrevor Lloyd, llUn~ontested Seats in British Elections,
1852-1910," Historical Journal, VIII (1965), 260-65.



fic, a Chief Whip could always find room for a man like Samuel

Whitbreadis proteg1, Charles Adeane, who was, as Gladstone

himself noted, flevidently afraid of work but very rich. n4l~

The "new departure, II it is true, had been arranged partly ""ith

such men in mind and, on the Veto and the compensation ques-

tions, was distinctly more favourable to the trade interest
!

than before. But the main point about the policy it replaced,

as Whittaker had realistically accepted, had been that its

chances of ever reaching the statute books were fairly remote.

The signs were that the trade Liberals would fear a temperance

policy based on the Peel Report and promised precedence and

priority far more than they had the formally more hostile pre

vious position, about which the party's rank and file had been

divided and its leaders vague. 45 Gladstone did not emphasize

this £actor at such length as the broader electoral one in his

letter of 19 November, but the implication left was clear

enough. Having told Campbell-Bannerman of his interview with

Buxton and of his own fears that the Liberal brewers might

"shy offll over compensation, he went on: III put this forward

for your consideration because perhaps you might feel disposed

4418 May, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 46483, f. 12.

45Presumably too, if temperance was to become one of the
major planks in the Liberal platform, the leadership would no
longer be able to view so tolerantly the habit of many trade
candidates--Sir John Austin in the Osgoldcross by-election waS
only the most recent example--of contesting the seat with a
lfternperance ll policy of their own.
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to expand this point at Birmingham. 1I46

Campbell-Bannerman was due to speak at Birmingham be-

fore the end of the month. In the meantime Gladstone began

to press on other Liberal leaders his views as to the desirable

attitude of the party towards the Peel Report, with rather

mixed results. A consultation with Asquith resulted in the

two agr"leeing that Libel'lal policy in this direction should be

guided by two basic principles. In the first place the party

should not commit itself to the Peel Report as SUCh; secondly

it should make it clear that it was prepared to deal in a prag-

matic fashion with the compensation issue, lias a necessary

greasing of the car of reform."47 But Gladstone's zealous

propagation of these views left at least one ex-Cabinet member

completely confused about what tune the party was supposed to

be singing. On 6 December Lord Spencer spoke in Peterborough

and exhorted temperance workers to press for the implementing

of those points on which there was practical agreement between

the Majority and the Peel Reports. This was a manifestly dif

ferent position from the line Campbell-Bannerman had taken and

Spencer was roundly condemned for his words by the very voices

that had most warmly acclaimed the Manchester speech. 48 Writ

ing shortly afterwards to apologize for any embarrassment the

46B.M. Add. MS 41215, ff. 144-50.

lj-7Asquith to Gladstone, 27 November, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
45989, ff. 26-27.

iI-8E •g ., in the Temperance Chronicle, 15 December, 1899,
which also contains a report of Spencer's speech.
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episode had cauEed Campbe1l·-Bannerman) Spencer explained how

he had thought that he was only keeping pace with a changing

emphasis in official policy. One day between Campbell-

Bannennan's Manchester and Birmingham speeches he had been

with Herbert Glau3tone and had come across Tweedmouth and

Causten Hin full Cl:yl1 over the tempera.nce question:

They evidently had heard that a good many of our people
did not altogether like the Minority report and what they
understood you to :have said at Manchester.

H. Gladstone said that he had seen or written to you,
and that you were going to put the matter somewhat dif
ferent~J..y at Birmingham, as I understood in the way vvhich
I practically adopted at Peterborough by personally
favouring Peel's minority report but urging that the many
~)oints on 'which unanimity prevailed should be pushed for
vlal'rJ. and adopted. as a great step in advance, with as much
more 01.' Peel t s report as it turned out to be possible tv
carry.49

Only when he saw the 6 December mani.festo, with its re-af'firma~

ti.OD of the Manchester line, did. Spencer realize that there

was h o ° sOsomet lng amlSS.~

Gladstone had. in fact seriously overestimated the ef-

feet of his arguments upon Campbell-Bannerman. At Birmingham

the latter did make a slight gesture towards trade sentiment,

emphc7.sizing that his preVious rejection of any claim to com-

p811sation referred specifically to a legal claim which, if

established, would have to be met by public funds. But this

L~9Spencer to C. B., 10 December, 1899, B.J\lI, Add. MS
lr1229 , ff. 73-74. Tweedmouth, as Edvvard Marjoribanks, had
been Chief Whip before Tom Ellis. R. K. Causton, who was to
be Paymaster-General under C. B. and Asquith until in 1910 he
became the first Baron Southwark, was a Liberal Member of
Parliament whose wholesale stationery business did a great
deal of its work for breweries.· --

50Ibid.
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did little to reaEisure the brewers. Moreover its effect was

completely lost in the outcry which greeted the appearance

of -the temperance manifesto and the favourable notices which

the manifesto received in the ~aiJ~New~ and the Daily Chron

.ic1e on 7 December. "Many comlimnications on the new develop-

ment ll descended upo,n Gladstone from Liberal brewers "sore at

what they call the adoption of all the specific reconmlendations

of the Peel Report. 1l51 Ncr were members of the trade the only

ones to react unfavourably. Sir Algernon West can hardly have

been pleased at the scant attention paid so far to the Major-

i ty Report on which he had I-'V'orked for so long. But, he assured

Gladstor"e -' i lJ was only "as an old friend who was onc e interest--

ed irl~J"he success of the I,iberal Partyl! that he V\i£'ote:

I am sirnp)...L horrified at the line taken today by the
Liberal Press on the subject of temperance legislation.
If your leader follows them I think it would end in as
ruinous a result as loc&l veto.

To adopt Peel's report would put the whole of the
grocers and every moderate man against you at an election.

Some of the trade are Liberal and I believe the vast
majority of grocers who owe their existence to your
father's legislation will if this report of Peel's is the
foundation of an act oppose you tooth and nail.

Our report signed by all the neutrals except Lord Peel
would be an equitable solution and might be carried into
law~-of which there is no probability if such drastic pro
posals as those of Peel and the extreme Temperance Party
are accepted by the Liberal Party.5 2

West was preaching to the converted. Gladstone had a

51G1adstone to C. B., 8 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff. 158-61.

~2

::> West to Gladstone. 7 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
}6o~r7 f~ 22~ ~6 .if .J., J.. "',.,.;-t:...



long talk with Whittaker on the 7th,53 arranged to confer with

Asquith the next day, and lost no time in reporting the pre

sent:. difficulties to Canlpbell ..Bannerman. He stressed that the

latter's reference in Manchester to the Peel Report as tl a code

of reform which may rightly be adopted tl was being interpreted

in a 'day Tlwhich I qon' t think you meant!! and passed on West f s

warning about the possible reaction of the licensed grocers

and his doubts about the general legislative feasi.bility of

the Peel proposals. But, Gladstone insisted, the all impor-

tant point was compensation and it was essential that it ShOlllct

be made quite clear. Whi.ttaker, he emphasized yet again, was

making no demands that compensation should be limited to any

set figure; his only conditions Vlere that it should be drmm

from the trade and applied exclusively to existing license

holders. Indeed Whittaker and his friends had now gone so

far as to declare that they would support a proposal to raise

the funds for compensation out of increased liquor duties.

This, Gladstone emphasized, seemed to be a most important pro

position, particularly since, according to Whittaker, it was

one which the trade would accept. Gladstone conceded that,

with so large and complicated a subject, it was hardly to be

expected that the party would be able to settle down to exact

lines at once. "But,!! he concluded, tithe distinction which I

am anxious to have drawn is that between adoption of the re-

53lfThinks the new departure satisf.· (more than I do), n

Gladstone noted ruefully, B.M. Add. MS 46483, f. 53.
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port as a formulated code of reform, and its adoption as a

general basis with ample latitude reserved in points of de

tail, the whole arrangement being accompanied by a fgen$rous'

policy of money compensation provided from the trade. 1154

Campbell-Bannerman's reply to this forceful letter

was somewhat vague land only marginally helpful to his Chief

VtThip. He did at last concede that his words about a "code of

reforml! might be read as indicating something more precise

than he had intended. What he had rather meant, he told Glad-

stone, was to refer approvingly to the Peel Report as a series

of reforms, some of which the party might adopt. This, he

observed, was in accord with the general tone of his Manches

ter speech. But in other directions he was less encouraging.

He argued that to go as far as Whittaker was apparently pre

pared to with the liquor duties proposal would make the party

very vulnerable to attack. Such a scheme would in effect in-

volve compensation out of taxation, a principle the Liberals

had bitterly denounced when Goschen had tried to adopt it less

than ten years before. His reaction to the possibility of dif

ficulties with the licensed grocers was similarly negative. He

admitted that the fact that the party was faced with a poten-

tial loss of support over the issue made it a very difficult

one. But he offered no advice, merely adding that "in Scot-

land we are all against Grocers Licenses which are the worst

51+Glad"stone to C. B., 8 December,
41215, ff. 158-61.

1 onn
.LU77 , B.rJI. Add. rvTS
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cause of evil--drink being hawked about country districts in

vans which call at men's doors with tea, bread & c.

Possibly it could be met by some strict rules, but I doubt

it."55

Up in his Scottish retreat Campbell-Bannerman was re

moved from the direct protests of the Liberal brewers. His..

main attention was naturally directed towards the South Afri-

can War and, as far as the new departure in temperance policy

was concerned, with his record of vetoist sympathy he was

rather more perturbed at this time by the letter of protest he

56had received from Lawson. But in London the Liberal Chief

Whip remained the obvious target of a group, relatively weak

in nw~bers, but strong in the constituency and financial pres-

sures they could apply. The next few days, moreover, saw

West's gloomy prediction proved accurate; as the impression

gained ground that the Liberals were to adopt the Peel Report

as a whole, the resentment of the liquor traders was added to

that of the brewers. With over three thousand retail agents

at risk, even such a staunchly Liberal firm of distillers and

wine merchants as W. & A. Gilbey could not accept a Liberal

platform incorporating the Peel proposal for a complete separ-

ation of the trades. Armine Wodehouse, the prospective can

didate for Saffron Walden, came to Gladstone greatly distressed

55c . B. to Gladstone, 9 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
45987, ff. 52-55.

r:,f."
/~C. B. to Gladstone, 11 December, 1899, ibid., f. 56.

Lawson's letter to C.B. of 7 December is discussed below,
Chapter Eight.
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on 11 December to report that.he was threatened with the

entire withdrawal of Gilbey support in the constituency, in-

eluding that of the present Member of Parliament, Charles

Gold, himself a brother-in-law of Sir Walter Gilbey and a

director of the firm. Another distiller, Haig, resigned his

co.ndidature in South Derbyshire outright. Wodehouse also con·-

fided that his father, Lord Kimberley, the Liberal leader in

the Lords, was in favour of grocers licenses, and Gladstone

found himself under heavy attack from several of those whom

he regarded as the party's "essential friends." Again Glad-

stone conferred with Asquith and rushed off a letter to

Campbell-Bannerman. It is evident that he felt that the de

velopments of the past few days arl10unted to a genuine crisj s

in the affairs of the Liberal Party. IIAt present the fat is

all in the fire so far as the Liberal liquor traders are con

cerned," he wrote. "It is thought we are going for the

abolition of Grocers Licenses in England. I am afraid the

result will be rather disastrous. 1I Half way through his

lengthy letter he underlined the point more forcibly still:

"tve saDno~ afford to lose the Gilbeys and all their grocer

clients, the Whitbreads, Eversheds, Buxtons, Beaufoys and

other men like Adeane who are more-or-less connected with the

trade. 1157

In this letter of 12 December Gladstone put forward

57Gladstone to C. B., 12 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff. 169-72.
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in the strongest possible terms those steps which he felt must

be taken if the damage were to be made good. He first took up

Campbel1-Bannerman's concession that the "code of reform"

phrase was open to misinterpretation and in fact had been in-

tended to mean no more than that the Liberals would take from

the Peel Reportthqse proposals which they deemed necessary

and practicable. IfI think it is absolutely essential,ii he

'l;r['ote, "that as soon as possible you should state the position

which you take in your letter to me of the 9th--in a form which

we could circulate as the general expression of the official

vievl. II On a second and related point Gladstone was equally

insistent: this was no time to attempt to soften the blow to

Lm\lson and his i'ollov.rers: "I think that the sooner you make

it clear that the Veto for England is postponed the better. It

will bring the parties of Lawson and Whittaker into conflict

and will help us with our brewers and all moderate Liberal re

formers. 1l Other than this Gladstone urged that the party must

at all costs avoid getting itself pinned to specific proposals,

especially the more drastic ones, against which "an active and

sustained propaganda" would arise: "I am convinced that unless

we keep our position based on general propositions, with full

power reserved on details, we shall get into endless troubles.,,58

But the main point was that something positive must be done to

mollify the trade Liberals, and quickly. In a postscript to a
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letter sent off on the following day Gladstone apologized to

Campbell-Bannerman for having to hammer at the temperance

question so much, I!but it is a matter of real and urgent im

portance to us.1!59

Campbell-Bannerman's reply showed that he still had

little s}rmpathy wi~h the trade's grievances and saw little

justification for their complaints. iilt is not I who have

brought in details,1! he complained, I! • the word Grocer

never issued from my lips, nor did I think of him. It is

these sensitive plants who have dragged him out. . •. There

is nothing in all I have said to make any candidate resign-~

or to provoke my excellent Gold.1! He warned Gladstone that

the party could not hope, and should not try, to satisfy its

trade supporters on all counts: "They would like us to get

up and say 'We abjure Local Veto and Local Control.' We can-

not do it. But, to save their face, we have engineered this

deal, whereby that policy for England is postponed and com

pensation arranged for. This is all they can expect us to do:

and all we dare do: and it will not be easy even to do so

much. I! In addition he poured more cold water on the idea of

earmarking increased liquor duties for the compensation fund.

And yet, embedded in this rather querulous letter, came the

statement of the position that was the reward for Gladstone's

sustained pressure. Provided, Campbell-Bannerman declared,

5913 December, 1899, ibid., ff. 173-76.



that the van mischief in Scotland could be dealt with by

regulation, he was personally quite content to leave the

grocer alone. Moreover the offence that he had given by the

use of the phrase " code of reform" could, he somewhat non-

chalantly added, quite easily be made right in his forth
60coming speech at AOerdeen.

These were the assurances Gladstone had been waiting

for. However much Campbell-·Bannerman might believe that the

licensed grocers' interest was making a fuss about nothing,

Gold's anger, for example, was increasing daily. He saw

Armine Wodehouse on the 15th, told him that he intended to

take no further part in politics on the Liberal side, and made

it clear that he would not give his support in Saffron Walden

to 1flodehouse or to any other Liberal candidate. "I tried to

soothe him in every way I could,ll an alarmed Wodehouse report

ed to Gladstone the next day, "but he said it was too late,

that he had always been a loyal and generous member of the

party and that the return was that Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman, without any consideration of the blow he was deal

ing to the business of Mr. Gold and his partners, had commit-

ted the party to a report signed only by a minority of the

Royal Commission and those the Temperance members. n61 Wode

house added that he was doubtful whether, in these circum-

60C. B• to Gladstone, 14 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
45987, ff. 59-60.

61Wodehouse to Gladstone, 16 December, 1899, B.M. Add.
MS 46067, ff. 2J2-J5.
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intervened and, with BrL~ton act i.ng as mec.iRtor, arranged to

meet Gold on the 20th. -Armed with his leader's assurance

that no separati.on of the trades proposal was envisaged, he

felt hopeful of being able to mollify Gold and, through hini,

the rest of the Gilbey clan. 63 Buxton's readiness to act as..

go-between in this affair was itself a sign of the jmproved

relations that Gladstone was now able to est2blish with the

brevJers.

In view of the trouble the Chief Whip had taken to

elicit from Canlpbell-Bannerman the undertaking that the "code

of reform" phrase v,muld be publicly reo-elaborated in a serLse

more in line with the trade's compensation demands, it is

reasonable to assume that he gave some indication of this

latest development when h0 saw Buxton on the 18th. Certai.nly

Buxton, in the course of the long talk which the two had,

clearl''y showed that he thought it was now possible to reach an

arrangement which the Liberal brewers would be able to support.

He was, Gladstone noted, "very fair and moderate." He inti-

mated that the grocers' license question did not greatly inter-

est him and stated that he would be satisfied if the party

could take the li.ne of a "generous" measure of compensati.on

payable by and through the trade, without any specific plan,

62Ibid .

6'~-Gladstone to C. B., 18 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff o 184-85.
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and provided that the party's use of the Peel Report as a

general basis did not cornnit it to the more detailed recom

mendations. 64 Evidently Gladstone felt in a position to give

some assurances on these points on behalf of the party, for

he thereupon asked Buxton to stand at Ipswich and the latter,

though not com~itting himself, requested Gladstone to get in
, 6e:

the men concerned. / Next day Gladstone learned

through Barlow, a prospective candidate at Bedford, that in

Samuel Whitbread's opinion a Liberal position similar to that

BQxton had outlined would probably be sufficient to keep the

trade at least neutral in that constituency.66

Valuable as these contacts were, they could not in

themselves cement the resumption of friendly relations. The

real test of the Liberal Party's eagerness to retain the con~

fidence and the support of its brewers would still be the ex-

tent to which Campbell-Bannerman would be prepared publicly to

move the party's temperance stand in their direction. Glad

stone, even after Campbell-Bannerman's declarations in his

letter of lh December, apparently remained uneasy as to whether

his leader would in the event go far enough at Aberdeen to re-

64Ibid •

65B•M. Add. MS 4648.3, f. 55.

66Ibid . Whitbread had himself sat for Bedford until
1895 and~he influence there of the family and the firm re
mained strong. Indeed, from the point of view of a Liberal
victory in a constituency with so many otherwise classically
Tory characteristics, it was probably decisive. See Henry
Pelling, The Social Geography of BTitish Elections, 1895-1910
(1967), p. 113.
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assure the trade Liberals, for he sought the help of Bryce in

urging on Campbell-Bannerman yet again the importance of the

question. He saw Bryce on the 15th and the latter "promised

to write tv C. B. on the temperance 'code'; also on compensa

tion.,,67 Bryce was quick to act on this undertaking and des

patched his letter ,the next day, Saturday, thus ensuring that

it would reach Campbell-Bannerman before the speech at Aber-

deen, scheduled for the following Tuesday. In it he related

how Buxton had complained to him that Campbell-Bannerman's

previous speeches on the temperance issue had been inter

preted as implying a complete adoption of the whole of the Peel

proposals. Emphasizing Buxton's loyalty and that his fears

were not for himself but for the party, Bryce then continued

in such a fashion that it is difficult not to believe that the

letter had been fairly carefully worked out with Gladstone the

day before:

I told him [Buxton] that I thought you had by no means
intended to bind yourself to Peel's scheme in all its
details, but merely to express a general concurrence in
some of its leading propositions: and that what you said
regarding compensation was directed not against a compen
sation scheme charged on the trade itself but against com
pensating the trade out of the public treasury. If I am
right in this interpretation, may it not be worth your
.while if you revert to the subject to make the point
clear?o8

Bryce was not the only ex-Cabinet member whose voice

Campbell-Bannerman had to bear in mind while preparing his

67B•M• Add. MS 46483, f. 55.
68Bryce to C. B., 16 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41211,

ff. 75-76.



Aberdeen statement. Lord Spencer had already counsel18d that,

even though he personally liked the Peel Report, he did not

think it would be safe to pin the party too firmly to it. The

seven years' compensation proposal in particular would, he

thought, cause trouble; and he added "I must confess to feel-

ing somewhat keenly that we must not have another Liquor dif-
t:..n

ficulty in our way."v,/ Lord Kimberley was quite unequivocal.

IfI myself," he announced, "could not support some of the pro

posals in Peel's report e.g. the abolition of grocers'

licenses, and the scheme of compensation, which appears to me

wholly inadequate.,,70 He naturally was aware of Gold's re-

fusal to support his son in Saffron Walden and he expressed

himself perturbed by the apparently IIserious danger" that

others would follow Gold's example. He warned Campbell-

Bannerman that he did not see how on such a delicate question

any programme could be devised which would be capable of

uniting the whole party. In his opinion the Liberals' only

safe course was to avoid pledging themselves to the extreme

recommendations contained in the Peel Report. "Otherwise,"

he added, III fear we shall lose many valuable supporters.,,71

Campbell-Bannerman still had his doubts about whether

the dangers of lost support threatened from one side only. His

69Spencerto C. B., 10 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41229, ff. 73-74.

70Kimberley to C.B., 17 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41221, ff. 174-81.

71Ibid.
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assessment of the course the new departure in temperance

policy was taking comes out in an explanation which he sent

Spencer of why the party could not simply limit itself to

taking up those proposals on which both reports of the Com

mission were agreed. 72 In the first place he was, not un

reasonably, somewh9t resentful that apparently he alone should

be taking the blame for the opposition that the Manchester

speech had aroused. The arrangement with Whittaker was, he

remarked, "not a thing of my raising, although I concur in

it. 1I Admittedly his reference to lIa code of reform" was too

precise and had been unwise. IIBut,1I he pointed out in his

own defence, "..• the whole of Whittaker's paper assumes

that we are to go on the Peel Report. 1I Nevertheless, he told

Spencer, he did not feel in the least bound to go for Peel and

nothing other than Peel--provided that the party could carry

Whittaker and his colleagues with it. Buxton, West and their

like, he emphasized, were not the only people the party had

to satisfy. If the Liberals were to gain the electoral bene

fit that could only come from having the temperance people ac

cept compensation through the trade, then they would have to

maintain a policy which the moderate Alliance men could con-

tinue to support. Given that the party had the most suspi-

cious and sensitive people on either side of it, he sun~ed up,

!fit seems to me having got these 'reasonable extremists' in

7219 December, 1899, Spencer Papers 1899 A-R.
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tow, our only chance of success in the matter is to use them
/(..,~

a -1r. "'+ l' C k- to+- b eliD !I ./.1_-J. 0 V....... V - ... • It is therefore perhaps not surprising

to find Gladstone repeatedly emphasizing the lengths to "Vihi.eh

Whittaker wo.s apparently prepared to go in order to arrive at

a mutually acceptable formula. On the compensation question

in particular, for ,all his personal reservations about the

idea, Campbell-Bannerman could hardly fail to have been im-

l)resssd by Gladstone's insistenc e that Whittaker and his friends

would definitely accept the earmarking for this purpose of in-

creased liquor duties; a proposal which, as the Chief Whip him-

self admitted, would be difficult and v.,hich certainly should

tb ". d' bl' 7hno' e menG10ne In pu le.

Nevertheless Campbell-Bannerman's task at Aberdeen

''las not an easy one. He had, while avoiding antagonizing the

Whittaker group, to confirm as far as possible Gladstone's re-

assuring overtures to the aggrieved trade Liberals and to put

an end to the misgivings which he knew to be entertained by

several of his oml colleagues in the party leadership. More

over, having to speak primarily from the Scottish standpoint,

11e was not able, as he afterwards explained to Gladstone, to

organize his remarks on the licensing question into any form

suitable for a general policy circular. 75 In the circum-

73I bi9:.

74Gladstone to C. B., 16 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff. 180-$3.

']1::,

"""c. B. to Gladstone, 21 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
45987, ff. 61-62.
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stances he did very well. He reminded his audience that the

conditions which made a local control measure so desirable in

Scotland did not.exist in England. He maintained that, not

withstanding the lack of a legal claim, the desire to see

compensation drawn from trade funds .given to those Nho lost

their licenses was: lI a general sentiment and ... a proper

sentimer:t. II Above all he emphasized that the greatest; prac-

tical good would come from approaching the proposals of Lord

Peel and his colleagues as a basis for reform, lIwithout

necessarily adhering to all their precise and detailed recom

mendations. 1I76 It was, he suggested to Gladstone, "what was

v-Janted by our tender br-ewers. Tl77

Gladstone agreed. He was delighted with the speech,

he told his leader, and it had been a great help.78 Asquith,

the third member of the tril~virate responsible for the ar

rangement with Whittaker> echoed this approbation. 79 The dif-

ficulty still outstanding--that of the liquor traders--was

quickly resolved. Charles Gold went to see Gladstone as ar

ranged, on the day after Campbel1-Bannerman's Aberdeen speech,

Gladstone managed to reassure him, and he went away promising

76The Times, 20 December, 1899, p. 9.

77Ibid ., 21 December, 1899.
78
I Gladstone to C. B., 22 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS

41215, ff. 188-89.

79Asquith to C. B., 20 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41210, ff. 179-80.
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80renewed support. The exact form the reassurance took is

not clear. Gladstone made no record of the conversation in

his interview diary and did not find it necessary to go into

details in the report he sent Campbell-Bannerman. Armine

Wodehouse, relieved and delighted though he was at Gold's

change cf attitude~ was unable to conceal his surprise at

the speed and the extent of the conversion. "personally I

cannot see that C.B.'s Aberdeen speech alters his position

much,TI he remarked, Tlbut I suppose he must do it gradually. Tl 8l

It is reasonable to deduce that Gladstone at least hinted that

Campbell-Bannerman had privately disclaimed going in for

separation of the trades and that the Aberdeen denial of the

necessity to adhere to the Peel proposals precisely and in

detail was the first step in the eventual formal adoption of

this position. Certainly this was the course of action in

Gladstone's mind at the time. He hoped, he told Campbell

Bannerman, Tllater on that we shall be able to say that in

this matter the majority recommendation is better and more

practical than the minoritY's.1I82 A month later he sent the

f'ollowing advice to Murray of Elibank, who had just become a

candidate: lIIf they press you on grocer's licenses don't go

further if you can possibly help it than the adoption of the
-----------------------------------

80Gladstone to C. B., 22 December.

. 81Wodehouse to Gladstone, 22 December, 1899, B.M. Add.
MS 46057, ff. 244-45.
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recomnendation of both sections of the Comnission to put them

under the Licensing authority. . .. Stick to Peel's Report

83as a ~nt?ral basis, but "avoid details as far as possible."

This last sentence in fact sums up the urgent advice

Gladstone sent to Campbell-Bannerman from the moment of the

first adverse reaction to the Manchester speech. It may..

and promptings should never have been necessary. The launch-

ing of the new temperance policy was not well handled. There

was a serious lack of consultation among the leaders of the

party, of which Spencer's bewilderment was the most obvious

result. In defence of the Liberal leadership it can be

pointed out that their minds came to be ever more pre-occupied

by events in South Africa and their domestic repercussions.

Nevertheless, in their initial eagerness to take up the prof-

fered concessions on the English Veto and compensation,

Campbell-Bannerman, Asquith and Gladstone failed to clarify

even among themselves exactly what they intended, or indeed

would be able, to offer in return. Precedence for legislation

on the main lines of the Peel Report was understood definitely

to include the Veto for Wales and Scotland, but the rest re-

mained vague.

Once the public announcement of the new policy had

been made, vagueness was doubtless a positive virtue.' Glad-

83 21 January, 1900, Elibank Papers.
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stone was certainly wise to argue that the party should as

far as possible reserve its position on points of detail.

Noble generalities have served as well in British politics

as elsewhere, especially when mouthed by those out of office.

The main purpose of an opposition policy is to gain support,

votes and ultimatel,y power. Broad statements of high-minded

irltention can acquire all three, vv11ereas tllej.l""i tTiarlslation

into specific proposals may serve only to offend existing

supporters. As Campbell-Bannerman was only too well aware,

with the temperance people on one side and the Liberal brewers

and liquor traders on the other, the party would encounter

suspicion and sensitivity whichever way it moved.

Tactics appropriate for the public platform, however,

are not necessarily most suitable in private negotiation.

Suspicion, where it exists, is likely to be increased by ap

parent vagueness and lack of consultation. Precisely because

they knew they were confronted by an easily ruffled sensitiv

ity on either side, the Liberal leaders might have been expect

ed to take particular care not to offend both sides. Little

could be done about those on the temperance side who might re

fuse to accept the dropping of the English Veto and the approv

al of compensation, and it was probably sound policy to act as

though Whittaker spoke for all shades of temperance opinion.

But the Liberal trade members had been privately assured that

they would be consulted before any public announcement of the

new temperance platform was made, and it is clear from their
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reaction to the Manchester speech and the subsequent mani-

festa that they felt that this undertaking had not been kept.

It is curious that greater trouble was not taken to cater to

their sensibilities, since the new policy was consciously

designed as a shift towards a position more favourable to

theln. "t;hfrv:tt seems to have caused this omission was that

one hand and Asquith and Gladstone

on tLc other evidently had differing conceptions of how far

the par~y should and could go in the direction of the Trade.

Campbell-Bannerman consistently showed far greater reluctance

to risk offending temperance sentiment than did the other two.

Possibly this difference of approach deterred Asquith and Glad-

stone from insisting that it was vital that the trade Lib81'als'

acceptance of the new temperance policy be assured before that

policy was made public. If so, they were only laying up future

trouble for themselves, Gladstone in particular. The terms of

the Manchester speech had subsequently to be redefined to meet

at least the minimum requirements of the Liberal brewers and

liquor traders. If the ne0essary compromises had been negoti-

ated before rather than after the speech, the cries of outrage

from the trade Liberal,s would presmnably have been avoided, as

would the Chief Whip's urgent consultations in London and his

desperate letters to Scotland.

vlliether or not it should have been necessary in the

first place, Gladstone's advice prevailed, and the situation

was retrieved. Whittaker remained Bin tOitJ', Il and so did the
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Liberal brewers and liquor traders, reassured as they were

that the party leadership had no intention of acting on a

strict interpretation of the Peel Report on the respective

subjects of compensation and separation of the trades. By

Christmas, 1899, Gladstone could have looked with considerable

personal satisfaction on the party's current attitude to the

liquor lic ensing question. It 1flas only just over tlhIO yea.rs

since he had first publicly urged that the party should

abandon its advocacy of Local Option and its opposition to

compensation drawn from the Trade itself. Since then, and

under cover of a general adoption of the Peel Report with dis

cretion reserved on points of detail, the Liberal Party had

accepted the principle of compensation, postponed the Veto in

Wales and Scotland, and discarded the Veto in England entire

ly. With the assent both of the trade Liberals and of impor

tant leaders of the temperance movement, the party had extri

cated itself from its 1895 temperance policy and would not

have to fight another General Election on those terms.

THO developments, though, might in the end still de

prive the Liberals of the full electoral benefits which Glad

stone anticipated from the revised temperance policy. Asquith

for one had already received clear warning that events in

South Africa were relegating such issues as temperance reform

firmly to the sidelines. On 20 December he wrote to congratu

late Campbell-Bannerman on the Aberdeen speech, adding that he

had devoted most of his 0~1 recent words in public to the
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temperance question, carefully following the exact lines laid

down in Aberdeen concerning the party's attitude to the Peel

Report. "But," he "'lent on, "so far as I knovv not a syllable

of what I said has teen reported. This cursed war drives

away all other subjects.,,84 The other threat was closer to

home. The Liberal ,leadership had concluded the temperance

with the whole amorphous tempera~ce

movement itself, but with an important and apparently influ

ential section of the movement's leadership. It was becoming

clear that the idea that these men had authority to make con-

cessions on the temperance movement's behalf would not be

allowed to pass unchallenged.

84B.M• Add. MS 41210, ff. 179-80.



-CHAPTER EIGHT

THE NEW LIBERAL LICENSING POLICY, 1899-1905

The vetoist counter-attack on the "new departure" in

Liberal temperance policy took some time to get started and

gathered momentum only slowly. There were t'v'J'O main reasons

for this. In the first placG j as has been seen, the com

promise was not presented from the beginning in clear-cut

ternlS, but v-ms subject to careful but distinct modification

in the weeks following Campbell-Bannerman's Aberdeen speech.

Only the rashest elements of the extreme wing of the temper

ance movement were prepared to launch an assault on an

objective as yet unclear. More important, however, was the

fact that at t,he outset the Vetoists found themselves in a

position of considerable weakness. Whittaker had prepared

his ground well. The two organizations most likely to stand

out against the compromise over compensation and the English

Veto were the Good Templars and the U.K.A. Both were co

operating with the more moderate groups in the Central Temper

ance Legislation Board. Six Vice-Presidents of the U.K.A. had

signed Whittaker's 6 December manifesto, as had the Honorary

Secretary, Canon Hicks; W. J. Crossley, the Treasurer, had

spoken in favour of it. Lawson, the conspicuous absentee

from the manifesto and the obvious champion of those who

338
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would not accept compensation or relinquish the English Veto

at any price, found himself at first virtually isolated among

the leadership of the very organization of which for so many

years he had been the personification.

In these circumstances Lawson's initial reaction was

understandably cautious. Campbell-Bannerman's Manchester

speech and the 6 December manifesto were not publicly de-

nounced. Instead La'Y'lson contented himself with private pro-

tests to the Liberal leader. His first, written on the day

of the manifesto's appearance in the press, went no further

than to affect the belief that the apparent omission of the

English Veto from the temperance new departure must have been

the result of oversight or ambiguity:

I do not for a moment believe that the leader of the
Liberal Party would so treat England--not to speak of
Ireland--or would publicly give it to be understood that
the English people were any less entitled to the power of
protecting themselves from the Liquor Traffic than are
the rest of the people of the United Kingdom. The de~

clarations of the Liberal leaders in this head, ever since
--& in many cases, before--the introduction of Sir William
Harcourt's Bill have been quite satisfactory.

I only write this to you because people are so ready
& anxious to misunderstand anything if they can possibly
do so, that they might ingeniously extract from your speech
& from the wording of the statement which I have alluded
to [the 6 December manifestoJ, the idea that amidst all
the great reforms foreshadowed the English Veto was to
take a back place .•..

To prevent such a misunderstanding gaining ground, &
dampening the ardours of those who are to be depended
upon for carrying through any real temperance reform, I
would ask you kindly to give me a line which I may show
to our temperance stalwarts & prevent their labouring
under any disquieting and disappointing apprehension. l

1
-Lawson to C. B., 7 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS

41235, ff. 130-33.
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Lawson could hardly have gone further. The 6

December manifesto had just been signed by, as he himself

admitted, llmany of our best and most prominent Temperance
?

Reformers.ll~ It was clear, nevertheless, that the omens

were not good for the fulfilment of Whittaker's confident

prediction in his 5 November memorandum that Lawson, when it

came to the point, would not oppose the compromise. Campbell

Bannerman was well aware that the threats, though veiled as

yet, were there, and felt that the pro-Veto forces, led by

Lawson, would require very careful handling. "Here is old

Lawson, battle axe in hand," he wrote to Gladstone. "I would

much rather not send him any answer that he can show, &c. And

a brief answer 'ltlOuld not be enough.,,3 Gladstone's advice was

that Campbell-Bannerman should refer Lawson to his forth

coming speech on the subject for an answer, and Campbell

Bannerman wrote briefly to Lav'1son to this effect. 4·

GladstoneTs further advice, as has been seen, was

that in the forthcoming speech Campbell-Bannerman should

make it clear beyond all doubt that the English Veto had

been postponed. This, Gladstone predicted, would "bring

the parties of Lawson and Whittaker into conflict. • • • The

2Ibid .

3C. B. to Gladstone, 11 December, 1899, B.M. Add MS
45987, f. 56.

4 ~Gladstone to C.B., 12 December, 1099, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff. 169-72; C. B. to Lawson, ll~ December,1899, copy
in B.M. Add. MS 41235, f. 134.
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battle axe will have first to descend on the heads of the

nearest 'traitors,' in this case Caine and Whittaker. For

the Peel Reporters are the men who threw the Veto over

board.,,5 At first sight this seems a strange objective. As

part of its temperance new departure the Liberal Party was

attempting to cemept an alliance with the "reasonable extrem-

ists," the more moderate vetoists. The represent,atives of

moderate vetoist opinion needed to be able to demonstrate

that they could corrrmand the support of the majority of the

nation's vetoists, and they would hardly be helped in this

by a deliberate setting of the extremists at their throats.

The hard-line vetoists might be in a weaker position at the

moment, but in the envisaged future contest they would have

the advantage over their rivals of being able to present

themselves as the upholders of the prohibitionist creed in

its pristine purity against those who were prepared to com-

promise the faith. The whole history of the temperance move-

ment was a lesson in the efficacy of such an appeal.

It seems impossibl~ to deduce with any certainty the

reasoning behind Gladstone's apparent welcoming of a Lawsonite

assault on those with whom the Liberal leadership had just

concluded its temperance compromise. But various possibil-

ities suggest themselves in the light of what is known about

Gladstone's thinking at the time. Perhaps Gladstone .sincerely

5Gladstone to C.B.; 12 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41215, ff. 169-72.
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believed that Whittaker, Caine and the Peel Reporters were

by then so secure in their position within the temperance

movement that, while serving to direct the immediate fire

away from the Liberal Party itself, they would easily be able

to withstand a certain amount of sniping from their flank. If

this was his belief it was, as events were to show, an overly

optimistic one. On the other hand it may well have been that

Gladstone was less than completely straightforward in urging

on Campbell-Bannerman the desirability of the conflict.

Gladstone was well aware that the pronouncements he was trying

to prompt Campbell-Bannerman to make at Aberdeen would arouse

even more resentment on the part of the Lawsonite wing of the

temperance movement than had the details of the compromise

already made public. He was aware too that the prospect of

this was playing a large part in his leader's reluctance to

modify to any great extent the position outlined at Manchester.

It is possible that, immersed as he was in his own efforts to

regain the confidence and support of the trade Liberals, the

Chief Whip was quite prepared to see the position of Whittaker

and his colleagues put at risk if this was the price that must

be paid in order to move the Liberal standpoint further to

wards the licensed trade's, and that his advice was a way of

glossing over this fact. If Whittaker and his colleagues

could maintain their position in the face of the anticipated

Lawsonite attack, so much the better. If not, they would at

least have served the purpose of demonstrating that the
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nation's vetoists were a far less cohesive group than they

liked to claim.

Whatever Gladstone's motives may have been, Campbell-

Bannerman's 19 December speech at Aberdeen certainly created

the stir among the ranks of the vetoists which he had con-

fidently predicted.. and which Campbell-Bannerman himself had

feared. The speech alarmed even a man like Canon Hicks, who

so far had consistently favoured the compromise. An Honorary

Secretary of the Alliance, Hicks had signed the manifesto

'Il'velcoming the IVianchester speech and had been prominent in

the various meetings orga~ized by Whittaker to issue forth

resolutions in favour of uniting behind the Peel Report. Now

he wrote to Campbell-Bannerman lito ask you at the earliest

opportunity to make it clear that at Aberdeen you did not mean

to change from the defini te position you a ssumed in IVfanc hester:

viz. (in brief), Peel's Report, plus Scotch & Welsh Yeto,

English Yeto to wait awhile." The advanced temperance organi-

zations, and in particular the Alliance, Hicks warned, could

not be expected to put T-heir weight at the next General

Election behind anything less than the Manchester position.

"Already,lI he complained, "we who signed Mr. T. P. Whittaker's

'Response' to you are being twitted with haVing given our

selves av:ay, & betrayed the 'Yeto. ,,,6

It was possible to reassure Hicks; his major fear had

6Hicks to C~B., 21 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
.ff. 160-63.
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been that the Liberals were preparing to drop the veto for

Wales and Scotland, which was not the case. But those who

had previously held aloof from the compromise were now beyond

pacifying. For them the conclusive spelling out at Aberdeen

that the English veto was no longer to be regarded as part

of the Liberal programme, whereas compensation now was,

amounted to a declaration of war. Campbell-Bannerman was

immediately set upon by John Kempster, the defeated Liberal

candidate at Clapham in 1895. 7 ItEnglishmen--not fit to be

trusted with a vote--is a bad cry for the leader of the

aggressive Liberal party,1t Kempster declared. til may add

that the advocates of the Direct Veto for England are taking

steps to obtain an organized expression of their opinions, and

I am sure that if the section referred to of Lord Peel's

Report is persisted in.by the Liberal leaders, it will result

in a considerable secession of active supporters. tl8

Also despatched on the same day as the reports of the

Aberdeen speech appeared in the press was another protest from

Sir Wilfred Lawson. Lawson, who was, after all, dealing with

his own party leader in the Comrnons, was less brusque in his

reaction than the tlnotoriously violent lt Kempster. Again,

though with even less convicti·on than before, he affected to

71t .•. a very decent fellow but notoriously a violent
U.K.A. man. 1t Gladstone to C.B., 23 December, 1899, B.M. Add.
MS 41215, ff. 190-91.

8Kempster to C.B., 20 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS
41235, ff. 148-49.
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believe that t'.::18 que ~)ti.on might not a s yet have been finally

decided and that the v>!ay might still be open for the con

tir,:uec~ inclusion of the· English Veto in the Liberal programIne.

He had, he wrote, been referred for a reply to his previous

enquiries to the coming speech at Aberdeen. But such answers

as t.hat speech had! provided to his questions, he claimed, had

been Tlnot perfectly distinct." All he was asking was for the

Liberal Party to support not only the Peel Report, but also

the Addendum to it signed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and

four others. There was, he argued, no reason at all why the

two should not exist side by side-··the Addendum was comple-

mentary to the Peel Report, not an alternative to it. It was

to be hoped that Campbell-Bannerman vwuld fI speak equally

favourably of the Archbishop's Addendum, advocating a plan

which will enable all our fellow countrymen to extirpate this

drink fiend if they think fit to do so.,,9

It is unlikely in the extreme that Lawson, after the

Aberdeen speech, could seriously have entertained the hope

that the English Veto might yet be saved. His letter of 20

December bears all the signs of having been written for the

record, much of its ten-page length being taken up with an

exposition of conventional and well-known arguments in favour

9Lawson to C.B., 20 December, 1899, B.M. Add. MS 41235,
ff. 152-56. fir naturally thought that this was worth all the
rest of the reports put together.. fI was how Lawson saw the
Addendu.."'Il. Russell, Lm..,rson, p. 236.
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of the principle of the Direct Local Veto, with which

Campbell-Bannerman was thoroughly conversant. It must be

remembered that Whittaker and Caine had been among the five

signatories to the Addendwn. Temperance reformers who had

not followed every turn of the recent events could hardly be

blamed if in some 9ases they failed to comprehend the full

implications of the new departure. Lawson was evidently

determined to ensure that the temperance movement should be

left in no doubt whatsoever that the policy of ~~ittaker,

Caine and their colleagues, and of the Liberal Party, was to

follow the proposals of the Peel Report as a general basis

but to discard altogether the Addendwn--and with it the English

Veto. His concluding words to Campbell-Bannerman bear out

this intention: "Kindly let me know about this as soon as you

can conveniently do so, as I should like to show what has

passed between us to the nwnerous persons who take the very

.dee12est interest in this matter. 11
10

The IInwnerous persons" were not to be disappointed.

Campbell-Bannerman replied at once that his position was

llreally a very clear and simple one, and there is no ambiguity

about it. 1I1l His support for the principle of the Local Veto,

he assured Lavlson, remained unchanged and undiminished. But

in his opinion those who, like himself, supported the Veto

10Lawson to C.B., 20 December.

llC.B. to Lawson, 21
MS 41235, ff. 157-59.

1899, copy A..J..J
H.UU.
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wou.ld do well to take what they could get. To continue to

press for the Veto in Scotland while postponing it for

England did not mean, as Lawson had suggested, that the

Liberals were prepared to confer an advantage on Scotland

and to refuse the same advantage to England:

I would gladly confer the advantage on both, but a reform
does not becom~ an advantage until it is carried and I
would recognize the fact that this thing -can be done for
Scotland and cannot im..rnediately be done for England.

From my point of view it appears wiser to put all our
strength into carrying what can be accomplished at once;
and for this Peel's Report furnishes a basis, so far as
its general recommendations are concerned, without neces
sarily following all its details.

. . . I must honestly say that I am weary of doing
nothing in order to attain perfection. 12

Campbell-Bannerman immediately forwarded this ex-

change of letters to Gladstone, who was delighted by it. He

had, he replied, Ilread with particular pleasure 'a reform does

not become an advantage until it is carried'--a maxim appar

ently hidden from our worthy friend to this day."13 But

there were more general grounds than this verbal sally of his

leader for the Chief Whip's satisfaction. 'Ten days before,

when he had still been doubtful of the wisdom of Gladstone's

desire to see the Manchester position redefined in a way more

favourable to the Trade, Campbell-Bannerman had been corres

pondingly reluctant to let Lawson have anything definite in

Vl}'riting. 'That he had now written so unequivocally to Lawson

12Ibid •

13Glads·tone to C. B., 23 Dec ember, 1899, B.M. Add. lJIS
41215, ff. 190-91.
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Vias the clearest confirmation possible that the Liberal

leader accepted fully Aberdeen's ousting of Manchester as

the basis of the party's temperance policy. Furthermore, in

Gladstone's eyes Campbell-Bannerman's categorical statement

to Lawson about the English Veto would help foster that dis-

sension in the ranks of the temperance movement which, he

remained conVinced, could only be to the Liberal Party's

advantage. "The sooner Lawson understands that the D[irect]

V[eto] is postponed the better," he assured Campbell

Bannerman. "For then he will have to fall foul of his ml'vn

colleagues who in terms [turns?] have assented to the post

ponement.,,14

Gladstone's sanguine prediction of a crisis in the

temperance ranks was soon fUlfilled. Indeed even in the two

weeks since the appearance of the 6 December manifesto there

had already been clear signs of the beginnings of a counter

attack against Vllhittaker's compromise position. The Scottish

Good Templars had led the way, bringing out a manifesto of

their own opposing acceptance by the temperance movement of

the Peel Report and denouncing the Report's concessions on

compensation and the English Veto. "The admission of the

right to money compensation, from whatever source exacted,"

it proclaimed, "will, if embodied in an Act of Parliament,

give away the whole case.,,15 The Scottish initiative was soon

14·Ibid .

l~

)Scotsman, 15 December, 1899.
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taken up on a national level; within days the Good Templars

as a body had withdrawn their executive from any further

co-operation with the Central Temperance Legislation Board. 16

Yet, despite these early moves, the Scotsman had been premature

in its announcement on 15 December that "the Local Veto party

has shared the fate of the political party with which it has

allied itself. It has been broken up and discomfited. fl

Joseph Malins's I.O.G.T., tightly organized though it was,

was some way from being a key element within the temperance

movement. Notorious for its dogmatic approach, its defection

alone would not have been more than a source of mild embar-

rassment to Whittaker and his colleagues.

After the Aberdeen speech, however, the movement

against the compromise gathered pace. On 6 January, 1900, a

special meeting at Nev1castle of the General Committee of the

North of England Temperance League, though welcoming some as

pects of the Peel Report, put on record the League's determin

ation "to oppose any scheme of money compensation, and to

continue its agitation and electoral demand for total Sunday

Closing and the Veto for England, as well as other parts of

the United Kingdom.,,17 In Scotland, despite some initial

doubts, the Scottish Liberal Federation held firm to the party

line, but first the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance

l6Temperance Chronicle, 22 December, 1899.

l7Temperance Witness, XI (r.'Iarch, 1900), 2.
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Association and then the Scottish Temperance Federation came

out against the Peel Report; so too did the Midland Temper
18ance League.

It is significant that those organizations which came

out at this time against the Peel Report and the Whittaker

compromise were primarily the provincial ones, whereas, by and

large, the London-based societies continued to uphold them.

To a large extent this was because the strongholds of radical

temperance opinion traditionally lay in areas where Non-

conformity was strong, away from south-eastern England: in

Wales, Scotland, the West Country and the North. But another

factor was also at work. There was an undoubted if not always

tangible feeling that the temperance movement throughout the

country was being dictated to by a small clique of its self~

appointed representatives, isolated in their London offices

and over-ready to accommodate the Liberal party bosses. A

contributor to the U.K.A.fs weekly paper exemplified this

kind of attitude when he wrote: "Whatever may be the outcome

of this discussion, I hope the Temperance party will rise to

the dignity of its position, and refuse to accept any policy

at the dictatorship of party politicians;,n19 In this context

the signatures on the 6 December manifesto of fifteen Liberal

M.P.s, which had been an asset to Whittaker in his dealings

with the Liberal leadership, now became a liability. Some-

18Alliance News, 25 January, 1900.

19Ibid ., 11 January, 1900, letter from E. Tennyson Smith.
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times, of course, the cries against the domination of the

movement by a small group in the metropolis were raised

merely for the purpose of giving extra force to condemnations

of the concessions on compensation and the English Veto by

means of ad hominem attacks on the men who had made them.

But it would be unwise to doubt the sincerity of that pillar

of the North of England Temperance League, Guy Hayler, when,

in an article in the League's journal entitled "The Present

Crisis,ll he complained bitterly of the audacity of the

signatories to the 6 December manifesto in trying to commit

the temperance movement to the Liberals upon a programme em-

bodying the principles of the Peel Report. llThe issue of

the 'manifesto, ttl he wrote, lihas aroused a strong and deep

protest against the autocratic attempt of these gentlemen to

capture the party in the interests of principles so long

successfully resisted.,,20

The agitation carried on during these early months of

1900 by representatives of radical temperance opinion some-

times reached extreme lengths, as it did when directed against

the man who had been Whittaker's closest collaborator in

organizing support for the compromise. Before his defeat in

the General Election of 1895, W. S. Caine had sat exclusively

f N th f E I d tOt . 21 I J 1°97 h h dor or o. ng~an cons l uenCles. n une, 0 , e a

20Temperance Witness, XI (March, 1900), 4-5.
01

o<.,.LScarborough, Barrow-in-Furness, and Bradford.
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been adopted as Liberal Candidate for Kilmarnock Burghs. By

putting his signature to the Peel Report and, especially,

the 6 December manifesto, he now became the target of attacks

from radical temperance reformers among his prospective con·-

stituents, in particular the Good Templars. Caine was de

nounced as one whorhad betrayed the essential principles of

the temperance cause for party profit, and the fact that he

could be portrayed as an outsider, who had not before sought

to represent a Scottish constituency, was used against him

with telling effect. By March the campaign had reached such a

pitch that he felt compelled to resign his candidature. In a

letter which he published at the time he explained:

My principal reason is that the Grand Lodge of the Scot
tish Good Templars have taken up an extraordinary and
unprecedented attitude towards my candidature, for which
I am unable to obtain any satisfactory explanation ,in
spite of private correspondence and personal interviews.
Their demands would involve the repUdiation of my signa
ture to the report of a Royal Commission, on the considera
tion of which I spent nearly five years, for reasons which
are flimsy and totally inadequate. They are flooding the
constituency with personal attacks on myself.•..22

Caine may ruefully have recalled that less than two years be

fore he had himself supported a campaign for the withdrawal

of support from a Liberal candidate whose attitude towards

the Trade was regarded as insufficiently inflexible. Indeed,

prior to his supporting of the Peel Report, Caine--President

of the British Temperance League and of the National Temper-

ance Federation,a Vice-President of the U.K.A., and the hero

22John Newton, W. S. Caine, M.P. (1907), p. 286.
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of the struggle ten years before to defeat the Conservative's

compensation proposals--had occupied within the movement a

prestigious position perhaps second only to Sir Wilfred

Lawson's. The campaign against him by the radical temper

ance men of Milmarnock Burghs showed clearly the extent of

temperance disarray.23

It was in the U.K.A. that the key struggle took

place. The 6 December manifesto had included the names of

six current Vice-Presidents of the Alliance and its past and

present Secretaries. If these men were to prove incapable of

retaining support even within their own organizationt, their

claim to represent the consensus of temperance opinion would

be seriously if not fatally damaged. On the other hand, to

gather in behind the compromise what was by far the most

powerful of the radical temperance societies would be a most

important success, one which might well influence the temper-

ance movement almost as a body towards support of the terms

of the alliance with the Liberals. The issue, however, was

not to be easily decided. Throughout the first half of 1900

the controversy carried on in the columns of the Alliance

23It is probable, though, that Caine's withdrawal was
looked on with not altogether unmixed feelings by the Liberal
organization in Scotland. Six months previously R. C. Munro
Ferguson, the Scottish Liberal Whip, had written to Gladstone:
fYWe give an organizing Committee the responsibility of dis
tributing such Front Benchers as I can get for Scotland & I
am enquiring as to Caine's due. The House is as well without
him, but we must irlin the seat if we can. If 11 October, 1899,
U 1IIf AdrJ 1\"'("1 I Lr\/r-. r>r> ""0""- .
.Li.Ph u. Ph) !f..OVO(, II. ~ ~-j.
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News, with the forces for and against the compromise very

evenly balanced. Among the better-known leaders of the

Alliance supporters of the compromise were in a majority;

men such as Dawson Burns and A. F. Hills now ranged them

selves alongside those who had sign~d the 6 December mani-

festo. They were ~onfronted, however, with something like a

revolt of the backwoodsmen: U.K.A. members largely unknown

at anything more than local level, marshalled by leaders of

the second rank like :Kempster. The great leader of the first

rank to whom these men looked, Sir Wilfred Lawson, did not

himself speak out. But this fact did not discourage them; as

President he was under considerable conventional restraint not

to take sides in an internal controversy. Opponents of the

compromise invoked Lawson's name, proclaimed that he was on

their side and that they in turn were on the side of all he

had ever stood for. The veteran leader made no move to con-

tradict these claims.

These divisions within the temperance movement made

it all the more easy for the Liberal Party to keep its tem-

perance policy as indefinite as possible during the campaign

preceeding the October General Election. In March Lord Peel

had put forvvard a plea for "extreme measures ll to be tried in

order itto make the trade subordinate to the public interests. u24

But the theme of the Liberals' temperance platform in 1900

24Speech at Ely, 1
(April, 1900 ), 9g~

lI/fr,r'"'h 101'10
1"".10. \"".1., ..L7V • Liberal rv'faga zine , \'TTI

V.LL
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was moderation. Campbell-Bannerrnan set the tone in the

election address which he issued to the voters of Stirling

Burghs on 21 September. He was, he declared, in favour of

measuree of local control for Wales and Scotland, but in

England the situation was different. There a "gradual

reduction of licenses" was called for, and there would be

more chance of achieving this if it were accepted that those

who were "injuriously affected" in the process should receive

"a reasonable recognition of their loss out of funds provided

by the trade itself.,,25 A few days later he told a Stirling

audience that something had to be done about the drink problem

and the liquor traffic, "even if that something should not

come up to their extreme ideal. ll26 All this was quite safely

within the limits of the previous year's temperance new depar-

ture, but many Liberals preferred to be even less specific.

Like Sir Edward Grey at Berwick-on-Tweed, if they mentioned

the temperance issue at all they restricted themselves to de

nouncing "the indefinite postponement of all attempts at re

form which the present Government appear to contemplate with

equanimity. ,,27 The Election Manifesto put out by the National

Liberal Federation glanced only briefly at the issue and went

no further than a general attack on the Unionists for having

25 The Times, 22 September, 1900.

26Ibid ., 27 September, 1900.

2 7.T...Lb...L';.u,'l ., 01 Q h , 9no",,~. lJeptemuer, ..L V •
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shelved lithe great question of Temperance Reform. n28

In 1900 the licensed trade adopted a neutral

attitude towards candidates who supported the Peel Report

provided that they were prepared to accept the Majority

Report's scale of compensation. So far had the party come

from its 1895 stance that more than thirty Liberal candidates

took this position. 29 Among them was Herbert Gladstone, who

was returned for West Leeds. Gladstone took exactly that

line on the temperance issue which in the previous year he

had so strongly urged on the party as a whole. In answer to

a question about his attitude to compensation when a license

was taken away on grounds of public interest and through no

fault of the licensee, he replied that in those circumstances

he would favou.r giving full compensation to all parties with a

legitimate interest in the license. 30 This ensured that he

would not be the target of active trade hostility. Together

with his acceptance of the Peel Report's indefinite post

ponement of the English Veto, it naturally also caused much

discontent among the radical temperance men in the West Leeds

electorate. But a basic consideration in the previous year's

temperance new departure had been that while the active sup

port of these men might be lost, their votes were hardly

28Liberal Magazine, VII (October, 1900), 465.

29Noel Buxton and Walter Hoare, "Temperance Reform,n
in The Heart of the Empire (1901), p. 209.

30 .
Brewers' Almanack for 1903, p. 121.
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likely to be transferred to the Unionist side. In his

campaign Gladstone took care to emphasize that the Liberals

were still the party of the temperance voter. The Liberal

Party, he declared, was ready and a~xious to proceed with

vigour i:Q the path of domestic reform. He had heard rumours

thn.t he vva:3 to be opposed on the temperance question. He

would be grieved if that were so, but he could not honestly

alter his positi01: on the subject. He had accepted the

general lines of the Minority Report of the Royal Commission,

and he submitted that while in tenlperance reform there was

much to expect from the Liberal Party, there was nothing to

anticipate from the Unionists. 31

Though Gladstone went further towards the trade posi-

tion than the majority of Liberal candidates, the Liberal

Party in general encountered far less opposition from the

liquor interests than had been the case five years before.

The contrast between the Liberals' 1895 and 1900 temperance

policies was as obvious to the licensed trade as it was to

political cOlnmentators. The campaign was only a few days old

when the parliamentary correspondent of The Times predicted

that the influence of the liquor trade, IIwhich was exerted

to the full on behalf of Unionist candidates in 1895,11 ",rould

be IIcomparatively quiescent ll this time:

Five years ago Local Veto and kindred questions were
exploited from every Liberal platform, and the brewers

31. The Times, 26 September, 1900.



and innkeepers left no stone unturned to counteract the
effect of temperance propagandism. The need for a renewal
of the tactics then adopted has not, however, yet arisen;
and, as a matter of fact, the publicans, who are such ef
fectual canvassers when they enter seriously upon elec
tioneering business, have not, up to the present, evinced
any disposition to take especial trouble in the matter.32

The Liberal Party's revision of its temperance plat-

form in the latter,months of 1900 had been based on the cal-

culation that more would be gained by mollifying the licensed

trade and by discarding the English Veto than would be lost

as a result of the offence which such moves would cause the

nation's hard-line vetoists. The "Khaki Election" of 1900

was no test of the soundness of the electoral aspect of this

calculation. As the parliamentary correspondent of The Times

observed, lithe war overshadows all other issues so completely

that endeavours to attract votes without taking cognisance of

it are foredoomed to failure." 33 How the Liberals might have

fared had there been no war in South Africa can only be con-

jectured. As it was, the October election found the Liberals

hopelessly divided over the war, and in terms of seats won

they achieved only a marginal improvement on their dismal

1895 showing, winning 184 seats in 1900 as compared with 177

five years previously. The fact that the war issue so domin-

ated the election means too that it is unwise to see particu-

lar significance in the fate at the polls of individual

Liberals with distinctive views on the temperance question.

32"The General Election,ll in The Times, 25 September,
1900.

33Ibid.
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Sir Wilfred Lawson, for example, was defeated in the Cocker

mouth constituency which he had held since 1886, and the swing

to the Unionists at Cockermouth of 2.8% as compared with 1895

was significantly greater than that in comparable north of

England county constituencies, where, on average, there was

little or no chang~.34 Lawson was known to have opposed the

new temperance policy, but he was also one of the leading

"pro-·Boers, tI and the victor at Cockermouth, John Randles, 11'1aS

one of the Unionists most sympathetic to temperance reform. 35

Although no domestic issues were able to compete with

the Boer War in 1900, temperance remained among the most

important of them. Campbell-Bannerman's election address

identified the housing question and the licensing question as

"the two great problems which present themselves" in the field

of domestic reform. 36 Whether or not the Liberals would have

won had domestic issues not been so thoroughly overshadowed by

the war can obviously never be known. Henry Pelling's opinion

is that but for the war "the Unionists might well have been

defeated.,,37 Certainly there are strong indications that in

34Henry Pelling, Social Geography of British Elections,
1885-1910 (1967), p. 322. Lawson remained out of Parliament
until 1903, vlhen he won the by-election in the Cornish seat
of Camborne which followed the death of W. S. Caine. Lawson
himself died in 1906.

35See Randles's speech on T. P. Whittaker's amendment
to the Address, 20 February, 1901. ParI. Debates; 4th series,
LXXXIX, c. 613.

36The Times, 22 September, 1900.

37(oP~lar Politics and Society in Late Victorian
Britain 1968), p. 92.
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no circumstances would the Liberals' licensing policy in 1900

have been the liability that so many Liberal candidates felt

it to have been in 1995~ In 1900 it was the Unionis~s who,

potentially at least, were by far the more vulnerable on the

temperance issue. The Royal Commission which they themselves

had established had both confirmed the gravity of the drink,

problem and directed further attention towards ..: ......Lv. Yet the

Unionist record in respect to the problem was five years of

inactivity. By contrast the Liberals could present them-

selves as the party of temperance reform, as men who would

not sit doing nothing while the drink problem grew perhaps

to still more alarming proportions. They could now present

themselves, moreover, as practical, pragmatic and moderate

reformers, with a party policy which no longer included the

extreme measures they had been attacked for advocating in

1895 and which nm'! left even the licensed trade itself "com-·

paratively qUiescent." It may reasonably be argued that only

the unforeseeable impact of the war prevented the Liberal

Party's temperance new departure of 1899 from unambiguously

demonstrating its benefits at the polls in 1900.

The Liberal defeat in 1900 helped bring about a

temporary relaxation of the temperance movement's internal

d.isputes. Since the temperance issue had played only a mar-

ginal part in the election, the Liberal failure, as temperance

men were themselves the first to point out, could not be

interpreted as a rejection by the electorate of the principles
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of temperance reform. Nevertheless, the prospect remained

of another lengthy period of Conservative rule. Strong

argi:i.lllents could now be put forward for a temperance closing

of the ranks: first that, with a Liberal Government no

longer an imnediate possibility, the question of the precise

nature of the move~entfs terms of alliance with the Liberal

Party lost much of its importance; secondly, that it would be

manifest folly to confront a newly triumphant party of the

trade interest with a temperance movement bitterly divided

against itself. For once even the U.K.A. obeyed the promp

tings of self-interest. Whittaker took the opportunity of

the Alliance's annual meeting in December to present a resolu-

tion which was both carefully drawn up and deliberately

presented a.s a formula for compromise between the two conflict-

ing factions:

This Council heartily welcomes the report of the minority
of the Royal Co~nission on Licensing, and pledges itself
to give the recommendations of that report a cordial yet
discriminating support, whilst reiterating its declaration
that no legislation can be adequate which does not confer
upon the people of the United Kingdom the power to veto
the grant or renev,ral of licenses for the sale Qf intoxi
cating liquor in their respective 10calities.38

Phrased as it was, the resolution enabled all but the most

die-hard proponents of the Veto and nothing but the Veto to

vote for it. Although by itself it could obviously not settle

the differences of opinion, it at least allowed some semblance

of unity to be restored to the U.K.A. after the bitter feeling

38 .Newton, Calne, p. 299.
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of the previous twelve months. Seconded by Canon Hicks, the

resolution was accepted by a large council meeting with only

a few dissentients.

It began, indeed, to seem at this time that the U.K.A.

might genuinely be moving towards a less dogmatic approach to

temperance reform., A good test at any time of the hardness

of opinion within the Alliance was its readiness to consider

policies complementary to the panacea of the Veto. Two such

policies currently exciting great attention were respectively

for municipalization of the liquor traffic and for bringing it

under some form of "disinterested management,lt both sets of

proposals being based to a greater or lesser extent on the

scheme first employed in the Swedish town of Gothenburg. A

pamphlet published by the Alliance early in 1901 discussed

these schemes for reform. Generally speaking, it concluded,

the principle common to them all was that the liquor traffic

should be regulated, "made respectable,lt kept within ltreason

able and safe limits lt ; the U.ILA. on the other hand advocated

that, by means of the direct popular veto, it should be alto

gether suppressed. The pamphlet nevertheless concluded that:

"One very important advantage of the direct popular veto is

that it is not antagonistic to or incompatible with any system

of licensing. lt39 Such attitudes prompted Noel Bu.xton and

Walter Hoare, reviewing the prospects for temperance reform

39Whatthe United Kingdom Alliance Wants (Manchester
[1901J), p. 4.



in 1901, to an optimistic assessment of the chances of future

co-operat,ion among temperance men of differing opinions. "The

vetoists and the advocates of public management," they wrote,

"have learnt to despair of a direct victory for their cause,

and have seen that the wisest course is to join the 'practical

reformers' in support of a scheme for improving the present
~ _ . • .. LLO

sY3tem 01 .licenslng."·-

However true this assessment may have been of the

advocates of public management, it underestimated the vetoists 1

capacity for what they saw as their single-minded determination

and their opponents branded as self-defeating dogmatism. rEhe

U.K.A. resolution of December, 1900, as Caine's bftiographer

admits, subdued rather than ended the differences, and "a kir..ei

of armed neutrality" was maintained between the opposing

sides. hI While the moderate temperance societies continued

to urge their case,42 the vetoists stirred themselves to

revive the battle. The field of battle now shifted, however,

and to the Peel Report was added the idea of disinterested

management as a target for vetoist attack. Partly this was

because the idea, largely as a result of Rowntree and Sherwellfs

best-selling The Temperance Problem and Social Reform, was

40"Temperance Reform," in The Heart of the Empire, pp.
204-5.

41Newton, Caine, p. 299.

1.J.2. See, for example, E. S. Howard, Why the Church of
England Temperance Society supports Lord Peel's Report (1901).



gathering increasing support as an alternative to the Veto.

But another reason lay in the fact that the idea was being

taken up, though tenta tively at first, by the men--vVhi ttaker

and Peel--most closely associated with the Peel Report and

the subsequent compromise with the Liberals.

In July, 1:01, an advocate of disinterested manage-

ment observed that ftthe teetotal party embraces a section,

at any rate, on whom arguments drawn from the social results

of the Gothenburg system are as completely wasted as they

are on members of the trade themselves. tlh.3 In the same month

the British Temperance League at its annual meeting in

Huddersfield exp!'essed its strong condemnation of all schemes

for public management, "whether put forvlard by municipalities

or individuals, 11 and. called upon temperance reformers ~very

where to offer strenuous opposition to such proposals. 44

From then on the vetoist campaign against municipalization

and. disinterested management--which their opponents in any

case usually treated as the same thing--gathered pace in a

very similar fashion to the earlier attack on the 1899 com-

promise with the Liberal leadership. Once again the shock

troops of the Good Templars were in the van. 45 This time,

4.3W. W. Carlile, "The Gothenburg Movement," Economic
Rivi.ew, XI (July, 1901), .328.

44Joseph ¥~lins, Public-House Trusts and Liquor Muni
~ipalisation (Birmingham (1902J), p. 2.

45Ibid ., and J. ]\IIartin Skinner, The "Reformed" Public
House (Birmingham, 1901).



however, the struggle within the United Kingdom Alliance was

to prove more decisive.

Late in 1902 the Alliance, through its Secretary,

James Whyte, put out a strong denunciation of those who

advocated diluting the Veto by tacking on to it Gothenburg

style ideas. 46 Together with Arthur Sherwell and Lady Henry

Somerset, Whittaker responded by circulating a lINational

Temperance Manifesto,lI which advocated disinterested manage-

ment as an alternative form of local control to the Veto and

accepted the necessity of compensation. Whittaker subsequently

explained that lIit was felt to be absolutely necessary, at the

present juncture, to provide a rallying point for that great

mass of reasonable temperance and earnest non-abstaining

opinion which must be kept together if disaster is to be

avoided. 1147 He emphasized that his proposals were certainly

not for municipalization, that they differed from such exist

ing disinterested management schemes as the Bishop of Chester's

and Earl Grey's, and that he advocated disinterested manage

ment not as a substitute for the Veto but as an alternative to

it. Areas which declined to enforce the Veto should still be

allowed "the option of having the whole of the retail traffic

in a locality conducted without the stimulus of private

46James Whyte, The United K~ngdom Alliance Vindicated
(Manchester [1902J), esp. pp. 48-53.

47T. P. Whittaker \ Some Frank and Friendly Words to
Temperance People (1903/, p. 32.
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profit and without direct and appreciable pecuniary gain to

the locality itself.,,48 He regretted that "some earnest and

valued temperance friends have taken up an attitude of opposi

tionto these proposals," but argued that

as practical people we have to consider how we can best
secure the most that is possible. We shall never ac
complish anything so long as we cultivate an attitude of
mind which seems to approach every suggestion with a
desire not to see how much there is in it that would be
good and useful, but to discover anything and everything
to which the most exacting critic could take objection,
and then turn upon that the most powerful magnifying
glass that we possess.49

Whittaker's appeal did little to halt the "vigorous

rem.onstrance, denunciation and misrepresentation" to which he

claimed his proposals were being subjected. 50 In October,

1903, the Council of the United Kingdom Alliance resolved

that this Council discountenances all proposals to create
a Municipal or Public Monopoly for the common sale of
intoxicants, involving as it would the implication of local
communities in the carrying on of the traffic, and in the
drunkenness and other evils resulting therefrom; and
deprecates the prospect of the people--especially of
Christian and Temperance Reformers--being led to look at
the profits on the sale of liquor as a means for 51
originating agencies to counteract the evils it creates.

By 1905 a large number of temperance organizations, including

all those with a wholly or strongly prohibitionist bias, had

48Ibid., p. 20.

49Ibid ., pp. 7-8.

50Ibid., p. 34.

51Disclaimers or Withdrawals of Members of Parliament
and Others with respect to the so-called "Disinterestecl ll

Liquor-Sale Mono 01 Pro osals of the New liTem erance Le is
lation League' L190b , p. 7.



declared themselves against management in the public interest:

the United Kingdom Alliance,the National Temperance Federa-

tion, the North of England Temperance League, the British

Temperance League, the National British Women's Temperance

Association, the Women's Total Abstinence Union, the Good

Templars, the Rech~bites, and almost all of the temperance
C;?

societies at~ached to the Nonconformist Churches./~ In the

same year the Temperance Legislation League was formed, and

the polarization became complete. The T.L.L. 's avowed pur-

pose was flto organize and concentrate temperance opinion in

the country on reasonable and practical lines,fl and it made

it clear that it considered these to be essentially the Peel

Report with the addition of disinterested management. Lord

Peel himself was the League's President, Arthur Sherwell its

Honorary Secretary, and Whittaker its Chairman. The founding

Vice-Presidents included Lady Henry Somerset, Lady Rachel

Howard, Lady Frederick Cavendish, the Master of Balliol, the

Archbishop of Westminster, General Booth, Joseph Rowntree,

George Cadbury, forty Lord Bishops, seven bishops, five deans,

twenty-six vicars, eleven M.P.s and tenprofessors. 53

By 1905, then, Gladstone's prediction that the

Liberal Party's new departure in temperance policy would

52Ibid.---
53Temperance Legislation League, The Licensing Problem.

The ° tion of Disinterested Mana ement: an Exposition and a
Reply, T.L.L. Pamphlet, No.1 1905J and .11, Short Exposition
of Policy, T.L.L. Pamphlet, B series, No.1 [191lJ.
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divide the radical temperance movement against itself had been

fully realised. Moreover, the movement's internal disputes

had taken a direction particularly favourable to the Liberals,

with the resentment of the hard-line vetoists against the

1899 compromise soon pushed into the background by their op

position to the idea of disinterested management, an idea with

which the Liberal Party itself was not directly associated.

The new departure remained intact even through a major Unionist

licensing initiative in 1904 which established for the first

time a statutory right to compensation and which infuriated all

sections of the temperance movement by its generosity to the

licensed trade. With the immediate energies of the prohibi

tionists devoted to combatting the spread of the management

heresy within their own ranks, there was little difficulty for

the Liberal leadership in standing quietly but firmly by the

very flexible temperance policy it had evolved in 1899. Al

though no very clear benefit had accrued from the new flexi

bility in 1900, the General Election of January, 1906, was to

prove a better test of its worth.
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